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ANGELOLOGY ON THE CHRISTOLOGY OF THE APOCALYPSE
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ABSTRACT

A review of previous study of the christology of the Ape reveals that little work has been
done on the influence of angelology on the christology of the Ape. What work has been
done has focused mainly on Ape 1.13-16 and 14.14 and has drawn attention to parallels

.
with angelophanies in OT and other Jewish and Christian apocalyptic and related writings
from the period c. 200 BCE to 200 CE. In Part One of the dissertation the context of the
christology in Jewish and Christian traditions is explored. Initially angelology and epiphanies
in Zechariah, Ezekiel, and Daniel are explored. Principal angels, especially those with a
glorious appearance are then studied, followed by angelomorphic figures. Included in the
latter category are both exalted humans and the Logos. The investigation in Part One is
rounded off with a brief survey of texts featuring angel- and angelomorphic christology in
the first Christian centuries. Part Two begins with consideration of the relationship between
Jesus and God and between Jesus and the angel of the revelation. This determines that
Jesus is identified with God yet functionally equivalent to the angel. In four successive
chapters the three visions of Jesus which most probably reflect the influence of angelology
(1.13-16, 14.14, 19.11-16) are discussed. An alternative is put forward to the increasingly
common assumption that Dn 7.9 LXX has influenced the combination of imagery found in
Ape 1.13-16, and the thesis is proposed that Jesus is perceived as adopting angelic form
analogous to his human incarnation. Jesus is not, however, in the final analysis an angel. His
true nature is bound with God.
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through the University of Durham and the Council of Tyndale House, Cambridge, England
were also appreciated. The latter was particularly appreciated as it enabled me to make use
of the remarkable research facilities at Tyndale House. Finally, unexpected and generous
gifts from various friends and family, especially from our Housegroup here in Durham, have
been welcome and are also gratefully acknowledged.
All the mistakes herein are my responsibility but if some good arguments and valuable
insights are found then the credit should be shared with, if not given wholly over to a
number of valued friends and colleagues in the world of academia.
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§1 Introduction

CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
§1.1

PREVIOUS

STUDY

OF

THE

CHRISTOLOGY

OF

THE

APOCALYPSE

The christology of the Ape has not received the same attention that many other areas of NT
christology have received. But the treatment which has been accorded it is by no means
negligible.

§1.1.1 General Studies of the Christology of the Apocalypse of John

The first major study of modern times of the christology of the Ape has been generally
credited to BOchsel. His Halle dissertation published in 1907 surveyed christological titles
and themes, and made the substantive point that the image of the Lamb is not derived from
a single source.1 The natural successor to BOchsel was Holtz who examined the
'Christustitel', 'Christuspradikate', and 'Christusaussagen· of the Ape within a twofold time
scheme, and concluded that the christology of the Apocalypse is essentially an
ErhOhungschristologie. 2

Shortly after this Comblin produced a comparable, though not quite as rigorous study.3
Focusing on the influence of the Servant of Yahweh (ct. Is 53.7), Comblin developed the
thesis that the christology of the Ape represented a new synthesis of the Son of Man,
Servant, and Messiah.4

Each work has attracted criticism,5 and both Holtz and Comblin criticise each other,6 but
1BOchsel, Christologie, esp. pp. 1-18, 26. Note: all references are given by name and short title,
except in the case of commentaries on the Ape itself which are simply given by the author's name;
full references may be found in the Bibliography.
2Holtz, Christologie, 60.
3comblin, Christ (1965).
4eomblin, Christ, 233ft.
5 Against Holtz, note especially Van Unnik,"Worthy", 445-461 (criticism of Ape 5 as an
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no full-length published work has replaced these studies.? From our perspective the
essential flaw of both studies is that their attempts to delineate the christology according to
one or two leading ideas require the manipulation of certain pieces of evidence. Thus Holtz,
consistent with the idea of an Erhohungschristologie, insists that the title

'rl &px'ft

ri\~

Kncrem<; 'tou eeou (Ape 3.14) refers to what Christ has become through his exaltation
rather than to his pre-existence.8 Comblin attempts to maintain a clear, consistent
distinction between Christ as 'Messiah' and as 'Son of Man', yet we find the 'Son of Man·
saying 'I am ... the living one' ( 1.17), which is a title belonging to the Messiah (in Comblin's
schema). 9

The period between BOchsel and Holtz/Comblin was marked by a number of smaller studies
of the christology of the Ape. Some are presented in the 'Introduction' to commentaries,1 o
others in articles, 11 or chapters of books,12 or in the course of studies of NT christology
as a whole.13 None of these develop the subject of the influence of angelology on the
christology of the Ape. We can only mention here those studies which are notable in some
way. Ellwanger, for example, offers the surprising assertion that the speaker in Ape 21.7 is
Jesus, and that in 1.8 1tav'toKpci'trop is applied not to God but to Jesus.14 Scott argues,
against the generally held view, that it is doubtful if John regarded Christ as being 'in any full
sense divine' .15

enthronement scene); Caird, "Review", 141-143 and Schussler Fiorenza, Justice (1985), 44-45
(criticism of time scheme). Against Camblin, note especially Boven, "Christ", 68-70 and Hohnjec,
Lamm, 18-19, 25-26 (denial that the Servant contributes to the christology to the extent Camblin

supposes). Cf. Kraft, "Offenbarung", 81-98.
6Holtz, Christologie (21971 ), 241-244; Camblin, Christ, 237-240.
7 Cf. Kraft, "Offenbarung", 86, 'Von den beiden Bi.ichern Comblins und Holtz' macht keines das
andere Oberfli.issig'. The author is aware of, but not yet able to attain, a dissertation which appears to
rival Holtz and Camblin for comprehensiveness: Engelbrecht, Johannes Jacobus, The Christology
of the Book of Revelation, D.Th. Diss., University of Pretoria, 1980 [Afrikaans text].

8Holtz, Christologie, 153.
9eomblin, Christ, 50, 195ft.
1OE.g. Charles, i, cxi-cxiv; Beckwith, 312-317; Swete, clv-clix ..
11 E.g. Beck (1942); Schmitt, "Interpretation" (1960).
12E.g. Scott, Revelation (1939).
13E.g. Cullmann, Christology (21963); Hahn, Hoheitstitel (1963).
14EIIwanger, "Christology", 515.
15scott, Revelation , 116. Cf. Swete, clv-clix; Charles, i, cxii.
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The period since Holtz and Comblin has seen a significant growth in studies on the
christology of the Ape. Notable among these are the following. Bovon offers in place of
Holtz and Comblin 'un classement moins doctrinal et plus nature! des donnees de
!'Apocalypse' which focuses on the relation between Christ and the church, and between
Christ and the nations.16 Although within a study ranging beyond the confines of the
Ape, U.B. Muller develops a thesis of two christologies, or more precisely, a christology
(developed by the seer) and a messianology (already lying in the Jewish sources
incorporated into the Ape) . 17 Although Muller's overall study has been influential his thesis
concerning the christology of the Ape has not generally commended itseH. 18

Alongside Muller we may mention Edwards, 19 and Ford,2o

who seek to divorce

Jewish elements from Christian in the characterization of christology and messianology in
the Ape. Both projects fail, among other reasons, for want of credible arguments to justify
the characterization of Ape 4-22 as 'Jewish'. By contrast we may note the careful arguments,
with special attention to christological features, given by Lohse in support of an affirmative
answer to the question 'Wie christlich ist die Offenbarung des Johannes?·21 Also worth
noting in this connection is the sustained argument by Cook that the christology of the Ape
enjoys a thematic unity through the whole book. 22

An assessment of the status of Jesus Christ in the Ape, similar to that of Scott (noted above)
is made by Casey, who argues that 'the lamb is carefuly distinguished from God, and he is
not said to be divine·.23 But other scholars have had no difficulty in affirming a 'high
christology' for the Ape. Caird, for example, argues that John believes that 'the glory of
God has been seen in the face of Jesus Christ' (cf. 2 Cor 4.6). Consequently Christ bears 'all
the attributes of deity' in his initial portrayal (1.12-16), is marked by the titles of God (e.g.
22.13), and, as the Lamb, has his name coupled together with the name of God (e.g.
16sovon, "Christ" , 70. Cf. Jankowski, "Chrystus" (1982).
17Muller, Messias, 161-213.
18so Holtz, Christologie, 244; Lohse, "Menschensohn", 85 n.8; De Jonge, "Use", 280.
19 Edwards, "Christological" , esp. p.139.
20Ford, 12-19.
21 Lohse, E., "Wie christlich", 321-338; see pp. 328-333 for christology of the Ape.
22cook, Christology , esp. pp. 59-123.
23casey, Jewish, 142.
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22.1 ,3). In short, 'God, once hidden from human sight, (is] now revealed in the known
person of his Son·. 24 A similar conclusion is reached by Schillebeeckx who argues that
the secret name in Ape 19.12 signifies that 'Revelation explicitly maintains the mystery of
the eschatological identity of the person of Jesus . . . The author evidently means to
suggest that the nature of Christ is intrinsically bound up with that of God himself.25 Most
recently Bauckham has argued that the pattern of 'I am' self-declarations by God (1.8,
21.6) and Christ (1.17, 22.13) reveals 'the remarkable extent to which Revelation identifies
Jesus Christ with God'. 26 In particular, 22.13 (where Christ is 'the Alpha and the Omega,
the first and the last, the beginning and the end') reveals 'unambiguously that Jesus Christ
belongs to the fullness of the eternal being of God'. Accordingly the Ape implies neither an
adoptionist christology, nor that John understands Christ as a second god. Thus the
worship of Jesus in the Ape (cf. 5.9-13, 22.1-3), a work which is distinctly monotheistic in
outlook, 'must be understood as indicating the inclusion of Jesus in the being of the one
God defined in monotheistic worship·. 27

Just as we noted for the period between BOchsel and Holtz/Comblin, christological matters
in the Ape since the time of Holtz/Comblin have been dealt with inter alia in general
treatments of NT or early Jewish Christian christology.28

§1.1.2 Studies of Specific Themes and Titles in the Christology

The most frequently occurring title, 'the Lamb', has received the greatest treatment.29
The only full-length monograph devoted entirely to the Lamb in the Ape was produced by
Hohnjec.30 Discerning a need for a thorough 'exegetical-theological examination·,31
24 caird, 289-301. Cf. Boring, 102-1 03.
25schillebeeckx, Christ, 432-462; citation from p. 443.
26Bauckham, Theology, 54-55.
27 Bauckham, Theology, 56-60, citations from pp. 56-7 and 60 respectively.
28E.g. Longenecker, Christology, esp. 63-113 passim; Schnackenburg, "Christologie", 367·374;
Dunn, Christology, esp. pp. 90-92; DeJonge, Christology, 137-139.
29Dodd, Interpretation , 230-238; with response by Barrett, "Lamb", 21 0·218. Harle, "L'Agneau",
26·35. Hillyer, • Lamb", 228-236. D'Sousa, Lamb (1968). Mounce, "Christology", 42-51 (despite the
generalist title most attention is paid to 'the Lamb'). Bauckham, "Figurae", 109-125 (particular
attention is paid to the Lamb as part of the visionary imagery of John which features 'visualized forms
of metaphorical figures' [p.116]). Guthrie, "Lamb", 64-71. U:i.pple, "Geheimnis", 53·58. Laws, Light,
esp. pp. 4-25, 41.
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she concludes that the Lamb, although influenced by OT imagery as Comblin and Holtz
recognised, is an original creation of the author which expresses the christology of the Ape
in miniature.32

The most impressive article in recent years on the Lamb offers new insight into the
derivation of &pvl.ov as a word applied to Jesus Christ. Bergmeier suggests that the Lamb
should be understood as a prophetic figure, and he offers a novel hypothesis for the origin
of the Lamb symbolism. He dismisses the possibility that it lies in the 'milieu Chretien
d'Ephese', or in Jewish messianic descriptions, or in astrology (i.e. the sign of Aries).
Rather, Bergmeier understands the Lamb in the Ape to have its meaning because of its
relationship to Christ: it has messianic predicates because it represents Christ. The Lamb
must be understood as the sacrifical lamb ('Opferlamm'), though not necessarily as the
paschal lamb. As the sacrificallamb the Lamb is the symbol for the crucified Messiah.33

Bergmeier then tackles the question which has never been satisfactorily answered,34 why
is O:pvtov used, and not 7tacrxa,35 0:J.Lvo<;,36 or 7tpO~cnov?37 He argues that as a
prophetic figure the Lamb recalls a once famous prophesying lamb of Egyptian origin

'to &pv\.ov, and whose description contains some interesting
parallels to that of the Lamb of the Apc.38 Bergmeier concludes that Christ as 'to &pvl.ov

whose title in Greek reports is

results from John adopting this Egyptian lamb and aligning it with the early Christian idea of
Christ as the sacrificiallamb. 39

30Hohnjec, Lamm (1980).
31Hohnjec, Lamm, 21, cf. 167-168.
32Hohnjec, Lamm, 162.
33sergmeier, "Buchrolle", 225-233.
34see Mounce, "Christology", 43, for a review of the various proposals.
35cf. 1 Cor 5.7.
36ct. Is 53.7 (LXX), Jn 1.29, 36; 1 Pet 1.19; Test. Jos. 19.8, Test. Ben. 3.8.
3 7Cf. Is 53.7 (LXX). Note that &pvl.ov is found in Jer 11.19 (LXX) [cf. Origen, Comm. Jn.
6.53(35)]. The Greek Rec. of 1 En. 89.45 uses &pl)v and Kpl.o<; (cf. 1 En. 90.9).
38sergmeier, "Buchrolle", 234, where full references to the original material may be found. A readily
accessible discussion may be found in McCown, "Hebrew", 392-396; cf. Griffiths, "Apocalyptic", 285287 (who fails to find the connection Bergmeier makes).
39sergmeier, "Buchrolle", 235.
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Curiously, although the title 'the Son of Man' is used with a great degree of frequency in
commentaries, monographs, and articles concerned with the Ape, the fact is that strictly
speaking no such title occurs in the Ape: the phrase used is OIJ.OtOV ulov avepo»tou (1.13,

14.14), not 6 uloc; 'tou avepo»tou. In the course of our chapters on Ape 1.13-16 and
14.14 we will engage with various studies concerned with 'Son of Man' themes,40 some of
which develop, or at least mention in passing, the angelological background to the portrayal
of Christ in these texts.

Other titles and themes have received slight, though not necessarily superficial treatment.
The expression 6 xpun~ has been examined by

De Jonge and Sabugal. 41 The

theme of 'witness' has been taken up by Reddish who argues that martyrdom is the
primary motif of the Ape, and martyr christology is the primary christology. 42 'Witness' in
the Ape is integrally related to 'suffering', a point developed by Satake who argues that
Christ's function as redeemer in the Ape is not so much directed towards sinners as towards
suffering

Christians. 43 Lelvestad and

Rissl both propose that the centre of the

christology of the Ape lies in the verb vu,aro.44 Gerhardsson examines the
christological statements in the ecclesial letters, demonstrating that they not only
intentionally asserted the true Lord over the false Caesar, but also encouraged Christians in
their hour of need. 45 Van der Osten Sacken reflects on 'Taufchristologie' in Ape 1.56_46

Boring in two articles takes up matters largely neglected through the preoccupation with
the titles and 'standard' themes in the christology of the Ape. In the first he draws out the
idea of a 'narrative' christology.47 In the second he focuses on how the voice of Jesus is
to be 'identified and understood within the multipicity of voices that address the reader from
the pages of the Apocalypse·. 48 Lohse examines the relationship between "Apokalyptik
40E.g. Scott, "Behold", 127-132; Casey, Son (1979); Lohse, "Menschensohn" (1982), 82-87;
Jones, Study (1990).
41De Jonge, "Use" (1980); Sabugal, "EI titulo" (1972).
42Reddish, "Martyr", 85-95.
43satake, "Christologie" (1991). Cf. Wolff, "Gemeinde" (1981).
44Leivestad, Christ, 212; Rissi, "Kerygma", 3-17, esp. 7-8.
45 Gerhardsson, "Aussagen" (1977). Cf. Aune, "Influence" (1983).
46van der Osten Sacken, "Christologie" (1967); cf. Schussler Fiorenza, Priester, 168-276.
47soring, "Narrative" (1992).
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association with the historical Christ-event.49

Finally, we note an article by Fischer on the Christianness of the Ape which devotes a
small but profound section to the christology of the Apc.50 He perceives John to be
expressing the form of Christ in four ways: (i) Co-regent of God, (ii) Supreme Archangel, (iii)
Son of Man-Judge, (iv) The One Sacrificing Himself for Us. Jesus as the Co-regent has the
attributes of God the Pantokrator: 'he is in the fullest sense co-regent of God as creator and
judge'. The idea that Christ is the Supreme Archangel is not developed by Fischer, but it
arises out of Ape 12.1 0-12 where Christ is honoured as victor after Michael's struggle with
the dragon (12. 7). 51 This article is unu sua I in the range of studies on the christology of the
Ape in that it refers to Christ as an angel. But even then it is only the briefest of references.

The paucity of material concerning christological issues such as the possibility of angel
christology or the question of the influence of angelology on the christology, may be
compared with the abundance of material concerning almost every other issue. A
dissertation on the subject of the influence of angelology on the christology of the Ape
appears, therefore, to be a worthwhile endeavour.

This field of study is by no means virgin soil, however, as some study has been done,
arising not so much out of study of the christology of the Ape as out of the study of
angelology in the context of apocalypses, apocalypticism, and merkabah mysticism. We
now turn our attention therefore to this work and to related concerns, especially angel
christology.

49Lohse, "Apokalyptic" , 66.
50 Fischer, "Christlichkeit" (1981 ).
51 Fischer, "Christlichkeit", 170.
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§1.2

ANGELOLOGY AND ANGEL CHRISTOLOGY

In 1941 Werner argued that the oldest christology was in fact an angel christology.52 For
example, behind the conception of Christ as 'Messiah-Son of Man' was 'a high angelic
being' (cf. 1 En. 46.3) and the Son of Man was represented as 'the Prince of Angels' (e.g.
Mk 8.38, Mt 13.41-42, Lk 22.43) .53 Critical response to this thesis was swift54 and
decisive, 55 although some recent critical assessments have not been totally
dismissive. 56

Some speculation about angel christology in the NT has continued in recent years. It is
noticeable, however, that this is mostly in connection with the latest NT books, such as the
Fourth Gospel and Jude.57

Danielou and Longenecker avoided replicating Werner's 'extreme thesis' by arguing for
'angelomorphic christology' as a feature of Jewish Christianity. In this view the development
of christology was influenced by the angelology of the OT so that the title 'Angel' was given
to Christ or angels as heavenly intermediaries provided models for christology. But neither
scholar argues that angel christology was the earliest christology or that Christ was an angel,
rather, 'angelomorphic categories' were attributed to Christ. 58
52werner, Die Entstehung des Christlichen Dogmas (Bern: Paul Haupt, 1941, 1954). We have used
the ET, Werner, Formation (1957).
53 werner, Formation, 120-124.
54Michaelis, Engelchristo/ogie (1942); with vigorous response in Werner, Formation, 130 n.1.
55 E.g. Barbel, Christos , 348, 'im Neuen Testament von einer Engelchristologie nichts zu
verspuren ist'; cf. Balz, Methodische, 208; Kretschmar, Studien, 220-222, and, more recently,
Dunn, Christology, 154-158,322 n.106.
56 E.g. Hengel, Son, 84, 'A real angel christology could only become significant right on the fringe
of the Jewish-Christian sphere ... Werner much exaggerated the role of "angel christology" in early
Christianity'. Cf. Knight, Disciples , 73.
57 E.g. Fossum, "Kyrios" (1987), with reply by Bauckham, Jude, 310-312. Knight, Disciples, 91,
sees an angel christology in Jn 8.58 and 12.41; contrast with Dunn, Christology, 154-158. BOhner,
Gesandte, 316-433, discerns angelological influence in the background to the christology of the

Fourth Gospel; note also Segal, "Ruler", 258-259. Sanders "Dissenting" (1969) argues for an angelic
background to Phil 2.5-11.
58 Longenecker, Christology, 26-32; Danielou, Theology, 117-146; cf. Carr, Angels, 143ft;
Fossum, "Jewish-Christian" (1983).
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More recently Rowland has opened up a different, although related aspect of the
discussion.5 9 Namely whether some visions of glorious angels in Jewish apocalyptic
writings implied 'some kind of bifurcation in the conception of God', so that, even if the
earliest Christians did not think of Christ as an angel, aspects of Jewish angelology may
have provided a means for grasping how Christ could be a divine being alongside God. 60
Rowland's work is of particular interest to us because he develops his thesis with the
christophany in Ape 1.13-16 as one focus.

In essence Rowland argues that Ezek 1.26-28, 8.2-4, and Dn 10.5-6 disclose a trend
whereby the human form of God (Ezek 1.26-28) is separated from the divine throne chariot
and functions as 'a quasi angelic mediator' (Ezek 8.2-4) similarly to the angel in Dn 10.5-6.
On the one hand the form of the angel in Dn 10.5-6 appears to have been influenced by
Ezekiel, especially the theophany in ch.1. 61 On the other hand the figure in Ezek 8.2-4
may be compared with 'one like a son of man' in Dn 7.13: both are heavenly figures who are
spoken of in 'quasi-divine terms·. 62

The divine status of the Danielic son of man figure, according to Rowland, is even more
apparent in Dn 7.13 LXX which speaks of the figure coming 'as the Ancient of Days' rather
than 'unto the Ancient of Days'. 63 The LXX variant was probably responsible for the
identification of the risen Jesus with the Ancient of Days in Ape 1.14. 64

A similar explanation may be given for the background to the glorious angel Yahoel in Ape.

Abr. 10-11 (an apocalypse dating from a similar period to the Apc).65 This suggests that
the developments Rowland adduces were part of a broad tendency in Jewish angelology.
In this tendency the conception of God is bifurcated: alongside God is another divine figure
who acts in God's place with the form and character of God. 66
59Rowland, "Vision" (1980); Heaven (1982); "Man" (1985).
60 As recognised by, e.g., Dunn, Christology, xxiv (whence the citation) and Hurtado, God, 74.
61 Rowland, "Vision", 1-5; ibid., Heaven, 94-101.
62Rowland, Heaven, 97.
63Th is matter will be examined more closely in §2.5, where Hebrew and Greek versions are set out.
64Rowland, Heaven, 97-98.
65For text, see §3.2.1.
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In sum: the appearances of the risen Jesus in Ape 1 and of certain other glorious angels
may be explained in terms of developments in Jewish theology and angelology in which a
glorious angel 'embodied the attributes of the glorious God whom the prophet Ezekiel had
seen by the river Chebar'. 67

We shall have much more to say about Rowland's proposal in subsequent chapters. Apart
from any shortcomings which we may be able to expose in Rowland's work on Ape 1 he has
allowed room for further work on the influence of angelology on the christology of the Ape
because he says almost nothing about the christology in the rest of the Ape. 68

Alongside Rowland's work we may mention related contributions. Segal examined rabbinic
traditions about the (so-called) 'two powers' heresy, in which, contrary to the strict
monotheism of rabbinic Judaism, scripture was interpreted 'to say that a principal angelic or
hypostatic manifestation in heaven was equivalent to God'. 69 The opposition of the rabbis
to this heresy is dated by Segal to the second century CE, but with the observation that 'the
rabbis' second-century opponents had first-century forebears', such as Philo's talk of a
'second god' and Paul's polemic against angelology in Gal 3.19-20.70 As far as Segal could
discern, an interest in the principal angel or in hypostases which was heretical had not
developed in the first century CE.7 1 The interest in the glorious angel Yahoel in the Ape.
Abr., tor example, is 'not clearly heretical·.72

Fossum

investigated the origins of the Gnostic demiurge, with particular reference to

Samaritan religious traditions. He attempted to show that the demiurge, as conceived in
Gnosticism, was preceded by 'Jewish ideas about the creative agency of the hypostasized
divine Name and the Angel of the Lord·.7 3 An example of such agency is Yahoel in the
66 •Bifurcating' is used by Rowland, "Vision", 2; our explanation in the second part of the sentence
draws on Rowland, Heaven, 97-98.
67 Rowland, Heaven, 103.
68 Note one small remark about Ape 10.1 [Rowland, Heaven, 102].
69 segal, Powers, 18.
70segal, Powers, 260-262.
71 Segal, Powers, 192, 196, 200.
72segal, Powers, 196. Cf. summary remark in Hurtado, God, 32, 'an interest in angelic beings is
one thing and the worship of them another'.
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Ape. Abr..1 4 A named angel represents a shift from the stage when the Angel of the Lord

was more or less indistinguishable from God: the Angel of the Lord now has personality and
personal existence.7 5 According to Fossum this development which envisaged, or at least
tended to envisage, another power alongside God predates the Christian era.76

Detailed consideration of Fossum's work would take us into Samaritan material and into
consideration of Gnosticism. We cannot do this and keep our project within space limitations
so that we will not take up in the main body of the dissertation the questions he raises.
Hence we offer here a few brief criticisms of his approach.

First, Fossum does not substantiate his claim that angels such as Yahoel 'shared God's own
... nature or mode of being·.77 Secondly, Fossum does not demonstrate that a second
power alongside God such as the Angel of the Lord was worshipped in the preChristian
era. 78 Thirdly, Fossum supports his argument with evidence drawn from periods later than
the first century CE. It is always problematic when developments attested in later evidence
are read back into earlier stages of religious history. 79

Rowland, Segal and Fossum, therefore, have explored evidence concerning the shift from
strict monotheism to some kind of dualistic or binitarian position in some Jewish circles.
Taking the interpretation of the angel Yahoel as a kind of yardstick, Segal is least inclined to
see heretical developments in the first century CE,

Fossum is most inclined, while

Rowland's position is one in which sees the potential for heretical development in, or even
before, the first century CE.

Hurtado takes up the challenges posed by (e.g.) Rowland and Fossum. He argues that
principal angel figures, in common with exalted patriarchs (such as Moses and Enoch), and
73 Fossum, Name, v.
74Fossum, Name, 319-321,333
75Fossum, Name, 337.
76Fossum, Name, 307ft, 318, 332.
77Fossum, Name, 333.
78 Hurtado, God, 38.
79Hurtado, God, 38. An extreme example of this tendency is Fossum's citing of the Magharian
sect's teaching about the Angel of the Lord, which is attested to in 1Oth and 12th century writings!
[Name, 329-332].
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concept of 'divine agency'.

Hurtado argues that divine agency 'operated within the

traditional Jewish concern for the uniqueness of God'. 80

In other words, Hurtado argues, against Rowland and Fossum, that traditions concerning
the chief divine agent involved no 'mutation' in the monotheistic belief and devotional
practice of post-exilic Judaism. In particular Hurtado challenges Rowland and Fossum's
understanding of the significance of Yahoel in Ape. Abr. 10-11. The glorious appearance
of this angel is not an expression of the belief that the divine Glory had become a
personalised divine agent. 81 Rather, the portrayal of Yahoel is a creative attempt to show
'the visual majesty accorded to the angel chosen by God as his chief agenr. 82 The majesty
of Yahoel is not evidence for 'a bifurcation of the deity', rather it is a reflection of 'the pattern
of ancient imperial regimes [which] required that the figure holding the position of God's
vizier should be described in majestic terms·. 83

Positively, Hurtado advances the hypothesis that the divine agency tradition contributed to
the development of the earliest christology. Briefly, the exalted Jesus was understood to
be the chief divine agent, 84 but a 'mutation' in belief took place whereby Jesus Christ was
included in the devotional thought and practice of the early Christians as 'a second object of
devotion alongside God·. 85

Hurtado is not the only critic of Rowland and Fossum, 86 but he is the one who has
responded most fully to their work. Further consideration of Hurtado's positive case for the
development of early christology cannot be undertaken here. For his primary concern is
with the earliest stage of christological development, some decades before the appearance
of the Ape. 87
80 Hurtado, God, 38.
81 Fossum, Name, 319-320; Rowland, Heaven, 102-1 03. Rowland is a more hesitant on this matter
than Fossum.
82 Hurtado, God, 88.
83 Hurtado, God, 89.
84Hurtado, God, 93-99.

85 Hurtado, God, 100, c.f 99-124.
8 6ct. Dunn, Christo/ogy, xxiv-xxvi; Karrer, Johannesoffenbarung, 143-147; Kim,
246.
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At the heart of Hurtado's criticism of Rowland and Fossum, and of his hypothesis
concerning the development of christology lies the importance of worship as a test of
doctrine. It is the absence of evidence for the worship of a second 'divine' being (whether
hypostasis, angel, or patriarch) which cautions Hurtado against claims such as Fossum's that
there were substantial modifications of monotheism in post-exilic Judaism. 88 Conversely, it
is the worship of Jesus which sets the Christian concept of divine agency on its head
compared with its Jewish counterpart. 89

Hurtado's work has been subjected to a critical review by Rainbow.90 The details of this
cannot be elucidated here, save to note that Rainbow identifies a class of intermediaries
not considered as a separate category by Hurtado, namely, 'eschatological figures in the
Bible' (e.g. Enoch). The importance of this category is that a figure manifestly distinct from
God (i.e. not a personification) yet conceived of having 'an aureola of deity' (i.e. not a
patriarch or angel) could have been considered worthy of worship. Rainbow argues that a
separate category is appropriate because

'Hurtado's test of cultic veneration is not applicable to eschatological beings. No one
would offer worship to a person who was still awaited in the future·.91

But worship might be offered to a person whose followers were convinced he was a nowpresent-eschatological figure. Such conviction could have arisen if Jesus convinced his
followers that he would share in the status of the one God as Messiah in the terms set forth
in Ps 11 0.1 and Dn 7 .13. This would explain the worship of Jesus by the first Christians. But
to maintain this hypothesis it would have to be demonstrated that texts such as Mt 26.64/Mk
14.62, where Jesus brings together Ps 110.1 and Dn 7.13 at his trial, were historically
reliable. A tall order - as Rainbow admits!92
87 Hurtado, God, 119-120, does reflect on the christophany in Ape 1 but does so in terms of its
value as a guide to religious experiences of earlier generations of Christians. There is no evidence,
however, to prove that this kind of vision, which is unique in the NT writings because of its detail, was
experienced in the first years of Christianity.
88 Hurtado, God, 38; cf. Dunn, Partings, 219.
89Hurtado, God, 100.
90Rainbow, "Monotheism", (1991 ).
91 Rainbow, "Monotheism", 88 n.22.
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When Hurtado emphasises the importance of worship as a test for developments within or
away from monotheism he acknowledges his debt to Bauckham who examines the
worship of Jesus in apocalyptic Christianity, principally in connection with the Ape and the
Ascension of Isaiah. 93 Since the worship of Jesus has less significance in an environment

with a lax attitude to monotheism, Bauckham first establishes that, at least in the circles
represented by the two apocalypses in question, there was a strict adherence to
monotheism. 94 The evidence for this lies principally in the refusal of angels to be
worshipped (Ape 19.1 0, 22.8; Asc. Is. 7.21f, 8.5). With this evidence may be contrasted
those passages which explicitly acknowledge Jesus' worthiness to be worshipped (e.g.
Ape 5.8-12, Asc. Is. 9.28-32). Bauckham then draws the conclusion that Jesus was placed
'on the divine side of the line which monotheism must draw between God and
creatures·. 95

In this article we find the interface between angelology and christology considered in direct
relation to the Ape (and to the Asc. Is.). Bauckham argues that there is 'a sharp theological
distinction between Christ and angels'. 96 This distinction is demonstrated in three ways.
First, Christ is worshipped and not the angels. But, secondly, this worship arises out of the
fact that only Christ is worthy to open the scroll. The angels also have a role in the
implementation of the divine purposes, but no special worthiness is demanded for this role
and no praise results from its fulfilment. 97 Thirdly, this distinction parallels that made in
respect of the giving of the revelation. Jesus 'belongs with God as giver, while the angel
belongs with John as instrument' in the transmission of the revelation. 98

The work of Rowland and Fossum has opened up the possibility that Jewish monotheism
before the beginning of Christianity was at least potentially weakened to allow for some kind
of binitarian or dualistic position to be held. But recently two scholars have independently
92Rainbow, "Monotheism", 88-90. For a different, but in our opinion unconvincing, set of criticisms
of Hurtado see Knight, Disciples, 57-109, esp. p. 97.
93 sauckham, "Worship", (1981 ); cf. Hurtado, God, 38.
94sauckham, "Worship", 322-327.
95sauckham, "Worship", 335.
9 6Bauckham, "Worship", 338 n.42.
97Bauckham, "Worship", 330.
98 sauckham, "Worship", 329, cf. 330.
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promoted the view that, except for a small minority of Jews, strict monotheism never arrived
in ancient Judaism. That is, the

ancient dualism of El and Ba'ai/Yahweh never lost its

influence through the First and Second Temple periods.

Thus Hayman argues the startling thesis that

'it is hardly ever appropriate to use the term monotheism to describe the Jewish idea
of God, that no progress beyond the simple formulas of the Book of Deuteronomy
can be discerned in Judaism before the philosophers of the Middle Ages, and that
Judaism never escapes from the legacy of the battles for supremacy between
Yahweh, Ba'al, and El from which it emerged·.99

The implications of this view for the development of early christology are obvious:

'The fact that functionally Jews believed in the existence of two gods explains the
speed with which Christianity developed so fast in the first century towards the
divinization of Jesus·.1 oo

In similar vein Barker argues that

'pre-Christian Judaism was not monotheistic in the sense that we use that word ....
There were many in the first-century Palestine who still retained a worldview derived
from the more ancient religion of Israel in which there was a High God and several
Sons of God, one of whom was Yahweh, the Holy One of Israel. Yahweh, the Lord,
could be manifest on earth in human form, as an angel or in the Davidic king. It was as
a manifestation of Yahweh, the Son of God, that Jesus was acknowledged as Son of
God, Messiah and Lord .1 01

Lest it should be thought that all recent scholarship is heading in the direction of Hayman
and Barker we might also profitably note Casey's vigorous defence of Jewish monotheism
99Hayman, "Monotheism", 2.
1OOHayman, "Monotheism", 14.
101 Barker,

Angel, 3, [the italics are Barker's]. On heterodox Judaism before the Christian era see

also Quispel, "Ezekiel" (1980).
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as the bedrock from which Christianity was hewn with the aid of a Hellenistic chisel.1 02 The
difference between Casey and Barker, for example, is neatly illustrated in their differing
responses to Philo's talk of the Logos as 'a second god' (Qu. Gen. ii.62). For Casey this
'indicates that the theoretical limit of Jewish monotheism may appear to be breached by an
occasional sentence·.1 03 Barker, by contrast, citing Qu. Gen. ii.62, states that 'Philo is
quite clear what he meant by Logos; he was describing a second God·.104 She sums up
her discussion of Philo with this remark: 'Philo shows beyond any doubt that the Judaism of
the first Christian century acknowledged a second God·.105

The details of the cases advanced by Hayman and Barker in support of each argument need
not detain us here since they go beyond the scope of this inquiry. We can, however, make
two brief observations in response. First, it is noticeable that the Ape, which offers quite a lot
of evidence (in their terms) for Jesus as a second God, nevertheless appears to work out
its christology in a strongly monotheistic context. On the one hand the angel refuses
worship and directs John to worship God (not God and Jesus, 19.10, 22.9). On the other
hand the worship at the throne 'of God and the Lamb' in 22.1 ,3 is directed to 'him' - a
singular pronoun.1 06 Secondly, if, as Barker asserts, 'the great angel' is the second God, it
is not clear what she makes of the fact that in the Ape there are at least two 'great angels',
Jesus (as in 1.13-16) and the 'mighty angel' in Ape 10.1. Her case would be better served if
Jesus was the only 'great angel' in the Apc.1 07

§1.2.1 Merkabah Mysticism

We now return to the starting point for Rowland's proposal, i.e. Ezek 1. Interest in this
chapter is at the heart of the esoteric traditions known as merkabah mysticism. Merkabah
is the Hebrew word for 'chariot' and merkabah mysticism may be formally defined in terms of
'an esoteric, visionary-mystical tradition centred upon the vision of God, seated on the
102casey, Prophet (1991 ).
103casey, Prophet, 85. Cf. Dunn, Christology, 220-228. For an unequivocal statement of the
oneness of God in Philo see Leg. iii.81.
104sarker, Angel, 116.
105sarker, Angel, 131.
106see further below, §6.2.
107Cf. Barker, Angel, 201-203.
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celestial throne or Merkabah' .108 At the heart of this tradition is the exegesis of texts
featuring visions of the divine throne, or throne-chariot, and its occupant such as Ezek 1,
Dan 7, Is 6, and Ex 24. Its particular relevance to early chris to logy lies in its opening 'the
window on a troubling ambiguity in the being of the Jewish God'. 109 Halperin, for
example, draws attention to the problem of the living creature with a face like a calf (or, ox)
and its recall of the worship of the golden caH at Sinai (Ezek 1.1 0, Ex 32).1 09a But also
perceived as dangerous was reflection on 'the Glory' which led either to its identification as a
subordinate, created being (as in Gnosticism) or to the identification of a human being with
the Glory (as in Christianity). 110

The relationship between apocalypticism and merkabah mysticism has been the subject of
much discussion. Gruenwald has argued that apocalypticism has a close relationship with

Merkabah mysticism.111 Rowland, admitting the uncertainty of the connection between
the two phemomena, draws attention to the common interest shared between them. 112
There is, of course, no doubt that in the case of the Ape itself it shares with merkabah
mysticism an interest in the divine throne (ct. Ape 4). But it is not clear that John's thronevision was influenced by Jewish mystical practice and teaching as opposed to simply being
influenced either by an exegetical interest in Ezek 1 or by the interest in Ezek 1
represented in apocalyptic tradition.113

There is in fact a lack of consensus over the dating of the origins of the merkabah
mysticism which is attested to, reflected upon, and expressed in Jewish literature such as
the Talmud and the Hekhalot literature.114 Both sets of texts date from the period after the

1 08 Morray-Jones, "Mysticism",

1-31. Scholem, Trends, 63, points out four mystical

preoccupations: (i) God in his aspect as Creator of the Universe, (ii) The vision of the celestial realm,
(iii) Songs of the angels, (iv) The structure of the merl<abah.
109Halperin, Faces, 449.
109aHalperin, Faces, 157-193.
11 0Morray-Jones, "Mysticism", 7, who notes the warning against such speculations in M. Hagigah
2.1; cf. Quispel, "Ezekiel" (1980).
111 Gruenwald, Apocalyptic (1980), esp. pp. 29-72.
112Rowland, Heaven, 340-348.
113scholem, Trends, 43, puts the point neatly: no one knows if (e.g.) 1 En. and Ape. Abr.
'reproduce the essentials of the esoteric doctrine taught by the teachers of the Mishnah'.
114For 'Introduction' to these writings see Gruenwald, Apocalyptic, 98-234. The 'classic'
intersection of apocalyptic and mystical writings is 3 Enoch, also known as Sefer Hekhalot, dating
from the fifith or sixth century CE. For the Hekhalot writings in Hebrew see Schafer, Synapse (1987).
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first century CE. But when did the traditions they attest to originate? Some scholars have
argued for origins later than the first century, 115 while others have argued for origins within
the first century CE.116 In short, the problem remains unresolved as to whether the
(apparent) parallels between (e.g.) the Ape and Jewish rabbinic and mystical writings
concerned with the Merkabah represent the influence of one (set of traditions lying behind
the writings) on the other or the mutual interaction of the two.117 To attempt to settle this
issue is beyond the scope of the present project, and consequently we will largely explore
the influence of angelology on the christology of the Ape without reference to rabbinic and
mysticalliterature.118

§1.2.2 Angel Christology in the Apocalypse

Apart from Rowland's work cited above little has been written in extensio about angel
christology in the Ape. Bakker, for example, in an important article on angel christology,
only discusses the Book of Hebrews among NT works.119

Major contributors to the

discussion in this century of angel christology scarcely pause to discuss the possibility in
respect of the Apc.120 An exception is Karrer who devotes a short but important

Excursus to the question of 'einer Engelchristologie in der Apk'. He argues that Ape 1.5
115 Notably, Halperin, Merkabah (1980), and Faces (1988); Schafer, "New Testament", 19-35,
who argues, contra Scholem, Gnosticism, 14-19, that merkabah mysticism does not provide the
background for Paul's famous account in 2 Cor 12.
116 Most recently, Morray-Jones,

Merkabah

(1989), who offers a modified version of the

hypothesis advanced by Scholem, Trends, 40-79, and Jewish Gnosticism, esp. pp. 14-19, 40, and
developed by Gruenwald, Apocalyptic, esp. 73-97, while offering a rebuttal of (particularly) the case
advanced by Halperin (see note above); cf. Fossum, "New" (1991 ).
117Halperin, Faces, 87-96, from the perspective of one favouring a post-first century CE origin for
merkabah mysticism, draws out the significance of the Ape 'as a source for early developments in

Jewish merkabah exegesis' (p.87). Particularly intriguing is the parallel between the 'sea of glass'
(around the divine throne, Ape 4.6, 15.2) and the warning in b. Hagigah 14b, [when nearing the
merkabah], 'do not say, "Water, water"', which appears to be linked to the idea that the sea is the

place of chaos; cf. Scholem, Trends, 52-53.
118on merkabah mysticism in general, and in its relationship to christological development in the
first few centuries CE, see additionally (e.g.) Fossum, "Christology", 260-287; Morray-Jones,
"Mysticism" (1992); Chernus, "Visions", 123-146; Rowland "Visions" (1979).
119sakker, "Christ" (1933).
120E.g. Werner, Formation (1957) offers no discussion of Ape 1.13-16, 14.14, or 19.11-16.
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and 14.14 particularly show signs of the influence of angel christology.121 Charlesworth
made a proposal which we can, with a little broadening of our horizons, just squeeze into
a discussion of 'angel christology'. He argues that in 1.12 the Greek is best translated 'to
see the voice' and that in view here is 'the hypostatic voice of God'. The application of this
idea to Christ means that 'A Jewish title had been reminted Christologicauy·.122 Brighton
examines the mighty angel in Ape 10.1. He concludes that since this angel serves as 'an
icon of Christ' then it illustrates 'an angel Christology•.123 But this is inaccurate. The correct
conclusion to his analysis is that a 'Christ angelo logy' is illustrated in Ape 10.

§1.2.3 Conclusion

Our survey of previous work on the christology of the Ape suggested that there was work to
be done on the question of angel christology in the Ape. We then saw that a particular line
of inquiry has been opened up by Rowland. The implications of his proposal have been
developed and responded to in terms of the wider question of the origins of christology.
With respect to the Ape itself Rowland has raised the question of the influence of
angelology on its christology. His point has not been to demonstrate that the Ape has an
angel christology but an 'angelomorphic christology·.124 Rowland has examined Ape 1.1316 but has not pursued other christological texts in the Ape which might have been
influenced by angelology. Other scholars have drawn attention to the possibility that some
kind of angel christology is in the background to or even explicit within the Ape itself. All of
which suggests that there is room for further work along the following lines:

(1) A re-examination of Ape 1.13-16 with critical response to Rowland.
(2) A wider examination of the influence of angelology on the christology of the Ape.

121 Karrer, Johannesoffenbarung, 147-149.
122charlesworth, "Roots" (1986), citation from p. 40.
123srighton, Angel (1991 ), 203.
124Rowland, "Man", 100.
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§1.3 THIS DISSERTATION: TERMS, AIMS AND SCOPE_

Our aim is to investigate 'the influence of angelology on the christology of the Ape'. By 'the
christology of the Ape' we mean the portrayal of the form, function, and status of Jesus
Christ through accounts of visions and auditions, titles, and acclamations. By 'angelology'
we mean talk about angels, especially that which is attested in written material from the OT
and from Jewish and Christian apocalypses stemming from the period 200 BCE to 200 CE.
Angelology relates to

specific propositional statements about angels (e.g. 'one of the

seven ange Is who stand ... before the glory of the Lord', Tob 12.15), to stories of angelic
involvement in human and heavenly affairs (e.g. Ezek 9, 3 En. 16.1-5), and to accounts of
angelophanies (e.g. Dn 10.5-6, Jos. Asen. 14.8).125 We define 'angels' as heavenly
beings distinct from God and from human beings, who exist to serve God as messengers,
as the heavenly congregation at worship, and as agents of the divine will fuHilling a variety of
other functions.126

By 'the influence of angelology on the christology of the Ape' we mean the shaping and
determining of the christology of the Ape by the adoption and adaptation of angelological
motifs, images, and concepts.127

We use the term 'influence' deliberately because it is more general in its meaning than
'dependence'. To look for christological material which depended on angelology would be
invidious for we would have to determine that John consciously

intended to draw on

angelology for his portrayal of Jesus. To look for signs of the influence of angelology on the
christology of the Ape is to set ourselves not so much an easier task but one which is more
amenable to yielding results.128

125·Angelophanic' refers to appearances of angels, 'theophanic' to appearances of God, and
'epiphanic' refers to majestic and glorious appearances of any being, whether divine, angelic, or
human.
126ct. Carr, Angels, 25-43, 127-129; Aune, "Magic", 488-489.
127Cf. Betz, "Problem", 137, describes influences as 'direct adaptation of concepts, traditions, and
terminologies'.
128cf. discussion of influence/dependence of the Ape by/on biblical sources, Ruiz, Ezekiel, 122124.
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We set about our task in the following way. First of all we investigate 'the context' of the
christology of the Ape in Jewish and Christian apocalyptic traditions and related writings.
That is we seek to understand the christology in terms of both angelology prior to and
contemporaneous with the Ape and angel christology which followed the Ape. The 'agenda'
here has been largely set by Rowland but we will extend the scope of the material which he
has considered.

This investigation, which constitutes Part One of the dissertation, begins with the
angelology of three OT writings which have been influential on the Ape, Zechariah, Ezekiel,
and Daniel. Angelology in Ezekiel and Daniel is inextricably connected to the theophanies
in both books so that inevitably our discussion moves strictly beyond the bounds of
'angelology'. We then consider the 'principal angels' in apocalypses and related writings
outside of the OT. Our particular interest is with accounts of angelophanies which (a) have
been influenced by passages such as Dn 7.9 and10.5-6, and (b) offer some kind of parallel
to the christophany in Ape 1.13-16. (By 'principal angel' we mean a leading angel such as an
'archangel' like Michael or Gabriel. 129 Where one angel is superior to all others we will use
the term 'chief angel'.)

Epiphanies featuring angels correspond in some instances to epiphanies featuring exalted
humans. A link between the two is sometimes explicit inasmuch as the human is described
as 'like an angel' (cf. 1 En. 106.5-6). We consider such accounts and the more general
subject of humans who attain to high office because it serves to remind us that if Christ
appears like an angel then it does not necessarily imply that he is anything other than an
exalted human being. Jesus Christ is called 'the Logos of God' in Ape 19.13 while
appearing in angelomorphic form. For this reason we then consider writings in which the
Logos features as an angelomorphic figure.

Finally in Part One we consider further the question of angel christology. This study takes
us into the period after the composition of the Ape but nevertheless remains within the
bounds of the 'context' of the christology of the Ape. If angelology has influenced the
christology of the Ape then it is conceivable that the result is an 'angel christology'. But, as
we will show, 'angel christology' includes a number of distinctive possibilities and knowing
this permits us to clarify our understanding of the christology of the Ape.
129ct. Segal, Powers, 187
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In Part Two of the dissertation we consider christological material in the Ape itself. Our
starting point is Ape 1 .1 where we find God, Jesus Christ and an angel connected through
their joint participation in the transmission of the revelation to John. We briefly consider the
relationships between God and Jesus and between Jesus and the angel. The first
relationship raises the question of whether or not Jesus Christ is ultimately distinct from the
angels because he is identified with God. The second relationship raises the question of
why both Jesus and the angel mediate between God and John. The answer suggests one
way in which angelology has influenced the christology of the Ape. We then consider in four
successive chapters the three visions of Christ which are most likely to have been
influenced by angelology: 1.13-16, 14.14, and 19.11-16.

Four important points need to be made about the investigation which we have just outlined.

First, by restricting ourselves to the various passages we consider in the study of the
relationship between Jesus and the angel and to the visions in Ape 1.13-16, 14.14, and

19.11-16 we do not claim that these are the only christological passages which reflect the
influence of angelology. We are confident, however, that to demonstrate such influence on
other passages would be a worthy project in its own right.

Secondly, the influence of the OT on the Ape is well-known, 130 and thus it is reasonable to
consider that the angelology of the OT, in particular of Zechariah, Ezekiel and Daniel, may
have influenced the christology of the Ape. The influence of Jewish and Christian
apocryphal and pseudepigraphal writings on the Ape is less clear.131 Whatever view may be
held of the genre to which the Ape should be assigned, 132 it is indubitable that the Ape
130see now Beale, "Revelation" (1988) and literature cited therein.
131 Parker, "Scripture", 42-48, finds literary parallels with pseudepigraphal apocalyptic literature but
without demonstration of direct literary influence. Charles, i, lxv, finds at least indirect evidence for
knowledge of T. Levi, 1 En.[cf. Charles, APOT, ii, 180], As. Moses, and, less probably, 2 En.
and Pss. Solomon. In the light of reassessed datings since the early decades of this century it
would be preferable to speak of common knowledge of traditions and motifs found in such works.
132oiscussion ranges over the categories 'letter' (e.g. Karrer, Johannesoffenbarung [1986]),
'apocalypse', (e.g. Collins, J.J., "Pseudonymity" [1977], Yarbro Collins, "Early Christian", 70-72), and
'prophecy' (e.g. Mazzaferri, Genre [1989]); Schussler Fiorenza, Justice, 168-170, amalgamates all
three categories; Linton, "Reading", 161, argues for a 'hybrid genre'.
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includes a number of elements which connect it to apocalyptic literature. For the Ape
contains the principal features of this literature: 'the revelation of divine mysteries through
visions', 133 and 'mediated revelation, otherworldly realities, and transcendental
eschatology•.134 Whether or not John was directly influenced by writings such as Sim. En.
or Jub., there are certainly subjects of common interest between the Ape and such
writings. A survey of the angelology of the Ape in §1.4 suggests that one of these subjects
was angelology. This does not mean that (say) the angelology of Jub. has influenced the
Ape in the sense that John was directly familiar with this work, but it does suggest that
considering the angelology of Jub. will enlighten us as to the nature of the angelology with
which John was familiar.

Thirdly, notwithstanding the above point, our investigation of the context of the christology
of the Ape is inevitably limited. On the one hand it is important to our overall study that we
cover the areas we have just mentioned. On the other hand it is important that we consider
at least some aspects of these areas in a reasonable amount of detail. This means, however,
that we must neglect entirely or almost entirely the angelology of the targumic, rabbinic, and
gnostic literature. It also means that we can only make a brief mention of the Hellenistic
'daemon' context of the christology, 135 and that we must neglect entirely the socio-political
context of the christology.136

Fourthly, our investigation proceeds on the basis that 'influence' and 'visionary experience'
are compatible concepts. It is, of course, theoretically possible that a man named John had
absolutely no knowledge of the OT or of apocalyptic and related traditions yet wrote an
account of his visionary experiences which coincidentally recalled the language of these
writings. It is much more likely that if the Ape represents genuine visions experienced by
133Rowland, Heaven, 70.
134collins, J.J., "Jewish", 29; cf. ibid., "Introduction", 9; Hanson, Dawn, 9-11.
135setz, "Problem", 134-139, rightly argues that 'extra-Jewish' influences have been significant in
the development of apocalypticism; Yarbro Collins, "History" (1977), offers a refinement of Betz's
thesis. Both articles use as an example the 'angel of the waters' in Ape 16.4-7. On the Hellenistic
context of the Ape see Van Unnik, "Worthy" (1970); Moore, "Jesus Christ" (1982); Aune, "Magic"
(1987).
136on the socio-political context of the Ape see Aune, "Matrix" (1981 ); Beagley, Sitz (1987);
Downing, "Pliny's" (1988); Le Grys, "Conflict" (1992); Klauck, "Sendschreiben" (1992); Thompson,
Revelation (1990).
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John then these were influenced by the OT and other traditions. Dreams and visions do not
normally take place within a mind which is a tabula rasa. The content and structure of a
vision may not exactly reflect any previously experienced events or any pattern of ideas and
images already stored in the mind, but they will draw on what is already known.

We can readily imagine John meditating on passages such as Ezek 1, Dn 7 and 1 0 and
subsequently having a vision which consisted of elements drawn from these familiar
passages. Of course John may have had visions which had nothing to do with Ezekiel and
Daniel and everything to do with what he ate for lunch. But presumably the visions which he
would have considered worthy of publication would have been those which bore some
resemblance to the visionary tradition with which he was familiar.137 Similarly, we can also
readily imagine that when John wrote down what he 'saw' he attempted to describe it in a
way which conformed to the visionary tradition with which he was familiar.138 In other words
there was probably an element of interpretation of what he saw. The point we wish to make
is that if John had visionary experiences then this is entirely compatible with discussing the
possible 'influences' on his mind both in terms of the period prior to a vision and to the
process of finding the 'right words' to describe such experience.139

It is not necessary therefore to answer the question whether John had visions, though we
are inclined to the view that he did have.140 Of course, if John did not have visionary
experiences (or at least did not have visionary experiences relating to Ape 1.13-16, 14.14,
and 19.11-16) then we are certainly right to presume that the Ape may be approached as a
text which reflects the influence of previous texts and of traditions known to its author.

137Cf. Beale, Revelation, 332-333.
138Hartman, Prophecy, 105-106, conforming to convention does 'not exclude a basis of
extraordinary experience'.
139on visionary experience and its transposition to a literary medium see Hartman, Prophecy, 102112; Stone, "Apocalyptic", 421-427; Bauckham, "Role", 72; Kim, Origin, 216; Jeske, "Spirit" (1985),
esp. pp. 456, 462-464, argues against

E.v

7tVEUJ.Ultt (e.g. 1.1 0, 4.2) reflecting the ecstatic

condition of the writer.
140on the genuineness of (some) apocalyptic visions see Russell, Method, 158-202; Stone,
"Apocalyptic", 420-428; Rowland, "Apocalyptic", 173. On visionary experiences in the early church
see Dunn, Jesus, 177-179, 213-216. On the main features of 'epiphany visions' see Kim, Origin,
205-216.
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A number of other points remain to be made about methodology, texts, terms, and other
presuppositions.

First, we examine texts from a historical critical perspective. We will have a particular concern
with Ape 1 .13-16 to discuss the 'history of tradition', that is, to critically discuss suggestions
made about developments behind this text and to offer our own proposal concerning this.

Secondly, the author of the Ape is a man named 'John' (Ape 1.1 ). There is no consensus as
to the identity of this man (i.e., as to whether he was an 'apostle', 'elder', 'disciple' or
otherwise).141 We will simply work with the assumption that this author was a Christian
prophet familiar with the OT and (as we have already argued) with Jewish apocalyptic
traditions about angels. We habitually refer to the author as 'John', though occasionally as
'the seer'. (Citations of the Gospel bearing the name of John will be in the form 'Jn 3.16' but
general references will be to the 'Fourth Gospel'. To avoid confusion the term 'Johannine'
is not used).

Thirdly, we will read the text of the Ape as essentially the work of John himseH. That is, we
read the Ape in line with the trend in recent scholarly study of the Ape to affirm that it is a
unified composition from one hand.142 This does not mean that John did not incorporate
sources, but that the result has not been a clumsy pastiche but a work that expresses what
the author wished to say.

Fourthly, with neither expertise in textual criticism nor space to include a detailed discussion
of the history of the text of the Ape we will rely on the authority of the Nestle-Aland (twentysixth) edition. At appropriate points we will discuss important textual problems but at no
point does this lead to a disagreement with the Nestle-Aiand edition.

A similar point may be made about the use of BHS tor the Massoretic text of the OT and, in
general, for Rahlf's Septuaginta for the LXX and for Theodotion.143 We use the NRSVfor
the English translation of both the NT and OT, but have substituted the word 'Yahweh' for
141schussler Fiorenza, Justice, 18-19; Yarbro Collins, Crisis, 25-50.
142Schussler Fiorenza, Justice, 16 (summarising modern scholarship), 159-203 (offering her own
proposal).
143An exception is our extended discussion of On 7.13 LXX in §2.5.
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'LORD' where this occurs in OT passages.

In general we rely on English translations of apochryphal and pseudepigraphal writings.
Where appropriate we refer to underlying texts. In an attempt at some kind of consistency
we normally work with the English translations provided in OTP, NTA, and DSSE with
occasional recourse to other translations such as those in AOT. Citations from Philo and
Josephus are taken from the Loeb editions of their writings.

Fifthly, we follow the majority of scholars in presuming that the Ape dates from c.96 CE.
Although some internal evidence points to a date c. 68,144 the external evidence of
lrenaeus is impressive and not easily displaced.145 A date in the sixties, however, would not
greatly affect the course of our discussion.

Finally, there is one set of terms which we must mention, namely, 'divine' and 'divinity'. We
will use the adjective 'divine' in a Judeo-Christian context principally with reference to
Yahweh/God: that is, in descriptions of the activity or throne or form of God. Talk of the
risen Jesus in Ape 1.13-16 bearing 'divine characteristics' would mean that the appearance
of Jesus incorporates characteristics otherwise associated with the appearance of God, or
talk of Jesus claiming 'divine titles' would mean that he claims titles which otherwise belong
only to God. Occasionally we will speak of the 'divinity of Jesus Christ'. By this we will mean
that Jesus Christ both has status as God (either as a second God or as one identified with
God) and is essentially distinct from the created order of beings.

Occasionally we will refer to the possibility that (say) a Roman emperor was believed to be 'a
divine being'. By this we will mean that the figure in question was thought to be another
'god' within the Roman pantheon of gods. Talk of an angel as 'a divine being' will depend
on the context, but essentially an angel as a divine being will mean that either the angel was
believed to be a second God alongside the God of Jewish and Christian belief or the angel
was identified in some way wtth God.

144E.g. Robinson, Redating, 221-253; Bell, "Date" (1979); more recently, Gentry, Before, 333-337;
Moberly, "When", 376-377, argues for the winter of 69-70 CE but allows for publication at a later date.
145so, e.g., Sweet, 21-27; Yarbro Collins, Crisis, 54-83.
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§1.4 THE ANGELOLOGY OF THE APOCALYPSE

In this section we aim (a) to set out certain assumptions about angels and angel-like figures
in the Ape, and (b) to demonstrate that the Ape reflects familiarity with the angelology found
both in the OT and in Jewish apocalyptic writings.146

In what follows we do not attempt to cover every aspect of the angelology of the Apc,147 or
to relate it to every aspect of angelology outside of the Apc.148

§1.4.1 Some Assumptions

First, 'the angels (&yyeJ.ot) of the seven churches' (1.20, cf. 2.1 par.) are heavenly beings
rather than human beings such as messengers, church leaders, or prophets, 149 or
personifications of the life or spirit of the churches.150 Briefly, the impressive symbolism of
the angels as 'stars' and their juxtaposition with the 'seven spirits' (3.1) is inconsistent with
the 'angels' as humans.151 Understanding the 'angels' as 'personifications'

seems a

strange conclusion when 'the church' is capable of being addressed in its own right as a
body of people .152
146oT = Old Testament which for this dissertation includes all the writings commonly included in the
Septuagint.
147we know of no monograph on the angelology of the Ape. An extensive survey of the angelology of
the Ape was begun by Michl in his work, Enge/vorste/lungen {1937): it deals with the living
creatures, the seven spirts, and the four angels. This was the first of a projected three volumes but
we can find no indication that the other two were published.
148For surveys of angels in Jewish, Gnostic, and Christian literature see Michl, "Engel", 54-258 {pp.
64-84 for specific treatment of angels in Jewish apocalypses); Bietenhard, Welt, 102-142; Kaplan,
"Angelology" (1948); and Schafer, Riva/Wit, 10-32 {for angelo logy in Apochrypha and
Pseudepigrapha) and 41-74 {for angelology in rabbinic literature). See now Mach,
Entwicklungsstadien {1992) on the angelology of pre-rabbinic Judaism. {Unfortunately this

monograph was sighted too late to be considered for discussion in this dissertation).
149E.g. McNamara, New Testament, 198-199. Human 'messengers' {LXX: &yyewc,) are mentioned
in Hag 1.13, Mal 1.1, 2. 7, 3.1. On the angels of the churches as messengers see Kraft, 52.
150cf. Beckwith, 445; Charles, i, 34; Lohmeyer, 18; Swete; 22; Satake, Gemeindeordnung, 154.
151cf. Beckwith, 445-446. Note an angelic star in Ape 9.1-2.
152on the identity of the ecclesial angels, see further Bousset, 200-202; Kraft, 50-52; Lohmeyer,
18, and Herner, Letters, 32.
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Secondly, 'the seven spirits' (1.4, 3.1, 4.5, 5.6) are not angels despite the similarity
between their location in 4.5 and the location of the seven angels in 8.2: evromov 'tou

eeou e<:rt'llKa.mv/evromov 'tou ep<Svou respectively. Since this assumption removes 'the
seven spirits' from consideration under the heading 'influence of angelology' to 'influence
of pneumatology' we will not rehearse familiar arguments in support of it. Although
controversial, this assumption is well supported by many scholars.153

Thirdly, we suppose the four apocalyptic horsemen in Ape 6.1-8 to be symbolic figures
rather than angels. Consideration of the fourth horsemen, 'Death' suggests that he is a
personification rather than 'the angel of death'. The statement in Ape 20.13 that 'Death and
Hades gave up the dead that are in them (ev a.t>'totc;)' implies that Death and Hades are
thought of simultaneously in both personal and locational terms. This suggests that 'Death'
is best understood in 6.8 as a 'personification' rather than 'angel' . 154 Since each figure
shares the same form it is likely that they each belong to the same category, that is, each is a
personification like 'Death'.

§1.4.2 Angelology in the Apocalypse

Seven Angels

Various groups of seven angels are found in the Ape (e.g. 1.20, 8.2, 15.6-7). Within the OT
this feature corresponds to seven 'men' in Ezek 9.2 and to seven angels in Tb 12.15. There
is, in fact, a notable parallel between Ape 8.2 and Tb 12.15:

o'i evffimov tou 9£ou E<rtllKa.mv (Ape 8.2),
o'i 1ta.pecrt'l1Ka.mv Ka.l dcmopEUOV'ta.t eromov tf\<;

00~11<;

Kuptou' (Tb 12.15, Cf. Lk

1.19; 1 En. 40.2).

Seven angels are known in apocalyptic literature (1 En. 20.3 [Greek Recension; six only in
Ethiopic], 87.1, 90.21, Test. Levi8.1).155 A related feature which is not known in the OTis
153E.g. Brutsch, i, 46; Prigent, 17; Bauckham, "Role", 17; Molina, Espiritu, 27; Dix, "Seven", 233;
Bruce, "Spirit", 336. Against: e.g., Allo, 8-9; Lohse, 14; Michl, Engelvorstel/ungen, 138-160.
154cf. Lohse, 40-41; Prigent,107-113; Allo, 76-85; Charles, i, 161-171.
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plural 'angels of the presence·:156 the angels who stand before God in Ape 8.2 appear to
be such angels (ct. Jub. 2.2, 1 asb 4.24-26, 1 aH 6.13). Finally, the trumpet blowing
angels in Ape 8.2 recall Ape. Moses 22.1 (ct. 1 Thes 4.16).

Four Angels

Four angels hold back the four winds (Ape 7.1) and four angels are found at the river
Euphrates (Ape 9.14-15). The first reference particularly recalls four chariots interpreted as
the four winds (Zech 6.1-6, ct. Jer 49.36, On 7.2). But groups of four (arch)angels are
specifically mentioned in 1 En. 9.1, 40.9-10, 54.6, 71.9, 1 aM 9.15-16. Note also 'the
angels of the spirits of the winds' (Jub. 2.2, ct. 1 En. 60.12, 69.22). The four angels at the
river Euphrates may be 'the angels of punishment' (Ape 9.14-15, ct. 14.10)157 which is a
class of angel mentioned in 1 En. 53.3 and Test. Levi 3.3.

Holy Angels

The O.yyfA.rov O.yi.rov (Ape 14.1 0) recall the 'holy angels' (distinguished from the angels of
the presence) in Jub. 2.2,18. Note also, 1 En. 60.4, 71.9, 2 En. 1.2,1 as 11.8, and
Shep. Hermas, Vis. 3.4.1-2.158

Michael

'Michael and his angels' fight with 'the dragon and his angels' (Ape 12.7). Michael is referred
to in Dn 10.13,21,12.1, as well as in numerous other texts, e.g.,1aM 17.5-8, 1 En. 20.1,
69.14, 2 En. 33.10, Jude 9, and Ape. Abr. 10.18. Michael quarreling with the devil is
mentioned in, e.g., Jude 9 and Vit. Ad. Evae 13-16.1591n other texts a quarrel is described
but the angel is not named, e.g., 1 as 3.20-24, Test. Dan. 6.1-3, As. Moses 10.1-2.

155ct. seventy angels in Tg. Yer. I Gn 11. 7.
156A singular 'angel of the presence' appears in Is 63.9 MT.
157Charles, i, 250.
158cf. Tob 12.15 where according to the Vaticanus and Alexandrinus recensions the angels are

bmx ayi.rov ayte'Arov. Cf. Michl,

Engelvorstellung, 231-232 n. 7.

159For a detailed studied of Michael, cf. Lueken, Michael {1898); and now, Rohland, Erzengel
{1977).
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The Angel with Authority over Fire

'The angel who has authority over fire' (Ape 14.18, cf. 8.5, 16.8-9).160 It is not clear whether
the authority of this angel is restricted to the temple 161 or extends over the whole of nature.
The 'angel of fire' is not a feature of the OT but is a feature of apocalyptic literature and
related writings. The angel of fire is variously identified: Nathaniel, (Ps.-Ph. 38.3); Gabriel,
(3 En. 14.3); Michael (Tg. Job25.2). Note also Jub. 2.2.162

The Angel of the Waters

The

third bowl-angel is 'in charge of the waters' (16.4-5). As with the 'angel of fire' the

'angel of the water(s)' is not known in the OT but is familiar from other writings. Gabriel, for
example, is the angel of the waters in Tg. Job 25.2. Note also the 'angels ... in charge of
the forces of the waters' (1 En. 66.2, cf. 60.20-23,2 En. 19.4).163

The Angel over the Abyss

This angel is known as Abaddon or Apollyon (Ape 9.11 ). Abaddon is cited in parallel with
Sheol in Job 26.6, Prv 15.11, 27.20. In Job 28.22 Abaddon, along with Death is
personified (cf. Ape 6.8) .164 Note the angel Eremiel who is 'over the abyss and Hades'

(Ape. Zeph. 6.13), and

the angel Uriel who is over 'the world and Tartarus' (1 En. 20.2

[some Greek MSS]).

The Angel who Refuses to be Worshipped

Twice in the Ape an angel refuses to be worshipped by John (19.10, 22.9). This motif is
hinted at in Tb 12.16-22 but explicitly present in Ape. Zeph. 6.12 and Ase. Is. 7.21.165
160ct. Kraft, 205.
161 Cf. Swete, 188.
162sousset, Religion, 371.
163cf. Lueken, Michael, 52-56, who discusses texts featuring both Michael and Gabriel as the angel
of water/fire; Yarbro Collins, "History" (1977). Note the very extensive list of angels over nature in 3
En 4 has no angel of water(s).

164cf. 1QH 3.8-1 0, where Death is personified as a woman in the throes of labour producing a 'manchild', a 'Marvellous Mighty Counsellor'.
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This brief survey suggests that the Ape reflects knowledge of angelology both within and
outside the QT. This conclusion, along with the 'agenda' set by Rowland's work on the
influence of angelology on christology, provides good reason to proceed in succeeding
chapters to examine angelology and related subjects in the OT and in apocalyptic and other
writings outside the OT.

165For full discussion of this motif, and for further texts, see Bauckham, "Worship" (1981 ).
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PART ONE
THE CONTEXT OF THE APOCALYPSE'S CHRISTOLOGY IN
JEWISH AND CHRISTIAN APOCAL VPTIC TRADITIONS AND
RELATED WRITINGS:

ANGELOLOGY, ANGELOMORPHIC FIGURES, AND ANGEL
CHRISTOLOGY.
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CHAPTER TWO

ZECHARIAH, EZEKIEL, AND DANIEL:
ANGELOLOGY AND EPIPHANIES
§2.1

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we examine material concerning angels, especially angelophanies, along
with other epiphanies. We begin with the Book of Zechariah because one of the angels
referred to is the 'angel of Yahweh' and this provides an opportunity to briefly go to the
earlier parts of the OT where the 'angel of Yahweh' is a notable feature. We then proceed to
the Books of Ezekiel and Daniel.

§2.2 ZECHARIAH
When the word of God came to the prophet Zechariah (1. 7) he recorded an encounter with
various angelic figures. We set out the first few verses of this account in order to assist our
clarification of who these figures are:

'In the night I saw a man

(iV'~)

riding on a red horse! He was standing among the mrytle

trees in the glen; and behind him were red, sorrel, and white horses. 9. Then I said,
"What are these, my lord?" The angel who talked with me ('~ i~1i1 1~?r.li1) said to
me, "I will show you what they are". 10. So the man (iV'~) who was standing among the
myrtle trees answered, "They are those whom Yahweh has sent to patrol the earth".
11. Then they spoke to the angel of Yahweh (i11i1' l~?r.l) who was standing among
the myrtle trees, "We have patrolled the earth, and lo, the whole earth remains at
peace"· (Zech 1.8-11).

There are two individual angels here. One is 'the angel who talks with me' (hence, 'the
talking angel'). The other is the 'man· or 'angel of Yahweh'. No riders for the coloured horses
are mentioned so it would appear that they are understood to be equivalent to angels.

The talking angel has a role as interpreter of heavenly visions (the so-called angelus
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interpres). In Zech 1.9, 1.18-21, 4.1-7, and 5.5-6.8 the talking angel shows and/or
interprets various matters to Zechariah. It seems reasonable to presume that when we read
in 3.1 that 'he showed me (·~~i'1)' the 'he' refers to the talking angel. But in this case what
Zechariah is shown is 'the high priest Joshua standing before the angel of Yahweh'. There
is no reason to think that the angel of Yahweh in 1.11 does not equate with the angel of
Yahweh in 3.1. Consequently we conclude that the talking angel is distinct from the angel of
Yahweh. 1

The role of the talking angel is parallel to that of the angel in the Ape who both reveals and
interprets visions (cf. Ape 17 .1-7). It is interesting therefore to note a description of this
angel which recalls the talking angel, 6 A.aA.wv J..LEt' EJ.LOU (Ape 21.15;

ct. 6

&yye~

6

A.aA.rov f:v £J.LOl,1.9 LXX). and to observe that a function of this angel recalls a function of
the talking angel, namely, to measure Jerusalem (Ape 21.16; ct. Zech 2.2[6]).

Conceivably the 'man' (Zech 1.8) and the 'angel of Yahweh' (Zech 1.11) could be distinct
beings. The two different designations suggest that two distinct traditions may have
contributed to Zech 1.8-11. This would not necessarily mean, however, that in the present
text two different figures were to be understood since 'man·

(ill'~)

is a common designation

for an angel (of Yahweh) in the OT (ct. Jdgs 13.6, Ezek 9.2, On 10.5).2 When both
figures are described as occupying the same place ('among the myrtle trees', 1.8, 11) it is
likely that they are meant to be understand as one and the same figure.

What do we learn about the angel of Yahweh in Zechariah? First, the angel is a heavenly
being of high (if not the highest) rank: he leads the equine patrol ( 1.11), and he commands
those standing before him to take off the filthy clothes of Joshua (3.4). Secondly, the angel
has a mediatorial role. The angel intercedes with God (1.12: although when the answer is
given it is to the 'talking angel',1.14,

ct.

Ez 40.3ff, Hag 1.13).3 But in a later scene the

angel of Yahweh is the mediator when God communicates to a human (3.6-1 0). The
intercessory role of the angel of Yahweh shows that he is not to be identified with Yahweh.
The fact that his intercession concerns the plight of Jerusalem and Judah is reminiscent of
1Cf. Meyers and Meyers,

Zechariah 1-8, 110, 183; Mitchell, Zechariah, 120.

2 Ct. Smith, Micah-Malachi, 189-190; Stier, Gott, 75.

3ct. Stier, Gott, 71-74.
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the angel, Michael, who acts as the patron of Israel (On 10.21, 12.1 ).4

Thirdly, the angel of Yahweh appears to represent Yahweh as judge and presider in the
divine council (Zech 3.1-10).5 In this scene Joshua and Satan appear before the angel of
Yahweh. Whether or not v.2 introduces Yahweh into the scene (so the MT and LXX but not
the Peshitta which speaks of 'the angel of Yahweh'), 6 this scene shows the angel of
Yahweh as a figure akin to the vizier - the powerful official to whom the supreme ruler
delegates rule, authority, and power.?

In the final reference to the angel of Yahweh in Zechariah we read,

'on that day ...... the house of David shall be like God, like the angel of Yahweh, at
their head' (MT: CJi1'JEJ'? i11i1' l~'?i.i~ CJ'i1'?~~ 1'1i n•:n ..... ~1i1i1 CJ1'::J; LXX:
olKo<; Aa.uto

o&

Ox; olJCo<; eeov, ci>c; &.yye'Ao<; Kupi.ou evffimov mhrov, Zech 12.8).

Here the angel of Yahweh recalls the angel whom God promises to send ahead of Israel in
their journey through the wilderness (Ex 23.20-21 ). This angel certainly has a vizier-like
function since he is delegated the task of leading the people of God on behalf of God and
he is invested with tremendous authority since God says of him, 'my name is in him'.
Although the reference in Zechariah is in a part of the book which may be distinct from ch.
1-6, 8 this part of the book is alluded to a number of times in the Ape. 9

Thus we suggest that John's familiarity with Zechariah most likely extended to the idea of an
angel functioning as the representative of God invested with considerable power and
authority.
4Smith, Micah-Malachi, 190.

scf. On 7.9-1 O; Job 1.6, 2.1.
6 That the Peshitta reading represents the original reading is argued for by, e.g., Stier,

Gott, 77,

and Mitchell, Zechariah, 149, 153. The Peshitta offers a smoothing over of a difficulty which
suggests that it may be a corrective rather than an original reading. On the other hand 'Yahweh'
rather than 'the angel of Yahweh' could represent an emissive error in transcription.
7Stier, Gott, 79; cf. Newsom, "Angels", 251.
8 This is, for example, the only reference to the angel of Yahweh or to any angel outside of Zech 1-6.
9 E.g. Ape 21.7 cf. Zech 8.8; Ape 3.17 cf. Zech 11.5; Ape 11.2 cf. Zech 12.3; Ape 1.7 cf. Zech

12.1 Off; Ape 16.16 cf. Zech 12.11; Ape 8. 7 cf. Zech 13.9; Ape 21.25 cf. Zech 14.7; Ape 21.6, 22.1 cf.
Zech 14.8; Ape 19.6 cf. Zech 14.9; Ape 22.3 cf. Zech 14.11.
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Obviously this raises the question whether this angel may have contributed to the portrayal
of Jesus Christ in the Ape, just as the 'talking angel' appears to have influenced the portrayal
of one of the angels in the Ape. To this question we shall return in chapter eight.

§2.2.1 Excursus: The Angel of Yahweh Prior to Zechariah

We have argued that the the angel of Yahweh in Zechariah is an angel who is distinct from
Yahweh, though one with a close association with Yahweh. But talk about the angel of
Yahweh in Zechariah naturally leads to consideration of other accounts of the angel of
Yahweh in which a distinction between the angel of Yahweh and Yahweh is not so readily
discernible. For example, in the incident when Hagar encounters the angel of Yahweh
(i11i1' 1'n~) at the spring on the way to Shur (Gn 16.7-14), the narrator concludes in this way

after the angel of Yahweh has spoken to her (16.11-12):

'So she named Yahweh who spoke to her, "You are El-roi"
('tn ~~ i1il~ i1'~~ i::l1i1 i11i1'-oiD ~ipm);

for she said, 'Have I really seen God and remained alive after seeing him?" (Gn
16.13).10

While Eichrodt concludes that 'Hagar realizes and states explicitly that she has seen
Yahweh himself', 11 Stier concludes that she had experienced the help of God through an
angel. 12 Discussion of such passages 13 includes explanations such as

(i) the (so called) 'Logos' theory (the angel is the Logos or second person of the trinity),
(ii) the 'Interpolation' theory (reference to the angel is added to soften the bold
anthropomorphism of a passage),
1OA number of text critical issues are involved in this verse, and it should be noted that the meaning
of the second clause is uncertain. But the relevant point that Hagar is believed to have encountered
Yahweh and not merely an angel is not affected by these issues.

11 Eichrodt, Theology, ii, 26.
12stier, Gott, 35-39. Takahashi, "Oriental's", 346-8, who speaks about the 'fluctuation or fluidity
between God and angels' in the OT.

13cf. Gn 18.1-33, 21.17, 22.11, 31.11, 32.24-30,48.16, Ex 3.2, 14.19, Num 22.22-35, Jdgs 2.1-4,
6.11-24, 13.3-21. Note interpretations of such passages in other OT writings, e.g., Hos 12.3-4.
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(iii) the 'Representation' theory (the angel speaks for God but is not God - the so-called
'Gottesich'), and
(iv) the 'Identity' theory (the angel is a manifestation of Yahweh himself).14

We cannot here either examine all the issues raised by these passages, 15 or discuss the
explanations just listed.

We will, however, state our position on the matter. In agreement with Eichrodt we suggest
that in some passages the 'angel of Yahweh' is 'a specific medium of divine revelation',
which exists side by side with the angel as 'the created messenger of God' .16 That is,
unlike the situation in Zechariah, there are occasions when the angel of Yahweh is indistinct
from Yahweh. On these occasions the angel of Yahweh is 'a form of Yahweh's selfmanifestation which expressly safeguards his transcendent nature', a form in which Yahweh
'can temporarily incarnate himself in order to assure his own that he is indeed immediately at
hand·.17

In sum: on some occasions in the OT 'the angel of Yahweh' is ultimately indistinguishable
from Yahweh, but on other occasions, especially in Zechariah, 'the angel of Yahweh' is
distinct from Yahweh, yet nevertheless invested with power and authority to represent
Yahweh.

14cf. Heidt, Angelology, 95-100; Hirth, Gottes, 13-21.
15see further Stier, Gott,

1-95; Hirth Gottes (1975); Eichrodt, Theology, ii, 23-29; Von Rad,

Theology, i, 285-289.
16Eichrodt, Theology, ii, 29. Cf. Dunn, Christology, 150, '"The angel of Yahweh" is simply a way of
speaking about God'.
17Eichrodt, Theology, ii, 27. On God assuming a form see Barr, "Theophany", 32.
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§2.3 EZEKIEL
The influence of Ezekiel on the Ape in a variety of contexts is sure and uncontroversial. 18
Here we examine accounts of theophanies and angelolophanies in Ezekiel which are
important for the development of our dissertation, especially those found in Ezek 1, 8-10,

40, and 43. We examine theophanies, as well as angelophanies since, as we shall see, in
some cases it is difficult to distinguish one from the other.

§2.3.1

Ezekiel 1

We have already been alerted in chapter one to the importance of Ezek 1 for merkabah

mysticism. In the background to the vision of the merkabah are passages such as Ex

24.10 and Is 6.1:

'and they saw the God of Israel. Under his feet there was something like a
pavement of sapphire stone, like the very heaven for clearness' (Ex 24.1 0).

Here there is little detail about the form of God which Moses, Aaron, and the elders
apparently saw. The detail given is mostly concerned with the surroundings.19 But the use
of precious stone imagery is notable as it is a recurring feature of theophanies and
angelophanies.

'In the year that King Uzziah died, I saw the Lord

('n~)

sitting on a throne, high and

lofty; and the hem of his robe filled the temple' (Is 6.1 ).

The second passage describes Isaiah's vision of the Lord. Once again there is little
detaii.20

These visions may be contrasted with the more detailed vision of the celestial throne and
its occupant in Ezek 1. The first part of this account is devoted to 'the living creatures'. to
18ct. Ruiz, Ezekiel (1989); Vanhoye, "L'utilisation" (1962); Goulder, "Apocalypse" (1981 ).
19sarr, "Theophany", 32.
20see further on these and other merkabah texts such as 1 En. 14 in Gruenwald, Apocalyptic,
29-72.
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the fiery phenomena seen in and around them (e.g., 'fire flashing forth', 1.4; 'sparkled like
burnished bronze', 1.6; and 'flash of lightning', 1.14), and to 'the wheels' whose movement
they inspire (1.4-21 ). The second part of this account concerns something above the living
creatures which is 'like a dome' (ll'Pi n1Qi, 1.22-25). The climax of the vision is then
described as follows:

'And above the dome over their heads there was something like a throne

(~o~ n1Qi),

in appearance like sapphire; and seated above the likeness of a throne was
something that seemed like a human form (Oi~ i1~iQ~ nmi). 27 Upward from what
appeared like the loins I saw something like gleaming amber, something that looked
like fire enclosed all around; and downward from what looked like the loins I saw
something that looked like fire, and there was a splendour all around. 28 Like the bow
in a cloud on a rainy day, such was the appearance of the splendour all around. This
was the appearance of the likeness of the glory of the Lord (i11i1'-i1:J~ n1Qi i1~iQ}.
When I saw it, I fell on my face, and I heard the voice of someone speaking.'

Who is the enthroned figure in Ezek 1.26-28? At the beginning of his account Ezekiel says
that he has seen 'visions of God' (1.1 ). At the end he says that he has seen 'the appearance
of the likeness of the glory of Yahweh' (1.28). The directness of the first statement is
qualified by the tentativeness of the second. But the clear impression is given that the
human form on the throne is a manifestation of God himself.21 The development and
content of the vision underlines this. The immediate experience is of the living creatures
and of the wheels (1.4-21 ). But then Ezekiel's attention is directed to ascending levels
above the living creatures (1.22-28).

On the first level is 'something like a dome', on the second level is 'something like a throne',
on the third level is 'something like the form of a man'. The fact that (a) there is no higher
level, (b) the figure sits on the likeness of a throne, and (c) there is a tentativeness in
describing the enthroned figure anthropomorphically, 22 suggests that the enthroned
figure which Ezekiel 'sees' is more than an angelic figure of the highest rank.23 Ezekiel has
21 Fuhs, Ezechiel, 22.
22zim merli, Ezekiel 1, 122, 'The restraint in the description can be seen in the succession of
phrases denoting approximate similarity'.
23ounn, Partings, 218, sees significance in the fact that the description of the enthroned figure in
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'seen' a manifestation of God. But it can scarcely be the case that Ezekiel has seen God in
the fullness of his transcendent being. Procksch, for example, argues that Ezekiel has not
seen 'die Urgestalt der gottlichen Herrlichkeit, sondern nur die ellcwv 'tou Oeou·.24

That the manifestation of Yahweh should be perceived in human form is hardly surprising for
two reasons. First, there are other occasions in the OT when Yahweh appears to human
beings in human form. Abraham saw Yahweh in the form of a man (Gn 18.1-2). Isaiah saw
Yahweh 'sitting on a throne, high and lofty' (Is 6.1) - a description indicative of an
anthropomorphic figure. Secondly, if humanity is made in the image of God (Gn 1.26) then
there is a certain logic to the manifestation of God taking human form. 25

The importance of the merkabah vision for the Ape lies mainly in its influence on the
theophany in Ape 4. Some influence from Ezek 1 is discernible in the christophany in Ape

1, but its minimal influence26 is all the more striking when we consider the epiphany in
Ezek 8.2 which gives the impression that the fiery man-like figure on the divine throne can
leave the throne and appear before a human being as though an angel.

§2.3.2 Ezekiel 8

In Ezek 8.1-4 the prophet experiences a vision in which a fiery figure appears who is almost
exactly the same as the figure on the divine throne in Ezek 1.27.

'I looked, and there was a figure that looked like a human being; below what appeared
to be its loins it was fire, and above the loins it was like the appearance of brightness,
like gleaming amber' (Ezek 8.2).

Rowland is not the only scholar to have seen in the developments between Ezekiel and
Daniel the hypostatization of the form of God,27 but one of his particular contributions has
Ezek 1.26 is very tentative . The descriptions of some glorious figures in apocalyptic literature show
greater boldness because 'they were not descriptions of God himself'.
24Procksch, "Berufungsvision", 144.
25Procksch, "Berufungsvision", 148.
26cf. discussion in §8.3.
27 Cf. Procksch, "Berufungsvision", 149; Balz, Methodische, 94, 'Menschenwesen in Dan 7.13 als
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been to draw out the significance of Ezek 8.2 for the background to the christophany in Ape
1. For this reason we consider Ezek 8.2 in a little detail. Rowland has argued that
consideration of Ezek 1.26-28 and 8.2-4 permits the conclusion that,

'What has happened is not so much the splitting up of divine functions among the
various angelic figures but the separation of the form of God from the divine thronechariot to act as quasi-angelic mediator·.28

According to Rowland this development lies behind both the 'son of man' figure in Dn 7.13
and the glorious 'man' in Dn 10.5-6. Of the latter Rowland makes the point that 'here is the
beginning of a hypostatic development similar to that connected with divine attributes like
God's word and wisdom'. Since Dn 10.5-6 figures prominently in the background to Ape
1 .13-16, Rowland's proposal suggests that the christology of the Ape is the culmination of
the development we have just outlined.

Certainly there are a number of striking similarities to be found between Ezek 8.2 and 1.2627. But there are also a number of interesting discrepancies which must be considered. We
first cite Ezek 1.26-27 and 8.2 in Hebrew:

~o:::>

mo,

i'::lo-p~ ii~io:::> Clil1~i-'?l1 iil1~

:n'?lio'?o i''?li

Cl,~ ii~io:::>

mo,

~o:::>n

li'pi'? '?11oo1

mo, '?111

i'Jm ii~ioo :::1':::10 n'?-n•::J il1~-n~io:::> '?oil1n 1'l1=> ~i~i 21
::::1':::10 ,-, nm

il1~-ii~io:::> •n·~i

noo'?i i'Jm

ii~iOOi

n'?11o'?1 (Ezek 1.26-27),

The figure in 8.2 is 'like the appearance of fire' according to the MT

(il1~-ii~io:::>

mo,) but

'like a man' according to the LXX (6!!otm11a av8p6c;). The apparatus to BHS suggests on
the basis of the LXX reading that the MT should read

w·~-ii~io:::>

mo,. This suggestion is

certainly plausible since the change from an original w·~ to w~ is a subtle but satisfactory
"Absplitterung" der gottlichen Herrlichkeitserscheinung in Zusammenhang mit der ezechielischen
Tradition'.
28Rowland, Heaven, 97.
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means of softening the anthropomorphism inherent in the description
rv•tn1~ir.l~ rn1:11. 29

But in this case there is a change from 01~ (1.26) to rv·~ (8.2) which is consistent with the
two figures being distinct.

Both figures according to the MT are

-i1~ir.l~ m1:11

but according to the LXX the first figure is

OJ.!OLCOJ.!a. ci>~ eloo~ ..... while the second figure is OJlOLCOJla. ...•••. That is, the LXX maintains
the MT's reserve in describing the human form on the heavenly throne, 'a likeness like the
image of ..... ' (1.26), but appears to lessen the reserve in the case of the second figure, 'a
likeness ... .' (8.2). This could reflect the perception that there was a difference between the
two figures.

In Ezek 1.27 the upper part of the figure is described before the lower part. In 8.2 this order
is reversed. Moreover, there are slight differences in the descriptions of each part:

(i) The upper part: for the description of the second figure im replaces

rv~;

the order of the

first two comparisons is reversed; and the phrase :l':lO i1~-n':l is omitted.

(ii) The lower part: the comparison

rv~-i1~ir.l~

is simply reduced to the word

rv~;

and the

phrase :l':lO 1~ mJ1 is omitted.

The apparent reserve in 8.3 when speaking of the hand of the figure would certainly be
consistent with the fiery figure being an appearance of Yahweh. But it is noticeable that the
word m::~n is used for 'the form' in 8.3, a word which is not found in Ezek 1.22-28.30

Consequently the description of the second figure corresponds to an abbreviated and
slightly altered version of the first. It is not inconceivable therefore that the two figures are
distinct, though the differences between the two descriptions scarcely require that we deny
the two figures are one and the same.

29zimmerli, Ezekie/1, 216.
30Th is is not to deny that n'J:ln is equivalent to ii11:l1, see further Barr, "Image", 15-17 p.158ff,
Kim, Origin, 204-205.
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Hurtado has responded to Rowland's proposal by suggesting that it is doubtful that 8.2-4
'can support the momentous development Rowland describes'. Hurtado notes that 8.2-4
does not reveal that the figure has separated from the throne of 1.26-28, nor does it
describe an empty throne. Rather, the conclusion of the vision (8.4) implies an identical
scene to that found in 1.26-28 and gives 'no indication of the sort of "separation" or
"splitting" of God's kabod ("glory") from the throne such as Rowland alleges'. Further, it is
not the case that Ezek 10.4, which Rowland notes as a text which speaks of the glory of
Yahweh rising above the cherubim,31 provides support for Rowland's case.32

Our examination of Ezek 8.2 given above lends support to Hurtado's critique of Rowland
because we have seen that it is not necessary to conclude that the figure in 8.2 is the same
as the figure in 1 .27. That the figure in 8.2 is an angel has been plausibly argued for by
Zimmerli. He recognises that the similarity in the descriptions in 1.27 and 8.2 appears to be
compelling reason to conclude that Yahweh is in view in 8.2, as a number of commentators
have done.33 He argues nevertheless that since

'Yahweh otherwise only encounters the prophet visibly in the form of the 11::J::> (ct.
also the Priestly Code), the "man" here must refer to the figure of the heavenly
messenger'.

The similarity in the appearances of the figures in 1.27 and 8.2 arises, according to Zimmer1i,
because 'a cliche-like description of a heavenly being is used in 1.27 for Yahweh and in 8.2
for a heavenly messenger'.34

In favour of this proposal is the following observation. In Ezek 43.4-5 the 'spirit' and the
kabod are quite distinct:

'As the glory of Yahweh entered the temple by the gate facing east, the spirit (mi)
lifted me up, and brought me into the inner court; and the glory of Yahweh filled the
temple'.
31 Rowland, Heaven, 96, 280.
32Hurtado, God, 87.
33zimmerli, Ezekie/1, 236, notes Cooke, Herrmann and Fahrer.
34zimmerli, Ezekie/1, 236. Cf. Fuhs, Ezechiel, 49.
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The kabod (so to speak) does one thing, the spirit another. They are, in this passage,
distinct beings.35 In 8.3 the fiery figure appears to be identified as 'the spirit (nn)'. In 8.3-4
we observe that (a) the spirit performs the same action as in 43.4-5, that is lifting up the seer,
and (b) the kabod is seen as a result of the spirit's action (8.4), that is, as apparently distinct
from the agent. This suggests that, as in 43.4-5, the kabod and the spirit are to be
distinguished in 8.3-4. In turn, this means that if the spirit is the fiery figure then the fiery
figure is not to be identified with the kabod: the figures in 1.27 and 8.2 are likely therefore
to be distinct.

Even if the figures are not distinct it does not follow that Rowland's proposal carries the day.
If the figures in 8.2 and 1.27 are the same then the figure in 8.2 could be understood as a
full manifestation of Yahweh himself rather than a bifurcated manifestation as Rowland
envisages. Such an event in general terms would not be without precedent since Yahweh
appeared as a 'man' to Abraham in Gn 18.1-2. On other occasions, as we have been
reminded above, the angel of Yahweh has appeared to humans in a manner which makes
him indistinguishable from Yahweh.36 The apparent softening of w·~ tow~ in the MT would
then be 'eloquent testimony' to a later Jewish reponse to the anthropomorphic theophany
in Ezek 8.2.37

In short: the figure in Ezek 8.2 is difficult to understand. Careful consideration of this figure
does not require the conclusion that it represents the beginnings of a significant
development whereby the divine kabod begins to function separately from the throne of
God as a 'quasi-angelic mediator'. We suggest that there is reason to think that the fiery
figure in 8.2 is distinct from the kabod.

2.3.3 Ezekiel 9-10

The next epiphany which we consider in Ezekiel is not controversial. In Ezek 9.2 seven
35zimmerli, Ezekie/2, 414.
36cooke, Ezekiel, 90; cf. Black, "Throne-Theophany", 59; Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 236; Rowland,

Heaven, 97, is unsure whether Ezek 8.2 can be connected with the angel of Yahweh who speaks
and acts as though he were God himself.
37slack, "Throne-Theophany", 59 n.6.
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'men' are featured, of whom one, a scribe, is clearly the leader. The consensus among
commentators is that the scribe in Ezek 9.2 is an angel.38 Here is the first occasion in
biblical material that we have a reference to a leading group of angels (as all the men are to
be understood) which numbers seven.

'And six men came from the direction of the upper gate, which faces north, each with
his weapon for slaughter in his hand; among them was a man clothed in linen, with a
writing case at his side. They went in and stood beside his bronze altar' (Ezek 9.2).

In Ezek 10 we have a further occurrence of the merkabah vision in which the 'scribe'
interacts with the living creatures (1 0.6-8). This suggests that there is no reason to think of
this man as anything other than a principal angel, probably the chief angel. We shall
demonstrate later that this man may lie in the background to the glorious 'man' in On 10.5-6,
and possibly directly in the background to the risen Jesus in Ape 1.13-16.

§2.3.4 Ezekiel 40 and 43

The introduction to the vision of the temple in Ezek 40.1-2 is followed by an encounter with

'a man ... whose appearance shone like bronze (nwm

ii~i~J u1~i~ !D'~i1Jii1)'

(40.3).

This man can scarcely be confused with Yahweh since (a) his description as a 'man' lacks the
tentativeness which is a feature of Ezek 1.26-28, and (b) the comparison with 'bronze' is not
found in Ezek 1.26-28.39 Thus this figure is an example of an angel with a glorious
appearance.40 The description of this figure is important because it appears (as we shall
see shortly) to have contributed to the description of the glorious 'man' in On 10.5-6.

Finally we note Ezek 43.1-4 where the seer has a further merkabah vision, one which is of
interest to us because it appears to be the source for John's description of the glorious
38cooke, Ezekiel, 104; Bousset, Religion, 368; Black, "Throne-Theophany", 59; Rowland,
Heaven, 96.
39zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 348; cf. Cooke, Ezekiel, 430, 'he does not possess the splendour of the
divine Being'.
40Against Kim, Origin, 206.
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angel in Ape 18.1-2.

§2.3.5

Conclusion

Examination of epiphanies in Ezekiel raises a number of issues and points of interest. In
particular we have argued that the fiery figure in Ezek 1.26 is to be distinguished from the
fiery figure in Ezek 8.2 which raises doubts about the validity of Rowland's proposal
concerning the background to the christophany in Ape 1.13-16. We have also argued that
the 'man' in Ezek 40.3 is an angel and not a manifestation of God.

§2.4 DANIEL
The Book of Daniel, composed between 168 and 165 BCE, 41 at the height of the crisis for
Jewish religion posed by Antiochus Epiphanes, is of immense significance for angelology
in general and for the angelo logy and the christology of the Ape in particular. 42 It
introduces the first named angels in the OT, Gabriel (8.16, 9.21). and Michael (1 0.13,21,
12.1). It initiates the idea in the canonical scriptures that Michael is the angel who guards or
protects Israel (1 0.21, 12.1 ), and that angelic princes preside over other nations (1 0.13,20).
It presents an account of the appearance of an angelic figure in more detail than is found in
any other OT book (10.5-6).

§2.4.1

Daniel 7.9

The merkabah vision in Dn 7.9 is of special significance because of its links with part of the
description of the risen Jesus in Ape 1.14.

'As I watched, thrones were set in place, and the Ancient of Days (1'D1' p'nll) took his
throne, his clothing was white as snow, and the hair of his head like pure wool; his
throne was fiery flames, and its wheels were burning fire. (1 0) A stream of fire issued
and flowed out from his presence. A thousand thousands served him, and ten
thousand times ten thousand stood attending him. The court sat in judgement, and
41 So most modern commentators.
42on the influence of Daniel on the Ape see Beale, Daniel (1984).
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the books were opened' (Dn 7.9-10).

This vision contains three important angelological features. First, it incorporates a number of
images (such as snow, hair, wool, and fire) which are taken up in theophanies (e.g. 1

En. 14.20, 46.1) and epiphanies of angels and angelomorphic figures (e.g. 1 En 106,
Jos. Asen. 14.8, 22.7, Ape. Abr. 11.1-3, and Ape 1.14). Secondly, the throne is set in an
angelic environment: a multitude of angels serve and attend the Ancient of Days. Thirdly, it
sets the scene for the arrival of the Danielic son of man in 7.13.

The Ancient of Days (1'1':11' p'nl') appears not only in resplendent form, but on a throne (Dn
7.9), with a stream of fire flowing out of his presence and with myriads of beings standing in
attendance to him (7.10). In Dn 7.13 (according to MT and Th.) the 'one like a son of man'
comes to the Ancient of Days and is presented before him. In Dn 7.13 LXX the 'one like a
son of man· comes as the Ancient of Days, and those present come to him. The final
reference to the Ancient of Days occurs in Dn 7.22. When 'the horn' made war on the holy
ones he prevailed over them (7.21), 'until the Ancient of Days came; then judgement was
given for the holy ones of the Most High' (7.22).

What might John have believed about the identity of the Ancient of Days? It is noticeable
that in Ape 4 (i.e. the theophany of the Ape), there is nothing about the vision of God which
draws on Dn 7.9.43 This could be due to John believing that the Ancient of Days was not
God. Alternatively, it is possible that John had a subtle understanding of the Ancient of
Days which identified him with both God and an angel. Yarbro Collins, for example,
proposes that the Ancient of Days was 'a distinguishable manifestation of God as a high
angel'. 44

Certainly the Ancient of Days was understood by some interpreters in the first centuries CE
to be an angel. For example, in the Hekhalot text, the Visions of Ezekiel, the Ancient of
Days appears to be identified with the Heavenly Prince of the Third Heaven.45

43ct. discussion below §7.4.
44varbro Collins, "Tradition", 557.

45ct. Gruenwald, Apocalyptic, 140. Kraft, 45, notes that in the middle ages the AD was a type of
Christ.
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But we must ask if it is likely that an interpreter of Dn 7.9 such as John, who (a) shows
familiarity with merkabah traditions (ct. Ape 4), and (b) depicts only the divine throne as
one which is surrounded by attendents (Ape 4-5), would have understood the Ancient of
Days to be an angel?

The answer would appear to be that it was unlikely. The Ancient of Days appears to be
God.46 Emerton has argued, for example, that whatever may be the mythical background
of Dn 7.9-13, from Maccabean times- that is, when monotheistic doctrine was a touchstone
of Jewish identity- we may presume that the Ancient of Days was understood to be God.47
The reference to the coming of the Ancient of Days for judgement, for example, recalls
texts which speak of the coming of God for judgement (ct. Zech 14.5; Ps 96.13; Joel3.12).
Further, the title 'Ancient of Days' is redolent with symbolism which may be properly
associated with God such as longevity, pre-existence, and wisdom.

It could be argued that the appearance of the Ancient of Days with details given about his
clothing and the hair of his head appears to be contrary to the OT precept that no one may
see God and live (ct. Ex 33.20; Jdgs 13.22). Such a vision is, however, in line with accounts
in 1 Kgs 22.19 ('I saw Yahweh sitting on his throne, with all the host of heaven standing
beside him ... ') and Is 6.1 ('I saw Yahweh sitting on a throne .. .'). Accordingly John, who
demonstrates some familiarity with the idea of God seated on a throne amidst his heavenly
council in Ape 5,48 would probably have

understand the Ancient of Days to be an

appearance of God.

Another possibility is that the conjunction of both 'the Ancient of Days' and 'the Most High'
(1'J1'1;l!1;

ct.

('tou) u"ljficr'tou, (LXX) Th.) in Dn 7.22 could have led John to presume that two

different beings were implied. That is, on the premise that there was one God only, the
Ancient of Days could have been differentiated from the Most High.49 But John could
have readily understood the two different titles in the one verse to form a parallel so that
only one being was meant. That is, the Ancient of Days and

the Most High were

understood to be one and the same God. We know that John was a committed monotheist
46ct. Casey, Son, 23.
47Emerton, "Son", 239. Cf. Goldingay, Daniel, 165.
48Muller, H-P, "Ratsversammlung", 257-260.
49caragounis, Son, 75, distinguishes between the Ancient of Days and the Most High in Dn 7.22;
although in his view the Ancient of Days is God while the Most High is the Danielic son of man!
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(cf. 19.10, 22.3-4,9) so he could hardly have been averse to understanding Dn 7.22 in this
way.

There is, in fact, evidence that in some broadly contemporary Jewish circles Dn 7.9 was
understood to portray God and not his angel. Thus a tradition ascribed to R. Akiba (c. 110132 C E) interprets the thrones in Dn 7.9 as

'One (throne) for Him, and one for David' (b. Hagigah 14a).5o

The first throne is that of the Ancient of Days, who is clearly understood to be God, while the
second is for the Davidic messiah who is identified with 'one like a son of man' (Dn 7.13).51

Finally, our reference above to a Hekhalottext in favour of the Ancient of Days as an angel
may be set alongside another text, Sepher ha-Razim, in which the statement 'He is the
Ancient of Days' unequivocably refers to God.52

In short: we suggest that John most likely recognised that the Ancient of Days was God
appearing in human form with white hair and clothing.

§2.4.2 Daniel 7.13

Our next figure of interest in Daniel is the enigmatic and mysterious tDJ~ iJ:::> in 7.13 who
appears to lie behind the 'one like a son of man' in Ape 1.13 and 14.14.

'As I watched in the night visions, I saw one like a son of man (tDJ~ iJ:::>) coming with
the clouds of heaven. And he came to the Ancient of Days and was presented before
him' (Dn 7.13).

Two important and interrelated questions arise from this verse. First, what kind of figure is
'one like a son of man'? Secondly, what is the identity of the figure?
50s. Sanhedrin 38a; 98a.
51segal, Powers, 47-48.
52Morgan, Sepher, 84.
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The description 'like a son of man' suggests a figure who is not actually human and
therefore likely to be angelic.53 Collins, for example, argues that the figure is angelic and
identifies him as the archangel Michael.54 Others have argued that the figure is the angel
Gabriel. 55

The accompaniment of the figure by 'clouds' suggests that the figure has divine status
since clouds are invariably associated with theophanies in the OT (i.e. apart from references
to clouds as natural phenomena). Emerton points out that 'If Dan 7.13 does not refer to a
divine being then it is the only exception out of about seventy passages [i.e. featuring
'cloud(s)'] in the Or.56 Feuillet argues that Dn 7 has been influenced by Ezek 1 so that
the son of man figure in Dn 7.13

'appartient nettement

a Ia categorie du divin et est comme une sorte d'incamation de

Ia gloire divine au meme titre que Ia silhouette humaine contemplee par Ezekiel
(1 ,26)'.57

But the correspondence between the son of man in 7.13 and the 'people of the holy ones
of the Most High' in 7.27 has led others to propose that the son of man is a symbolic figure
who represents Israel. Casey, for example, argues that the figure is 'pure symbol
representing the saints of lsrael·.58 Black, who interprets the son of man figure in Dn 7.13
53eontrast with the description of the human Abel in angelophanic terms as 'like unto a son of God'
(Test. Abr. Rec. A. 12.5).
54eollins, Vision, 144; Day, Conflict, 172-177, who also argues that Michael originates in the god
Baal. Goldingay, Daniel, 172, points out that the lack of identity of the figure is important, 'a facet
which interpretation has to preserve', and notes that if Michael is envisaged in On 7.13 then it is odd
that he does not appear at 7.18,22,27.
55E.g. Zevit, "Implications", 90; Fossum, Name, 279 n.61; Yarbro Collins, "Tradition", 551. Cf.
Scherman and Zlotowitz, Daniel, 206.
56Emerton, "Origin", 232. Cf. Feuillet, "Le fils", 187, 321; Procksch, "Berufungsvision", 148-49.
Muller, Messias, 27,

suggests the clouds merely indicate the heavenly location of the scene.

Goldingay, Daniel, 171, astutely points out that 'with any of these approaches, since the one
advanced in years stands for God, it is difficult to attribute the same significance to this second
figure'.
57Feuillet, "Fils", 188-189. Cf. Balz, Probleme, 80-94; Deicer, "Sources", 311 Muller, Messias, 34f
disputes the thesis that the Danielic son of man originates in Ezek 1.26 or Ezek 9.2.
58casey, Son, 39. Cf. Driver, Daniel, 88, 'the ideal and glorified people of Israel'; Volter,
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in corporate terms, suggests he was understood by Daniel as 'nothing less than the

apotheosis of Israel in the End-Time'. 59

The apparent link between the Danielic son of man and Israel has led some to ponder the
messianic associations of the figure.60

The origin of the Danielic son of man is a matter of continuing discussion. We have already
mentioned Feuillet's suggestion, for example, that the figure originates in the fiery man-like
figure on the throne in Ezek 1.26-28. But it has been pointed out that this passage does
not give a reason for there being two figures in On 7.13.61 This problem is resolved if we
presume the underlying influence of the Canaanite myth of El and Baal for which parallels
with Dn 7.9-13 can be adduced. 62 But such a presumption faces the difficulty of plausibly
explaining why a (by that time) ancient myth should influence the Book of Daniel which is
strict in its adherence to monotheism.63 Other hypotheses about the origin have been
proposed but we cannot discuss these here. 64

Even if the origin of the son of man figure lies in a ditheistic myth or in the merkabah vision
(or both) it does not follow that either the author of Daniel or his subsequent readers
understood the son of man figure to be a divine figure. Why would Daniel recount a vision in
which two apparently divine figures appear? If the author of Daniel had any inkling of the
ditheistic connotations of his account it could be argued that he either would have refrained
from including it or would have clarified the status of the son of man figure. When other
phrases comparable to WJ~ i::l:> (7.13) are applied to angelic figures in Daniel (e.g.
1'i1?~-i::l?

i1r.li, 3.25; i::ll-i1~ir.l::>, 8.15; Cli~ 'J::l n1r.li::>, 10.16; Cli~ i1~ir.l::>, 10.18) it

"Menschensohn", 173-174: a celestial being who represents Israel.
59slack, "Throne-Theophany", 62.
60Horbury, "Messianic" (1985); Rowe, "Is" (1982).
61 E.g. Rowland, Heaven, 97.
62E.g. Emerton, "Son", 225-242; Day, Conflict, 160-167. For criticism of this view see Muller,
Messias, 35f; Ferch, "Daniel 7" (1980); Kim, Origin, 208. Colpe, "ut~". 415-419, critically reviews

arguments for and against, with the conclusion that the Canaanite hypothesis provides 'the closest
parallel'.
63cf. Kim, Origin, 208 n.6; Rowland, Heaven, 96-97. Day, Conflict, 165-166 offers a convincing
explanation to overcome this difficulty.
64see, for example, discussion in Day, Conflict, 157-160, and l~erature c~ed there.
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seems reasonable to consider that in fact an angelic figure is in view.65

Our discussion so far has brought out something of the deeply controversial nature of the
debate over the meaning of 'one like a son of man' in On 7.13. We cannot attempt to resolve
this debate here, but we offer the following points about how John may have understood
Dn 7.13.

First, the fact that John includes 'cloud' in an angelophany (Ape 10.1) and envisages a
'cloud' as a vehicle of transport for the two (non-divine) witnesses (11.12), suggests that he
would not necessarily have interpreted the son of man figure in Dn 7.13 as a divine being
because of his coming with the clouds. Moreover, John's commitment to monotheism
(illustrated in e.g. Ape 19.1 0, 22.1 ,3,9) suggests that he would not have thought that two
divine figures were originally envisaged in On 7.13. Secondly, the application of the
descriptive phrase OJ..LOtov u\.ov &vepc.lmou in Ape 1.13 and 14.14 to a single figure (a)
without corporate overtones, and (b) with angelic characteristics, 66 suggests that John
would have understood the son of man figure in On 7.13 to have been an angel.

§2.4.3 Daniel 10

Other important angelic figures are 'seen' or 'heard' in Dn 7-12. The one of most interest to
us is described as follows:

'I looked up and saw a man clothed in linen, with a belt of gold from Uphaz around his
waist. 6 His body was like beryl, his face like lightning, his eyes like flaming torches, his
arms and legs like the gleam of burnished bronze, and the sound of his voice like the
roar of a multitude' (On 10.5-6).

One of the important questions concerning the figure in Dn 10.5-6 is whether or not this
figure is an angel. It is conceivable, for example, that such a glorious figure, who strikes fear
and awe into Daniel (10.8), and who appears to be superior to Michael (e.g. 10.13) could be
an appearance of God. 67
65cf. Day, Conflict, 167-169; Collins, Apocalyptic , 84.
66see argument in §8 and §9.
67Cf. Goldingay, Daniel, 291.
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But in 10.11 we read the statement 'for I have now been sent to you' (T?~

•m?w

i1ru1 •::>).

This statement would seem to indicate that the figure who says it is separate from God, who
is presumably the sender. 68 In 10.1 0 Daniel describes how 'a hand touched me'. The fact
that the hand is not 'his hand' raises the question whether a different figure from the one in
Dn 10.5-6 touches Daniel and thus is the 'sent one'.

Nevertheless it seems reasonable to conclude that one figure is present to Daniel through

10.5-15 (noting that the figure in 10.10 is unquestionably present through to 10.15 at
least). The speech in 10.11 includes the instruction to 'pay attention to the words I am going
to speak to you'. It makes very good sense to think of this instruction as issuing not from a
second figure but from the same figure whose words have already impressed themselves
upon Daniel as 'like the roar of a multitude' (1 0.6), and at the sound of whose words Daniel
falls into a trance (1 0.9). It would seem appropriate therefore to understand the remarks
about sending and coming as applying to one and the same figure in Dn 10.5-6 and 10.10-

15. Similar arguments may be brought forward in favour of the conclusion that just one
figure is present to Daniel through 10.5-21.69 It is not necessary to present them here
since for our purposes it suffices to show that the one figure is present in 10.5-15.

Consequently the figure in Dn 10.5-6 is not an appearance of God but one who has been
sent by God. Since the figure is described as 'a man', which is often an alternative term for
an 'ange1;7o we conclude that the glorious figure in On 10.5-6 is an angel.

Breaking down the description of the figure in Dn 10.5-6 into its constituent parts leads us
into consideration of the literary background to this description. Where applicable, words
and phrases which are used in descriptions of heavenly creatures elsewhere in the OT and
are reminiscent of the given phrase from On 10.5-6 are recorded alongside.

68Montgomery, Daniel, 420, who makes the point that despite 'the dependence upon Ezek 1 he
cannot be the Deity, for he was "sent".'
69Goldingay, Daniel, 291, explains that 'It is not clear how many supernatural beings are involved
in the scene [i.e. Dn 10]' and notes that, e.g., in '12.5-6 there are two others apart from the man in
linen, and so it may also be here'. But nothing he says refutes what we have said. Supporters of the
argument for one figure in Dn 10 include Halperin, Faces, 76; Charles, Daniel, 257, 260.

70ct. Barr, "Theophany", 37.
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( 1':JM::l i~Oi1 rop1, Ezek 9.2; 1':Jrn, Ezek 1.27; 8.2; r~~~ ::li1r1, Jer 10.9).

body:

tD'tDin~ 1n•1;1

( tD'tDin 1'l1~ Cli1'tDl1~1. Ezek 1.16; cf. Ezek 1 0.9, 28.13,20; Song 5.14).

face: pi::l
( pi::l

i1~i~~ 1':J~1

~~1· tD~i1-1~1. Ezek 1.13; pi::li1 i1~i~~. Ezek 1.14?2 cf. Nah 2.5, 3.3; Hab 3.11).

eyes: tD~ .,.~~~ 1':l'l11
( o·1~~i1 i1~i~~ n1il1::l w~-·~m~. Ezek 1.13; Nah 2.5).

arms and legs: ~~p ntDm rl1~ 1'n~Jim 1'nl1in
(~~p nwm 1'l1~ o·~~:J1 ~Jl1 ~Ji ;-p~ Cli1'~Ji ~~1, Ezek 1.7,

nwm i1~i~~ 1i1~i~ w·~-mm Ezek 40.3;

ct. 9.2).

words: p~i1 ~1p~ 1'i::l1 ~1p1
( 11~i1 ~1p, Is 13.4, cf. Ezek 1.24; 10.5; 43.2).

The language used of the epiphany in Dn 10.5-6 thus shows affinity with a number of
passages found in the OT. Of particular interest, in view of our discussion above about the
possible significance of Ezek 1.26-28 and 8.2 for the development of angelology, are the
links between Dn 10.5-6 and Ezekiel:

(i) the throne-vision in Ezek 1 including the descriptions of the phenomena surrounding the
throne,

(ii) the man clothed in linen (9.2), and
71 Some MSS. read 1'~~72BHS Apparatus, following Targum.
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(iii) the man whose appearance shone like bronze (40.3).

Some of the language used in Dn 10.5-6 draws on language other than that found in
Ezekiel. The reference to 'gold from Uphaz' alludes to Jer 10.9 where the reference is to
the gold used in the manufacture of idols. The description of the sound of the figure's
words as 'like the roar of a multitude' ( 11r.li1 '?1p~) alludes to Is 13.4, where the reference is to
the sound made as Yahweh of Hosts musters an army for battle. This is notable since, if
Daniel had Ezek 1 in mind then he refrained from drawing on any of the three comparisons
provided there in connection with the sound of the wings of the living creatures: o•:n o•o
'?1p~. 'irD-'?1p~.

mno '?1p~ (Ezek 1.24).73

Although there seems to be a wide range of influence on the development of the
description of the Danielic figure, two parts of this influence are outstanding.

First, the opening phrase in Dn 10.5, O'i:::l rD1:::l'? in~-rv·~ mm, so clearly recalls the
heavenly scribe in Ezek 9.2 (O'i:::l rD1:::l'? o~m:::l in~-rv·~1) that it is worth considering the
possibility that Daniel believes he is seeing a reappearance of this creature.

Secondly, the number of allusions to the living creatures, and to the phenomena closely
connected to them, such as the wheels of the throne-chariot, suggests that in Daniel's
mind the descriptions of the heavenly scribe and the living creatures have become merged.
It is intriguing therefore to observe that (a) in Ezek 10 we find both the man clothed in linen
and one of the living creatures featuring together in another vision: at one point the two
figures actually make contact (1 0. 7), and (b) the living creatures are themselves said to have
human form: i1Ji1'? oi~ moi

pm

i1~1m1 (1.5).

Thus in Daniel 10 the vision of the heavenly scribe appears to have been developed
through the incorporation of imagery from the living creatures and associated phenomena
around the divine throne. The result is a figure of extraordinary majesty and status but with
no implication that the figure is anything other than an angel.

This explanation of the origin of the glorious 'man' is at variance with those offered by, for
73Montgomery, Daniel, 409, sees the Danielic simile as a summary of the three given in Ezek 1.24.
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example, Rowland and Halperin.

Rowland emphasises the connection between the glorious 'man' and the human figure
seen by Ezekiel on the divine throne. Thus,

'the word

1':lrir.l

is found in Ezek.i.27 in the prophet's description of the human figure,

and the more explicit references to the different parts of the angel's body in Dan. x.6
look like a development of the more reserved outlook of Ezek. i.27' .74

This statement is open to at least two criticisms. First, the word 1'JM which is found in Ezek
1.27 is also found in Ezek 9.2. Clearly this connection with Ezek 1.27 is ambiguous. Given
the strong evocation of the figure in Ezek 9.2 through the description of the clothing of 'the
man' in Dn 10.5 we must question whether there is any need to suggest a link with Ezek
1.27. If the fiery figure is in the background to the glorious 'man' then it is strange that there
is only one word which is common to Ezek 1.26-27 and Dn 10.5-6.

Secondly, to argue that 'the different parts of the angel's body in Dan 10.6 look like a
development of the more reserved outlook of Ezek 1 .27' is to overlook the point that the
different parts of the angel's body are satisfactorily explained, as we have done above, as a
development of the portrayal of the man clothed in linen in Ezek 9.2. 75

Halperin argues that Dn 10 is a new 'seeing' of Ezekiel's throne-theophany. He puts forward
the view that the alternative description of the 'man· in Dn 10.16 (i.e., 01~ 'J::l mo1:::>)
'seems to correspond to the human-like being who appears at the climax of the merkabah
vision (Ezek 1.26-28; cf. 01~ i1~ir.l:::> rm1, 1.26)'.76

The 'monstrosity' in Dn 10.5-6

corresponds to the 'terrifying multiplicity' which overwhelmed Ezekiel in the first part of Ezek
1 . By contrast, the 'less intimidating form' in Dn 10.16-19 corresponds to the form which
spoke to Ezekiel in a manner which 'the prophet's humanity could deal with' (i.e. in Ezek
1.26-3.27).77
74Rowland, "Vision", 3.
751n other words, we agree with Rowland inasmuch as we believe that there was some intentionality
in John's use of Ezek 1; cf. Goldingay, Daniel, 291.
76Halperin, Faces, 76.
77Halperin, Faces, 76, does not actually spec~y which part of the first chapters of Ezekiel he has
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Halperin rightly recognises the influence of Ezek 1.4-25 on Dn 10.5-6 but wrongly matches
the figure in Dn 10.16 with the one in Ezek 1.26. The latter is seated on the throne and is a
manifestation of God, whereas the former is (a) not directly related to the throne in any way,
and (b) appears to be some kind of colleague of Michael (1 0.13,21). In short, one is a
manifestation of God and the other is not.

The movement from 'terror' to 'comfort' in Dn 10 may be analogous to that in Ezek 1, but this
is scarcely sufficient grounds for understanding Dn 10 as a re-expression of the thronetheophany.78

We stand, therefore, by our proposal that the origin of Dn 10.5-6 ultimately lies in Ezek 9.2
rather than in Ezek 1.26.

Finally, we briefly consider the question of the identity of the figure in Dn 10.5-6. If we
assume that

only one figure

is present in Dn 10 then we may presume that John

understood that this angel was not Michael (ct. 10.13,21). The other great named angel in
Daniel is Gabriel (Dn 8.16, 9.21 ). There is certainly some similarity between the role of the
angel in 10.12 and that of Gabriel in 9.20-23,79 and the traditional identification of the
angel in Dn 10 has in fact been Gabriel. so

Nevertheless the angel is not named, and there are other possible identifications which
could be made: for example, as the figure who speaks to Gabriel in 8.16.81

As originally composed therefore the vision of the glorious 'man' in Dn 10.5-6 was the vision
of an angel. Both the form of the figure with its evocation of intimate proximity to the divine
throne and the rank of the figure, as the equal if not the superior of 'prince· Michael, suggest
in mind.
78Halperin sees Dn 10 as a renewing of the throne-theophany but neglects to discuss this
possibility in connection with Ape 1.13-16 (cf. Faces, 87-96).
79Goldingay, Daniel, 291; Collins, Apocalyptic, 134.
BOct. Montgomery, Daniel, 420; Bousset, Religion, 377. Charles, Daniel, 257-258, argues
vigoruously that the angel is not Gabriel.
B1sampfylde, "Prince", 129-130.
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that this angel is the highest angel in the heavenly hierarchy.82

§2.5 DANIEL 7.13 LXX

A notable feature of the christophany in Ape 1.13-16 is that imagery is drawn from Dn
7.9,13 and 10.5-6. An important explanation which has been proposed for this combination
is that it reflects the influence of the LXX version of Dn 7 .13. 83 But Dn 7.13 LXX raises a
number of questions so we devote a whole section to considering them.

Whereas in the MT and Theodotion, 'one like a son of man' comes

unto the

Ancient of

Days, in the LXX 'one like a son of man' is said to come as or like the Ancient of Days. The
relevant passages in full are as follows:

Dn 7.13 (MT), BHS(1967/77), Aramaic:

Dn 7.13 according to Theodotion:

Eeec.Opouv ev opciJJ.o:n

roc;

'tile;

VUK'toc; Kat

uloc; avep<.&tou EPXOJ..I.EVOc;

loou J..I.E'tU 'tWV ve<j>eA.Wv

'tOU oupavou

K<Xl E.roc; 'tOU 1toA<XlOU 'tWV ltJ..I.EPWV eQ>Sacre

Kat npocr'llx e11 au'tq>. 84

Dn 7.13 according to Ziegler (1954):

f.eewpouv Ev opcXIJ.<X'tl 'tfic; VUK'tOc; K<Xt tOOU bn 'tWV VE<j>EAWV 'tOU oupavou

roc;

uloc; av9pomou TlPXE'tO K<Xt E.roc; 'tOU 1t<XAalOU ltJ..I.EPWV 1tapfiv K<Xt ol

1t<XpE<J'tTIKO'tec; 1tpocrfiyayov au'tov. 85
82charles, Daniel, 257, 'not only a supernatural being, but one holding a preeminent dignity
amongst such beings'. Bousset, Religion, 328, argues that the figure is Gabriel and that originally he
was the highest angel though subsequently superseded by Michael.
83Rowland, "Vision", 2.
84ziegler, Susanna, 169-170.
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(Note: this is Ziegler's reconstruction of MS. 88 [see below) on the basis of ancient
witnesses such as Tertullian, Cyprian, and Consultationes and with the presumption that

~

is a corruption of ewe;. 86 Ziegler did not know of the existence of Pap. 967 reading for On
7.13).87

On 7.13 according to Codex Chisiasmus (MS. 88; Chigi MS; 9th/11th century CE; Origen's
Hexapla) and the Syro-Hexaplar (=Syh; early 7th century CE):

Eee.wpouv f.v opaJ.la'tt tfic; VUK'tO<; Kat

loou

f.m 'tWV VE<j>EAWV 'tOU oupavou

ffic; ui.oc; av9pW1tOU ~PXE'tO Kat ~ 1taAatoc; TlJ.lEPWV 7tapfiv Kat oi.
7tape.crtllKOtE<;1tapficravaut<!). 88

On 7.13 according to Kolner Teil des Papyrus 967 (2nd/early third century CE):89

Eeewpouv f.v opaJ.la'tt tfic; VUK'tO<; Kat
~PXE'tO

cbc; uioc; av9pW1tOU

loou

E1tt 'tWV Velj>eAWV 'tOU oupavou

Kat ffic; 1taAatoc; TlJ.lEPW(V) 1tapfiv Kat oi

1tapmtllKO'te<;1tpocrfiyayov aut<!}. 90

Our concern here is not with the variants in the translation of oD (cf.
difference between 1D/ewc; (MT/Th./Ziegler respectively) and

J.!Etwbn) but with the

cbc; (MS 88/Syh/P. 967).

Whereas the former means that the 'one like a son of man' came unto 'the Ancient of Days'
with the corollary that the two are distinct figures, the latter means that 'one like a son of man'
came as or like 'the Ancient of Days' with the corollary that the two figures might be identified
with each other. (Note: in the rest of this section 'LXX' with reference to On 7.13 will mean
the textual tradition reflected in MS. 88/Syh and Pap. 967. References to the reconstructed
85ziegler, Susanna, 169-170.
86ziegler, Susanna, 169-170
87ct. Lust, "Daniel7.13", 62. Pap. 967 according to Kenyon, Chester, 27, has a lacuna from 7.117.14.
88conveniently found in Rahlfs, Septuaginta, ii, 914. This reading can also be reconstructed from
Ziegler, Susanna, 169-170.
89Th is date according to Geissen, Septuaginta- Text, 18.
90Geissen, Septuaginta- Text, 108.

Lust, "Daniel 7.13", 63, argues that this is the original LXX

reading.
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text of Ziegler will always use his name.)

We may think of the influence of Dn 7.13 LXX on the christophany in Ape 1 taking place by
one of at least two possible means.

First, Dn 7.13 LXX may have contributed to an apocalyptic tradition in which elements from
Dn 7.9 were combined with elements from Dn 7.13 and 10.5-6. Subsequently this tradition
influenced the mind of John. Thus Rowland, for example, reflecting on Jos. Asen. 14.8-9,

Ape. Abr. 11.1-3, and Ape 1.13-16, all of which include a description of the hair of a
glorious figure in terms of Dn 7.9, suggests that they

'all reflect an exegetical tradition which (a) knew of the identification of the man-like
figure with the Ancient of Days implied by the LXX variant, (b) identified the human
figure of 7.13 as an angelic being, and (c) as a result linked [Dn 7.13] with the parallel
angelophany in Dn 10.5f.91

Secondly, John may have been influenced directly by Dn 7.13 LXX, in similar fashion to the
exegetical tradition outlined above and with a similar conclusion.

An obvious problem with both of these explanations is that the LXX variant may not have
occurred early enough to have been known by either John or his antecedents. Although
the dating of Pap. 967 to the second century CE allows that the variant ~ 1taA.mo~
ftJ..L£p<i>(v) stems from

a period earlier than the composition of the Apc92 there are

nevertheless reasons for exercising due caution in this matter.

First, cogent arguments have been made in favour of the explanation that the change from

eo.><; to ~ is due to a transcriptional error.93 It is conceivable therefore that the error
91 Rowland, "Man", 107. Cf. Yarbro Collins, "Tradition", 551-552.
92Montgomery, Daniel, 304; Lust, "Daniel7.13", 66-69.
93see Montgomery, Daniel, 304; Ziegler, Susanna, 170, with refutation in Bruce "Greek", 25-26.
Recently, Pace Jeansonne, Greek, 96-99, has supported Ziegler against Bruce. Note, however,
Rowland, "Man", 109 n.11, who argues that Oa.A.a<J<rT\~. found in some MSS of the LXX for Dn 10.6,
may be a 'theologically motivated change' rather than a textual corruption, and points out that it is
found in Pap. 967.
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occurred no earlier than Pap. 967 itseH, that is, no earlier than the second century CE. Even
if a two stage error is supposed, 94 it is conceivable that the first stage did not occur before
the composition of the Ape.

Secondly, the possibility has been raised that far from contributing to texts such as Ape
1.14, Dn 7.13 LXX may reflect their influence.95 Alternatively, Dn 7.13 LXX may have
arisen in a Christian milieu, one in which an identity between 'one like a son of man' and the
Ancient of Days was commonly supposed. 96

Thirdly, the evidence for the significance of Dn 7.13 LXX being drawn out in Jewish or
Christian texts which reflect on Dn 7 is scarce.97 Although contemporary texts such as

Ape. Abr. and Jos. Asen. suggest the influence of the LXX variant98 it is noteworthy that
1 En. 46, which is strongly influenced by Dn 7, betrays no sign of the influence of Dn 7.13
LXX. 99

Fourthly, Segal has suggested that

ffi<; 1taA<xu.'>c; ruJ£pro(v)

defence against the 'two powers' heresy. That is,

may have originated as a

ffi<; 1ta.Amoc; ft1.1£pro(v)

was understood

to mean that 'one like a son of man' and the Ancient of Days were one and the same figure
in order to undermine the view that alongside God was a principal angel or exalted
messiah.1 oo In this case it is likely that the reading arose in the time of R. Akiba (c. 110132).1 01 Yarbro Collins, however, makes the point that the LXX reading need not have
arisen from a theological intention.102 Once in circulation an erroneous reading could have
attracted a theological meaning. Thus Dn 7.13 LXX may not so much have arisen out of
opposition to 'two powers' heresy as have simply been welcomed and promoted by those
opposed to this heresy.1 03 Segal's proposal also faces the problem of whether

We; meant

94pace Jeansonne, Greek, 98.
95Delcor, "Sources", 304.
96sruce, "Greek", 26.
97Dunn, Partings, 314 n.so.
9Bsee discussion in Rowland, "Man" (1985).
99cf. Swete, 16.
1OOsegal, Powers, 201-202, with earlier discussion on the 'dangers' of Dn 7.9-13 on pp. 34-53. The
key rabbinic texts include PR Piska 21 1OOb, b. Hag. 14a, and b.Sanh. 38b.
101segal, Powers, 47-49.
102E.g. Lust, "Daniel", 64-69, argues that the intention of the LXX was to identify the two figures in
Dn 7.13.
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that the two figures were equated.1 04

Yet these are only cautions. We cannot rule out the possibility that On 7.13 LXX stems from
a time earlier than the Ape.

Consideration of the actual language of the Ape is not much help in determining whether
On 7.13 LXX may have been an influence on John. We cannot rule out the possibility that
John was acquainted with the LXX of Daniel.1 05 In particular, although the use of IJ.E'tn in
Ape 1. 7a rather than

£m suggests that John may have known a Greek recension of On 7.13

closer to the MT and Theodotion than to the LXX,1 06 we cannot rule out the possibility that
John was familiar with On 7.13 LXX or something akin to it.1 °7 Various words and phrases in
Ape 1 .13-16, for example. recall the LXX (of both Daniel and Ezekiel), although it is
conceivable that the explanation for this lies in John translating the underlying
Hebrew/Aramaic in a similar way to the LXX.1 08 At least two explanations are possible for
why Ape 1. 7 could reflect the Theodotion version yet Ape 1.14 could reflect the LXX
version of On 7.13.

First, it is conceivable that Ape 1.7a reflects a remembrance of On 7.13 in Aramaic (or
Hebrew) and, that John, like Theodotion, translated

cn1 with IJ.E'ta. Conversely, Ape 1.14

could be a reflection of the fact that On 7.13 LXX was also known to John.

103Yarbro Collins, "Tradition", 555-557.
104cf. Fossum, Name, 319.
1 05Thus Beale, "Reconsideration", 540-543, while recognising that many scholars favour the
influence of Theodotion (or a related recension), argues that John had some acquaintance with the
LXX; so also Schmidt, "Semitisms", 602; Trudinger, "Observations" (1966), while arguing forcefully
for the influence of Aramaic targums or similar does not (e.g. p. 84) rule out minor influence by the
LXX. On the influence of Theodotion on the Ape cf. Salmon, Introduction, 548-550; Charles, i, lxvilxviii, sees the influence of LXX and a pre-Theodotionic revision of the LXX.
106ct. Bousset, 189; Charles, i, 17-18; Grelot, "versions", 386; Montgomery, Daniel, 304; Yarbro
Collins, "Tradition", 541, 546.
107Note that Ape 14.14 has f.m 'tftV VEij>EA.TlV.
108cf. Yarbro Collins, "Tradition", 548-552; Trudinger, "Observations", 85 n.2; and discussion below,
§8.3.
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Secondly, it is conceivable that Ape 1 .7 and Ape 1.13-16 reflect different sources and that
each of these in turn was influenced by different versions of Dn 7.13. Briefly, Ape 1.7
conflates Dn 7.13 with Zech 12.10, a feature which is also found in Matt 24.30, and which
has led to the suggestion that a common tradition has informed both NT texts.1 09 This
tradition would then reflect Dn 7.13 as found in Theodotion. Ape 1.13-16 is more or less
similar to other accounts of epiphanies, probably dating from a similar period, which raises
the question whether a common tradition has informed this text. This tradition, as Rowland
proposes, would then reflect the influence of Dn 7.13 LXX.11 o

In short: consideration of the language of the Ape, in particular the language of Ape 1.7 and

1 .13-16 does not rule out the possibility of the influence of Dn 7.13 LXX. Nevertheless our
examination above has certainly not determined that the Ape was influenced by Dn 7.13
LXX.

§2.5.1 The Interpretation of Daniel 7.13 LXX

We have assumed in the above discussion that knowledge of Dn 7.13 LXX would have
naturally led to the identification of the Ancient of Days with 'one like a son of man'. But
would this have been so? It is possible, for example, that the second

ffi<; could be a temporal

and not a comparative particle with the following Kat understood to introduce a main clause.
The last part of 7.13 LXX would then be rendered 'when

(ffi<;) the Ancient of Days arrived,

then (Kat) the bystanders were present before him·.111 But this is unlikely since (a)

ffi<; is

never used in a visionary context in Daniel (or in Ezekiel) with a temporal meaning, and (b)
~is already used in the same sentence in Dn 7.13 with a comparative meaning.112 But
~ does not have a temporal meaning must we conclude that

n

ffi<; 1taA.moc; rurep&(v)

implies that the 'one like a son of man' is identified as the Ancient of Days?113

109varbro Collins, "Tradition", 541-547, and literature cited there.
11 Orhe principal texts are Ape. Abr. 11.1-3 and Jos. Asen. 14.8-9. Cf. citation of each, §3.2 below,
and discussion in relation to Ape 1.13-16, §8.4 below.
111 Lust, "Daniel", 65. Cf. Bruce, "Daniel", 25.
112Lust, "Daniel", 65.
113E.g. Lust, "Daniel", 67, 'In the LXX text, the 'Ancient of Days' and the 'Son of Man' are one and the
same symbol'.
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In fact we should be cautious about drawing such a conclusion. First, in the phrase ~ ui.oc;
c:ivepdmou a possible reading of roc; is that the figure is not identified with a particular son of
man but has the appearance of a son of man, that is, has human form. By analogy

roc;

7taA.a.toc; fiJJ£pffi(v) would signify not that the figure comes 'as the Ancient of Days· meaning
'identical to the Ancient of Days'. Rather, it would signify that the figure comes in a similar
manner (e.g. with a host of attendants) or with a similar appearance to the Ancient of Days.

Thinking along these lines we could imagine the LXX variant arising, for example, because
'one like a son of man' was understood to be Michael, that is, 'who is like God?' and
accordingly was described as

ci>c;mxJ.moc; fiJJ£pW{v) because he was deemed to be similar to

God in appearance .114

Our major point here, however, is simply that the presence of the phrase ci>c;

1tc:xA..moc;

fiJJ£pw(v) in On 7.13 LXX need not have been understood as signifying that 'one like a son
of man' and the Ancient of Days were identical. The force of our criticism means that those
who suppose an identity need to demonstrate conclusively that ci>c; is able to underpin such
an identity.

Secondly, it was surely not the case that every reader of On 7.13 LXX was ignorant of
alternative forms of the text. We have already seen that John, for example, appears to have
been familiar with versions of Daniel similar to the MT and Theodotion. If he knew both
variants of On 7.13 (i.e. ci>c; 1taAat0c; flJ..l£pW{v) and

eo.x; 'tOU 1taAalOU 'tWV

flJ..1£pwv) it is

conceivable that he accepted On 7.13 LXX as a valid reading without denying the fact that
On 7.13 otherwise signifies two distinct beings. In this case a sensible interpretation would
have been that On 7.13 featured two non-identical figures who were similar in appearance.

§2.5.2 Conclusion

On 7.13 LXX may well have been influential on the development of epiphanies in which
details from On 7.9 were combined with details from On 7.13 and/or On 10.5-6. But there is
some doubt as to whether this variant was in circulation early enough to have influenced

114The author is not aware of this connection between Michael and Dn 7.13 LXX having been made
before.
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texts such as Ape 1.13-16. In any case, even if it stems from the time before the Ape this
does not of itself guarantee that it was known by John. Consequently we will be justified in
looking for alternative explanations for the incorporation of Dn 7.9 into epiphanies.

If Dn 7.13 LXX was known to apocalypticists such as John it does not follow that they
automatically deduced that the Danielic son of man and the Ancient of Days were identified.
They may well have only concluded that the appearance of the two figures was similar.

§2.6

EXCURSUS:

THE

SON

OF

MAN

IN

THE

GOSPELS,

SIMILITUDES OF ENOCH, 4 EZRA, and SYR. BARUCH.

We have dealt at some length with the son of man figure in Dn 7.13 because the description
of Jesus as 'one like a son of man' in Ape 1 .13 and 14.14 appears to most directly recall Dn
7.13. Despite familiarity with traditions enshrined in the four gospels, including one directly
concerning 'the Son of Man· (Ape 3.5,
the title

ct.

Mt 10.32-33=Lk 12.8-9),115 John does not use

o uio~ -rou &vepomou. This does not mean that Christian traditions about Jesus

as the Son of Man have made no impact on the Ape. It could well be, for example, that such
traditions directed John's mind to meditate upon Dn 7.13 and to identify the son of man
figure found there with his Lord.

It is well known that Dn 7.13 influenced texts outside the NT such as the Sim. En., 4 Ezra,
and Syr. Bar. - all works which may well date from the same period as the Ape ttseH .116

In 1 En. 46 the seer has a vision which has a marked similarity to that found in Dn 7.9-13:117
115see discussion in, e.g., Vos, Synoptic, 75-94; Bauckham, "Synoptic", 162-176; Yarbro Collins,
"Tradition", 559-562, argues that it should not be assumed that Ape 3.5 reflects knowledge of a 'Son
of Man' saying.
1164 Ezra: c. 100 CE [so Metzger, OTP, i, 520]; Syr. Bar.: c. 100-120 CE [so Klijn, OTP, i, 617];
Sim. En.: Stone and Greenfield, "Pentateuch", 51-60, argue that the Sim. En. is a contemporary of

the Qumran texts (even though absent from them) with final composition in 1st cent. CE; Collins,
"Son", 451-452, argues that absence from Qumran does not require a date after 70 CE since other
pseudepigrapha with undisputed early dates are also absent; Knibb, "Date", 359, argues for a late
first century CE date while Mearns, "Dating", 369, argues for the late 40s CE.
117On the two son of man figures see further Muilenberg, "Son" (1960). Parallels between the two
passages are set out in Beale, Daniel, 97-100 and Caragounis, Son, 101-2. Casey, "Use", 20-22,
argues that Dn 7.9 has influenced 1 En. 46.
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'At that place, I saw the Head of Days. And his head was white like wool, and there was
with him another individual, whose face was like that of a human being. His
countenance was full of grace like that of one among the holy angels. And I asked the
one - from among the angels - who was going with me, and who revealed to me all the
secrets regarding the One who was born of human beings, "Who is this, and from
whence is he who is going as the prototype of the Before-Time?" And he answered
me and said to me, "This is the Son of Man, to whom belongs righteousness, and with
whom righteousness dwells' (1 En. 46.1-3).118

It is striking that here the son of man figure is

not described with details drawn from

Dn 7.9

and 10.5-6. The Enochic son of man is more explicitly likened to the angels than is the case
with the son of man figure in the Ape. The Enochic son of man is comparable to the son of
man in the Ape in at least one respect (both have a weapon coming from their mouths, 1

En. 62.2, Ape 1.16). It is possible that he is understood as a pre-existent figure (cf. 1 En
48.3, 6), 119 a possibility that also pertains to the son of man figure in the Apc.120 One of the
most striking aspects of the portrayal of the Enochic son of man is that he appears to be an
object of worship (cf. 1 En. 46.5, 48.5 and compare with, e.g., the praise of the Lamb in
Ape 5.9-13). As is the case with the Ape we must not presume that 'Son of Man' is used as a
title for this Enochian figure.121

In 4 Ezra(= 2 Esdras 3-14), a late first century apocalypse,122 the seer records part of a
night dream as follows:

'As I kept looking the wind made up something like the figure of a man come up out of
the heart of the sea. And I saw that this man flew with the clouds of the heaven .. .' (4
1181saac, OTP, i, 34.
119Recently argued by Collins, "Son", 455; contrast with Manson, "Son", 183-5, who argues for 'premundane election' rather than 'pre-mundane existence'; VanderKam, "Righteous", 179-182.
120The white hair of the figure (Ape 1.14) might symbolise existence from ancient times, according to
Swete, 16; cf. Ape 1.17; 3.14; 13.8; 22.12-13.
121 Collins, "Son", 452. For other informative studies of the Enochic son of man see, e.g., Collins,

J.J., "Representative" (1980); Sjoberg, Menschensohn (1946); Casey, Son (1979); and now
VanderKam, "Righteous", 169-191, with further literature cited therein.
122stone, Ezra, 10, argues for the latter part of Domitian's reign (81-96 CE).
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Ezra 13.3, NRSV).

The influence of Dn 7 is clear, 123 the more so because this chapter of Daniel has influenced
the preceding chapters in 4 Ezra. The most important versions of 4 Ezra are in Latin and
Syriac. In the Syriac the manlike figure is described as 'yk dmwt' dbrns' which means the
original may have been Cli~ 1:::1 or ~tDJ~ i::J.124 Comparison with the Ape is interesting: the
figure that comes up out of the sea is not the 'one like a son of man' but his antitype the
beast (Ape 13.1). In 4 Ezra the manlike figure holds no weapon (4 Ezra 13.9, cf. Ape 1.16,

14.14, 19.15). But his mouth is associated with judgement, ahhough it is 'a stream of fire' (4
Ezra 13.4, 10-11) rather than a sword which comes out of his mouth (cf. Ape 1.16, 19.15).
There is no elaboration of the form of the figure unlike the case in Ape 1.13-16, 14.14.

Other differences may be noted but the impression is reasonably clear that the author of 4
Ezra has incorporated elements from Dn 7 (and elsewhere) independently of the manner in
which John has done so. Nevertheless 4 Ezra and the Ape may share some common
features:

(i) just as the Ape identifies 'one like a son of man' (at least in 1.13) as 'the son of God' (2.18)
so 4 Ezra, according to some witnesses, identifies the manlike figure as the son of God (cf.
'my Son', 13.32, 37); 125

(ii) it has been argued that 4 Ezra 13 involves similar ironic parody to the Apc.126

In Syr. Bar. we find another notable example of the influence of Dn 7 on visionary material

(Syr. Bar. 53). But neither the vision nor the subsequent interpretation specifically mention
a son of man figure. Rather, there is talk of 'my Servant, the Anointed One' (70.9, cf. 72.2).

Most recently Collins has reopened the question of common assumptions being held in the
123stone, Ezra, 384.
124Collins, "Son", 460.
125stone,

Ezra, 392, notes for 13.32, 37, 'son' according to Latin and Syriac MSS but other

witnesses offer variants, e.g., 'my servant', 'my youth'. Stone suggests that underlying these
translations was 1tal.c; (servant, child) or i:J.I1.
126so Beale, "Problem" (1983).
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first century CE about the figure in Daniel's vision. Without reaching the conclusion that
these assumptions amount to 'a "Son of Man" concept', he argues that anyone speaking in
the late first century of a figure reminiscent of On 7.13 'would evoke a figure with distinct
traits which go beyond what was explicit in the text of Daniel's vision' .127 These traits
include (a) being an individual (rather than a collective symbol);128 (b) being 'the messiah';
(c) pre-existent 'and therefore a transcendent figure of heavenly origin'; (d) taking a more
active role in the destruction of the wicked than was explicit in Daniel.

Thus the Ape does not stand alone as a work from the period around the turn of the first
century which has been influenced by On 7. But the differences between the Ape, Sim.

En., 4 Ezra, and Syr. Bar. in their expression of this influence demonstrate that each work
presupposed the freedom to restate the earlier vision of Daniel in terms relevant to the
situation in which each author lived and to acknowledge developments in the
understanding of the role of the son of man figure.

§2.7 CONCLUSION
We have reviewed angelology and epiphanies in the Books of Zechariah, Ezekiel, and
Daniel. We have attempted to shed some light on difficult issues, such as the significance of
On 7.13 LXX, in order to keep our later discussion of the christology of the Ape as
uncluttered as possible. In the course of our review we have suggested that aspects of the
development behind the christophany proposed by Rowland are open to doubt. In
particular we see the origins of the glorious 'man' in On 10.5-6 lying in the angel introduced
in Ezek 9.2 as 'a man clothed in linen' rather than in the theophany in Ezek 1. The latter has
undoubtedly contributed to the portrayal in On 10.5-6 but not in such a way that we need
conclude that the 'man' is anything other than an angel. This point is confirmed since the
'man' is 'sent' and therefore clearly distinct from God.

We have suggested that John considered the son of man figure in On 7.13 to have
originally have been envisaged as an angel. We have argued that the apparent influence of
On 7.13 LXX on the christophany in Ape 1.13-16 is open to doubt. Finally, we noted that
the treatment of On 7 in first century Jewish and Christian writings implied a freedom to
127Collins, "Son", 466.
128ct. Black, "Throne-Theophany", 73.
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restate the vision of Daniel in a manner relevant to the new situations facing the people of
God.
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CHAPTER THREE

PRINCIPAL ANGELS
§3.1

INTRODUCTION

We have examined Zechariah, Ezekiel, and Daniel in order to draw out certain features of
the angelology of each book. In doing so we have inevitably been drawn to consider the
theophanies which are described in Ezekiel and Daniel. We have also briefly examined the
son of man figure in other writings.

Now we turn to accounts of principal angels in apocalypses and related writings. Our initial
concern is with exalted angels whose appearance more or less parallels that of the risen
Jesus in Ape 1.13-16. That is, we consider principal angels who appear in glorious and
majestic form: we describe these as 'glorious angels', not because we think they are
identified with the kabod of God but simply because the extraordinary splendour of their
appearance is aptly summed up in the word 'glorious'. We will then look at other matters
relating to principal angels, such as whether or not they were worshipped.
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§3.2 GLORIOUS ANGELS
§3.2.1 The Apocalypse of Abraham: Yahoel

In Ape. Abr., probably dating from late in the first century CE,1 Abraham meets up with a
glorious angel who guides him on his heavenly journey:

'The angel he sent to me in the likeness of a man came, and he took me by my right
hand and stood me on my feet. And he said to me, Stand up, Abraham, friend of God
who has loved you, let human trembling not enfold you! For lo! I am sent to you to
strengthen you and to bless you in the name of God, creator of heavenly and earthly
things, who has loved you. Be bold and hasten to him. I am laoel [=
called so

Yahoe~,

and I was

by him who causes those with me on the seventh expanse, on the

firmament, to shake, a power through the medium of his ineffable name in me' ...
(Ape. Abr. 10.5-9)

'And I stood up and saw him who had taken my right hand and set me on my feet. The
appearance of his body was like sapphire, and the aspect of his face like chrysolite,
and the hair of his head like snow. And a kidaris (was) on his head,2 its look that of a
rainbow, and the clothing of his garments (was) purple; and a golden staff (was) in his
right hand. And he said to me, "Abraham." And I said, "Here is your servant" (Ape.
Abr.11.1-3).3

The majestic description of Yahoel recalls both the description of the exalted angel in Dn
10.5-6 (cf. 'a man', 'His body was like beryl') and the description of the Ancient of Days in Dn
7.9 (cf. 'his clothing was white as snow, and the hair of his head like pure wool'). Further, the
1 After 70 CE and before c.150 CE (Rubinkiewicz, R., OTP, i, 683); possibly later than this
(Pennington, AOT, 365-367); but Box, Apocalypse, xv, dates Ape. Abr. to shortly after 70 CE;
Halperin, Faces, 103-104, argues that despite some Christian redaction Ape. Abr. may be treated
as 'a product of early Judaism'; in short: we accept a late first-century date as probable. The oldest
known form of Ape. Abr. is in Slavonic. Note Charlesworth, New Testament, 32, who sounds a note
of caution about using Ape. Abr. in NT research.
2Rubinkiewicz, OTP, i, 694, notes that kidaris in the LXX means a 'headdress' (Ex 39.28), and a
'turban' (Zech 3.5).
3Rubinkiewicz, OTP, i, 693-694.
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merging of these descriptions from Daniel in the one figure parallels the christophany in
Ape 1.13-16 which also blends together elements taken from On 7.9 and 10.5-6. 4 The
probable dating of the composition of the Ape and the Ape. Abr. to a common period,
however, suggests it is likely that each account is independent of. the other and raises the
question whether they draw on a common tradition which has blended together elements
5
taken taken from the theophany in On 7.9 and the angelophany in On 10.5-6. We have
already drawn attention to Rowland's suggestion that the blending of On 7.9 and 10.5-6 in
angelophanies reflects the influence of On 7.13 LXX. 6 If Ape. Abr. stems from the same
period as the Ape or later then the doubts we have expressed about the influence on On
7.13 LXX similarly apply here.

Yahoel is arguably the chief angel within the angelology of Ape. Abr.l Certainly no other
angel is portrayed in such a glorious manner, or has such power or status. Yahoel has three
outstanding characteristics. First, the fact that he is 'a power through the medium of his
ineffable name in me' (10.9). This suggests that Yahoel is identified with the Exodus angel
(ct. 'for my name is in him', Ex 23.21).8 Secondly, the nature of Yahoel's functions:

(i) to keep the cherubim or living creatures under control;
(ii) to teach,
(iii) to restrain Leviathan and subdue the reptiles,9
(iv) to destroy idolators, and
(v) to bless God-fearers such as Abraham (10.10-14).10

4see chapter eight.
5sox, Apocalypse, 49 n.6, notes a general resemblance to the christophany in Ape 1.13-16 but
with differences in most details.
6see §2.5.
7cf. Segal, Powers, 196.
8sox, Apocalypse, 46 n.5, draws attention to a similar statement about Metatron in b. Sanhedrin
38b.
9some MSS. add a reference to a function 'to loosen hell and to destroy those (or he) who wonder
at dead things' [Pennington, AOT, 376 n.7; cf. Rubinkiewicz, OTP, 694, who includes this in the
main body of the text as Ape. Abr. 10.11; see further Box, Apocalypse, 48 n.1 ].
1Oct. Halperin, Faces, 112-113, sums up the functions concerning the living creatures, Leviathan
and the reptiles, and hell, '[Yahoel] must suppress the dark and inimical forces of the cosmos'.
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Thirdly, the fact that Yahoel speaks of Michael as an associate: 'And wijh me Michael blesses
you forever' {1 0.17). The impression is given that Yahoel is superior to Michael, who is
never referred to again in the apocalypse.

In recent years the status of Yahoel has been debated.11 Is he an angel, albeit the chief
angel? Or, noting his superiority over the living creatures, is he more than this? For example,
is Yahoel presented as a figure who is the result of a 'bifurcation' in the being of God?12
The latter possibility is based primarily on his description as 'a power through the medium of
his ineffable name in me' (Ape. Abr. 10.9). This feature is, of course, underlined by the
juxtaposition of Yah and El in his name- indeed 'Yahoel' as a name for God is also found in
this apocalypse (Ape. Abr. 17.11).13

Nevertheless, a number of observations may be made which favour both a clear distinction
between God and Yahoel and an understanding of Yahoel as a being who was

not

perceived as the product of bifurcation within the deity.14 First, the figure is described as
an 'angel·.15 Secondly, Yahoel acts in response to God's initiative (e.g. 'I am sent to you',
10.7; 'I am he who is appointed by his command', 10.10). He acts on behalf of God {e.g. 'to
bless you in the name of God', 10.7). But he never acts in his own right. Thirdly, at the end
of Ape. Abr. 10, Yahoel states, 'And with me Michael blesses you forever' (v.17). This
suggests that whatever great status Yahoel may have, he is a being who belongs to the
same ontological category as Michael. That is, he is an angel and not a divine being.
Fourthly, Yahoel is clearly depicted as one who worships God rather than as one who is
worshipped (17.2). The Ape. Abr. does not show Abraham attempting to worship
Yahoel.16
11cf. Rowland, Heaven, 101-103; Hurtado, God, 87-90; Fossum, Name, 319.
12The term 'bifurcation' in this context refers to the separation of some aspect of the divine being
which then takes on an independent or semi-independent life of its own. Cf. discussion in Hurtado,
God, 85-90.
13 cf. Box, Apocalypse, 46 n. 5; Fossum, Name, 318; Halperin, Faces, 105. A similar composite

name, Jael, is found in Vit. Ad. Evae 29 [as a name for God]. On the origin of 'Yahoel', cf. Scholem,
Gnosticism, 43-55. Fossum, Name, 319-320, suggests that Yahoel is the kabod of God. Note also

magic texts dating from talmudic {or later) period which barely distinguish between the angel Yeho'el
and Yah= God {Naveh and Shaked, Amulets, 13, 159-161, cf. 135).
14AIIo, 13.
15cf. Ape. Abr. 10.5; 12.1,2,6; 13.1; 14.1 O; 15.3; 16.1; 17.3.
16cf. Hurtado, God, 87-89.
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In short: Yahoel is extraordinarily exalted in status and glorious in form. The treatment of
Yahoel in the Ape. Abr. suggests that speculation about the glorious appearance and
exalted status of an angel within the bounds of monotheism was reaching its zenith.17

§3.2.2 Joseph and Aseneth: An Unnamed Angel

Jos. Asen. is better described as a 'romance' than as an 'apocalypse·.18 It probably comes
from the Egyptian Diaspora from a Jewish milieu similar to one from which many Christians
were recruited.19 It was originally written in Greek,2o most likely between the beginning of
the last century BCE and the first decades of the first century CE.21 In the following
passage Aseneth sees a glorious angel:

i.oou av'llp OI!OtOc; l<:a'ta
p<i~oq>

1t(XV'ta

't4) Ic.oo'll<!> 'tij <noA.ij Kat 't4) O"'t£<j>avq> Kat 'tij

'tij ~a<nA.tKij 1tA.1lv 'tO 1tpO<HJ)1tOV ainou ~v cix; O.cr'tpa1t'll Kat o\.

6<!>9aA.!lot au'tou cix; <!>fyyoc; f!A.iou Kat a\. 'tPLXEc; 'tf\c; KE<j>aA.f\c; au'tou cix;
<!>A.O~ 1tUpoc; Kat ai. x£1p£c; Kat o\. m:Socc; aU'tOU cixmEp crLOllPOc; EK 1tUpOc;.22

'[Aseneth looked and saw] and behold a man in every way like Joseph, with a robe
and a crown and a royal staff. But his face was like lightning, and his eyes were like the
17Cf. Segal, Powers, 196.
18cf. Philonenko, Joseph, 53-98; Kee, "Setting", 394-398.
19Burchard, "Importance", 104.
20The texts of Jos. Asen. are referred to as a, b, c, and d. The most important are

a and d.

Group a texts are longer (for critical edition see "Le livre de Ia Priere d'Aseneth" in Batiffol, Studia
Patristica, Paris, 1869-90, 1-115), group b are shorter (for critical edition see Philonenko, Joseph,

128-221; ET in AOT). In OTP Burchard presents the English translation of his 'preliminary new
text': arguing that d is a shortened text, Burchard offers a reconstruction which is like a for length,
liked in wording, and leans towards b (idem, OTP, ii, 181; cf. "Importance", 105). Burchard's
Greek recension may be found in DBAT14 (1979), 2-53 or in Denis, Concordance, 851-859.
21 Burchard, "Importance", 104, sums up the consensus view as: Jos. Asen. was written no later
than 117-138 CE (the reign of Hadrian), possibly no later than 98-117 CE (the reign of Trajan), and no
earlier than 100 BCE. Holtz, "lnterpolationen", 67-71, on the basis of features in Jos. A sen.
unparalleled in Jewish literature, argues that Christian interpolations are integral to the oldest
attainable text.
22 Philonenko, Joseph, 178. The variations between a and d are minor here, at least until <j>A.O~

1tupoc;.
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light of the sun, and the hairs of his head like flames of fire, and his hands and his feet
like iron from the fire' (Jos. Asen.14.8-9).23

The description of the heavenly figure as 'a man in every way like Joseph' (14.8) is
consistent with the fact that he is also described as 'chief of the house of the Most High'
(14. 7, cf. 15.12) similar to Joseph's position as chief of the house of Pharaoh. It is likely that
this figure is in fact Michael, particularly in view of the fact that the term &pxtcr'tpa'tllyo~ is
used (e.g.14.7). Although there are impressive links between the story of this angel's
involvement with Aseneth and the theophany in Ezek 1 (cf. 'chariot of fire', Jos. Asen.
17.6),24 there is no reason to think of this figure as other than an angel.

The form of this angel is similar in a number of respects to the angel in On 10.5-6. The face
of both angels is the same, but the descriptions of the eyes are different (cf. 'like flaming
torches', On 10.6).

The description of the hair of the angel is notable. Like the descriptions of the risen Jesus
and Yahoel this description draws on On 7.9 but in terms of 'flames of fire' rather than 'wool'
or 'snow'. It is difficult to determine whether this might be due to a mistaken memory of the
contents of On 7.9, or to the desire to distinguish the angel from the Ancient of Days, or
otherwise.

The fact that when ~ Q>Ah!; nup(>~ is found in Ape 1.14 it is describing the eyes of Jesus is
but one example of the absence of exact points of comparison between the two figures so
we have no compelling reason to think that either epiphany is dependent on the other.

23The author's own translation.
24Ennumerated in Kee, "Setting", 400-401.
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§3.2.3 The Apocalypse of Zephaniah: Eremlel

After encountering various mighty angels Zephaniah experiences the following
angelophany, according to this second century CE apocalypse:25

'Then I arose and stood, and I saw a great angel standing before me with his face
shining like the rays of the sun in its glory since his face is like that which is perfected
in its glory. And he was girded as if a golden girdle were upon his breast. His feet
were like bronze which is melted in a fire. And when I saw him, I rejoiced, for I thought
the Lord Almighty had come to visit me. I fell on my face; and I worshipped him. He
said to me, Take heed. Don't worship me. I am not the Lord Almighty, but I am the
great angel, Eremiel, who is over the abyss and Hades, the one in which all of the
souls are imprisoned from the end of the Flood, which came upon the earth, until this
day' (Ape. Zeph. 6.11-13). 26

There are in fact a number of 'great angels' in this apocalypse. For example, there are 'lords'
who sit on thrones seven times as bright as the sun (Ape. Zeph. A).27

In Ape. Zeph.

4.1-10 Zephaniah walks with 'the angel of the Lord' and sees a multitude of terrifying angels
whose 'eyes were mixed with blood' - these angels seem to be under the authority of the
angel of the Lord for Zephaniah pleads with him not to give these angels authority over him.
One angel is described with his hair 'spread out like the lionesses' (6.8-10)- a later verse
identifies this angel as Satan (6.17). References to other great angels are to be found at

7.9, 9.1,3, 10.1, and 12.1.

There is no reason to think of Eremiel as anything other than a mighty angel. Elements of
the description of Eremiel recall the glorious figure in Dn 10.5-6 (ct. description of feet and
girdle) although there are variations (Eremiel's face is like the 'sun' rather than 'lightning'),
25wintermute, OTP, 500: between 100 BCE and 175 CE; Philonenko, Joseph, 109: beginning of
second century CE. Language: Sahidic, Akhmimic. The title 'Apocalypse of Zephaniah' may not be
appropriate [cf. Bauckham, "Apocalypses", 100-1 03) but we follow OTPs practice in the matter. For
brief 'Introduction' to the apocalypse (apart from those given in OTP and A07) see Himmelfarb,
Tours, 13-16.

26wintermute, OTP, i, 513; cf. Kuhn, AOT, 922-923.
27wintermute, OTP, i, 508.
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and omissions (no description of Eremiel's clothing, body, eyes, or voice). wnh respect to
Dn 7.9 we note that there is no description of the head or hair of Eremiel.

Eremiel's appearance stands comparison wnh that of the risen Jesus in Ape 1.13-16
(common elements: golden girdle, face like the sun, and feet like bronze).28 The second
of these common elements cannot be explained in terms of Dn 10.5-6 which raises the
question whether one apocalypse has influenced the other or whether both have drawn on
common sources. But the sunlike face of Eremiel is familiar from other writings (e.g. 2 En.
1.5, Test. Abr. Ree.A. 12.9, 13.1 0).

Other common features between the two

apocalypses such as an angel's refusal of worship (Ape. Zeph. 6.13, cf. Ape 19.10, 22.89),
and an angel in charge of the underworld (Ape. Zeph. 6.13, cf. Ape 1.18, 9.11) are not
sufficiently close to require the conclusion that one is dependent on the other.29

§3.2.4 Further Accounts of Glorious Angels

Angels with glorious appearances are in fact a widespread feature of ancient Jewish and
Christian apocalyptic and related literature. In the Test. Abr., Ree. A(c. 100 CE?)30 two
archangels serve the patriarch Abel: 'the sunlike angel' (o ayyeA.oc;
13.10) and

6 l'tA.t6!1op<j>oc;.

12.9,

'the fiery angel' (6 ayyeA.oc; 6 1t{>ptvoc;, 12.10. 13.11).31 In the same

testament 'Death' manifests nself as a glorious angel wearing a bright robe and having a
sunlike appearance and fiery cheeks (o'Vlv l'tA.t6!1op<j>ov ... 'tac; mxpetOO; au'tou 1tup\.
cicr'tpn7t'trov, 16.8-9, cf. 17.15). In Ape. Paul, a late fourth century CE document (?),32
angels are seen 'with faces shining like the sun; their loins girt like girdles·.33

In the Sim. En. the only extensive description of the form of angels occurs when Enoch
ascends to the heavens. He sees 'the sons of the holy angels' treading upon 'the flame of
fire; their garments were white - and their overcoats - and the light of their faces was like
28For citation of Ape 1.13-16 see §7.2.
29cf. Bauckham, "Worship", 325; HimmeHarb, Tours, 16.
30see below, §4.1.6.
31 Greek from Stone, Abraham. 32; cf. parallels with Ape. Zeph. 3.5-9. Sun like beings are also
found in Test. Abr. 2.6, 7.5. On the angelology of Test. Abr. see Kalenkow, "Angelology", 153-162.
32Rebell, Neutestament/iche, 253. But there is some evidence that the apocalypse was known in
the third century CE, see Yarbro Collins, "Early Christian", 85; Himmelfarb, Tours, 18.
33ouensing, NTA, ii, 764.
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snow' (1 En. 71.1).34 Here the language recalls Dn 7.9 (more so than 1 En. 46.1),
though without mention of the head or hair of the angels. It is noticeable that the
comparison with snow is applied to the face.

The value of 2 Enoch in the present context is difficult to assess since there is no
consensus about its provenance or dating and it could stem from prior to the Christian
period or as late as the end of the Middle Ages.35 Nevertheless it features an extensive
angelology, including an account of two glorious 'men' with faces 'like the shining sun', eyes
'like burning lamps', mouths from which fire comes out, and arms 'like wings of gold' (2 En.
1.4-5, Short Rec., Long Rec. similar; cf. 19.1).36 The Longer Recension adds that 'their
hands were whiter than snow·.37 Thus the comparison with snow is applied here to
hands.38 Other broadly similar examples of glorious angels are found within the Ape itself
(Apc10.1-3, 15.6-7).

Some accounts of glorious angels express the majestic appearance of the angels in more
general terms. Thus in the Ladder of Jacob, whose origins may lie in the first century
CE,39 the angel Sariel is 'very beautiful and awesome' (3.3).40 In 2 Mace 3.25-26, a horse
with a 'rider of frightening mien', followed by two 'men ... remarkably strong, gloriously
beautiful and splendidly dressed' come to the rescue of the Jews. In 3 Mace 6.18 'two
glorious angels of fearful aspect' are seen.

The appearance of some angels is described in the Qumran literature. In 40 'Amramb 1.1315, for example, one of the angels mentioned is fearsomely dark, while another has a face
like a snake.41 In 40405 23iithe 'spirits'= 'princes' (i.e. angels) are described in terms of
'colours in the midst of an appearance of whiteness', they are compared to 'sparkling fine
341saac, OTP, i, 49.
35Andersen, OTP, i, 95-97.
36Andersen, OTP, i, 107.
37 Andersen, OTP, i, 106.
38Note Jos. Asen. 5.5, 'four horses white as snow'.
39Lunt, OTP, ii, 404.
40Lunt, OTP, ii, 408. Note that the distinction in this passage between an earlier theophany and
the angelophany, in contrast with Ape. Zeph. 6.11-13 where a theophany is indistinguishable from an
angelophany until a clarifying statement is made.
41 Cf. Davidson, Angels, 290.
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gold'.42

The fact that between Dn 7.9, 1 En. 71.1 and 2 En. 1.5, the application of snow imagery
moves from clothing, through faces to hands suggests that the apocalypticists who set
down the accounts of angelophanies worked freely within certain constraints. A traditional
image, in this case snow, is faithfully retained, but its application is wide ranging. Similar
points can be made in respect of fire and sun imagery.

§3.2.5 Excursus: The Merkabah Vision In 1 Enoch 14

In the angelophanies which we have been considering there have been descriptive
elements such as comparison with the 'sun' which are not found in Daniel or Ezekiel. It is
worth noting therefore the theophany in 1 En. 14, which may stem from as early as 250
BCE,43 could be a possible source for these images. Space precludes a full citation, but
two verses illustrate the point:

'a lofty throne -its appearance was like crystal and its wheels like the shining sun' (1

En. 14.18),

'And the Great Glory was sitting upon it - as for his gown, which was shining more
brightly than the sun, it was whiter than any snow' (1 En. 14.20).44

Angelophanies which may have been influenced by this theophany tended to feature the
eyes or the face of the angel being compared with the sun. Thus it is unlikely that the angels
concerned were interpreted as divine beings since 1 En. 14.21 is quite clear that the face
of God itseH could not be seen:

'None of the angels was able to come in and see the face of the Excellent and the
Glorious One, and no one of the flesh can see him' (1 En. 14.21).45

42ossE, 229. Note also 40403 1 ii, where fire imagery predominates, reminiscent of Ezek 1.
43Biack, Enoch, 151.
441saac, OTP, i, 21.
451saac, OTP, i, 21.
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Finally, we note that Dn 7.9 is likely to represent an abridgement of 1 En. 14.46

§3.2.6 Conclusion

Despite the fact that theophanic imagery is found in descriptions of glorious angels, none of
the angels we have referred to is anything more than an angel. Apocalypticists appeared to
work from a 'limited stock of imagery·,47 though applying the imagery in a variety of ways.

§3.3 PRINCIPAL ANGELS WITHOUT GLORIOUS FORM

In this section we consider other principal angels who have a high, if not the highest status
amongst angels, but whose form is not described (or, at least, not in the detailed way which
we have observed above). We do so in order to extend our discussion of whether Jewish
and Christian angelology included a principal angel who shared in the divine status and/or
being of God.

1 En. 61.1 0 gives one conception of the heavenly hierarchy:

'And he will call all the host of the heavens, and all the holy ones above, and the host
of the Lord, the Cherubim, and the Seraphim and the Ophannim, and all the angels of
power, and all the angels of the principalities, and the Chosen One, and the other
host which is upon the dry ground and over the water'.

Another description is given in Jub. 2.2 which begins with 'the angels of the presence and
the angels of the holiness' (described in 2.18 as 'these two great classes') and goes on to
list various angels responsible for aspects of nature. More elaborate hierarchies are found in
2 En. 8.1-9.15 and 3 En. 17-29. In some works a hierarchy is implicitly supposed because
we are introduced to a group of leading angels with the implication that all other angels
belong to a lower rank (e.g. Tb 12.15). In the Sabbath Shirotseven 'sovereign Princes' are
mentioned (40403 1i 1-29) as well as seven 'deputy Princes' (40400 3 ii 2,
7).48
46so Glasson, "Son" (1977), Black, Enoch, 151-152.
47ounn, Christology, xxiv.
48ct. Newsom, Songs, 32-33.
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This brief survey of conceptions of the angelic hierarchy suggests that when the Ape
presents the four living creatures, the elders (e.g. ch. 4-5), Michael (12.7), various glorious
angels (e.g. 10.1, 18.1 ), and groups of four and seven angels (e.g. 7.1, 8.2) it is a sign of its
author's familiarity with the idea of an angelic hierarchy.

1 En. 61.10 does not refer to one angel as the chief angel. Some passages in Sim. En.
suggest that Michael was effectively the chief angel (e.g. 60.4, 68.3-5, 69.14-15) while 1
En. 24.6 explicitly mentions Michael as chief angel. Nevertheless, within the whole of the

first Enochian corpus it is groups of leading angels which command attention: either four
angels (e.g., 1 En. 9.1, 40.9, 64.6, 71.9), or seven angels (e.g., 1 En. 20.349). More
explicit references to an angel as chief are found in, e.g., Jos. Asen. 14.7,15.12, Pr. Jos.,
and As. Mos. 10.2. In Jos. Asen. 14.7, 15.12 and As. Mos. 10.2 the chief angel is
unnamed, though likely to be Michael. In Pr. Jos. the chief angel is 'Jacob-Israel'. In Dn 10
and Ape. Abr. 10 Michael is mentioned but is unlikely to be the chief angel. Thus there was
no consistent identity for the chief angel. The fluidity over the identity of the chief angel
suggests that John was at liberty to portray Jesus Christ as the chief angel.

If we are to locate the christology of the Ape in its angelological context then there are other
issues to be explored than the possibility that Jesus was identified as the chief angel. In
what follows we explore issues such as the status of angels, the transformation of angels,
and the worship of angels.

49Six angels mentioned in Ethiopic, seven in Greek recension.
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§3.3.1

Raphael

Stories of angels interacting with humans are commonplace in the OT. Sometimes the
angel is initially mistaken for a man (e.g. Jdgs 13.1-23). The outstanding story of angelic
deception is the story of Raphael in the Book of Tobit. 50 Raphael comes to earth in order
to help Tobit and Sarah. Until the moment of his return to heaven Raphael deceives Tobit
and Sarah into thinking that he was a human being (Tob. 12.19).51

Raphael is the 'complete' angel! He functions as guide, revealer, intercessor, healer,
exorcist, and tester (cf. Tb 12.11-20).52 There are certainly resonances here with the
angelology of the Ape: revealing truth is a function of at least one angel in the Ape (cf.
Ape1.1, 22.6, 16), mediating prayer is another (ct. Ape 8.3), and Raphael, like the trumpet
angels 'stands before' God (Tb 12.15,

ct.

Ape 8.2).53 But there is nothing which directly

connects Raphael with Jesus Christ in the Ape (contrast Asc. Is. 11.17 where the Beloved
feigns feeding at the breast of Mary).54

For our present purposes the importance of Raphael lies in his example as a heavenly being
who successfully conceals his true nature while effectively functioning as a human being.

That an angel should descend to earth, appear to be human and perform such roles as
Raphael does is suggestive of a background model for NT christology- one which has not
been extensively reflected upon by scholars. 55

50Language: Greek. Date: Tb 1-12 [50-100 BCE], 13-14 [post 70 CE], according to Zimmerman,
Tobit, 24, 25-27 respectively.

51 See further, Knight, Disciples, 104-106.
52segal, Powers, 90, suggests that Raphael's function as 'tester' means that he is identified as the
angel of Yahweh who was sent to test Abraham (Gn 22.11-18).
531n addition to angelological material from Tobit which seems to be reflected in the Ape we may also
note parallels between the visions of Jerusalem in each book (Tb 13.9-17, cf. Ape 21.10-21 ).
54 Knight, Disciples, 104-11 0.

55 An exception is Knight, op. cit, 104-110; cf. Segal, "Ascent", 1372. On Raphael see Michl,
"Engel", 252-254.
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§3.3.2 Jacob-Israel

In a text known as The Prayer of Joseph we read of an extraordinary angel. The main
source for this text is Origen, Comm. Joh. 2.189-190, which means that its terminus a quo
is 231 CE. However it has been argued that a first century CE date for the original text is
quite possible.56

'1, Jacob, who is speaking to you, am also Israel, an angel of God and a ruling spirit.
Abraham and Isaac were created before anywork. But, I, Jacob, who men call Jacob
but whose name is Israel am he who God called Israel which means, a man seeing
God, because I am the firstborn of every living thing to whom God gives life. And
when I was coming up from Syrian Mesopotamia, Uriel, the angel of God, came forth
and said that I [Jacob-Israel) had descended to earth and I had tabernacled among
men and that I had been called by the name Jacob. He envied me and fought with me
and wrestled with me saying that his name and the name that is before every angel
was to be above mine. I told him his name and what rank he held among the sons of
God. Are you not Uriel, the eighth after me? and I, Israel, the archangel of the power of
the Lord and the chief captain among the sons of God? Am I not Israel, the first
minister before the face of God? And I called upon my God by the inextinguishable
name' (Pr. Jos. Fragment A). 57

It is possible that the Prayer envisages Jacob as a heavenly being who has adopted human
form in an attempt to deny the uniqueness of Jesus by presenting another example of a
heavenly power descended from God who becomes a human.58 But even if this text has
been influenced by Christian ideas, the idea of a heavenly being appearing to be human
was not new to Judaism (cf. Gn 18.1-8, Tobit 12.11-15). Hence this example need not be
56E.g. Smith, J.Z., "Prayer", 26 n4, who notes parallelism between Pr. Jos., Philo and other
hellenistic Jewish material (which not only points to a first century date, but to an Alexandrian
provenance); but he recognises the implications of 'eight' archangels which could reflect second
century developments, [idem,p. 47 n.52]. Dunn, Christology, 21, argues that a date for the Pr.

Jos. before the second century CE is difficult to maintain on the grounds that it presupposes 'a more
developed ranking among the archangels' than is found elsewhere in the 1st century CE. But it is
conceivable that Pr. Jos. was at the forefront of developments in ranking.
57 smith, J.Z., OTP, ii, 713.
58Knight, Disciples, 90, counters this idea by noting Origen's silence about any such polemic.
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understood solely as a kind of apologetic stratagem. It may well represent the possibility that
some Jewish circles, even in the first century C. E., comfortably accommodated (a) the idea
that an angel could take on human form, and (b) the possibility of pre-existence for a human
being.59

According to J.Z. Smith it is a 'moot question' whether Jacob-Israel is, viz.,'a thoroughly
docetic figure ... [or] an appearance and incarnation of a heavenly power ... or a heavenly
messenger·.60 Nevertheless Pr. Jos. opens up interesting possibilities for the discussion
of first century CE angelology and christology. In particular it raises the question whether
Jewish angelology independently and (more or less) simultaneously with the earliest
christology developed the idea that a heavenly being could become incarnate.

In short: if Jesus Christ were believed to have been an angel, within the context of Jewish
angelology this belief was not necessarily incompatible with the belief that he had once
been a human being.

§3.3.3

Michael

We have already briefly considered Michael. One of his roles was believed to be the
protection of Israel. This role may have its roots in an enigmatic text in Deuteronomy 32.8-9:

'When the Most High apportioned the nations, when he divided humankind, he fixed
the boundaries of the peoples according to the number of the gods
('?~itV' 'J:l, MT;

aY'{f>..rov eeou, LXX); 9 Yahweh's own portion was his people,

Jacob his allotted share'.

This passage is something of a 'storm-centre' in the debate over the origins of and
adherence to the

monotheism of Israelite religion.61 Briefly,

the LXX implies that

59For 'Introduction' to Pr. Jos. see Smith J.Z., "Prayer" (1978). Note Smith, M., "Account", 743,
who finds no less than five Palestinian teachers of the first century CE whose followers believed them
to have been an 'appearance or incarnation of a particular supernatural power', and concludes, p.
749, that such belief was 'reasonably common in first century Palestine'. A major difficulty with this
proposal is its reliance on reading prior reality into later writings.
60smith, "Prayer", 60-61.
61 See, e.g., recent discussion about non-monotheistic Israelite religion by Hayman, "Monotheism",
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responsibility for each nation was given to an angel of God. The LXX presupposes an
original11'?l1 'J:::l, but the MT has ?~iiD' 'J:::l. If the Hebrew originally had p'?l1 'J:::l instead of
?~iiD' 'J:::l then Deut. 32.8-9 could mean that Yahweh was one of the sons of the Most High,

that is, the son to whom Israel was assigned. In other words, two divine beings are in view:

(1) Elyon who is superior to (2) Yahweh.62 That the Hebrew may have actually been f?l1 'J:::l
rather than ?~iiD' 'J:::l is suggested by a Qumran fragment. 63

Much remains speculative here. The possibility that 'Eiyon' and 'Yahweh' are parallel
references to the same being must not be discounted.64 Deuteronomy is a work noted for
its monotheism so that the possibility that it includes a text which denies monotheism needs
to be viewed carefully.65

What we can see, however, is that the special role which is envisaged in Deut 32.8-9 for
Yahweh over Israel, is transferred to Michael according to other writings such as Daniel.66
Why and how this should be so cannot detain us here. What we can recognise is that
Michael takes up a role of Yahweh. This fact alone may account for the high status of Michael
within the angelic hierarchy.

§3.3.4 The Angel of Truth

The 'Angel of Truth', also known as the 'Prince of Light'67 has a special role over 'the
children of righteousness' within the Qumran writings. In this he is contrasted with his
opposite, 'the Angel of Darkness' who rules over 'the children of falsehood' (1 OS 3.20-22).
In carrying out this role the Prince of Light works in partnership with God:

asp. p.6, and Barker, Angel, asp. p.4-27.
62Eissfeldt, "EI", 28-30.
63skehan, "Fragment", 12-15, asp. p.12; cf. Barker, Angel, 5-11.
64cf. Sir. 17.17, Jub. 15.31-32.
65Mullen, Divine, 204, argues for the identification of Elyon and Yahweh.
66ct Ps.-Ciem. Recognitions 2.42 and Homilies 18.4. Note Jub. 15.32 which denies that any
angel has been appointed over Israel.
67oavidson, Angels, 147.
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'The Angel of Darkness leads all the children of righteousness astray ...... But the God
of Israel and His Angel of Truth (iliQ~ 1~?Q1) will succour (it.ll) all the sons of light'
(108 3.20-24, ct. 1 OM 13.10, 17-5-8).68

In texts such as these there is 'a limited form of cosmic dualism' which in no way diminishes
the position of God as superior to all angels. 69 Although other texts such as 1 QH 11.13
refer to the angels as 'the everlasting host' there is no hint or support given to the idea that
the angels and God are coeval.70 God is transcendent over the Angel of Truth.

We need not doubt that the Prince of Light is an angel, noting that the term 'prince' (iW) is
used of angels in Daniel (e.g. On 10.20-21).71 Though we should observe that the Prince
of Light is specifically identified as a 'spirit' (nn) in 1 OS 3.25. Clearly the 'Prince of Light'
corresponds to the angel Michael in respect of his function as the guardian angel of
lsrael,72 but whether the Prince of Light should be identified as Michael continues to be
debated.73 The antipathy between the Angel of Truth/Prince of Light and the Angel of
Darkness corresponds to that found in Ape 12.7 where Michael and his angelic army fight
against the dragon and his angelic army.74

68ossE, 65. Hebrew from TAO, 10.
69oavidson, Angels, 309.
70oavidson, Angels, 290.
71oavidson, Angels, 147-148.

72cf. DSSE, 53.
73Yadin, Scroll, 235-236 argues for identification with Michael. Davidson, Angels, 148-149
agrees with Yadin, while arguing against identification with Uriel, (so Wernberg-M0IIer, Manuel, 71 ).
Bampfylde, "Prince", 132-133 argues that since the Angel gives help 'to the kingdom of Michael' (1
OM 17.6) he is not Michael. She equates him with the 'Prince of Host' in Dn 8.11 and the 'man' in Dn
10.5-6.
74on parallels between the Ape and Qumran writings see Becher, "Johannes-Apokalypse", 38943897; Comblin, Christ, 106-119.
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§3.3.5

Melchlzedek

The high status of the Angel of Truth/Prince of Light is mirrored in a passage about
Melchizedek in a Hebrew text from Qumran dating from no later than 50 CE.75

'For this is the moment of the year of Grace for Melchizedek. [And h]e will, by his
strength, judge the holy ones of God, executing judgement as it is written concerning
him in the Songs of David, who said, ELOHIM [CJ'ii1'?~] has taken his place in the
divine council; in the midst of the gods [O'ii1'?~] he holds judgement [Ps 82.1). And it
was concerning him that he said, (Let the assembly of the peoples) return to the
height above them; EL (god) ['?~]will judge the peoples [Ps 7.7-8)' (11 QMelch).7 6

In this fragmentary document, of which we have only included a small part, Melchizedek is a
heavenly being of great status, possibly to be identified with Michael,77 but in any case
with the Prince of Light.78 Notable is the application of '?~ and CJ'i1i'?~ to Melchizedek.79
Normally these Hebrew words mean 'God', or 'god', but they are not always applied to
deities: cf. Moses 'as a CJ'i1i'?~· to Aaron, (Ex 7.1). In some contexts they can mean
'judge', 80 which would be appropriate in this instance since Melchizedek executes the
judgements of God. In one instance, 1 Sm 28.13, CJ'i1i'?~ refers to the ghost of Samuel.

Nevertheless, 110Melch involves the interpretation of scriptures in which CJ'i1i'?~
would normally be understood as a reference to God.81 Thus Melchizedek's action on
behalf of God seems to be analogous to, say, the angel of Yahweh on those occasions in
the OT when he

acts, speaks, and inspires reaction as though it were God actually

75Horton, Melchizedek, 73, 80.
76 DSSE, 301 = lines 9-11 a of text given in DeJonge & van der Woude, "11 Q Melchizedek", 302.
77De Jonge & van der Woude, "110 Melchizedek", 305, note that this identification is not made
explicit in available Qumran texts; explicit identification is only found in certain medieval Jewish
texts; cf. Dunn, Christology, 152-153; Horton, Melchizedek, 81.
78so Bampfylde, "Prince", 133.
79Horton, Melchizedek, 75.
80 DSSE, 300.
81cf. Ps 82.1-2; 7.7-8; Is 52.7. Note Carmignac, "Le document" (1970), who argues that the Qumran
author means God, not Melchizedek,

when CJ'i1i'?~h~ are used in scriptural quotations; cf.

response from Delcor, "Melchizedek", 133-134; Segal, Powers, 194.
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Melchizedek is probably to be understood as one of the o•m?~, that is, as an ange1. 83
Certainly there is no reason to think that the author of 11 QMelch would have thought of
Melchizedek another divine being alongside the deity.84 Thus Melchizedek appears to be
an angel who can stand in for God in the heavenly council (ct. Zech 3.1).

§3.3.6 The Angel of the Presence

An angel described as 'the angel of the presence' has an important role in the saving of
Israel in two different texts. Is 63.9 according to one reading says of Israel,

'In all their distress he was distressed; the angel of his presence saved them

(CI.l.1'rD1i1 ,,m

1~'?1J1 ~~ ~'? om~-?::>::l);

in his love and in his pity he redeemed them;
he lifted them up and carried them all the days of old'.

This reading corresponds to the following pointing of the first five words which we have
cited in Hebrew:

82Horton, Melchizedek, 77, suggests that o•m?~ applied to Melchizedek indicates that 'he was
regarded as some sort of super-human figure'.
83 oe Jonge & van der Woude, "110 Melchizedek", 304, 321-322. Cf. Fitzmyer, "Light", 37; Milik,
"Milki-sedeq", 95-144. On Melchizedek as an angel see Laubscher, "Angel", 51. On the early
Christian belief that Melchizedek was an angel, rather than a man, cf. De Jonge & van der Woude,
"110 Melchizedek": Appendix, 323-326. Cf. 40491 fr.11: 1 [= Michael] am reckoned among the
gods' (::ltt.Jnn~ o·?~ Cl.l.1 'J~) [DJD vii, 27].
84cf. Casey, Prophet, 93. Contrast 110Melch with 40403 1 i 30-46 which speaks of o•m?~ (e.g.
lines 31, 32, 33), but in a context where the Cl'i11'?~ are urged to praise God. Newsom, Songs, 211212, translates o•m'?~ as 'godlike beings'.
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Another reading is possible, however, which corresponds to the LXX and to the following
pointing of the same words:

11$?01 i~ ~? :CJQ~~-?=i:J (cf. be 1tc:icr11c; eAi'l'eroc; ou 1tpecr~U<; oooe anef..oc;,
LXX; i.e. 'in all their distress. It was no messenger or angel but his presence that saved
them').

The variant readings are evidence of a significant debate over whether God acted alone or
through an agent. 85

That some Jews believed that God did act through an agent

designated the 'angel of the presence' is supported by consideration of a passage from

Jub. 48.

The Book of Jubilees is for the most part a retelling of Gen 1.1 to Ex 15.22. It was originally
composed in Hebrew, although the only complete text is in Ethiopic.86 Paleographic
dating of fragments found at Qumran point to a date prior to 100 BCE.87 On internal
grounds a date between

ca.

163 and

ca.

140 BCE has been proposed.88 Jub. unveils a

developed angelology, with a particular emphasis on angels with responsibility for different
aspects of nature (2.2).89

One angel in particular stands out because of his role as the revealer of the content of the
book ( 1.27, 2.1). This angel is in fact 'the angel of the presence who went before the camp
of Israel' (1.29).90 In Jub. 48 the angel retells the story of Exodus 7-14. Of particular
interest are these verses:

'And despite all the signs and wonders, Prince Mastema was not shamed until he had
become strong and called to the Egyptians so that they might pursue after you with all
the army of Egyptians with their chariots, and with their horses, and with all the
85stier, Gott, 153-155.
86ct. VanderKam, Studies, 95.
87wintermute, OTP, ii, 43.
88vanderKam, Studies, 283, prefers a date between ca. 163 and ca.152 BCE; Wintermute,
OTP, ii, 44, suggests a date between 161 and 140 BCE.

89wintermute, OTP, ii, 55. For Ethiopic text see VanderKam, Jubilees: A Critical Text (1989).
90Fossum, Name, 260, argues that this angel is Michael (on the basis of, e.g., 1 En. 60).
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multitude of the people of Egypt. 13. And I stood between the Egyptians and Israel,
and we delivered them out through the midst of the sea as through dry land. 14. And
all the people whom he brought out to pursue after Israel, the Lord our God threw into
the middle of the sea ... 18. And on the fourteenth day we bound him so that he
might not accuse the children of Israel ... ' (Jub. 48.12-14, 18). 91

The angel's description of his own role in foiling the intentions of Mastema takes up an
element present in the Book of Exodus itself (ct. 'the angel of God who was going before
the Israelite army moved and went behind them .. .',Ex 14.19). But in Jub. this element is
extended. In Ex 7-14 on a number of occasions the principal intervening figure on Israel's
side is Yahweh himself (e.g. Ex 11.1; 12.29; 14.21), so that the angel of God seems almost
incidental to the action. But in Jub. the angel acts in partnership with God, and plays a major
role in the support of Israel. It is true that the angel nevertheless signifies that the principal
actor is still God (e.g. Jub. 48.14), but an altogether different impression is conveyed in

Jub. to that in Exodus.

Here then is an example, well before the Christian era, which represents a belief in God
working in partnership with an angel. God does not work through the angel in such a way
that the angel is incidental to the action. Whether this kind of view has provoked the
antithetical reading of Is 63.9 which asserts that it was 'no messenger or angel but his
presence that saved them' or whether it is drawn from the reading of Is 63.9 as 'the angel of
his presence saved them' we cannot be sure. Nor is it easy to determine the exact status of
the angel of the presence in Jub. when Jub. 15.32 explicitly expresses the view that God
has not appointed an angel over Israel but rules Israel directly.

What is the significance of Jub. 48? Hayman, for example, has argued that it is 'just one
example of how Jewish angelology reveals a pattern of religion that is anything but
monotheistic'. 92 But is this a fair comment? The angel is not worshipped nor is he ever
presented as the equal of God. Rather, his equal (and opposite) is Mastema. The angel's
use of 'we' implies cooperation between God and the angel. But there is no reason to think
that this has any implications for the divine status of the anget93
91wintermute, OTP, ii, 139-140.
92Hayman, "Monotheism", 8.
93Gammie, "Dualism", 368-369, argues that this is 'ethical dualism', reflecting the battle between
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The combination 'God', 'the angel of the Presence', and their foe 'Mastema' corresponds to
the combination of 'God', 'the Angel of Truth', and the 'Prince of Darkness' in the Qumran
literature.94 Once again we find an angel working in partnership with God to foil the plans of
the anti-God power.

§3.3.7

Metatron

No survey of 'principal angels' is complete without consideration of Metatron. The texts
which report his existence and activity are all post-first century CE. 3 Enoch (also known as
Sepher ha-HekhaloO. for example, dates from well past the end of the first century CE.95
B. Hagigah15a suggests that traditions involving Metatron might date from early in the
second century CE. For the visionary involved in the events it describes, Aher, alias Elisha
ben Abuya, lived ca. 110-135 CE. Whether the story actually dates from such a period (or
even earlier) is another matter.96

Metatron is God's 'servant, the angel Metatron, Prince of the Divine Presence' (3 En.
1.4).97 He is no ordinary angel as the following observations drawn from 3 Enoch
demonstrate.

In 3 En 4.2 we are told that Metatron is Enoch. In 3 En 8 Metatron is

bestowed with qualities such as wisdom and holiness, while inch. 9 he is blessed, enlarged
in stature, and given every splendour and brightness. In 10.1 Metatron receives 'a throne
like the throne of glory', and in 10.3-5 the Holy One appoints Metatron as his vice-regent, as
'a prince and a ruler over all the denizens of the heights', to hear whatever any angel or
prince has to say in God's presence, and to command things in the name of God. In 12.5
Metatron is called 'the lesser Yahweh', a name which is explicitly connected with the angel of
good and evil in Jub. Note that Hurtado, God (1988), Rowland, Heaven (1982), and Barker, Angel
(1992), fail to discuss the implications of Jub. 48.
94contrast, however, the recognition at Qumran of Michael's special role over Israel (e.g. 1 OM
17.5-8) with Jub. 15.32 which denies such a role to any angel.
95 Alexander,

OTP, i, 229. Cf. Odeberg, Enoch, 41, 'the latter half of the third century CE';

Gruenwald, Apocalyptic, 196, compiled ... probably in the 6th century CE'.
96segal, Powers, 60, argues that the tradition is a 'late addition to the Babylonian Talmud'. On the
origin of Metatron traditions, see Scholem, Gnosticism, 43-48; Odeberg, Enoch, 79-146;
Gruenwald, Apocalyptic, 195-198.
97Alexander, OTP, i, 256.
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Ex 23.21 of whom Yahweh said 'My name shall be in him·.98 All of these factors contribute
to the background of the dramatic story which follows:

[Metatron speaks]: 'At first I sat upon a great throne at the door of the seventh palace,
and I judged all the denizens of the heights on the authroity of the Holy One, blessed
be he ....... But when Aher came to behold the vision of the chariot and set eyes
upon me, he was afraid and trembled before me. His soul was alarmed to the point of
leaving him because of his fear, dread and terror of me, when he saw me seated upon
a throne like a king, with the ministering angels standing beside me as servants and all
the princes of the kingdoms crowned with crowns surrounding me. Then he opened
his mouth and said, "There are indeed two powers in heaven". Immediately a divine
voice came out from the presence of the Shekinah and said, "Come back to me,
apostate sons, apart from Aher". Then Anapi'el YHWH, the honoured, glorified,
beloved, wonderful, terrible and dreadful Prince, came at the command of the Holy
One, blessed be he, and struck me with sixty lashes of fire and made me stand on my
feet' (3 En. 16.1-5). 99

This story appears to have been told in order to make a specific point, namely, that there is
only one power in heaven.1 oo

The fact that Metatron is identified with Enoch and is called 'the lesser Yahweh' suggests
that he results from the fusion of the exalted patriarch Enoch (cf. 1 En. 71.14) with the
angel Yahoel (Ape. Abr. 10) .1 01 If this is so then the speculation about the status of angels
and exalted patriarchs such as Enoch has gone beyond the point reached in the case of
Yahoel. Impressive though Yahoel is, he is perceived as a non-divine being. But with
Metatron the situation is altered -this angel has become, for some at least, 'a second power
in heaven'. Such an explanation is significant in another way for it provides another reason
98ct. b. Sanhedrin 38b.
99 Alexander, OTP, i, 268. Cf. b. Hagigah 15a. The two versions are set out in parallel in Rowland,

Heaven, 335-336; see also discussion in Gruenwald, Apocalyptic, 205-206.
1 OOct. Segal, Powers, 102; Odeberg, Enoch, 85-86. Note b. San h. 38b which rejects the notion that
Metatron can be worshipped.
101 Alexander, OTP, i, 244; Gruenwald, Apocalyptic, 195, notes that this is the only occasion in

Hekhalot literature that Enoch is identified with Metatron, and, p.200, notes that only in Tg Ps.-J Gn
5.24 is such identification made elsewhere in midrashic and Talmudic literature.
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why we should accept that speculation about Metatron stems from the second century CE,
since both Ape. Abr. and Sim. En. probably stem from no earlier than the mid to late first
century CE.1 02

§3.3.8 Principal Angels In the New Testament

We have so far concentrated attention on angelology in Jewish apocalypses and related
literature. When we turn to the NT (outside the Ape) we find that angels are very much the
subordinates of God. There is no confusion as to whether this or that encounter w~h an
'angel of the Lord' is actually an encounter with God. In descriptions of such encounters
there is no attempt made to worship the angel. The title 'the angel of the Lord' does not
appear to be applied to any one angel but is used as a title for distinctive angels of God.1 03

The NT (outside the Ape) mentions 'angels' (plural) on some sixty occasions, so that the
idea that angels are important feature of God's world is well attested. In the light of this
observation it is striking to find that there is so little material concerning the more important
angels (e.g. 'Michael' is only mentioned in Jude 9). This paucity suggests that either Jesus
was held to have made the role of these angels redundant or that in the light of the glory
and exaltation of Jesus to God's right hand angels were of less importance as mediators
between God and humanity.

§3.3.9 Conclusion

Principal angels in literature before the end of the first century CE were known to occupy
roles as representative of God, and even as (junior) partner to God. But only beyond this
period do we find an angel who is recognised (by some) as another power alongside God in
heaven.

We have observed that angels were believed to function in two ways which corresponded
102scholem, Trends, 44 suggest the merger may have been as late as the third or fourth centuries
CE; Gruenwald, Apocalyptic, 200, views the exaltation of Enoch as a polemic against Christianity;
Segal, Powers, 63-64, sees the origins for the mediating principal angel in the first century CE but
cannot demonstrate that this angel was identified with Metatron.
103Hirth, Boten, 29-30.
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to beliefs about the activity of Jesus Christ. First, angels could appear to be human, and, in
one case, even to have become incarnate. Secondly, angels could act in partnership with
God and to represent God as a kind of vizier - even to be designated 'God'.

§3.4 THE WORSHIP OF ANGELS?

None of the texts we have examined so far can reasonably be construed as implying that
angels were worshipped by Jews prior to the rise of Christianity. The example of Metatron
suggests that concomitant developments to the worship of angels, such as the claim that
there were 'two powers' in heaven, stem from a period later than the first century CE.

It is true that the Kerygma Petrou refers to 'Jews ... worshipping angels·.104 But this is likely
to be a pejorative characterization of Jewish cultic practice rather than accurate description
of the actual situation.1 05 Conversely. it has been plausibly argued that the reference in Col

2.18 to the 9pl)crKd~ 'tffiv

unt:>. OJv refers to the worship performed by angels (cf. the Angel

Liturgy at Qumran) 106 rather than to humans worshipping angels.1 07

This and other relevant literature normally cited in support of the claim that angels were
worshipped in 'Greco-Roman Jewish Circles· has been examined by Hurtado.1 08 He
concludes that there is no evidence which implies that the worship of angels was 'a regular
part of ancient Jewish cultic practice'. Nevertheless Hurtado recognises that it would be
unwise to presume that no ancient Jew ever compromised monotheism by participating in
the worship of angels.1 09 Rainbow, in his review article of Hurtado's book, One God, One

Lord, agrees with Hurtado's assessment although he questions Hurtado's argument as
'not altogether convincing·.11

° In its place Rainbow offers a different argument which

104schneelmacher, NTA, ii, 100. Idem, 95, dates Kerygma Petrou to between 80 and 11 0 CE.
105Hurtado, God, 33-34.
106Found in Newsom, Songs (1985); DSSE, 221-230.
107Francis, "Humility", 126-134.
108Hurtado, God, 28-34.
109Hurtado, God, 35.
110Rainbow, "Monotheism", 83, who notes Ps.-Ph. 13.6 as a text overlooked by Hurtado [though
this text scarcely amounts to sufficient reason to reject Hurtado]. Also overlooked are those texts in
Sim. En. in which the son of man figure or Chosen One is apparently worshipped (1 En. 48.5,

62.6,9). The 'worship' of this figure could be explained as the worship of an eschatological figure (cf.
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concludes that whatever angel worship which may have taken place must have been 'a
declension from a socially shared ideal'. Rainbow suggests that the fact 'et<; and J.L6vo<;
formulae' are reserved for God alone within Judaism (in contrast to pagan applications of
these formulae to plural gods and goddesses) corroborates this conclusion.111

An important point with respect to the Ape can be made in the light of these comments.

When John describes the angel's refusal of worship in Ape 19.10 and 22.9 it may have
been because he wished to counter a tendency in the church in Asia Minor to worship
angels,112 or because he wished to warn against the inauguration of angel worship as a
deviation from monotheism.113 In either case it is noticeable that the worship commended
by the angel is the worship of God alone. That is, John does not envisage the worship of
Jesus as an alternative to angel worship or propose that Jesus is to be preferred to an angel
as an object of worship. John's concept of worship is firmly monotheistic in line with the
major, if not universal, practice of ancient Judaism. When the Ape depicts Jesus as the
object of worship (e.g. 5.9-12, 22.1-4) then it presupposes that Jesus is able to be
worshipped because in some way he is identified with God rather than because an existing
practice of angel worship provides a precedent for a second figure to be worshipped
alongside God.114

In short: the worship of Jesus in the Ape is unlikely to have been a matter which was directly
influenced by the worship of angels.

Rainbow's discussion of this, op. cit., 88 n.22) or as 'eschatological subjection of men to God's
vicegerent' (Bauckham, "Worship", 339 n.47).
111 Rainbow, "Monotheism", 83, with literature cited in n.14.
112so, e.g., Swete, 245; Beckwith, 729; Morris, 228.
113Hurtado, God, 30.
114sauckham, "Worship", 331.
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§3.5 CONCLUSION
We have examined a number of angels who conduct the affairs of God not as mere
underlings but as powerful ministers within the divine government. Some angelophanies
are reminiscent of theophanies. Yahoel has the divine name. Melchizedek is designated

elohim. The angel of the presence, according to Jub. 48, talks of acting with God in terms
of 'we'.

It is noticeable, however, that the power, majesty, and close relationship to God of these
angels never results in the angel being worshipped or acclaimed as a second power in
heaven before the end of the first century CE according to the literature we have examined.
We do not (and cannot) claim that angels were never worshipped or acclaimed by some
Jews and Christians on some occasions before 100 CE. But we can observe that such
practices seem to have had a minimal impact on the apocalypses and related writings which
feature glorious angels of high status. In the particular case of the Ape it would appear that
the worship of Jesus is not a matter influenced by angelology.

We have also observed that there is no consistent identity for the chief angel. Thus there is
no reason to think that one angelic figure was the subject of speculation about sharing in
divine status or standing alongside God as an equal. The variety of angels observed in the
position of chief angel and the fact that in some cases four or seven angels form the leading
group of angels, suggests that the significance of an apparent dualism between God and
one outstanding angel should not be exaggerated.

Some angels, such as Raphael and Jacob-Israel, open out the possibility of a powerful
angel coming to earth,

~ither

feigning human appearance or indwelling a known figure, in

order to function in the service of God.

In short: although glorious in form and exalted in status, the angels considered here push at
the boundaries of monotheism but in the end do not break it before the second century CE
(and even then with a strong and vigorous response). In other words, the angelology which
influenced the christology of the Ape was, in all likelihood, an angelology in which an angel
was an angel and not a divine being.
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CHAPTER FOUR

ANGELOMORPHIC FIGURES
§4.1

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we extend our study of the context of the Ape's christology to include the
study of figures who may be compared with angels in some way. First we consider accounts
of exalted humans - both those who appear in glorious form like the angels we have just
considered and those who do not have their form described but whose status is similar to
that of the principal angels. Our special interest is in those whose form is similar to the risen
Jesus in Ape 1.13-16 (i.e. Noah and Jacob). Inevitably our discussion of each figure is
limited: for example, although Philo has something to say about most of the figures referred
to, we will only consider what he has to say about Moses. Secondly we consider the Logos
in writings which speak of him as an angelomorphic figure (i.e. the Wisdom of Solomon and
the writings of Philo).

§4.2 EXALTED HUMANS
§4.2.1

Adam

In Test. Abr. Abraham sees a glorious figure whose appearance 'was terrifying, like the
Master's' (11.5). Abraham enquires of Michael as to the identity of 'this most wondrous man'
(11.9). He is told that it is 'the first former Adam who is in such glory' (11.10).1 Specific
details of the form of this figure are not given. 2

Speculation about Adam as the glorious archetypal man has been drawn into discussion of
(so called) Adam christology in recent years.3 References in texts such as Vit. Ad. Evae
13-164 to the worship of Adam as 'the image of God' have fuelled hypotheses
1 Sanders, OTP, i, 888. Note also 40504 frag. 8, 'Thou has fashioned A[ dam], our [f]ather in the
likeness of [Thy] glory' [DSSE, 220].
2on Test. Abr. see further, Nickelsburg, Studies (1976).
3cf. Dunn, Christology, 98-128, with further refences in notes, pp. 305-315.
4Johnson, OTP, ii, 252, dates Vit. Ad. Evae to the end of the first century CE. This does not
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concerning the worship of Adam as a precursor to the worship of Christ.5 A tendency to
suppose the existence of an 'Adam speculation' or 'Adam myth' in ancient Judaism has
been criticised recently by Levison who argues that diversity rather than unity is the
characteristic of portraits of Adam in texts dated between 200 BCE and 135 CE.s The
corollary of this conclusion is that caution needs to be exercised before presuming that
worship of Adam was a widespread phenomenon in pre-Christian Judaism.? For example,
Steenburg who specifically addresses the question of the influence of the worship of Adam
on the worship of Christ,8 does not adequately account for the fact that the worship of
Adam in Vit. Ad. Evae 13 is commanded by God rather than a natural response to the
perception that Adam was a divine being.

§4.2.2

Abel

We have already considered glorious angels and Adam in Test. Abr. One of the more
detailed epiphanic account features the patriarch Abel:

'And between the two gates there stood a terrifying throne with the appearance of
terrifying crystal, flashing like fire. And upon it sat a wondrous man, bright as the sun,
like unto a son of God. Before him stood a table, like crystal, all of gold and byssus'

Kilt EV ~0"(\) 'tWV 000 7tUA.roV tO"'tll'tO 9pOVO~ cpopepa~ EV ElOEl KpU'tOAAoU

q,opepou

e~acr'tpci7t't0UV ~ 7tUp Kilt E1t I

aim?> EKci9Tl'tO &.vftp ea~CXO"'tO~

rtA.t6pa'tO~OIJ.Oto~ui.<i)9eou (Test. Abr. Rec. A 12.4-5).9
preclude its preservation of earlier traditions.
5E.g. Steenburg, "Worship" (1990). Steenburg, op. cit., 95, points out that Hurtado, God (1988)
overlooks the worship of Adam as 'a crucial warrant for the worship of Christ'. Dunn, Christology, 98128, does not discuss the worship of Adam.
6Levison, Portraits, esp. pp. 13-14, 159-160.
7The author is grateful to Prof. L. Hurtado for drawing his attention to Steenburg and Levison's
discussion of this matter.
8steenburg, "Worship", 96-107.
9sanders, OTP, i, 889. 'Byssus' is linen. Date: c.1 00 CE (Idem, 875); Kalenkow, "Angelology",
157 argues for a second cent. CE date; Turner, AOT, 394-395, argues for an original testament
dating from c.O CE with Rec. A dating from 3rd cent. CE, and Rec. A from 6th cent. CE. Greek from
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Describing Abel as 'like a son of God' implies that he is like one of the angels. 10 This may
be contrasted with the description of an angel or heavenly being as 'like a (son of) man· (e.g.
Ezek 1.26, Dn 7.13, 10.5, 16).11 The epiphany of Abel, as with some angelophanies,
incorporates theophanic elements. Thus 'a terrifying throne with the appearance of
terrifying crystal, flashing like fire' may be compared with the throne-theophanies in Ezek 1,
esp. v.4, 22, 26, and in 1 En. 14.8-24, esp. v.10, 18.12

§4.2.3

Enoch

According to Gn 5.24 Enoch did not die but was simply taken by God. This remarkable
detail appears to be responsible for considerable speculation about his life reflected in the
Enoch cycle and elsewhere. Typical is the following account:

'Then an angel came to me[= Enoch), and greeted me with his voice and said to me,
You, son of man, who art born in righteousness, and upon whom righteousness has
dwelt, the righteousness of the Head of Days will not forsake you' (1 En. 71.14).13

Many scholars hold that the son of man figure first revealed in 1 En. 46.3 is subsequently
revealed to be Enoch himself in 71.14.14 Charles believing this to be anomalous
suggested an emendation to the text but this proposal has been generally thought to be
dubious.15 Recently Collins has argued that the supposed identification is problematic.16
In brief, he argues that 1 En. 70.1 makes a clear distinction between Enoch and the
heavenly son of man and that the son of man in 71.14 who 'was born in righteousness' is
different from the Son of Man in 46.3 who 'has' righteousness. Collins concludes,
Stone, Testament, 28.
10 cf. Asc. Is. 9.9. Philo, Sac. 5,

describes Abraham as having 'inherited incorruption and

became equal to the angels (i.croc; &yyeA.otc; yeyowix,)'.
11cf. Kim, Origin, 211-212.
12Knight, Disciples, 89.
131saac, OTP, i, 50.
14cf. Collins, J. J., "Son", 453.
15charles, APOT, ii, 237; cf. Collins, "Son", 453.
16collins, "Son", 453-459. Cf. Collins, "Representative", 111-33; contrast with Casey, "Use", 22-23,
who affirms the identity between Enoch and the son of man.
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'Enoch, then, is a human being in the likeness of the heavenly Son of Man, and is
exalted to share his destiny. According to 1 En. 62.14, 71.17, other righteous
human beings too will enjoy length of days with that Son of Man' _17

Thus Collins cautions against readily assuming that 71.14 represents a set of beliefs that a
human being could be exalted to the preeminent position in heaven (i.e. apart from that
held by God).

Nevertheless 3 En. 4.2 and Tg Ps-J Gn 5.24 clearly identify Enoch with Metatron, 18
which suggests that some ancient interpreters held that Enoch was exalted to the highest
position in heaven.19

Finally, we note that description of the glorious angelomorphic form of Enoch is not
unknown, at least in one of the later apocalypses:

'an old man whose face shone like the sun' (Ape. Pau/20).20

§4.2.4 Noah

In the Epistle of Enoch we find this description of the appearance of Noah at his birth:

'And his body was white as snow and red as a rose; the hair of his head as white as
wool and his demdema21 beautiful; and as for his eyes, when he opened them the
whole house glowed like the sun - (rather) the whole house glowed even more
exceedingly. 3. And when he arose from the hands of the midwife, he opened his
mouth and spoke to the Lord with righteousness. 4. And his father, Lamech, was
afraid of him and fled and went to Methuselah his father; 5. and he said to him, "I have
17Collins, "Son", 455-457, citation from p.457.
18odeberg, Enoch, 80.
19cf. 1Qap Gen 2.20, 'he shared the lot [of the angels)' (so DSSE, 253) where Enoch appears to be
less than the highest ranked heavenly figure. Note also 2 En.22.6 (the angelification of Enoch?).
20ouensing, NTA, ii, 771.
211saac, OTP, i, 86 note g: 'This Eth. word has no equivalent in English. It refers to long and curly
hair combed up straight, what one calls ...... "afro" in colloquial English'.
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begotten a strange son: He is not like an (ordinary) human being, but he looks like the
children of the angels of heaven to me; his form is different, and he is not like us. His
eyes are like the rays of the sun, and his face glorious. 6 It does not seem to me that
he is of me, but of angels; and I fear that a wondrous phenomenon may take place
upon the earth in his days' (1 Enoch 106.2-6).22

The appearance of Noah shocks Lamech and leads him to conjecture whether he is really
his son or 'of the angels'. Enoch is able to reassure Lamech (via Methuselah) that Noah is in
fact his son (1 En. 106.7-19). Consequently Noah is a human with angelomorphic form.
Various details recall angelophanies and theophanies we have already discussed.

The comparison of the body 'as white as snow' recalls On 7.9 ('his clothing was white as
snow') - the additional detail, 'red as a rose' may reflect the fact that this epiphany is about a
new-born baby.23 The description of Noah's hair, 'white as wool', corresponds to On 7.9
('the hair of his head like pure wool').

The eyes of Noah are compared to the 'rays of the sun', which is different from On 10.6,
where the eyes are compared with fire.24 The 'sun' imagery in 1 En. 106.2,5 could be
due to the influence of 1 En. 14.18,20 where comparison with the sun is found, although
not in connection with the face of God. The face of Noah is simply 'glorious', which again is
different to On 10.6 where the face is 'like lightning'. In 1 En. 106 the effects of the bright
appearance of Noah are given which is a further difference in comparison to Dn 10.
Differences such as these suggest that the influence of Dn 10.5-6 on this epiphany is
minimal if not non-existent.

221saac, OTP, i, 86. For Greek version (which does not represent the original language of 1 En.
106) see Black, Graeca, 43. For reconstructed Aramaic text see Milik, Enoch, 207; cf. Fitzmyer,
Genesis, 167.
23Note that the later writing, (Akhmim, or Greek) Ape. Peter, (a secondary edited version of the
apocalypse dating from c. 133 CE which is best preserved in Ethiopic [Bauckham, "Peter", 4718;
Yarbro Collins, "Early Christian", 72]), describes the bodies of Moses and Elias as 'whiter than any
snow and redder than any rose' [Duensing, NTA, ii, 681]. Other parallels between the two accounts
may be drawn.
24The comparison with the sun may reflect traditions concerning the astral gods, Sunya, Mitra,
Varuna, [Grassmann, Ursprung, 111].
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Some scholars have dated 1 En. 106 prior to 161 BCE25 which would mean that the
similarities between 1 En. 106.2 and Dn 7.9 could then be due to common dependency
on a third source such as1 En. 14.18-20 which includes comparison with snow, although
not in connection with the hair of God. A more certain period of composition, however, is
the first century BCE26 which would allow for the influence of Dn 7.9.

The inclusion of the comparisons 'white as wool', 'white as snow', and 'like the sun' in the
description of Noah is significant. If it represents the influence of Dn 7.9 or 1 En. 14 then
these comparisons are applied to a figure who is not divine. Noah is (so to speak)
superhuman, but Lamech draws the conclusion that he is angel-like rather than God-like.
That is, the epiphany of Noah cautions against assuming that the presence of comparisons
with wool, snow, and sun in the description of an exalted figure carries with it the implication
that the figure is divine.27

§4.2.5 Jacob

In Pr. Jos. the form of the angel Jacob-Israel is not described. But in Jos. Asen. the
patriarch Jacob appears to Aseneth in angelomorphic form:

'And Aseneth saw him and was amazed at his beauty, because Jacob was
exceedingly beautiful to look at, and his old age (was) like the youth of a handsome
(young) man, and his head was all white as snow

(Ti

Kecjla.A.ft a\:rtou 1t<'icra A.eu1Cft

d>cre't. xuov), and the hairs of his head were all exceedingly close and thick like
(those) of an Ethiopian, and his beard (was) white reaching down to his breast, and his
eyes (were) flashing and darting (flashes of) lightning (ot 6q>Oa.A.J,lo't. mhou
xapo7toto't. Kat f:~acrtpci7ttovtec;), and his sinews and his shoulders and his arms
were like (those) of an angel, and his thighs and his calves and his feet like (those) of a
25so Charles, APOT, ii, 168. Collins, Apocalyptic, 53, suggests pre 160 BCE is plausible though
not certain.
26Milik, Enoch, 5, 56-57, 59, suggests 100-0 BCE on the basis of fragments found at Qumran. See
now Nickelsburg, ABO, ii, 512, who assesses the Qumran evidence as indicating a date 'before the
middle of the first century BCE'.
27For other 'birth legends' of Noah see Josephus, Ant. 1.72-108; Jub. 4-10, 1Qap Gen 2; and 1
Q19 fr. 3 [DJD i, 84-6]; cf. Fitzmyer, "Elect", 371; VanderKamm, Enoch, 174-177; Hultgard,
"Judentum", 551, relates the birth legends of Noah to the birth of Zarathustra.
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giant. And Jacob was like a man who had wrestled with God' (Jos. Asen. 22.7).28

This passage is found in the

a

(or longer) recension but not in the d (or shorter) recension

so that if a is an expansion of an earlier recension (rather than d being a contraction of an
earlier recension) then it is possible that this passage is late enough to reflect the influence
of Ape 1.14 itself.

The form of Jacob suggests the influence of Dn 10.6 ('his face like lightning, his eyes like
flaming torches'), although the mention of 'flashing and darting' may represent more directly
the influence of Ezek 1: 'fire flashing forth continually' (v.4); and 'The living creatures darted
to and fro, like a flash of lightning' (v.14, ct. v.13). Nothing else about the appearance of
Jacob suggests the influence of Dn 10.5-6, so that again, as in the case of Noah above, it
would appear that the influence of Dn 10.5-6 on a glorious figure is minimal if not nonexistent.

The additional detail concerning the thickness of the hair recalls the use of the word
demdema in the description of Noah's hair (1 En. 106.2), but otherwise there is no reason
to presume that Jacob's description has been influenced by 1 En. 106.

Jacob has a beard, unlike the Ancient of Days, the risen Jesus, Noah, Yahoel, and the angel
in Jos. Asen. 14.8-9. But beards are not unknown on exalted patriarchs (cf. Adam in Test.
Abr. 11.6).

Some parts of the form are clearly influenced by the known wrestling prowess of Jacob. But
the significance of comparing sinews, shoulders, and arms to those of an angel is not
entirely clear.

28surchard, OTP, i, 238. Greek from Burchard's reconstructed text in Denis, Concordance, 857
col. i.
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Jacob's head compared with 'snow',

recalls Dn 7.9,

m:ptl3<>1.:flv cOOEt XlOV(l, lCUt 'tO

tpfx~u til~ KE<!>UA:fj~

mhou c.OOE\. epwv

A£uKOV Ka9up6v, LXX;

ev8UjlU UU'tOU cOOEt xu:Ov A£uK6v, lCUt "'

ep\.~ til~ lCE(j>w.:fi~

UU'tOU cOOEt

epwv Ka9up6v, Th.

Closer correspondence, however, is to be found with Ape 1.14 and Ape. Abr.:

'the hair of his head like snow' (Ape. Abr. 11.2),

"' 8£ lCE(j>UA:ft UU'tOU lCUl a\. 'tPLXE~ A£uKUl ~ epwv A£u1COV ~ xu:Ov (Ape
1.14).

It is scarcely conceivable that the white head of Jacob is intended as a divine attribute since
there is no reason to think that Jacob has become a divine being. Since the old age of
Jacob is mentioned, his white head presumably symbolises the ripe age to which he has
attained. Once again we find, as in the case of Noah above, that description of the head of a
glorious figure is not necessarily indicative of divinity.

§4.2.6

Aseneth

We have already considered a glorious angel and the exalted human, Jacob, in Jos. Asen.,
both of whom appear to Aseneth. But Aseneth herself appears in glorious form in the
course of preparing to marry Joseph:
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' ... her finest robe that shone like lightning

(cix; oo'tp<l1tf)v), and she put it on. And

she tied a resplendent royal girdle round her waist - and this girdle was of precious
stones. And she put golden bracelets round her hands, and golden boots on her
feet, and a costly necklace about her neck; and she put a golden crown (xpooov

cne<jlavov) upon her head, and in the crown, in front, were the costliest of stones ....
and her face was like the sun ('to 1tp00omov a\mlc;

cix; 6 T\A.toc;), and her eyes like

the rising morning star (Jos. Asen. 18.3-5, ct. 14.15-17).29

Here Aseneth is transformed into a heavenly beauty. This physical transformation
symbolizes her conversion to the faith of lsraeJ.30 She becomes a creature not dissimilar to
an angel (see 20.6).31 Particularly noticeable in this respect are the descriptive elements
'robe ... like lightning', 'girdle ... of precious stones', 'face ... like the sun', and 'eyes like the
rising morning star'. Dn 10.5-6 seems to be in the background here but more distantly than
in the case of the angel in Jos. Asen. 14.8-9. The transformation of Aseneth in this way
enables her to match her husband's glory which has already been described in Jos. Asen.
5.5-7.32

§4.2.7 Moses

We cannot here go into all the material which is available about Moses as an exalted
human,33 but in The Exagoge of Ezekiel the Tragedian and in the writings of Philo we
have sufficient evidence for the belief that Moses attained an extraordinary position in
relation to God.

In The Exagoge, a second century BCE text,34 Moses has a vision in which he sees a
throne at the top of Mt. Sinai:
29cook, AOT, 491-492. We depart from our normal practice of citing from OTP, because AOT
follows Philonenko, from whose edition, p.192, the Greek text is cited.
30on the transformation of Aseneth see Kee, "Setting", 404-405.
31cf. Charlesworth, "Righteous", 136-137.
32see Kee, "Setting", 404, on the significance of the solar imagery in the description of Joseph.
33see, e.g., Meeks, "Moses" (1968) and note that various texts adduced as evidence for the
deification of Moses at best incorporate traditions dating from earlier than 100 CE.
34200- 100 B.C.E. [Jacobsen, Exagoge, 8-13; OTP, ii, 804].
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A noble man was sitting on it (70),
with a crown and a large sceptre in his
left hand. He beckoned to me with his right hand,
so I approached and stood before the throne.
He gave me the sceptre and instructed me to sit
on the great throne. Then he gave me the royal crown (75)
and got up from the throne ....

An interpretation of the vision is then given:

(Rague~

My friend, this is a good sign from God. (83)

May I live to see the day when these things are fulfilled.
You will establish a great throne,
become a judge and leader of men . . .. (The Exagoge: 70-86). 35

Moses' dream is unique.36 The apparent replacement of God ('A noble man') by Moses is
intriguing. It differs, for example, from Jesus' account in Ape 3.21 that he 'sat down with
[his] Father on his throne'. It is also different from the example of Abel who sits on a
'fearsome throne' but seems to be the representative of God (i.e. on a separate throne)
rather than to have replaced God (Test. Abr. 12.4-5).

Many but not all scholars argue that Moses is depicted here as the vice-regent of God. 37
Certainly the interpretation of Raguel downplays the supreme position of Moses as an
exalted patriarch. 38 The

assumption of the divine throne is interpreted as the

establishment of a great earthly rulership for Moses, rather than as the transformation of
Moses into a divine being. 39
35rranslation from Jacobsen, Exagoge, 55. Greek text in e.g. Eusebius, Praep. 9.28-9.
36Jacobsen, Exagoge, 90.
37so Meeks, Prophet, 148-9, and "Moses", 359; Hurtado, God, 57-59; contrast with van der
Horst, "Moses", 21-29; Goodenough, Light, 290-291, but see response by Jacobsen, "Mysticism",
272-273. Holladay, "Moses", 448-452, argues that Moses is portrayed as mantis similar to Apollo
and not as king, also with response by Jacobsen, "Mysticism", 287-289.
38Jacobsen, "Mysticism", 273.
39For detailed discussion of the dream and its interpretation see further Jacobsen, Exagoge, 89- 106-
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Even if Moses on the divine throne does not signify his transformation into a divine being
the imagery in the dream is striking tor it suggests that speculation about human ascent to
the divine throne dates from well before the Christian era.

Moses According to Philo

Moses occupies a very important place in the aims and intentions of Philo's project to recast
the Pentateuch in a manner which engaged with the Hellenistic milieu in which he lived. It is
of course not possible to provide here more than a snapshot of Philo's treatment of Moses.
Of particular interest is Philo's designation of Moses as eeo~. For example:

'There are still others, whom God has advanced even higher, and has trained them to
soar above species and genus alike and stationed them beside himself. Such is
Moses ... (9) ... He gifted him wnh no ordinary excellence, such as that which kings
and rulers have, wherewith to hold sway and sovereignty over the passions of the
soul, but he appointed him as god (ciAA.' d~ eeov au'tov exetpo'tovet), placing all
the bodily region and the mind which rules it in subjection and slavery to him' (Sac. 8-

9).

'Again, was not the joy of his partnership with the Father and Maker of all magnified
also by the honour of being deemed worthy to bear the same title? For he was named
god and king of the whole nation (oA.ou 'tOU Eevo~ 9eo~ Kat ~am.A,e~), and
entered, we are told, into the darkness where God was, that is into the unseen
invisible, incorporeal and archetypal essence of existing things. Thus he beheld what
is hidden from the sight of mortal nature, and, in himself, and in his life displayed for all
to see, he has set before us, like some well-wrought picture, a piece of work beautiful
and godlike, a model for those who are willing to copy n' ( Vit. Mos 1.158).

Philo does not appear to use the word eeo~ in connection with Moses in order to assert that
he is another God, a rival or an equal partner to God, since what Moses has become is
entirely dependent on the power of God (ct. Vit. Mos. i.148-163). Rather, Moses as 'god
and king of the whole nation' ( Vit. Mos. i. 158) seems to be something akin to the
97. On Jewish traditions about Moses cf. Jeremias,

"Mcmxr'l<;", 849-864.
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archangel Michael as prince over Israel (cf. On 10.21), while as 'god [over] all the bodily
region and the mind which rules it in subjection and slavery' (Sac. 9) he seems to be an
archetypal good man. 40 But if Moses is not 'the God', then he is described by Philo as
having at least the kind of elevated honour and heavenly rank which we have just seen in
The Exagoge. 4 1 In this connection we may also note Sirach 45.2 where Moses is

described as having been made 'equal in glory to the holy ones'.

Philo's treatment of Moses appears to demonstrate the extraordinary extent to which a
human being could be conceived to be highly exalted and to enjoy access to the
hiddenness of God within the confines of monotheism. Moses in this context corresponds
to an angelic figure such as Yahoel. Yet we cannot deny that a certain ambiguity attaches to
Moses when seen in Philonic perspective. In Qu. Ex. 2.40, for example, there is talk of
Moses being 'divinized', although it is not possible to know what Greek word Philo originally
used or exactly what was meant by this idea. 42

Moses jn Glorjous Form

Finally, we note that in a second century CE apocalypse Moses is presented in glorious
angelomorphic form:

'And behold, there were two men, and we would not look on their faces, for a light
came from them which shone more than the sun, and their raiment also was glistening
... And the other, great, I say, shines in his appearance more than hail (crystal) ... like
the rainbow in water was his hair ... ' ([ Ethiopic] Ape. Peter 15). 43

The two glorious figures are identified as 'Moses and Elias' ([Ethiopic] Ape. Peter 16).

40 ct. Abel as the embodiment of holiness in the same passage (Sac. 9). In Det. 161-162 Philo
denies that Moses actually became a god; cf. Hurtado, God, 62.
41 Space does not permit discussion of how Philo extends the conception of Mose's exaltedness;
cf. Segal, Powers, 171-172; Goodenough, By Light, 199-234.
42cf. Goodenough, By Light, 224-229; Segal, Powers, 171-172; with evaluation in Hurtado, God,
59-63.
43ouensing, NTA, ii, 680-681.
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§4.2.8 Samuel

We have adduced examples of exalted humans who appear in glorious form implicitly or
explicitly reminiscent of glorious angels. By contrast, in the example cited below, we have a
description of Samuel in which his form is said to be theomorphic. The background to this
account lies in 1 Sm 28.13f where the 'medium at Endor' reports to Saul that she sees the
ghost of Samuel as '(a) god(s) (a•n')~. MT; eeotx;, LXX) coming up out of the ground'. When
Josephus recounts this incident he includes the following details:

'the woman, beholding a venerable and godlike man (&vopa cre(lvov Kat Se01tpe7til
ta.pcittetm) was overcome and, in her terror ... 333. she replied that she saw
someone arise in form like God (t4> eeq> nva Tl)v (lopcj>flv o(lotov) .. .' (Jos. Ant.
6.332-333).

There can be no question here of Samuel being thought to be a divine being by either the
author of 1 Samuel or by Josephus. Probably Josephus is not intending to imply that he
knows what the form of God is. Rather he is interpreting what the woman said: she does not
literally see God/god(s) but Samuel in the form of God/god(s).44

§4.2.9 Transformed Humans?

We have noted so far in this chapter humans whose appearance is described as 'like the
angels' or 'like the sons of God' (e.g. Noah in 1 En 106.2-5, Jacob in Jos. Asen. 22. 7;
Abel in Test. Abr. Rec. A 12.4-5). In the case of Noah we observed that his appearance
raised the question of whether he was actually an angel but we saw that the answer was
negative: Noah was human. In the case of Aseneth (Jos. Asen. 18.3-5) we saw that her
angelomorphic appearance was the result of a transformation. In this section we consider
the question of whether humans were believed to be transformed from human beings into
angels or angel-like beings.

We have already noted some examples of humans translated to heaven without any
implication that they were transformed into another kind of being (such as Enoch according
44cf. Kim, Origin, 212-213.
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to Gn 5.24, Sir. 44.16). Other texts imply, perhaps ambiguously, that certain humans such
as Enoch and Moses could be transformed on entry to heaven (e.g. 1 En. 71.14, Sir. 45.2
respectively), while in a later text such as 3 En. 4.2 Enoch is transformed into the angel
Metatron. These men were outstanding for their righteousness. Similarly Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob who, in Philo's view, join Moses in having been made 'like the angels' (Sac. 510, ct. Mos. 2.290),45 and Isaiah, who reports how he was transformed and became 'like
an angel' (Asc. Is. 9.30 Latin2/Siavonic). But there are texts which suggest that all the
righteous will become like the angels (e.g. 1 En. 104.2; Syr. Bar. 51.1 ,5, 10, 12; 1OS
11.7f; 1 OH 3.22, 4.24f, 6.13,

11.12f; 1 QSa 2.3-11; Shep. Hermas, Vis. 2.2.7, Sim.

9.25). In Mk 12.25 Jesus makes the point that the resurrected ones are 'like the angels in
heaven' and consequently no longer marry. According to Dunn the belief that such
transformation of the righteous takes place

'probably owes something to the belief that Adam/man was "created exactly like the
angels" (1 En 69.11 ), "a second angel" (2 En 30.11, cf. Gen 1.26)'.46

It is noticeable that in most of these examples humans do not actually become angels, only
'like angels·.47 Nevertheless Charlesworth, surveying a more extensive body of writings
than is possible here, concludes that at least as early as 100 CE the concept of humans
being transformed into angels was developing in Judaism.48

If we depart for a moment from our stated intention to focus on Jewish and Christian
literature, we may note that transformation of various kinds of beings (including humans)
was certainly a feature of the wider Hellenistic milieu in the first century CE. In a noteworthy
passage Plutarch sets forth the doctrine, which he attributes to Hesiod, that there are four
classes of beings: 'gods, demigods, heroes ... and last of all men (eeol>s eha oatJlova eta'
T\pw~

too bd. 1tao'iv av8pc0rco~). Plutarch further asserts that transmutation between the

different classes is possible, both from gods downwards and from humans upwards (Mor.:

Def. Orac. 415a-c).49 Heroes were both figures who were once considered gods and
45 Josephus, Ant. 3.96-7, 4.326.
46ounn, Christology, 105.
4 7 Smith, "Ascent" (1990), argues that 40Ma reflects the influence of 'speculation on deification'.
But this stretches the meaning of 'I shall be reclined with the gods' (line 19,35) which implies elevation
to the level of the 'gods', i.e. the angels, rather than deification.
48charlesworth, "Righteous", 145.
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human figures who came to be worshipped.so Two outstanding heroes, who have been
the subject of comparison with Christ, are Heracles and Asclepius.51

We noted in respect of angelic transformation that some texts envisaged all the righteous
becoming like angels. Tabor makes the point that in the wider Hellenistic context the special
examples of apotheosis were part of the broader perception that 'the proper goal of human
life is to escape the bonds of mortality•.52 The Ape itself appears to cohere with these
observations when on the one hand Jesus is entitled 6 u'i.oc; 1:ou Oeou (2.18) and on the
other hand each believer who 'conquers' is promised by God that m'>1:oc; ecnat !lOt uioc;

(21.7).

Another aspect of human transformation in the first century CE was the tendency to deify
Roman emperors. Thus Vespasian - who generally refused divine honours - joked before
his death 'Vae ... puto deus fio·.53 By the end of the first century deification of the emperor
was obligatory and used as a test to identify Christians. The fact that Pergamum was the first
centre of the imperial cult in Asia Minor may explain the reference in Ape 2.13 to' the place
where Satan has his throne·.54 Several chapters in the Ape contain references to the
imperial cult: 4.11 probably stands opposed to the practice of offering praise to the
emperor; 'King of kings and Lord of lords' in 17.11 and 19.16 probably 'claims a higher
authority than the emperor'; the 'first beast' in ch. 13 is to be interpreted as the Roman
emperor with special reference to the imperial cult. 55 Deification of the emperors seems to
have been somewhat provisional. Deification was proposed for Tiberius by Caligula but was

49on heroes, gods and demigods see further, Plutarch, Pelopidas, 16; Philo, Leg. ad. Gaium, 78114; Seneca, De Benet. 1.13; for secondary literature, e.g., Dillon, Middle, 317-319.

50oco, 506 col.

11. On the worship of Heroes see further Farnell, Hero-Cults (1921 ).

51 The question of the influence of such figures on NT christology cannot detain us here: see, e.g.,
Holladay, Theios (1977). On Heracles see Knox, "Christology", 232-247; on Asclepius see
Edelstein, Asclepius, ii, 132-138; Kee, "Self-Definition" (1982), idem. Miracle, 78-104.
52Tabor, Things, 78.
53suetonius, Lives, 8.23.4.
54Jones, "Christianity", 1034; cf. Aune, "Form" (1990) who argues that the 'letters' to the churches
have the from of royal decrees and the function of contrasting Christ and God with the Roman
emperor.
55Jones, "Christianity", 1034-1035.
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not agreed to because relationships between Tiberius and the senate were strained at the
time of his death. Caligula believed in his own divinity but he was not deified after his
death. 56

We have no reason to think that John thought of Jesus Christ as a human who became 'a
god' - if he believed that Jesus was 'deified' then this must have meant a transformation in
which Jesus came to share in the identity of the one God. But we cite the deification of the
emperors as an example of the extent of beliefs about human transformation in the milieu to
which John belonged.

In short: John, writing towards the end of the first century CE, as a Jewish Christian in a
province of the Roman empire must have been familiar, to some degree at least, with the
possibility that ordinary people, even more so an extraordinary figure of righteousness
such as Jesus Christ, could be transformed after death into a being of higher status. We
cannot be confident, however, that John would have been familiar with the idea that a
human could become an anget57 More likely he believed that humans could become like
the angels.

§4.2.1 0

Conclusion

We have seen in our representative but not exhaustive survey of exalted humans that such
figures were depicted in glorious form indistinguishable from the form of the glorious
angels. Just as we observed that the inclusion of theophanic imagery in the descriptions of
glorious angels did not mean that such angels were divine beings so also with the inclusion
of theophanic imagery in the descriptions of exalted humans suchas Abel and Noah.
Similarly to the principal angels there was talk of these figures having exalted status, with
the term e~x'>~. for example, applied to Moses. As with the angel Yahoel this kind of talk raises
the question whether the boundaries of monotheism were broken prior to 100 CE within
Jewish circles. The answer appears to be no. At the most humans such as Abel and Moses
represent God as a vizier-like figure, or, in the case of Enoch, they appear to be identified
56 Jones, "Christianity", 1026-1027. Note Casey, R.P., "Christologies", 267, who wonders what 'son
of God' would have meant to the centurion at the cross (Mk 15.39) 'since to a pagan the expression
would indicate a "hero" of semi-divine, semi-human origin, or, in later times, an emperor'.
571n this discussion we have focused on humans becoming angels. On the related question of the
transformation of humans into the kabod see now Morray-Jones, "Mysticism" (1992).
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with the greatest heavenly figure apart from God.

Finally we noted material which demonstrates the widespread belief in the possibility of
human transformation in ancient times.

§4.3 THE LOGOS AS AN ANGELOMORPHIC FIGURE

In the previous section we dealt with material which implied that humans could become
angels or angel-like creatures. In this section we consider the case of the Logos of God
becoming an angel or at least an angel-like being. For one aspect of Jesus as an angel-like
figure in the Ape which we will consider is his appearance in Ape 19.11-16 as the
angelomorphic Rider who has the name 'the Logos of God'. We first consider Wis. 18.15
which many commentators cite as background material for Ape 19.13. We then reflect on
Philo's treatment of the Logos. There is no particular reason to think that John was familiar
with Philo's writings but we consider what Philo says about the Logos because it is packed
with material concerning the Logos as an angel or, at least, as an angelomorphic being.
Finally we briefly reflect on the Memra of the Targums since this is sometimes thought to
be equivalent to the Logos.

§4.3.1 The Logos in the Wisdom of Solomon

In the course of a retelling of the story of the killing of the Egyptian first-born the following
description of the destroyer (n'nrDf.l) referred to in Ex 12.23 appears:

'your all-powerful word (Myo<;) leaped from heaven, from the royal throne, into the
midst of the land that was doomed, 16 a stern warrior carrying the sharp sword of
your authentic command, and stood and filled all things with death, and touched
heaven while standing on the earth' (Wis 18.15-16).

The

destroyer is portrayed as the

Logos of God. It is noticeable though that the

description of the Logos resembles that of the angel of Yahweh in 1 Chr 21 .15-16. This
angel who is described as both the 'destroying angel' (n'nrDf.lii l~?r.l, v.15), and as the
'angel of Yahweh' (ii1ii' l~?r.l,v.15,16) is sent to destroy Jerusalem (v.15). David sees the
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angel 'standing between earth and heaven' (v.16). The angel has a sword in his hand (v.16).
In other words the Logos recalls the (destroying) angel (of Yahweh) both in appearance
and in function as described in 1 Chr 21.15-16.58

In Ex 12.23-29 Yahweh and the 'destroyer' are virtually indistinguishable (analogous to
some appearances of the angel of Yahweh). But in 1 Chr 21.15-16 the destroying angel is
distinct from Yahweh (since the angel is subordinate to God). In Wis 18.15 the fact that the

Logos belongs to the 'royal (i.e. divine) throne' and is not commanded to descend to earth
but spontaneously leaps down from the throne implies that the Logos is not understood as
a figure distinct from God.59 There is no reason then to conclude that the Logos in
Wisdom is understood to be an angel. Rather his portrayal draws on a similar story which
features the angel of Yahweh. We cannot and do not need to go into the question of
whether the Logos is better understood as a personification than as a hypostasis. (In Ape
19.13 Jesus the Rider is neither a personification nor a hypostasis). But with a number of
scholars we conclude that in Wis. 18.15-16 we have a poetic attempt to express God's
activity in the world. Talk of the Logos in Wisdom involves literary personification rather
than the assertion of hypostatic existence.60

In other words talk of the Logos in Wisdom as an angelomorphic figure does not obscure
the fact that it is the activity of God himself that is in view.

§4.3.2 The Logos In the Writings of Philo

Philo is justifiably famous as an outstanding Jewish theologian and apologist for his religion.
Since his writings can be almost certainly dated before 50 C.E., 61 they form a valuable
record of at least one stream of Jewish thought prior to the composition of the Apc.62
58Goodrick, Wisdom, 357.
59Note that in the parallel case of the portrayal of Sophia the situation is more ambiguous: in Wis
9.4 Sophia 'sits by your throne' (not 'on' it!), but in 9.4 God is urged to send Sophia 'from the throne
of your glory'.
60so Dunn, Christology, 163-176, 213-220; Goodrick, Wisdom, 358, and Gregg, Wisdom,
xxxviii-xxxix, 'the Logos ... a rhetoric-poetical personification of the Divine will and energy'.
51 Goodenough, Philo, 2.
62Goodenough, By Light, 80, argues that Philo is as close to the Sadducees as Paul is to the
Pharisees.
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One of the most frequently cited passages from Philo in study of the background to
christology is the following:

'But if there be any as yet unfit to be called a son of God, let him press to take his place
under God's Firstborn, the Word (A.&yov), who holds the eldership among the angels,
their ruler as it were
'the Beginning'

(00<; &v &.pxayyEA.ov).

And many names are his, for he is called,

(apxit). and the Name of God and His Word, and the Man after his

image and 'he that sees', that is Israel' (Cont. 146).63

In this passage the relationship of the Logos to God is a little vague: is he an archangel, a
creature separate and distinct from God? or is he (so to speak) the visible face of God? In
support of an affirmative answer to the first alternative we might cite Heres 205, for
example, where the Logos is described as one who 'pleads with the immortal as suppliant
for the afflicted mortality and acts as ambassador of the ruler of the subject'. This role is the

Logos' 'special prerogative' and involves standing between creature and Creator. The
Logos appears to be a mediator between God and creation. 64 Nevertheless more
competant authorities than the present writer have considered what Philo has to say about
the Logos and have concluded that the Logos is inseparable from God.

Thus Dunn argues that although some references, such as Heres 205, Qu. Ex. 11.94, and

/mmut. 138, suggest Philo thought of the Logos as a being entirely distinct from God, 65
consideration of the whole panoply of references to the Logos yields the conclusion that
'the Logos of God is God in his self-revelation·. 66 In passages such as Cont. 146 an
expression like 'God's Firstborn, the Word' is a manner of speaking about God in his selfrevelation and not a declaration that God has begotten or created a being who in some real
sense has a separate existence from God.
63cf. Migr. Abr. 174-175.
64ounn, Christology, 294 n.6, comments that Heres 205-206 'should not be taken as any more
than a typically Philonic allegorical identification of the Logos with Moses'.
65ounn, Christology, 220, who also notes Cher. 36; Sac. 119; Agr. 51; Conf. 146; Ou. Gen.

11.62.
66ounn, Christology, 230; cf. Casey, Prophet, 84: 'The logos effectively functions as the aspect
of God by which people know him'; Sandmel, "Philo", 24, 'The Logos ... is the immanent facet of the
transcendant To On'.
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Winston concludes his analysis of Philo's writings on the Logos as follows:

'The Philonic Logos is thus not literally a second entity by the side of God acting on
his behaH, nor is it an empty abstraction, but rather a vivid and living hypostatization of
an essential aspect of Deity, the face of God turned toward creation'. 67

One passage in particular bears these conclusions out with the aid of a vivid metaphor:

'Why, then, do we wonder any longer at His assuming the likeness of angels, seeing
that for the succour of those that are in need He assumes that of men? Accordingly,
when He says "I am the God who was seen of thee in the place of God" (Gen. xxxi.13),
understand that He occupied the place of an angel only so far as appeared, without
changing, with a view to the profit of him who was not yet capable of seeing the true
God. 239 For just as those who are unable to see the sun itseH see the gleam of the
parhelion and take it for the sun, and take the halo round the moon for that luminary
itseH, so some regard the image of God, His angel the Word, as His very seH (o\hroc;
l((ll

'tl)v

'tOU

eeou

ElKOVa.,

'tOV

&yye'Aov

<lU'tOU

Myov,

~

<lU'tOV

KatavooUc:nv}. 240 Do you not see how Hagar, who is the education of the schools,
says to the angel "Thou art the God that didst look upon me"? (Gen. xvi. 13); for being
Egyptian by descent she was not qualified to see the supreme Cause' (Som. i.238240).68

Philo argues that God assumes the likeness of angels as a gracious gesture to the spiritually
immature. The consequence is that some folk, such as Hagar, mistakenly conclude that to
have seen the angel is to have seen God's 'very self'. This mistake is analogous to
concluding that the parhelion is the sun or the lunar halo is the moon. Philo distinguishes
between 'the image of God' and God's 'very self'. Yet, continuing the analogy with the
67Winston, Logos, 49-50; cf. Tobin, "Logos", 351, '[Logos] was not a straightforward description of

a being other than God. It was a real aspect of the divine reality through which God was related,
although indirectly, to the universe'.
68wolfson, "Angel", 96, states that, 'Philo never calls the Logos an angel'. Barker, "Imagery", 87,
rightly says that this statement is incredible; she cites Cont. 146, but note, additionally, Leg. All.
3.177; Conf. 28; Heres 205; Som. i.239; Cher. 3.35; Mut. 87; Migr. Abr. 173).
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parhelion and the lunar halo, the distinction between the image of God and the very seH of
God does not involve separation. The parhelion is intrinsically linked to the sun and the
lunar halo to the moon. To see the image of God may be quite different from seeing God in
his essential being but it is not to see a separate being from God.

In Som. i. 238-240 the 'image of God' is 'His angel the Word'. When God assumes the
likeness of angels he expresses himself as the Logos. The Logos is the manifestation of
God and the form of the Logos is the form of an angel. It would seem incorrect to conclude
that the Logos is an angel in his nature, that is, that the Logos is a created being distinct
and separate from God. For the Logos is inseparable from God. It would appear that the

Logos for Philo is not an angel but the Logos can appear angelomorphically. Conversely,
in relation to God the Logos is not God in his essential being but God's self-revelation.69
The Logos is not a true intermediary being but a means of communication between God
and humanity.

But Som. i.238-240a makes the point that the Logos was capable of being
misunderstood. Not every ancient interpreter of the Logos had the acumen of Philo (or of
Dunn and Winston!). When discussing Som. i.227-241 and Qu. Gen. ii. 62 ( ... the
second God, who is His Logos [7tpO~ tov &utepov 9e6v, ~ ecrnv bceivou A.6yoc;] ... )
Segal rightly observes,

'It takes but a small leap of the imagination, based on Philo's discussion of those
"incapable of forming any conception of God whatsoever without a body" [Som. i,
236] to suspect that there were others in Philo's day who spoke of a "second god"
but who were not as careful as Philo in defining the limits of the term' .10

69Thus Philo distinguishes between 'Him who is truly God' signified by the arthrous title 6 9eo~.
and 'His chief Word' who has the anarthrous title 9eo~ (Som. i.229-230). Cf. Casey, Prophet, 8485.

7Dsegal, Powers, 163; see further discussion, p. 163-166. Note also Segal's conclusion, op. cit.
23, that 'Philo's concept of the Logos is a combination of Platonic ideas of divine intermediation and
the Stoic world spirit. Logos is equivalent with the intelligible world; but, because it can be
hypostasized, the logos can also be viewed as a separate agent and called a god. Hence any Jew
who shared Philo's ideas of nature of divinity could be a prime a candidate for the charge of ''two
powers in heaven".'
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This is a very important point for it suggests that in the case of Ape 19.13 one possibility is
that Jesus the Rider is 'the Logos of God' as a figure separable and distinct from God. Yet
we must also consider in our later discussion of this passage the possibility that as 'the

Logos of God' Jesus the Rider is the angelornorphic manifestation of the de~y.

§4.3.3

The Memra

Memra is a word which is perhaps best left untranslated. It has as much to do ~h the Name
of God as with the Word of God. Thus Hayward defines Memra in this way:

'Memra is God's 'HYH, His Name for Himself expounded in terms of his past and
future presence in Creation and Redemption'.71

If Hayward's definition of the Memra is correct, then the Memra is not to be understood as
an intermediary being who is distinct from God. Thus Segal argues that

'Memra, yekara, and shekinah [as) used in the targumim and midrash ... are never
clear1y defined as independent creatures. It rather appears that rabbinic concepts of

memra, shekina, yekara avoid the implications of independent divinity and are
possibly meant to combat them·. 72

There are important distinctions to be made between the Memra and Philo's Logos, which
seems to have been developed without knowledge of Memra-theology. 73

Nevertheless the Memra, which is often translated as 'Word', is sometimes held to have
influenced Logos-christology such as that found in the Fourth Gospel.74

71 Hayward, Memra, 147.
72Segal, Powers, 182-183; cf. id.,. 23. So also Sabourin, "MEMRA", 84-85.
73 Hayward, Memra, 137-139. Cf. Sandmel, "Philo", 40, who argues that the use of Memra in the
Targums is not so much to bridge the gap between man and deity as to introduce a gap: 'The memra
is to be dassified w~h euphemism, not w~h philosophic constructs'.
74E.g. Hayward, "Holy Name" (1978); McNamara, "LogoS' (1968).
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With respect to Ape 19.13 Hayward has argued that Wis 18.14-16 is probably using
'Targumic Memra-theology', and that

'the similarity of [the Logos of God in Ape 19.13] with that of the Wisdom writer ...
makes it probable that the Memra is in the background, especially as God's Name is
expounded in Memra-fashion elsewhere in the work [i.e. Ape 4.8,1 0]'.75

Hayward draws attention to the parallel between the Logos of God going forth to effect
redemption of the faithful at the end of time and Tg. Neof. Ex 12.42,16 where the Memra
goes out to accomplish the redemption of Israel on the last night of the old age.77

Thus some sort of parallel can be established between Jesus the Rider as the Logos of
God and the Memra, and there may be an indirect influence from Memra theology via Wis
18.15. The question of the relevance of the Targums to NT study remains an open
question and it is beyond the scope of this study to attempt to resolve it. 78 What we may
profitably note is that if Memra theology lies behind Jesus as the Logos of God then it
constitutes support for the idea that Jesus in the Ape is not completely separate and distinct
from God.

75 Hayward, Memra, 120-121. Note that McNamara, New Testament, 230-233, does not discuss

the origin of the Logos-name when he examines the targumic background to Ape 19.11-16.
76 cf. Dfez Macho, Neophyti 1, ii, 77-79,441.
77Hayward, Memra, 132-133.
78 See, e.g., Tobin,"Logos", 352, on problem of dating of the Targums with respect to their relevance
to NT questions.
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§4.4

CONCLUSION

We have extended our discussion of the angelological context of the christology of the Ape
to include angelomorphic figures such as exalted humans and the Logos. With respect to
humans we have seen that they were 'seen' in similar glorious appearance to the most
glorious of the angels and that they were believed to occupy the highest place next to God
but never with the implication that monotheism was being diluted. With respect to the

Logos we have argued that God in his self-revelation sometimes appeared in the likeness
of an angel. A certain ambiguity, however, is integral to presentations of the Logos in
Wisdom and in Philo's writings so that it would not be inconceivable that some conceptions
of the Logos held that he was a separable and distinct figure alongside God. If the Memra
lies behind Ape 19.13 then we must consider that Jesus as the Logos is identified with
God in some way rather than distinguished from God.
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CHAPTER FIVE

ANGEL CHRISTOLOGY
§5.1

INTRODUCTION

An investigation into the influence of angelology on christology inevitably raises the
question of whether the result is an 'angel christology'. We have already briefly reviewed the
main contributions to the discussion of angel christology in the NT in this century. We saw
that a firm 'no' has been the answer to the proposal of Werner, although more recently other
scholars have reopened the debate and taken it in new directions under the heading
'angelomorphic christology'. In this chapter we review various texts which refer to Christ as
an angel or as like an angel in some sense. We aim to demonstrate the variety of ways in
which the angelic or angelomorphic Christ was perceived in order to extend our knowledge
of the possible interpretations which we might place on the christology of the Ape which has
been influenced by angelo logy .1 It is beyond the scope of this chapter to exhaustively
survey all the available material on angel- and angelomorphic-christology.2

§5.2 ANGEL- AND ANGELOMORPHIC-CHRISTOLOGY IN THE
FIRST CHRISTIAN CENTURIES

§5.2.1 Justin

Justin, who died in 165 C.E., wrote the following passage:

'Now the Word of God is His Son, as we have said before. And he is called Angel
(&yyeA.oc;) and Apostle; for he declares whatever we ought to know, and is sent forth
to declare whatever is revealed ...... being of old the Word, and appearing sometimes
in the form of fire (ev toe~ 1tup(>c;), and sometimes in the likeness of angels (ev

etK6vt acrroj.uhrov); but now, by the will of God, having become man for the human
1Barbel, Christos, 286, notes six varieties; while Trigg, "Angel", 37, notes four.
2see Barbel, Christos, 47-180; Danielou, Theology, 117-145; and Trigg, "Angel" (1991) for
fuller studies.
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race' (Apol. i. 63). 3

Justin's writings are (a) among the earliest Christian documents in which a christologial
interpretation of the OT angelophanies and theophanies is found, and (b) the only known
texts of the first and second centuries C.E. in which such an interpretation is explicitly
found.4

In the passage we have cited three different aspects of Christ as an 'angel' are found:

(i) Christ has the title 'Angel' (&yyeA.o<;). This derived from
OVOJlCl autou Mey<iATl<; pouA.f\<; &yyeA.o<;),

Is 9.5 LXX (Kat KaA.eltat. to

5

(ii) Christ functions as an angel or messenger because he 'declares whatever we ought to
know',

(iii) Christ sometimes appeared 'in the likeness of angels' - depending on which
dispensation he was in he would appear as fire, an angel, as a human being.

Nothing here suggests that Justin believed that ontologically Jesus Christ had the nature
of an angel.6 Bakker, however, has observed that while giving Christ the title 'Angel' did
not necessarily imply his identification with one of the angels nevertheless,

'as the title 'Angel' conveyed the whole cyclus of conceptions implied in it, the
danger of Jesus being identified with an angel generally, or even with a special angel

was not imaginary'. 7

In the following passage from Justin it is possible that we have an example of the nonavoidance of this danger:

3 ANCL, ii, 61.

4rrakatellis, Pre-Existence, 59.
5Dial. 76. Cf. Leuken, Michael, 76.
6cf. Trakatellis, Pre-Existence, 63.
?Bakker, "Christ", 257; Cf. Werner, Formation, 140.
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'But both Him, and the Son who came forth from Him and taught us these things, and
the host of the other good angels who follow and are made like to Him, and the
prophetic Spirit, we worship and adore' (Apol i.6).8

This passage appears to imply that Justin worshipped angels. Since elsewhere Justin gives
no hint of such a practice (e.g. Apol. i. 13,16,61), some have supposed that there may be
some carelessness in Justin's expression, which could be remedied by supposing that he
meant to say either 'the Son ... taught us about these things and about the host of the
other good angels', or 'the Son ... taught us and the host of other good angels ... about
these things'. 9 Yet we cannot be sure that Justin was careless. He may have meant what
he said, however anomalous and inconsistent it appears to be.10

This passage is also interesting because on the one hand the implication of 'the other good
angels' is that the son is one of the angels, and on the other hand the fact that the angels
'are made like to Him' appears to imply that the angels are changed in some way to make
them conform to the Son. Goodenough has argued that because there is a similarity
between Christ and the angels which goes beyond that of function - relating to matters such
as origin, nature, and character- Justin was prompted to make his statement in Apol. i.6 'to
the great discomfort of later Christian Apologists·.11 He has also argued that the confusion
inherent in Justin's position, between the Logos as unique and distinct from the angels
and the Logos as essentially similar to the angels is 'entirely Philonic' .12

In short: the first passage from Justin demonstrates three aspects of Jesus Christ as an
'angel' which have nothing to do with Christ actually being an angel while the second
passage implies a certain ambiguity as to whether Justin thought that Christ was an angel.
8ANCL. ii, 11. Cf. Dial. 100.
9so Trollope, Justini, I, 28-29.
1Oso Trollope, Justini, i, 27. Commenting on Apol. i. 6, Bauckham, "Worship", 335, notes that
'there were probably early Christian circles in which a general neglect of the limits of monotheism in
worship accompanied the emergence of the worship of Jesus'.
11Goodenough, Justin, 156 cf. 192-193.
12Goodenough,
npecr~utatov,

Justin, 157 (also, pp. 114-115, 117); note, e.g., Cont. 146 (tov

roc; &v &pxciyyeA.ov) with

Som. i. 239

&yyfA-rov

(tOV &.yye'MJv autou A.6yov).

Such

'confusion' is also witnessed to in Shep. Herm., see below. On the probable influence of Philo on
Justin see also Trakatellis, Pre-Existence, 47, 53-92; Segal, Powers, 224; and compare Dial.
56.1/Mut.15, and Dial. 56.4,10/Vit. Mos. i.66.
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§5.2.2 Origen

With Origen (c.185-254) we are moving at least a century away from the Ape. In part the
value of considering Origen's contribution to angel christology lies in the fact that it
highlights what is not said in the Ape. In De Prine. 1.3.4, Origen passes on an interpretation
he has received concerning the two seraphim in Is 6.3, namely, that they are Christ and the
Holy Spirit. Nothing in the Ape betrays familiarity with this interpretation. Similarly, the
expression n"('(ENX, ~6.A11~ ~OUA:f\~ found in

Is 9.5 LXX was also influential in the

christology of Origen (ct. citation below), 13 but not in the christology of the Apc.14

Origen envisages Jesus Christ functioning as an 'angel' (e.g. Comm. Joh. i.277) but in
another passage he introduces a 'dispensational' interpretation: 15

'The Savior, therefore, in a way much more divine than Paul, has become "all things to
all", that he might either "gain" or perfect "all things". He has clearly become a man to
men, and an angel to angels (yf.yovev &vepclm:ot~ &vep(J)1to~ Ka't cXY'fEAot~
a"('(EAo~).

(218) No believer will have any doubt that he became a

man; and we may be convinced that he became an angel if we observe the
appearances and words of the angels when [some angel appears with authority] in
certain passages of Scripture when the angels speak. For example, "An angel of the
Lord appeared in the fire of a burning bush. And he said, I am the God of Abraham,
and of Isaac, and of Jacob". But also Isaias says, "His name shall be called angel of
great counsel" (n"('(EAo~ ll£YOA1l~ ~ouA:f\~). (219) The Savior, therefore, is first and
last, not that he is not what lies between, but it is stated in terms of the extremities to
show that he himself has become "all things". But consider whether the "last" is man,
or those called the underworld beings, of which the demons also are a part, either in
their entirety or some of them' (Comm. Joh. i. 217-219).16

Origen suggests that Jesus becoming 'an angel to angels' is not simply a feature of the past
13ct. Trigg," Angel", 37-42.
141n fact there is no trace of the influence of Is 9.5 in any form in the Ape.
15so Trigg, "Angel", 44.
16Translation from Heine, Origen, (Vol. 80), 76-77.
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before his becoming a man (cf. Justin, Apol. i.63), but also a continuing feature of his (postresurrection) ministry. Trigg describes this 'dispensational' interpretation as follows:

'the Son's taking on angelic nature corresponds to taking on human nature in the
Incarnation' .17

In other words Origen does not suppose that Jesus has an angelic nature in any permanent
sense, 18 but he believes that for a temporary period he had become an angel.

§5.2.3 Tertullian

Tertullian (c. 160- post 220), who was also familiar with the title 'Angel of Great Counsel',
made a vigorous denial of the belief that Christ was an angel like Gabriel or Michael. In the
process he affirmed that as the 'Angel of Great Counsel' Christ held the office of
messenger:

'Dictus est quidem magni consilii angeli, id est nuntius, officii, non naturae vocabulo
... Non ideo tamen sic angelus intelligendus ut aliqui Gabriel et Michael' (De Carne
Christi 14).

Talbert suggests that Tertullian's 'distaste for angel christology derives in large measure
from its docetic implications·.19

This distaste was apparently not shared by everyone as we see in the next citation, which
concerns the Ebionites.

17Trigg, "Angel", 37.
18 0rigen explicitly denies this in Contra Celsum 5.53; Comm. Matt. 13.26; cf. Trigg, "Angel", 45-47.
19Talbert, "Redeemer", 434.
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§5.2.4 The Ebionltes

A number of ancient writers refer to the Ebionites' view of Jesus as an angel. A notable
example is Epiphanius:20

'And [the Ebionites] say that for this reason Jesus was born of the seed of man and
was chosen and that he therefore was called Son of God according to the election
because Christ descended upon him from above in the form of a dove. (4) They do
not say that he was born of God the Father but that he was created as one of the
archangels (and even higher) and that he is Lord over the angels as also over
everything the Almighty has created' (Epiphanius, Panarion 30.16.3-4). 21

Here we find an angel christology, in which Jesus does not simply look like an angel or
function like an angel, but Jesus has an (arch)angelic nature rather than a divine nature. We
may note here the expression of a christology which holds that Christ reappears throughout
the ages.22 Danielou argues that Christ is identified here with Michael.23 Schoeps argues
that the Ebionites were 'adoptionists' in the sense that they believed that Christ was an
angelic being who entered Jesus at baptism.24

Another group of early Jewish Christians who seem to have promoted an angel christology
in which Christ is an angel by nature were the Elkesaites (a movement which may have had
its beginnings in the reign of Trajan, early in the second century C.E,2s cf. Hippolytus,

Refutatio omn. haer. 9.13.2-3).
20Kiijn, Evidence, 13 n.1, dates this report before 428 CE.
21 Klijn, Evidence, 189. Cf. Epiphanius, Haer. 30.16.3-4, 30.17.6, 19.4.1, 53.1.9; ct. lrenaeus,
Adv. Haer. 1.26: Cerinthus taught that Christ was a spiritual being who descended upon Jesus;

Tertullian, De Carne Christi 14: 'So then, even as he is made less than the angels while clothed with
manhood, even so he is not less when clothed with an angel. This opinion could be very suitable for
Ebion who asserts that Jesus is a mere man .. .' [Kiijn, 109].
22so Klijn, Evidence, 73, who notes that this conception is only found in Epiphanius' accounts of
the Ebionites and the Elkesaites, and that it has a number of variations: cf. Epiphanius, Panarion
30.3; 53.1.8; Hippolytus, Refutatio omn. haer. 9.14.2; 10.29.
23oanielou, Theology, 125-126.
24Schoeps, Theo/ogie, 80-82.
25Hippolytus, Refutatio omn. haer. 9.13.4; cf. Klijn, Evidence, 55-56.
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!

§5.2.5 The Testament of Solomon

This testament probably began as a Jewish document in the first century CE and was
extended and developed by a Christian author in the third century CE. 26

'I said to him, "By what angel are you thwarted?" He said, "By the one who is going to
be born from a virgin and be crucified by the Jews".' (Test. Sol. 22.20).27

In this passage Christ is apparently an angel but with no indication given whether this angel
christology is dispensational or functional in character.28

§5.2.6 Epistula Apostolorum

This second century CE document, possibly of Egyptian provenance,29 involves an
apparent identification between Christ and the angel Gabriel:

'Do you know that the angel Gabriel came and brought the message to Mary? And we
said to him, "Yes, 0 Lord", And he answered and said to us, "Do you not remember
that I previously said to you that I became like an angel to the angels?" And we said to
him, "Yes, 0 Lord". And he said to us, "At that time I appeared in the form of the
archangel Gabriel to (the virgin) Mary and spoke with her, and her heart received (me);
and she believed and laughed; and I, the Word, went into her and became flesh; and I
myself was servant for myself, and in the form of the image of an angel; so I will do after
I have gone to my Father' (Epist. Apost. 14).30

26Whittaker, AOT, 735; Duling, OTP, i, 942. Test. Sol. is extant only in Greek.
27Duling, OTP, i, 984; cf. Whittaker, AOT, 749, ' ... born of a virgin, since angels worship him, and
who is to be crucified by the Jews'. Duling, OTP, i, 984 note a, cites MSS P and Q as providing an
even longer version of this verse.
2Scharlesworth, "Righteous", 144, suggests that it is difficult to decide whether 'Jesus' portrayal
here as an angel is the result of angelic transmogrification or is the disclosure of a primordial
(preearthly) form'.
29Rebell, Neutestamentliche, 119; Duensing, NTA, i, 191; Ehrhardt, "Judaeo-Christians", 368.
30 Duensing, NTA i, 198-199.
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Strictly speaking Christ is not identified with the angel Gabriel. Rather 'he takes the form of
Gabriel in his function as messenger of God·.31

§5.2.7 The Ascension of Isaiah

This apocalypse is a composite document consisting of a Jewish apocalypse, known as
'The Martyrdom of Isaiah' (ch.1-5) and a Christian apocalypse known as 'The Ascension of
Isaiah' (ch. 6-11). To make matters confusing the Jewish part may itseH be composite,
incorporating a Christian addition (3.13-4.22).32 The entire document is found only in
Ethiopic, although this is probably a translation of a Greek original.33 Fragments are found
in Greek, and partial versions in Latin and Slavonic.34 The dating of the apocalypse is not
easy to determine. Fragments found for both parts suggest a terminus ad quem of ca. 350
for the complete document.35 Knibb suggests a date of ca. 100 for Asc. Is. 3.13-4.22
and a date between 100 and 200 CE for Asc. Is. 6-11.36 Recently, Knight has argued for
a date before the end of the first century CE for the whole document.37 If this is so then a
comparative study between Asc. Is. and the Ape would be well worthwhile. Here we can
only draw attention to a few points of immediate relevance.

In a recent study of the christology of Asc. Is. Knight argues that two particular strands in
Jewish angelology were influential. The first, reflected in a variety of apocalypses, supplied
the idea of God having a vizier, and is reflected in the ambiguous position of the Beloved
(i.e. Christ) as both subordinate to God (Asc. Is. 9.40) and worshipped by the angels (Asc.

Is. 7.17, 9.27ff, 10.6ff).38 The second, the story of the descent of Raphael in the Book of
Tobit, influenced the 'descent narrative' of the Beloved in Asc. Is. 10.17ff.39
31Talbert, "Redeemer", 433. Further on Epist. Apost. see Schmidt, Gesprache

(1919); with

response from Ehrhardt, "Judaeo-Christians", 367-371. Danielou, Theology, 131, notes a parallel to
Epist. Apost.14 in Sib. Or. 8.456-461.

32sarton, AOT, 780.
33sarton, AOT, 781.
34AII found conveniently in parallel columns in Charles, Ascension, 83-139. Additionally, fragments
are found in Sahidic and Akhmimic.
35sarton, AOT, 780-781.
36Knibb, OTP, ii, 149-150.
37Knight, Disciples, 53, 160-161. Cf. Danielou, Theology, 12-13 who dates the whole work to the
80s; Robinson, Redating, 240 n.98 dates it to the 60s.
38Knight, Disciples, 95-1 03.
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Although he provides no detailed study of the Ape, Knight draws the Ape into one of his
main conclusions:

'The Ascension of Isaiah, like the Book of Revelation, used angelological motifs to
present Christ as akin to God, while remaining his subordinate. Both strands need
careful consideration, to balance them against each other. They tell us that the
christology has an angelological basis·.40

We certainly agree that angelological motifs have influenced the christology of the Ape. We
are, however, less certain than Knight that this influence extends to the worship of Jesus in
the Ape. 41

Although the Book of Tobit appears to have been familiar to John, the

'descent narrative' of the Ape (i.e. Ape 12.1-4) is not comparable to the descent of Raphael.

The Ape and Asc. Is. both describe Jesus as the object of worship alongside God (Ape
5.13, 22.1-4; Asc. Is. 7.17) and both describe the refusal of an angel to be worshipped
(Ape 19.10, 22.9; Asc. Is. 7.21).42

The question of whether Jesus is an angel or at least assumes the form of an angel in Asc.

Is. is not easily resolved. Certainly Jesus is described as worshipping God in the company
of other angels (Asc. Is. 9.40-42). This does not mean that he is an angel. But it is
noteworthy that in this same passage one of the angels is 'the angel of the Holy Spirit'. This
description recalls a passage in Origen where the two seraphim in Is 6.3 are interpreted as
Christ and the Holy Spirit (De Prine.

i.3.4) and a passage in Hippolytus where the

Elkesaites are said to teach that there were two angels of giant dimensions, one being 'the
son of God' and the other 'the Holy Spirit' (Ref. omn. haer. 9.13.2-3).43
39Knight, Disciples, 104-11 0.
40Knight, Disciples, 73-74. Cf.

Bauckham, "Worship", 334, who sees elements of angel

christology in the background to Asc. Is. but argues that the christology of the apocalypse is better
defined in terms of worship - where Christ is sharply distinguished from the angels - than in terms of
angel christology. On the christology of Asc. Is. see further Werner, Formation, 122-123, 132; and
summary of recent debate between Pesce and Simonetti in Knight, Disciples, 74-75.
41 See above §3.4.
42see further Bauckham, "Worship" (1981 ).
43The 'angel of the Holy Spirit' has led to conjecture that this might be Gabriel. Danielou, Theology,
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Also interesting with respect to the question of Jesus being conceived as an angel is Asc.

Is. 9.27-31. Here Isaiah sees one 'whose glory surpassed that of all' (v.27), and who is
worshipped by all the righteous and the angels (v. 28-29). Verse 30 then reads (according
to the Ethiopic):

'And he was transformed and became like an angel'.44

But according to the 'Latin2· and 'Slavonic' MSS, it reads:

'And I was transformed again and became like an angel' .45

Thus Asc. Is. 9.30 (Eth.) suggests that the appearance of Jesus is transformed and
becomes like an angel. Knibb explains that this was 'for the sake of lsaiah·,46 meaning that
only in this form could Isaiah take in the vision of the Beloved (cf. 9.37 where the vision of
the 'Great Glory' overwhelms Isaiah). Asc. Is. 9.33 says of the angel of the Holy Spirit that

'his glory was not transformed'.

This implies that, by contrast, the glory of the Beloved was transformed. Some
commentators and translations (e.g. A07) read 'my glory' instead of 'his glory', but there is
no textual support for this in the Ethiopic, Latin, or Slavonic versions.47

The Latin2/Siavonic version of 9.30 suggests that it was Isaiah who was transformed,
presumably so that he is drawn into the angelic chorus. The word 'again', absent in 9.30
127, argues for identification with Gabriel (noting, esp. Asc. Is. 11.4), and suggests, p.129-130, that
2 En. 21.3-22.5 presents Gabriel performing similar functions to the angel of the Holy Spirit in Asc.
Is .. Bauckham, "Worship", 334, disagrees. Cf. Charles, Ascension, 20.
44Knibb, OTP, ii, 171.
45sarton, AOT, 805. Note that AOTs reading is in the main body of the text with the alternative as
a footnote, whereas the reverse is the case with OTPs reading.
46Knibb, OTP, ii, 171 note o2.
4 7 Charles, Ascension, 66-67, recognises that Eth., Latin 2, and Slavonic Mss for 9.33 support the
Eth. for 9.30 but argues that all are corrupt and that, e.g., 'transfiguravit' in 9.33 is 'a primitive error' .
His argument for this is not convincing.
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(Eth.), recalls Asc. Is. 7.25 where Isaiah says that he is being transformed as he goes up
from heaven to heaven.

While Asc. Is. 9.30 (Lat.2/SI.) coheres with 7.25, it is more readily explained as a correction
to the idea that the Beloved becomes an angel than the converse. We can further observe
that the idea that the Beloved has become 'like an angel' fits with the subsequent portrayal
of him as worshipping alongside the 'angel of the Holy Spirit' and the other angels in Asc.

Is. 9.40-42.

In Asc. Is. 9.30 (Eth.) the transformation of the Beloved into an angel seems to imply that
this is a mercy bestowed on the seer rather than an indication of the ontic nature of the
Beloved. Nothing in 9.30 encourages belief that the Beloved was an angel in terms of his
permanent essential being. In reality, 9.30 suggests, the Beloved shares in the nature of
God, and cannot be comprehended by mere mortals unless changed into a nonthreatening form.

With respect to the christology of the Ape our discussion of Asc. Is. 9.30 raises the
important possibility that the angelomorphic appearance of Jesus is not a sign that he is an
angel but a clue to his real ontic nature. That is, because Jesus is identified with God he has
to be transformed into an angel-like being in order to be seen by a human.

§5.2.8 The Shepherd of Hermas

This writing, which could be contemporaneous with the Ape but most likely stems from the
second century CE,48 refers to Jesus on a number of occasions as 'tou crqtvo'tthou

O:yyeA<>u (e.g. Vis. 5.2; cf. Mand. 5.1.7), or 'tou <lytou O:yyeA<>u (e.g. Sim. 5.4.4) or 6
£voo~o<; O.yyeA<><; (e.g. Sim. 7.1-3) or 6 O.yyeAo<; 1CUpiou h:dvo<; (Sim. 7.5).49 Thus
the christology of the Shep. Hermas appears to be closer to a full-blown 'angel christology'
than to an 'angelomorphic christology'.
48Rebell, Neutestamentliche, 267: c.140-155 C.E. [ct. Muratorian Canon]; Robinson, Redating,
352: c.85 C.E.
49cf. Sim. 8.1.2; 8.2.1. Danielou, Theology, 119, points out that

creJl.VO'tCl'tO<; O.yyeA<><; applied

evool;o<; O.yyeA<><;

and

to the Logos is a characteristic feature of Shep. Hermas. On the

angelology of Shep. Hermas see Carr, Angels, 143-144.
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The following passage is particular1y interesting:

'And the great and glorious angel is Michael (6 & d.yyeAix, 6 Jl.E'Yro; 1ca.\. evoo~oc;

Mtxcxt)A.), who has power over this people and governs them' (Sim. 8.3.3).

Since in Sim. 9.1.3 the 'glorious angel' is the Son of God,5o the author apparently
envisages either two equivalent glorious angels, Michael and Christ, or he identifies Michael
with Christ. 51

There is no evidence elsewhere in Shep. Hermas to suppose that the angel Michael is
thought of as an equivalent figure to Christ. As leader of the angels Christ takes up a
function of Michael so that it is conceivable that Michael has been identified with Christ.
Charlesworth, however, points out that

'Identity does not follow from identical functions; and transference of traditions
associated with Michael to expressions about Christ does not justify the equation of
Michael and Christ' _52

Various solutions have been offered to this problem. Werner, for example, identifies
Michael with Christ.53 Danielou argues that once the seven archangels were understood
as six archangels with the Logos as their leader (cf. Sim. 9.12.7-8) it was natural that
Michael's name - as the name of the chief archangel in Jewish tradition - should be applied
to the Logos.54 Pernveden argues that Sim. 8.3.3 signifies a functional identity rather
than a personal identity between the Son of God and Michael. We find an angel functioning
instead of the Son of God (cf. Mand. 5.1. 7, where justification is attributed to an angel, for
50cf. Sim. 9.12.7-8: 'The glorious man, said he, is the Son of God'.
51 E.g. Collins, "Son of Man and Saints", 66. Cf. Longenecker, Christology, 26 n.5.
52charlesworth, "Righteous", 150 n.27.
53werner, Formation, 135.
54oanielou, Theology, 124. Cf. Barbel, Christos, 230. Pernveden, Concept, 62-63, cautions
against readily assuming that in Sim. 9.12.7-8 Christ is the seventh angel since some Jewish
material

refers to only six archangels (cf. 1 En 20 [Ethiopic]). Carr, Angels, 144, following

Hippolytus, Eis ton Daniel iv.36, suggests that 'a distinctive line of thought from Ezek 9.2 'is being
developed'.
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another example). The explanation for these occurrences is the existence of a 'gradually
delegated authority' in which Michael, for example, stands between the Son of God and
humankind as mediator. Consequently

neither Sim. 8.3.3 nor Man d. 5.1. 7 justify us

speaking of 'an angel-christology in the true meaning of the term·.55 Finally we note
Moxnes who argues that there is one supreme angelic figure who is 'the son of God, Christ'
but that the texts concerned should not be interpreted as 'dogmatic statements about
Christ'.56

Correspondence of some kind between Jesus Christ and Michael is a feature of a number
of other texts as the following examples demonstrate.

§5.2.9 The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs

The date of the Testaments is problematic. In their present form they may date from the
second century CE.57 But in their present form they have almost certainly been influenced
by Christian ideas.58 The original texts date from after the time of the Septuagint (c.250
BCE), and may have been composed in the reign of John Hyrcanus (137-107 BCE).59
Thus the Testaments, despite Christian redaction, may witness to pre-Christian
developments in Jewish angelology.

'Draw near to God and to the angel that intercedes for you, because he is the
mediator between God and men for the peace of Israel. He shall stand in opposition to
the kingdom of the enemy' (Test. Dan 6.2).60

'And he said, "I am the angel that intercedes for the nation of Israel, so that no one
may destroy them completely for every evil spirit is ranged against them". 7 And
afterwards I woke up, and I blessed the Most High and the angel that intercedes for
the nation of Israel and all the righteous' (Test. Levi 5.6-7).61
55pernveden, Concept, 60-62.
56Moxnes, "God", 50.
57oe Jonge, AOT, 512.
SSoe Jonge, "Christian", 195-246; ibid., "Once More", 311-319; Braun, "Testaments", 516-549.
59Kee, OTP, i, 777-778.
60Kee, OTP, i, 810.
61 De Jonge, AOT, 528 (following the editio maior of M.de Jonge ). We cite this version because it
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Longenecker has argued that in these texts there 'seems to be a transposition from the
Jewish theme of the intercession of the angel Michael for the nation Israel to the JewishChristian theme of the mediatorship of Christ'.62 The reason for this conclusion is because
'Israel' has been enlarged here to 'men' and 'all the righteous' in general (ct. 1 Tim 2.5),63
and because the opposition is not simply from 'the enemies of Israel', but from 'the kingdom
of the enemy'. 64 Thus these texts, if they have been redacted according to Christian
principles, may bear witness to the influence of a 'primitive Christian angel-christology·.65

The link between Christ and Michael appears to be explored in later material such as the
Pseudo-Ciementine writings (Homilies 18.4, Recognitions 2.42).66 In the former the
'Son' takes up 'the Hebrews as his portion' (ct. Michael as patron angel of Israel) and in the
latter Christ is 'one among the archangels who is greatest'. According to Danielou, this
means that the Son of God is identified with Michael.67

§5.2.10 The Cessation of Angel Christology

Finally we note that angel christology largely died out after the fourth century CE. This was
mainly due to it being an intrinsically subordinationist christology. It was incompatible with
the development of the homoousian doctrine which culminated in the Trinitarian orthodoxy
of Nicea.68 It also came to have Arian associations. Beyond the fourth century, therefore,
there has been little adherence to angel christology.69
illustrates Longenecker's point in contrast to Kee, OTP, i, 790, which follows the critical edition of
R.H. Charles.
62Longenecker, Christology, 26; he also cites in respect of the identification of Michael with Christ
Hermas, Sim. 8.3.3, and 2 En 22.4-9 (which passage Danielou, Theology, 124-125, describes as
'unskilful christianisation').
63cf. DeJonge, "Christian Influence", 246 n.1.
64Danielou, Theology, 125. Cf. 1 OM 17.5-8.
65Hollander and de Jonge, Testaments, 291.
66oate: before 360 CE [lrmscher, NTA, ii, 534].
67oanielou, Theology, 126-127.
68Werner, Formation, 137.
69oanielou, Theology, 117. Werner, Formation, 137, notes traces of the development of angel
christology in the Paulicians, Bogomils, and mediaeval Catharists - and in the writings of one E.W.
Hengstenberg in the 19th century. For discussion of references to Christ as 'angel' in the liturgy see
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§5.3 CONCLUSION
Reviewing some of the texts which speak of Jesus Christ as an 'angel' in the first Christian
centuries we have seen that a number of possibilities were expressed. Perhaps most
frequent was the application of the title 'Angel (of Great Counsel)' to Christ. In some cases
Christ functions as an angel, in other cases Christ becomes an angel for a dispensation
analogously to his becoming human. In Asc. Is. 9.30 'the Beloved' appears to be
transformed into an angel as a concession to Isaiah who otherwise could not look on him. A
'full-blown' angel christology was clearly denied by some such as Tertullian and Origen, but
others such as the Ebionites and Elkesaites appeared to have subscribed to the belief that
Jesus Christ was created an (arch)angel. In some writings the relationship between Michael
and Christ is ambiguous: possibly they were identified, but a valid interpretation would be
that Christ was held to have taken over Michael's various roles.

In short: talk of Jesus as an angel in the first centuries CE largely fell under the category
'angelomorphic christology', since Jesus was entitled 'Angel', perceived to be like an angel
in function and to temporarily have the form of an angel; but only infrequently was he held to
be an angel in his essential nature.

Barbel, Christos, 269-284. Note also references to 'Christ, Michael, Gabriel' on amulets and in
inscriptions connected with Syrian Christianity in the fourth century, cf. Lueken, Michael, 118;
Werner, Formation, 136; and Barbel, Christos, 262-269.
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§5.4 CONCLUSION TO PART ONE (CHAPTERS TWO TO FIVE).

In four chapters we have all too cursorily surveyed material concerning angels,
angelomorphic figures, epiphanies, and angel or angelomorphic christologies.

In Chapter Two we examined angelology and epiphanies in Zechariah, Ezekiel, and Daniel.
One of the main functions of this examination was to review aspects of Rowland's proposal
concerning the background to the christophany in Ape 1.13-16. We argued that there was
good reason to doubt that (a) the figure in Ezek 8.2 represented a bifurcation in the deity,
(b) the figure in Dn 10.5-6 represented a development through Ezek 1.26-28 and 8.2-4,
and (c) Dn 7.13LXX had influenced the combination of Danielic texts in Ape 1.13-16.
Positively we argued that the figure in Dn 10.5-6 represented a development of the angel in
Ezek 9.2.

In Chapter Three we examined principal angels with glorious form and/or exalted status. We
argued that the presence of theophanic imagery in an angelophany was not a sign that the
angel concerned was other than an angel. We had already seen in Zechariah that the angel
of Yahweh occupied the position of God's vizier and we found a number of other examples
of this. But in no case before the second century CE did this lead to the infringement of
monotheism. Examining the subject of the worship of angels we could not rule that this
practice never occurred before the second century CE, but we argued that even if it did
occur then it was unlikely to have influenced the worship of Jesus in the Ape. In sum: an
angel was an angel and if the limits of monotheism were broken through angelological
speculation before the end of the first century CE then this was probably not significant for
the christology of the Ape.

With respect to exalted humans in Chapter Four we reached similar conclusions.
Theophanic imagery in the description of angelomorphic humans did not mean that they
were divine, nor, in the case of Moses, did the application of the word

ee<><; mean that

Moses had been deified. Just as angels could appear to be human (e.g. Raphael, JacobIsrael), so humans could become like angels, in line with conceptions about transformation
in the wider Hellenistic milieu. Conversely, with the Logos we found transformation in a
different direction: the self-revelation of God could manifest himself as an angel.
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In the final chapter in Part One we have seen that Jesus as an 'angel' in the first Christian
centuries could mean a number of things most of which were to do with Jesus being like an
angel rather to do with Jesus being an angel in his essential nature. Here again we saw
transformation into an angel being expressed: for example, Jesus became an angel so that
Isaiah could look on him (Asc. Is. 9.30 Eth.), and Jesus became an angel in order to
minister to angels (Origen, Comm. Joh. i.277).

With these results in mind we can turn to consider the christology of the Ape. We do so with
a number of important questions to consider in the light of our investigation in Part One. For
example, having questioned Rowland's explanation for the developments behind the
christophany in Ape 1.13-16 can we bring forward an alternative explanation? What is the
significance of the angelomorphic Jesus in the Ape: is he an exalted human or an angel or
otherwise?
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PART TWO
THE CHRISTOLOGY OF THE APOCALYPSE:

JESUS CHRIST IN RELATION TO GOD AND THE ANGEL, THE
VISIONS OF CHRIST
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CHAPTER SIX

GOD, JESUS, AND THE ANGEL

§6.1

INTRODUCTION

With this chapter we begin the second part of the dissertation which focuses on the
christology of the Ape. We have already indicated that only a limited examination of the
christology is possible. In this chapter we investigate Jesus in relation to God and in relation
to the angel of the revelation. The results of this investigation are a prerequisite for the
chapters which follow in which we consider the visions in Ape 1.13-16, 14.14, and 19.1116.

The christology of the Ape begins with Ape 1.1:

'The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave him to show his servants what must
soon take place; he made it known by sending his angel to his servant John'

'A1tOKaAU\jltc; 'ITtcrou Xptcr'toU TlV eoroKEV aim!>

o 9eoc; &"i~at 'tote; 8ou:\.otc;

a\nou &. &i. yevf.creat Ev 'tUXet, Kat ecrftJ.LaVEV U1tO<r'tetAac; OUl 'tOU

ayyfA.ou mhou 't4) oou/..ql mhou 'lcOOWll (Ape 1.1).
Here Jesus Christ is located in a 'chain of transmission· 1 which begins with 'God' and ends
with 'his servants'. The central links in the chain are 'Jesus Christ', 'his angel', and 'John'.
John and the servants reside on earth. God, Jesus Christ, and the angel are located in
heaven. In this chapter we aim to understand better the relationships between (a) God and
Jesus Christ, and (b) Jesus Christ and the angel (whom we refer to as 'the revealing angel').
We examine the first relationship in order to be clear from the start whether our investigation
into the influence of angelology on the christology is an investigation which relates to the
portrayal of a being with no divine status at all or to the portrayal of a being who in some
sense is divine. We examine the second relationship in order to develop the ways in which
Jesus Christ in the Ape is like (and unlike) the angels.
1ct. Boring, 64-67; Sweet, 57-58.
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§6.2 GOD AND JESUS CHRIST IN THE APOCALYPSE

In Chapter One we noted that a few interpreters of the Ape have argued that there is
nothing which requires the conclusion that Jesus Christ is understood to be divine.2 But
most interpreters have drawn the conclusion that the evidence is strongly in favour of the
opposite conclusion: Jesus Christ in the Ape is divine.3 Karrer, for example, while
recognising that there are subordinationist components in the christology of the Ape
concludes that

'der Schwerpunkt und die Tendenz der Christologie der Apk nicht auf die
Subordination, sondern auf die Gleichordnung und mehr noch die ldentifizierung
Jesu Christi als Gottes Sohn mitt Gott selbst hinlautt·.4

At the heart of the case for the divinity of Jesus Christ in the Ape lie two observations. First,
Jesus is worshipped. Secondly, Jesus is identified with God.5 Since it is convenient for
our subsequent investigation to consider these matters beforehand we do so now. Since
the majority position supports the conclusion that Jesus is divine within the Ape we briefly
rather than exhaustively consider these matters. This means that we will have through the
rest of the dissertation a working hypothesis that Jesus is divine. We will, of course,
question this hypothesis if and when the occasion arises.

§6.2.1 The Worship of Jesus

There is no doubt that worship in the Ape is constrained in the direction of a single object of
worship. Not once but twice, in 19.10 and 22.9, the angel spurns John's attempts to
worship him and exhorts him to 'worship God' ('t<?>

eeq,

7tpo0"1cuvl)crov). In 22.3-4 the

2 See §1.1.1.

3E.g. Brutsch, iii, 87; Allo, 331; Prigent 354; Lohse, 105; Ritt, 117; Roloff, 211; Swete, 303;
Mounce, 393; Beasley-Murray, 339 [all references relating to discussion of Ape 22.13]; Caird, 290;
Bauckham, Theology, 63; Comblin, Christ, 15.
4Karrer, Johannesoffenbarung, 148-149.
SA recent restatement of the 'non-divine' position by Casey, Jewish Prophet, 141-143, does not do
justice to the worship of the Lamb in Ape 5, and omits discussion of the crucial text, 22.13.
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heavenly worshippers gather round the 'throne of God and of the Lamb'. Consistent with
the single throne in view is the description which follows in which the 'servants' are 'his
servants' and their worship is directed towards 'him'. Thus:

Kat 0 ep6vo<; 'tOU eeou Kat 'tOU apv(ou

ev au'tlj E<J'tat, Kat ot oouA.ot au'tOU

A<x-rpeoooumv a\mj) (4) Kat O'ljfov'tat 'to 1tp6crron:ov au'tou, Kat 'to ovo11a
au'tou

em

'tWV j.J.E'tomrov au'tffiv (Ape 22.3-4;

ct. 11.15).

When we then turn back to the heavenly vision in Ape 4-5 we notice on the one hand that
God is worshipped in a hymn (4.11) which is closely paralleled by a hymn to the Lamb (5.12)
and on the other hand the culmination of the worship in 5.8-13 is the addressing of a hymn
to both 'the one seated on the throne and to the Lamb' (5.13). The implication seems clear:
Jesus the Lamb is worshipped but the impression that he is a second object of worship is
only fleeting. The highpoint of the heavenly worship is the 'joint worship of God and Christ,
in a formula in which God retains the primacy'. 6

When we also observe that the four living creatures and the twenty-four elders fall down
before the Lamb (5.8) and that only the Lamb - of all beings in heaven and on earth - has
been adjudged 'worthy' (5.2-5) it is reasonable to conclude that the worship of Jesus in Ape
5 is not the worship of a principal angel or of one who is simply an exalted human being, but
the worship of one who is distinguished from creatures and conjoined with the Creator. As
the object of worship Jesus Christ is divine.? But Jesus Christ is not merely 'associated
with' the Creator, he is bound with him such that together they form a single object of
worship. This of course implies that the divinity of Jesus is not something he enjoys in his
own right but something which he enjoys because he is conjoined with God into a unity. In
this light the use of single pronouns in 22.3-4 appear to refer to God and Jesus Christ
together.

Gsauckham, "Worship", 330-331, citation from p.331.
?sweet, 127.
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§6.2.2 The Identity Between Jesus and God

In Ape 22.12-13 we find the following statement:

'Ioou EPXOJl.at 'ta.xu, Ka.t

6

JltO"SO~ JlOU Jl.E't' tJlO~ Wt:oSouva.t EKUO"'tql w~ 'tO

epyov tcrnv O.U'tOU. 13 tyro 'tO &.M!>a. Ka.t 'tO

Upxft

w, 6 7tp&t~ Ka.t 6 EO"XO.'tO~, "'

Ka.t 'tO 'tEAo~ (Apc22.12-13).8

The words' Ioou epxoJla.t 'ta.xu suggest that Jesus is the speaker for the following reasons.
First, in 2.16 and 3.11 the words epxoJla.t 'ta.xu come directly from the risen Jesus.
Secondly, in 22.20 the words va.i., epxoJla.t 'ta.xu are followed by the response, 'AJl"'V,
EPXOU KUptE I llO"OU. 9

If the speaker in 22.12 does not continue speaking in 22.13 then the new speaker could
only be God (on the grounds that two of the three titles have already been attributed to him,
1.8, 21.6) or an angel (speaking on behalf of God or Jesus Christ). But it is rare that God
speaks directly in the Ape: only definitely at 21.5-8, and probably at 1.8, although the latter
could represented a reported speech of God. There is no precedent provided in the Ape
for an angel to speak for Jesus or God by taking up the first person or using titles.1 o
Consequently in neither case is there sufficient reason to overturn the natural reading of
22.13 that tyro belongs to the subject of EPXOJla.t in 22.12. That is, we may understand that
Jesus is the speaker in 22.12-13.11

Turning to the content of 22.12-13 we find that the statement concerning the intention to
8 There is no justification for the claim by Charles, ii, 219, that v.12 follows v.13.

9 1n Ape 22.7 we find tSou EPXOJla.t 'ta.xu following the speech of the angel in 22.6 which raises the

question whether the angel speaks these words. Note also EPXOJla.t crot (2.5) which is to be
attributed to Jesus, and

EPXOJ.!a.t ~ KAe7t't1l~ (16.15) which (we would argue) also comes from

Jesus. On the significance of loou EPXOJla.t 'ta.xu as a counter to contemporary magical practice,
see Aune, "Magic", 491-493.
1Ocontra Swete, 302-303; Vanni, "Dialogue", 358; Hartman, "Form", 147; Giblin, Revelation, 218;
Beckwith, 776; Boring, "Voices", 344. It is striking that Boring, op. cit., 341, accepts 16.15 as 1he
voice of Jesus' but does not appear to allow that in 22.12 Jesus may again interject.
11so Ritt, 116-117; Roloff, 211; Scott, W., 446; Swete, 302-303; Vanni, "Dialogue", 358; Hartman,
"Form", 147; Giblin, Revelation, 218.
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repay (Kat 0 j..Ltcr96<; j..LOU j..LEt' Ej..LOU anoaouvat EKcXO''tq> 00<; 'tO epyov Ecrnv
m'nou) recalls a prophecy concerning God in Is 40.10:

'See, the Lord God comes with might, and his arm rules for him; his reward is with him,
and his recompense before him'
(:1'J£l'? 1n'?lJ£l, 1n~ n::ltD mi1 ,., i1'?tDo 1lJin ~,:J, pm:::1 i11i1' ·n~ mi1, MT; toou Kupw<;

j..LE'tU lcrxuo<; epxetat Kat 6 ppaxi.rov j..LE'tU KUptEl(X<;, loou 6 j..Lt0'90<;
aU'tOU j..LEt aU'tOU Kdt. 'tO epyov EV<XVTIOV autou, LXX).12

Noting the similarity between cl1tOOOUVat EKcXO''tq> 00<; 'tO epyov EO''ttV autou (22.12) and
oc.Ocrro uj..Llv EKcXO''tq> Kata 'tel epya Uj..LWV (2.23) we see that where Is 40.10 has been
modified in Ape 22.12 it has been modified in (approximate) conformity with a statement
already made by Jesus in Ape 2.23.

Jesus then proceeds to make the astonishing claim in v.13:

Two of the tttles in 22.13 recall 'I am' statements made by God earlier in the Ape:

The remaining title recalls Jesus' own statement in 1.17:

f:yro ELj..Lt 6 npffito<; Kat 6 ecrxato<; (1.17, ct. 2.8).

In this context - the appearance of the risen Jesus to John - this could simply mean that
Jesus, being the first to rise from the dead (ct. Ape 1.5), is 'first and last' with respect to the
12cf. Is 62.11.
13charles, ii, 220 draws attention to the Orphic roots of
339; Aune, "Magic", 489-491.
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church (cf. Col1.18). But the statement in Ape 1.17 takes up two 'I am' sayings attributed to
God in Isaiah:

pin~ 'J~ ~~ ptD~i 'J~;

tyro ELilt

7tpci'rto<; Kat

tyro ELilt

el<; tov al&va (Is 48.12

MT/LXX).

When we also consider that in 22.13 'the first and the last' is parallel to 'the Alpha and the
Omega' and 'the beginning and the end' it would appear that its application to Jesus Christ
extends beyond his relationship to the church. For 'the Alpha and the Omega' and 'the
beginning and the end' applied to God speak of the eternal life of God from which all things
originate and in which all things find their fulfilment. The implication of 22.13 is that Jesus
Christ participates in the eternal being of God acting as agent of creation (cf. 3.14) and as
eschatological judge (cf. 22.12).14 Since Ape 22.13 consists of 'I am· statements the
identity of Jesus with God would therefore appear to be at the level of being and not
merely at the level of function.15 In the light of our review of the worship of Jesus which
brought out the strictly monotheistic character of the Ape we can scarcely conclude that
22.12-13 signifies that Jesus is another God. Just as the worship of Jesus in the Ape is the
worship of Jesus conjoined with God in a unity so the 'I am' statements must signify that
Jesus is '[included] in the eternal being of God' .16

That Ape 22.13 constitutes a declaration about the divinity of Jesus Christ is consistent with
other observations we can make about the portrayal of Jesus in the Ape. Two observations
in particular are important. First, the location of Jesus the Lamb as 'in the midst of the throne·
(7.17). Secondly, the reference to the throne as 'the throne of God and of the Lamb'
(22.1,3) leading into the use of singular pronouns in 22.3-4: 'his servants will worship him,
they will see his face and his name will be on their foreheads'.

In other words the christology which we are having to deal with in the Ape is a (so-called)
14cf. Bauckham, Theology, 54-58.
1Sct. discussion of this point in Bauckham, Theology, 62-63.
16sauckham, Theology, 58. Cf. Brutsch, iii, 87; Allo, 331; Prigent, 354; Lohse, 105; Ritt, 117;
Roloff, 211; Michl, Engelvorstel/ungen, 181.
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'high christology'. This is, however, not to say two things. First, it is not to say that the Ape
already enshrines a viewpoint which approximates to the later christology of Nicea and
Chalcedon. 17 Secondly, it is not to say that 'Jesus is God' without remainder. Jesus is the
'son of God' (2.18) and never the 'Father' (e.g. 1.6), and God who is Father is also 6
1tCXV'tOKpo:trop (e.g., 1.8, 4.8, 11.17), a title never given to Jesus.18

In what follows we will therefore have as a presupposition the apparent perception in the
Ape of the divinity of Jesus Christ.

§6.3 JESUS CHRIST AND THE REVEALING ANGEL
According to Ape 1.1 Jesus Christ is both the Offenbarungsmittler since he acts on behalf
of God, and the Offenbarersince the revelation which is revealed bears his name.19

The first three verses of the Ape are likely to be a 'superscription', that is, an introduction
added after the completion of the rest of the book. This is suggested by the words
e~aptup'fl<JEV (v.2) and

yeypaJ,4l.Eva (v.3) which imply that the author is writing with his

completed work before him. 20 Nevertheless from a narrative critical perspective Ape 1.1-3
is the first part of the book which is read (or heard). Thus it sets up an expectation that the
angel will be mentioned again in those parts of the work which refer to the process of
receiving the revelation.

In Ape 1.1 it is not immediately clear who the referent of amou is in the expression Bta tou

ayye)..ou autou tcj} oouA.C!> autou 'Icrow1J. On the one hand, if Jesus is the subject of
e~~avev cl1tO<J'telACX~ then

it is possible that CXU'tOU refers to him. On the other hand, it is

also sensible to understand the verse as saying that Jesus made the revelation known by
17swete, clviii.
18see

further on the distinction between God and Christ in Holtz, "Gott", 262-263.

19 Pesch, "Offenbarung", 17-18. Boring, "Voice", 356, helpfully distinguishes between God as the

'ultimate source', the angel as the 'intermediate source', and Jesus Christ as the 'definitive source'.
Cf. Karrer, Offenbarung, 98. The genitive at the beginning of Ape 1.1 is subjective: the revelation
belongs to Jesus Christ, so Charles, i, 6; Kraft, 20; Beckwith, 418; opposed are, e.g., Ford, 373 and
Pesch "Offenbarung", 17.
20 Beckwith, 417-423, esp. 421; Kraft, 18.
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sending it through the angel of God to John, the servant of God. A further possibility is that,
as Lohmeyer argues, in the ambiguity ('Schwebenden') of the meaning of au·wu 'the
fundamental unity of God and Christ comes to characteristic expression·. 21 This possibility
makes sense in the context of a superscription. For it would then be taking up the fact that
in Ape 22.3-4 such unity appears to be signalled. In Ape 1.1 then it is likely, though not
certain, that the angel is understood to be subordinate to Jesus Christ and God together.

It has been argued that 'tou &yy£./..ou refers to Jesus as God's 'messenger·.22 But this
does not make good sense of the fact that an angel is involved in the transmission of the
revelation later in the Ape (e.g. 17.1), nor does it make sense if God and Jesus Christ
together send the 'angel'. We conclude with the vast majority of scholars that 'tou &yyf'A.ou
refers to an angel. Angels as mediators and interpreters of divine revelation are in fact
familiar figures in apocalyptic literature (e.g., Jub 1.27, Jos. Asen. 14.14, Asc.ls. 6.13, 2
Esd 4.1, On 8.15, 1 En 1.2, 43.3, 72.1, 5015, ct. 1 QH 18.23).23

The next place to look for this angel would appear to be Ape 22.6, for here the angel is
referred to in a similar way to Ape 1.1 .

'And he said to me, "These words are trustworthy and true, for the Lord, the God of
the spirits of the prophets, has sent his angel to show his servants what must soon
take place".'

Kat el1teV ~Ol" omot oi. A.Oyot m<:r'tOl l((ll UATJ8tvoi, l((lt 0 rupt~ 0 eeo~
'tWV 1tVeu~a'trov 'tWV 1tpo<j>TJ'tWV am<:r'tetAev 'tOY Ciyye'A.ov aU'tOU &t~at 'tOt~
oou'A.ot~ m)'tou

& &i yevec:r8at ev 'tUXEt (Ape 22.6).

Whether the speaker is the angel himself,24 or another (e.g. Jesus Christ),25 need not
concern us here. The role of the angel is &'i~at 'tot~ oou'A.ot~ au'tou & &'i yevec:r8at
ev 'taxet. In 1.1 the same expression is found but it is associated with the intentions of
God expressed through Jesus Christ. Thus in 22.6 the action of the angel is described in a
21 Lohmeyer, 6; cf. Holtz, Christologie, 202.
22Schmitt, "Christologische", 262.
23cf. Davidson, Angels, 311.
24Beckwith, 772.
25charles, ii, 217.
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way which indicates that it fulfils the purpose of God.

At this point Jesus is out of view (unless he is the speaker). In Ape 22.16, however, where
Jesus is the speaker, we find a reference to an angel which is different from 22.6 yet
appears to share a common concern with the transmission of the revelation.

'It is I, Jesus, who sent my angel to you with this testimony for the churches. I am the
root and the descendant of David, the bright morning star' .

• Eyw

• 1110"0\k; E1tEI.l'IJia 'tOV &yye'A.Ov I.I.OU l.lap'tUpf\crat Ul.ltV 'tauw

EKKAllcrlat~. eyro ell.ll

Tt

pt~a Kat 'tO yev~ ~auto,

0

acr'tl)p

0

em

AU1.1.1tp0~

'tm~

0

7tpffiiv~ (Ape 22.16).

The fact that Jesus 'sends' this angel suggests that the angel is a subordinate of Jesus.
There are instances in which an angel 'sends' another angel (e.g. 1 En. 60.4) or an angel
commands another angel to do something (e.g. Ape 14.18) so that 22.16 by itself does not
signal that Jesus is co-equal with God as the superior to the angel. But having authority over
the angel is consistent with our previous conclusion that Jesus is identified with God in the
Apc.26

The use of l.lap'tupf\crat in 22.16 rather than &'i~at as in 22.6 and 1.1 raises the question
whether the angel in 22.16 is the same angel as the one in 22.6 and 1.1. The difference in
verbs could be explained, however, in terms of the frequent association between Jesus
and l.l<lp't-root words in the Ape.27

There are in fact other differences between the descriptions of the angel in 22.6 and 22.16:

(i) a different verb for sending is used (rrel.l7tro, v.16; ct. a1too'teA.A.ro, v.6),

(ii) 'tau'ta (v.16) is the content of the angel's testimony instead of
'tUXet (v.6),
26seasley-Murray, 342; Giblin, Revelation, 219.
27 Ape 1.2,5,9, 12.17, 19.1 0, 20.4, 22.20.
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(iii) there is no mention of 'servants' (oouA.ot) as the recipients of the angel's testimony in
v.16 (ct. UJllV ... em 't<Xt~ eKKAllcrt<Xt~).

These differences are not necessarily significant, however. Although the two verbs for
'sending' can be distinguished in meaning they are effectively synonyms.28 Tau·m could
refer to the content of 22.14-15,29 but it is found in 22.8 where John describes himself as

o aKoumv

Kat

~A£1tmv

't<XU'ta meaning that he has heard and seen & &'i yevtaem tv

'taxet (22.6).30 It is reasonable, therefore, to suppose that 'tau'ta in 22.16 equates with &
&'i yevtaem tv 'taxet in 22.6 (and 1.1). The addressees of the angel's testimony, uJJ.'iv
...... em

't<Xt~ EKKAllal<Xt~. appears to involve a twofold group:

i>Jl'iv referring to John

and his fellow servants the prophets,31 and em 'tat~ eKKA.llat<Xt~ referring to all the
other Christians in Asia Minor. 32 Such a twofold group is consistent with 'tOt~ oouA.ot~ in
22.6.

If there is no major difference between the descriptions of the angel in 22.6 and 22.16 then
the angels could be one and the same. That this is in fact so is implied by Ape 1.1 which only
envisages one angel acting as intermediary between God/Jesus and John/servants.33

According to Apc1.1, 22.6, and 22.16 the angel is a key link in the chain of transmission.
The expectation is raised in Ape 1 .1 that the reader will subsequently find clear indications
that the angel participates in the transmitting of the revelation to John. But we never find a
scene in which God or Jesus send an angel to John.

28Rengstorf, "a1tOa'teAA.m", 405, notes that in the Fourth Gospel mJl1tEtV is always used of the
sending of the Spirit by Jesus.
29so Vanni, "Dialogue" 358-359.
30swete, 300.
31Aune, "Prophetic Circle", 111; Beckwith, 777, 'it is best explained as referring to the prophets in
general'.
32 Here em with the dative means 'for', so Beckwith, 777, who notes Eph 2.10: em epyot~
ayaeo\.~. That

em

't<Xl~ eKKAllalat~ has a general reference to Christians is implied by its

correspondence with em A.ao'i~ K<Xl Mvem.v K<Xt yA.cooaa'i~ K<Xl ~am.A.Eootv 1tOAAol~,
Ape 10.11 [Swete, 305].
331n theory the ayyEAo~ in Ape 22.16 could be John (so, Schmitt, "Christologische", 262), but in
practice this term is never used of John or any human in the Ape.
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Yet taking up the description in 22.6 of the revealing angel's activity, ie.,

&i~m

'toi.<;

oouA.ot<; a:u'tou &. &1. yevecr9m f.v 'tUXEt, it is possible to see signs of the presence of
the revealing angel in the narrative. We can only offer limited argumentation in support of
the proposals we make, which are relevant but not crucial to our main argument.

First, in Ape 4.1-2a John describes what he sees when heaven is opened before him:

ME'tel 'tO.U'ta. eloov, Ka.t ioou 9upa. ftVE<!YYJlivTl EV 't<\) oupa.v<\), Ka.t

it

1tpW't'fl T\v T\Koucra.

Ka.\.

&t.~ro

crot

Tt q,rovr)

ffi<; crciA.myyo<; A.a.A.oOOTt<; J..I.E't' f.~ou /.lyrov· avn~a. WOe,

&. &1. yevecr9a.t J..I.E'ta 'ta.u'ta.. {2) EMero<;

f.yev6~11v

tv

1tVEu~a.n ... (Ape 4.1-2a).

Here the speech of an unidentified figure corresponds closely to the description of the
angel's activity in 22.6. The speaker is unlikely to be God himself since (a) characteristically
God does not speak in the Ape (with the exception of 1.8, 21.5-8), and (b) there is no
reason to think that God would introduce John to the vision of himself. The speaker could
be Jesus34 since he has just been speaking (having completed dictation of the seventh
ecclesial letter in 3.22) and the words &t~ro ...

&. &i. yevecr9a.t J..I.E'ta 'ta.u'ta. (4.1) reflect

the description of Jesus' role in Ape 1.1.35 Yet two observations count against Jesus as
the speaker. First, the description of the speaker as

it q,rovr) it

1tpW't'fl T\v T\Koooa.

ffi<;

cra.A.myyo<; suggests a new speaker is in view and not Jesus who has just been
speaking.36 Secondly, the dramatic impact of the opening to the second part of the
heavenly vision (5.1-5) is heightened if the pretence is maintained that Jesus is absent
throughout the vision prior to this point.37

The speaker in 4.1 could be one of the numerous anonymous voices that are heard
through the Ape (e.g. 14.13a) or even the Spirit (e.g. 14.13b). But comparing the language
used in 4.1 with17.1-3, 21.9-10 (cf. &t~ro crot ...

tv

1tVeu~a.n)38 as well as 22.6

34so, e.g., Prigent, 82
3Sct. Beckwith, 495.
36charles, i, 108, argues that

it

cj>rov'r) ... Alyrov is an editorial addition but recognises that if the

voice in 1.1 0 is that of an angel then it could also be the case here.
37 Cf. Bousset, 243; Charles, i, 108.
38We cannot here go into the question of what being 'in the spirit' actually meant for John. See
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suggests that in fact the revealing angel is the speaker here.39

But if the revealing angel is the speaker in 4.1 then the implication of the words

1tprot11 T\v T\Koooa.
a

~

11 $roY!) 11

crciAmyyoc;

is that he is also present in 1.10-11, where John hears

ct><ovr'tv J..I£'YaA1lV c.lx; crciAmyyoc;

(v. 10) which then issues him with instructions to write

down what he 'sees' (v.11 ).40

This view contrasts with an important study by Charlesworth on 'the voice' in Ape 1.1 0-13 in
which he argues that

t'T)v $wvl)v

in 1.12 is a christological term adapted from Jewish talk

about hypostases. But it is noteworthy that Charlesworth (a) does not consider the identity
of 'the voice' from the perspective of Ape 4.1, and (b) recognises that in some instances in
Jewish literature 'the voice' is to be identified as an angel.41

If 'the voice' in 1.10-12 is in fact an angel then as John turns to 'see the voice' (1.12)42
there is a switch in persona, tor John does not see the (angelic) voice but Jesus as 'one
like a son of man' (1.13). This feature may appear to be somewhat strange but it
corresponds to a feature we have already observed in Zech 1.8-13. In this passage the
focus of attention switches backwards and forwards between the 'angel of Yahweh' and 'the
angel who talked with me'.

In Ape 10.1 ff a 'mighty angel' appears holding a 'little scroll' and commissions John to
'prophesy again'. Although the description of this angel has nothing in common with the
descriptions given in Ape 1.1, 1.1 0, 4.1, 22.6 and 22.16, there does not seem to be any
decisive reason against

understanding this angel to be the revealing angel. 43 Jesus

further, Jeske, "Spirit" (1985), Ruiz, Ezekiel, 173-175, Bruce "Spirit", 339-340; Bauckham, "Role",
67.
39Holtz, Christologie, 11 0 n.3; Swete, 13; Lohse, 34; Roloff, 40.
40Holtz, Christo Iogie, 110 n.3; Lohmeyer, 14; Lohse, 18; Roloff, 40; Karrer, Johannesoffenbarung,
104 n.66. Against: Allo, 11; Prigent, 25; Leisy, 77; Beckwith, 436,495; Bousset, 193; Farrar, 65.
41 Charlesworth, "Jewish Roots", 32; cf. Kuhn, Offenbarungsstimmen, 115, who recognises that in
some instances in apocalyptic tradition 'the voice' is an angel, e.g., Ape. Abr. 19.1 (unfortunately
Kuhn has nothing to say about Ape 1.12).
42we agree with Charlesworth, "Jewish Roots", 20-25, when he argues that this is the correct
translation of

PAf1tetv

'tftV

$wvl)v,

(so NIV, contrast NRSV, NEB: 'to see whose voice'). Cf.

Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream, Act 5, sc.1: 'I see a voice'.
43See the argument given in Bauckham, Theology, 80-82, and Brighton, Angel, 111-122, 181-192.
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himself is described in different ways in the Ape, and since Ape 1 .1 mentions only one
revealing angel it is likely that the angel in Ape 10.1 is the revealing angel.

In Ape 17.1 an angel -one of the bowl-angels -appears who says that he will 'show· (&t~ro)
John certain things. Here again the revealing angel appears to feature in the narrative. This
angel is present through 17.1-18, and reappears in 19.9-10.44 In 21.9 an angel, also
described as 'one' of the bowl-angels, appears and also says that he will 'show' (&t~ro) John
certain things. Again, since only one revealing angel is referred to in 1.1 we may presume
that one and the same bowl-angel is meant. This angel is present with John through to at
least 22.5, is referred to by John in 22.8, and certainly speaks with him in 22.9-11, if not in
22.6.45

The apparent absence of the revealing angel in the main body of the narrative of the Ape
has led some scholars to posit a 'synchronic' interpretation of Ape 1.1 .46 That is, the
revelation is given by God, Jesus, and the angel who each speak for the other in an
essentially non-hierarchical process of transmission. The more traditional 'diachronic'
interpretation may be upheld, however, if we recognise that the revealing angel is implicitly
present in the main body of the narrative in 4.1 and 10.1 - both of which places are highly
significant in the unfolding of the revelation.

We have already noted that there is some disagreement as to whether the angel speaks in
22.6. Disagreement over the identity of the speaker occurs with a number of verses in Ape
22.6-21. Thus, for example, there is considerable diversity over the identity of the speaker
in 22.14-15. Suggestions have included the revealing angel, 47 John, 48 Jesus, 49 a
spokesman for the community, 50 and a process of modulation in which the voice of the
We disagree, however, with Bauckham's assertion, p.82 (ct. Bousset, 182; Pesch, wOffenbarungw,
21 ), that the revealing angel 'does not appear in the book until 10.1'.
44 The 'he' in Ape 19.9-10 can only be an angel. On the revealing angel in Ape 17-22 cf. Giblin,
wcorrelationsw, 495.
45Note the verb &tKVU~t used with reference to this angel in 21.10 and 22.1, 22.8.
46E.g. Boring, wVoicew, 350-356.
47vanni, woialoguew, 358-359.
48 Beckwith, 776, 'The speaker may be Christ, but probably the Apocalyptist'.
49 Hartman, "Form", 'Christ, the speaker of w. 12-16 .. .'.
50Giblin, Revelation, 218, 'vv.14-15 are best assigned ... to a spokesman for the community'.
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angel fades into the voice of Jesus. 51 We do not intend to resolve these disagreements
here.52 Rather we will simply note those places where the angel as speaker has been
supported.

The angel as

speaker has been supported for: Ape 22.6,53 22.7,54 22.9-11 ,ss and

22.14-15.56

Ape 22.6-7 is probably significant for the relationship between Jesus and the angel. On the
one hand if the speaker changes from the angel in 22.6 to Jesus in 22.7,57 then Jesus
and the angel function closely together. The sudden interjection of Jesus into the dialogue
would then mirror the sudden change from the angel to 'one like a son of man' according to
our interpretation of 1.10-13. 58 Jesus can be envisaged 'waiting in the wings'- his main
part is coming up shortly in 22.12-16. At the concluding words of the angel in 22.6,

ev

taxet, he 'throws his voice' with the apt rejoinder, Kat toou tPXOJlat taxu. It is the angel who
is 'on stage', however, and John is confused by the collocation of the voice of Jesus and
the presence of an angel whose appearance is reminiscent of the risen Jesus. 59 He falls
down to worship only to be rebuked in such a way that he is in no doubt that it is the angel
and not Jesus who stands before him!

On the other hand if the angel continues speaking through 22.6-7 then he can scarcely be
51 Boring, "Voice", 344, 358; cf. Farrar, 225, [on 22.10-15] 'one inspired utterance runs on- it is
John's, the angel's, Christ's'.
52on the question of the attributions of the speeches in Ape 22.6-21 see further Vanni, "Dialogue",
(1991) [with response from Aune, "lntertextuality", 147]; Boring, "Voices" (1992); Gaechter, "Original
Sequence" (1949); Hartman, "Form", (1980); Giblin, Revelation, 218; Rissi, Future, 84.
53vanni, "Dialogue", 357; Hartman, "Form", 145.
54Hartman, "Form", 145; Leisy, 389. Note that some discern two speakers in 22.7: e.g. Vanni,
"Dialogue", 357, who attributes 22. ?a to Jesus and 22. 7b (the beatitude) to the angel.
55vanni, "Dialogue", 357; Hartman, "Form", 146; Giblin, Revelation, 218.
56Vanni, "Dialogue", 358-359.
57Note the change from the third person,
the words, Kat

el1tEV, in 22.6 to the first person, EPXOIJ.at, in 22.7, and

toou EPXOIJ.at taxu. which are characteristic of Christ, so Vanni, "Dialogue", 357; cf.

Roloff, 209; Allo, 329; Ritt, 115.
58 A similar interruption may be found in 16.15; cf. Caird, 207-208.
59 Giblin, Revelation, 217-218, 'His impulse (v.8) to worship the angel, a matter on which he had
already been corrected (19:1 0), becomes more intelligible here as a somewhat confused response to
the two speakers in vv.6-7'.
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held to be announcing his own coming with the words Ka.'t.

toou

EPXOJ.La.t ta.xu. Rather

the angel would be speaking on behalf of Jesus, suggesting that he acts as representative
for Jesus analogous to the angel of Yahweh in certain situations in the OT.6o

Nevertheless we must also recognise that it has been argued that Jesus is the speaker
through 22.6-7, 61 in which case 22.6-7 contributes little to our understanding of the
relationship between Jesus and the angel.

In short: consideration of the texts which suggest the revealing angel is present in the
narrative of the Ape indicate that this angel probably works closely with Jesus Christ.

§6.3.1 The Functional Equivalence of Jesus and the Revealing Angel

We have already seen in our discussion of Ape 1.1 that both Jesus and the revealing angel
function as intermediaries between God and John. If the angel gives the command to write
down what John 'sees' (1.11) then the similar command given by Jesus (1.19) suggests a
certain functional equivalence. Whether or not the angel in Ape 10 is the revealing angel
this angel also shares a similar function to Jesus since both commission John for his
prophetic task. Comparison between Ape 22.16 and 22.20 suggests another instance in
which Jesus and the angel function equivalently.

'Eycb 'ITtcro~ ElteJl.'lfO. tov O.yyeA.Ov Jl.OU Jl.a.ptupflcra.t UJ.L'iv ta.uta. ... (Ape
20.16).

(Ape 22.20).

The words in 22.20, va.'t., EPXOJ.La.t ta.xu. suggest that 6 J.La.ptuprov is Jesus (cf. Ape 2.16,
3.11, 22.12). This suggestion is confirmed by (a) the use of va.'t. which is Jesus' response
to the invocation in 22.17a for him to come,62 and (b) the response in 22.20c, 'AJ.Litv
60Hartman, "Form" 145.
61charles, ii, 217.
62vanni, "Dialogue", 361.
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EPXOU Kupt£ 'IT)crou. The introduction in 22.20, Atyet 6 J.Lap'tuprov 'tau'ta, indicate that
John is reporting the words of Jesus.63 Jesus, of course, is known in the Ape as

6 mcr'to<; (1.5), and as 6 J.L<ip'tuc;

oJ.La~

o mcr'tO<; Kat OAT)9tv6c; (3.14), so that describing Jesus

as 6 J.Lap'tuprov 'tau'ta is not surprising in itself.

In 22.16 Jesus describes the function of the angel with the word J.Lapwpflcrat. The angel
has been sent to 'testify' or 'witness' to the churches. In that verse the matters which he
testifies to are described with the word 'tau'ta. Thus describing Jesus as 6 Jlap'tuprov

't<lU'ta implies a functional equivalence between Jesus Christ and the revealing angel.
Both function as witnesses to the 'things' of God.

The functional equivalence between the angel and Jesus is striking in view of the apparent
identity of Jesus with God. But our interest here is in the question why Jesus and the angel
appear to double up in their roles.

It is possible in fact that the doubling up between Jesus and the angel serves at least two
important purposes. First, if John had portrayed the angel at every point where Jesus is
involved in the transmission of the revelation his readers could have lost any sense of the
direct involvement of their risen Lord in their time of trial. By portraying the Lord of the
church in a similar role to the angel he reminds the church that their Lord is close at hand in
her hour of need. Secondly, if John never involved the angel in the process of transmission
then his readers conceivably might think that the risen Jesus was an angel tout simple. By
juxtaposing Jesus and the angel yet distinguishing between Jesus and the angel (e.g.
Jesus is never designated &yyeA.oc;, the angel is not worshipped) John sets up a point of
comparison which cautions against the conclusion that Jesus was actually an angel.

Some sense therefore can be made of the relationship between Jesus and the revealing
angel which is characterized by functional equivalence.

63Beckwith, 779; Giblin, Revelation, 220; Hartman, "Form•, 148, 'a direct address through the
mouth of the prophet to the audience'. Note that Beckwith, 780, sees

o J.L<lp'tupwv 't<lU'ta as a

reference to 1.2 rather than to 22.18 (which he understands as the words of John), while Hartman,

op. cit., 148, sees the words as a reference to 22.18 if these are the words of Jesus - a possibility
he is open to.
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§6.4 CONCLUSION
Ape 1.1 presents Jesus Christ in relationhip to God and to the angel of the revelation. Jesus
appears to be identified with God. Yet he is also functionally equivalent to the angel with
whom he appears to work closely on several occasions. Angelology appears therefore to
have influenced the christology of the Ape in the sense that it has provided a means for
Jesus to be presented in a way which underlines his closeness to the church in her hour of
need.

The identity of Jesus with God and the likeness of Jesus to an angel are two important
results which will feature prominently in the next four chapters in which we focus on the
three visions found in Ape 1.13-16, 14.14, and 19.11-16.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE CHRISTOPHANV IN APOCAL VPSE
1.13-16 (PART A)

§7.1

INTRODUCTION

In Ape 1.9-20 we have an account of the commissioning of John to write down 'the
revelation of Jesus Christ' (1.9-20). The account of this commissioning is dominated by the
appearance of an exalted figure. In four verses John describes the form of the figure in
some detail ( 1.13-16). The figure goes on to speak words which identify him with the risen
Jesus Christ: 'I was dead, and see, I am alive forever and ever' (1.18).1 Thus John is the
recipient of a christophany.

The christophany has, of course, been the subject of a great deal of study. 2 In this
chapter and the next we confine ourselves to reflection on the christophany in keeping with
our overall aim. Although the christophany is often related to its presumed background, it
has not been compared in depth with the other epiphanies in the Ape (that is, with the
angelophanies, and with the theophany in Ape 4). Accordingly in this chapter we compare
the christophany with the other epiphanies. In practice we consider not only Jesus in
relation to the angels and to God but also in relation to the living creatures and to the elders.
The results of this chapter's investigation will be useful for our discussion in the next
chapter of the christophany in the light of its background.

1No commentator disputes this.
2see commentaries for symbolic significance of the details of Christ's appearance; for a detailed
form-critical analysis of the expanded passage, 1.9-20, see Karrer,
147; Holtz, Christologie, 116-128, remains the 'standard' study.
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First of all we review the text of Ape 1.12b-16:

lW.l.

emcr'tpE'lfru; eloov bml. A.uxv\.ru; XPUO"~ 13 Kat £v J.lfcrql 'tOOV A.uxvtrov

OJlOtoV uiov avepomou ev&ou!lfvov 1tOoitpTt KCtt 1tEpt,<OOJ.lfyov 7tpOc; 'tOte;
JlaO"'toic; 'cOVTtV xpucrliv. 14 "'
eptov AEUKOV

oe

KE<j>aATJ au'tOU Kat at 'tptxec; AEUKat

roc; xuov Kat ol o<j>9aA.Jrot aU'tOU roc;

1to&c; au'tou OJ.!Otot

xaA.KoA.t~6.vC9

au'tOU <be; <!>rovl! OO(i'trov 1t0AAWV,

<j>A.O~

1tUp0c;

15 Kat ol

<be; £v KUJ.!tvq> m7tuproJ.1fVTtc; Ka't fl qxovl!
16 Kat exrov £v 't"ij

&~t~

XEtpt aU'tOU

UO"'tepru; E7t'ta Kat EK 'tOU O"'tOJla'toc; aU'tOU PoJl<!>al.a OlO"'tOJlOc;
EK7tOpeoo!lfvTt Kat "' O'lftc; au'tOU

roc;

o~Eia

roc; 6 T\A.toc; <j>atVEt £v 'tij oUVci.JlEt au'tOU.

No major textual critical matters arise from this passage. The phrase OJlotov uiov

&vepo>oou is noteworthy for its 'strange defiance of grammar'. 3 Except in 14.14 where
this phrase recurs, John consistently uses the dative after OJlotov (e.g. 1.15, 2.18, 4.3:
nineteen times in all). Beckwith concludes that this grammatical oddity is evidently
intended.4 Mussies argues that because -;, formed a single word with the following
substantive in Hebrew and Aramaic then this might account for 'the idea that OJlotoc; and its
complement had to show grammatical concord' .5 Ozanne proposes that OJlotov ulov

&vepo>oou represents a feature known as 'kap veritatis' and should be translated as 'the
very Son of Man' or 'the Son of Man himself'. 6 But this begs the question why John did
not simply use 6 uloc; 'tou avepffi1tou.

§7.2 JESUS AND THE ANGELS
The form of most angels is entirely neglected by John. We are given no clues in phrases
such as 'Michael and his angels' (12.7) as to what constitutes the form of these angels.
Some angels have a certain object with them, such as a trumpet (e.g. 8.7) or a sickle (e.g.
14.17), which suggests that these creatures must have at least one limb! In the case of the
trumpet-angels they presumably have legs and feet since they stand before God (8.2), and
the blowing of trumpets suggests that they had hands, arms, and mouths.?
3swete, 15.
4seckwith, 437.
5Mussies, Morphology, 139.
6ozanne, "Language", 7-8.
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Three angels appear in Ape 10.1, 15.6-7, 18.1 who are described in sufficient detail to
warrant discussion of their form in comparison to the risen Jesus in 1.13-16.8 Relating
these appearances to the christology of the Ape and to the christophany in particular has
been a neglected feature of discussion of the christology of the Ape. 9

§7 .2.1 'Another mighty angel' (Apocalypse 10.1-3)

Kat

etooY

(JJ,)..IJy

a:yye/..oy t<JXUpOY

mpt~E~A:rUJ£YoY Ye<j>EJ..:rJY, Kat

1tp6cromoy a1nou

'ri

Ka'ta~a(YOY'ta

lptc; f.m

'tile;

EK 'tOU oupavou

Ke<j>aA:fjc; au'tOU Kat 'to

We; 6 i\A.wc; Kat o\. 1t6oec; au'wu We; cr'tu'Aot 1tUp6c;, 2 Kat

EXffiY EY 'tU XEtPt aU'tOU ~t~Aap(otOY 1\YEQJY!-iEvOY. Kat ESTJKEY 'tOY 1t68a
aU'tOU 'tOY OE~tOY E1tt 'tfjc; eaMcrcrTJc;, 'tOY

oc EUWYUJlOY

em 'tfjc; yfjc;, 3 Kat

EKpa~EY <j>WYU J.!EYM1J rocrmp Afroy JlUKa'tat. Kat O'tE EKpaxeY, f.MATJ<JaY

a\. E1t'ta ~poV'tat 't~ E:au'tWY <j>roYcic; (Ape 10.1-3).

As &A-MY ayye'AoY icrxup<)Y this angel is the successor to the 'mighty angel' who appears in
5.2.10 Like the glorious angel in 18.1 the mighty angel in 10.1 is seen Ka'ta~atYOY'ta eK

'tou oupaYou. Being wrapped in a cloud (1tept~ePA-TJ!-iEvoY Ye<jltATJY) and having a rainbow
over his head (Kat 'ri tptc; em 'tfjc; KE<j>aA.fic; au'tou) is unique to this angel in the Ape (ct. the
heavenly woman, 1tEpt~e~ATJJ.liYTJ 'tOY i\AtOY, 12.1 ). No other angel has a voice 'like a lion
roaring', though there a numerous references to angels crying out with a <Provt\ J.!EYM1J (cf.
7.2, 14.7,9,15, 19.17; icrxupQ. <j>roYt\, 18.2).

Having a sunlike face ('to 1tp6cromoy au'tou

au'tou

We; 6 i\A.toc;)

and fiery legs (Kat o\. 1t6&c;

We; cr'tuA.ot 1tUp6c;), however, is reminiscent of the appearance of the risen Jesus

7 Cf. Michl, Engelvorstel/ung, 189 n.6.
8we reject Barker, "Temple", 72, when she attempts to interdict critical reading of angelophanies: it
is simply wrong to assert that 'the same angel is intended in each case'.
9E.g. Rowland, Heaven, only discusses the christological aspect of one angelophany (Ape 10.1 ),
and then it is but a brief mention (cf. p.1 02). Most recently, Brighton, Angel, 199-203, discusses the
christological significance of the angel in 10.1.
10A few witnesses, e.g., P 2053 mk, omit d.A,'A,oy which could be an attempt to equate the mighty
angels in 5.2 and 10.1; cf. Allo, 120.
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(cf.

Tt

O'lfl<; autou cO<; 6 T\At.o<; <Paivet

ev t"ij

1tooe<; autou OJlOtOt xaJ.xoA.t~<Xvcp cO<;

ouv~t autou, 1.16, cf. Mt. 17.2; oi.

ev

KUJ.LtVC\l 1tE7tuproJ.tfv11<;. 1 .15). The

association of this angel with 'cloud' corresponds to associations with 'cloud(s)' for Jesus
Christ in Ape 1.7 and 14.14.

Some elements of the angelophany recall angelophanies and epiphanies in other writings
(e.g.):

'a kidaris (was) on his head,

~s

look that of a rainbow' (Ape. Abr. 11.2).

'his face shining like the rays of the sun in its glory' (Ape. Zeph. 6.11; ct. 1 En.
106.2; lightning-like face: Jos. Asen. 14.8, Dn 10.6).

at xdpe<; Kat oi. mS&<; autou fficrmp mo11po<; eK 7tUpO<;. (Jos. Asen. 14.9; ct.
Dn 10.6, Ape. Zeph. 6.11, Ezek 1.27, 8.2).

'the angel of Yahweh standing between earth and heaven' (1 Chr 21.16, cf. Wis
18.16)

The angelophany also recalls various theophanies:

'around the throne is a rainbow (tpt<;) that looks like an emerald' (Ape 4.3).

'like the bow (tol;ou) 11 in a cloud on a rainy day, such was the appearance of the
splendour all around' (Ezek 1.28).12

'you have wrapped yourself with a cloud (e7te<rKE7ta<ra<; vetj>EA.Tlv, LXX) so that no
prayer can pass through' (Lam 3.44).

11 Cf. Ezek 1.4 (o e~pa'io<;) where tpt<; is used rather than i!AtKtpou and discussion later in this

section.
12ct. Gn 9.13 (the rainbow of the covenant). In connection with the 'clothing' of the angel compare
Odes. Sol. 4.7-8, 'Because your seal is known and your creatures are known to it. And your hosts

possess it and the elect archangels are clothed with it'.
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'Then the Lord said to Moses, "I am going to come to you in a dense cloud"· (Ex 19.9;

ct. Ex 20.21; Ps 96(97).2).

'Now the garments which the supreme Word of Him that IS puts on as raiment are the
world, for He arrays Himself in earth and air and water and fire and all that comes forth
from these' (Philo, Fug. 110).

'Yahweh my God ... You are clothed with honor and majesty, wrapped in light as wnh a
garment. ... you make the clouds your chariot' (Ps 104.1-3; cf. Is 19.1 ).

'I looked, and a hand was stretched out to me, and a wrnten scroll was in it' (Ezek 2.9).

'Then I saw in the right hand of the one seated on the throne a scroll written on the
inside and on the back' (Ape 5.1).

'but the Lord thundered with a mighty voice (ev <j>rovij ~YM'IJ) that day against the
Philistines' (1 Sm 7.1 0).

'they shall go after the Lord, who roars like a lion (~ A£rov f:pe~E'tat)' (Hos
11.10).13

'The brightness [of God's glory) was like the sun', (Hab 3.4).14

Also in the background to the angel as one wrapped in cloud and with legs like pillars of
fire are the following passages:

1J11i1 111:111;

6

<r'tUAo~ 'tTl~ ve<j>eA:Tl~ (Ex 14.19 MT, LXX respectively).

1J111 tV~ 111:111::);

ev

O"'tUAq> 1tUpO~ Kat VE<j>EAT\~ (Ex 14.24 MT, LXX respectively; cf.

Ex 13.21).
13cf. Am 3.8.
14Ford, 162, speaks of 'hints at a theophany' in the appearance of the angel. For a full discussion of
the details of the form of the mighty angel see Brighton, Angel, 80-122 and Ford, 161-163.
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'When Moses entered the tent, the pillar of cloud would descend (Jli1i1 11D.l.l 1i';
Kcxte~atvev

o

O"TuA.o~ Tf\~ ve<l>t"-11~) and stand at the entrance to the tent' (Ex

33.9).

'I [Sophia] dwelt in the highest heavens, and my throne was in a pillar of cloud (Ev
O"TUA~ ve<j>EATI~. LXX)' (Sir 24.4).

The description of the angel setting his feet on the land and the sea is not found elsewhere
in angelophanies prior to the Ape, although its implication that the angel is of immense size
recalls the angel of Yahweh which David sees standing by the threshing floor of Ornan the
Jebusite (1 Chr 21 .16) .15 The resting of the right foot on the sea gives the impression that
the sea is as stable as the land to the angel which is a reversal of the usual connotations in
Jewish tradition of the sea as a place of chaos.16 If this is so then the sea is comparable to
the 'sea of glass' in front of the divine throne (Ape 4.6; cf. 15.2), and just possibly we have
another element in the account of the angelophany which draws on theophanic tradition.
The conjunction of 'sea' and 'earth' is an idiom for the 'whole world',17 which also
underlines the majesty of this angel.

It follows from the analysis above that the mighty angel in Ape 10.1 stands firmly in the
tradition of the principal angels. But the angelophany in Ape 10.1-3 does not reproduce any
one angelophany. Indeed it extends the tradition with its own blend of angelophanic and
theophanic elements.18 In the context of the Ape this angel is notable since no other
angel carries explicit images which connote the visible and audible presence of God such as
the rainbow, the cloud, and the leonine voice, and no other angel so closely resembles
Jesus Christ.

There are four features of the angel's appearance which bear further consideration.

15srighton, Angel, 141-144, and 166-167 finds no pertinent antecedent figure in Jewish material for
an angel of great size. But he overlooks 1 Chr 21.16 and Wis 18.16. Later Hekhalot writings such as
Shi'ur Oomah are concerned with the size of the divine body, cf. Cohen, Shi'ur, 9.

16swete, 124.
17Lohmeyer, 82; cf. Ex 20.4,11; Ps 69.34.
18cf. Lohmeyer, 81; Kraft, 147.
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First, the association of the rainbow with the angel is intriguing. The word used, tpt<;, is also
used in Ape 4.3 to describe the immediate surrounds of the divine throne. This fact alone
suggests that the rainbow imagery in 10.1 is a theophanic element in the description.
Nevertheless, the rainbow has other associations with God. In Gen 9.11-17 the rainbow is a
sign of God's mercy, of his covenant to never again flood the earth to destroy it

(ct. to

tOI;ov Jl.OU nO'flJlt Ev 'tij veqiA.lJ, v.13 LXX).19 In Ezek 1.28 the glory of God is
described as 'like the bow in a cloud on a rainy day'

veq>eA.u £v

Tt~P~

(00<; opacrt<;

t6~ou,

otav

~

f.v 'tij

&tou, LXX). There is no reason why we should deny that the angel

represents God in both these aspects.20

Ape 4.3 and 10.1 do not use the word t6~ov found in Gen 9.13 LXX and Ezek 1.28 LXX.
The goddess of the rainbow and one of the messengers of the gods was lpt<; (e.g. Homer,

Iliad 8.398; Virgil, Aeneid, 10. 73) so that John, who was not averse to blending Jewish
and pagan material together into his work,21 may have chosen tpt<; for this reason.22
Nevertheless the use of lpt<; in 4.3 which reflects strongly the influence of Ezek 1 raises
the question why t6~ov was not employed. One explanation, put forward many years
ago,23 but rarely discussed,24 is that lpt<; derives from Ezek 1.4 according to a version
known as 'the Hebraios· and attested in Origen's Hexapla.25

Ezek 1.4 records the

beginning of Ezekiel's call vision where he sees a stormy wind with a great cloud that is
surrounded by brightness and flashing light. In the middle of it, according to the Hebraios
version, was a light 'like the appearance of a rainbow'

(00<; opa<n<; tptoo<;, ct. 00<; opa<n<;

ftAEK'tpou, LXX).

No corroborating evidence for either explanation is at hand. In any case each explanation is
consistent with the thought that the angel comes as a distinguished representative of God
and the rainbow illustrates this.
19cf. Caird, 125, Ford, 161-162; Allo, 120; BrOtsch, i, 394.
20srighton, Angel, 100.
21Most noticeably in Ape 12, cf. Yarbro Collins, Combat, 57-83; Court, Myth, 106-121.
22srighton, Angel, 101; cf. Charles, i, 115.
23Montgomery, "Education", 75.
24E.g. Halperin, Faces, 526, notes it, but Brighton, Angel (1992), and most if not all commentators
overlook it.
25The citation from the Hebraios translation is in Field, Hexapla, ii, 768 [In full: q>ffic; yap
~<J(j) <lU'tOU,

roc;

opacrt<; tptoo<;, Kat <lU't'fl OtetOft<; ~v Ev
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Secondly, the fact that the angel descends from heaven wrapped in a cloud also has
definite theophanic connotations. In texts such as Ex 19.9 and 33.9 'cloud' is the means by
which God becomes present with his servant Moses while preserving the hiddenness of his
essential being. In texts such as Lam 3.44 and Ps 104.3 'cloud(s)' are used by God for the
purpose of separating himself from humanity and for the purpose of movement. The

conjunction of 'rainbow' and 'cloud' in 10.1 recalls Ezek 1.28,26 where both images are
part of the description of the kabod. Yet we must also allow that in other OT texts 'cloud(s)'
are associated with beings other than God (e.g. On 7.13, Ex 14.19-20), and that in the Ape
'cloud' is used as a vehicle for the two (creaturely) witnesses of God to ascend to heaven
(11.12).

Thus although 'cloud' is a theophanic element incorporated into the description of the
angel it is not necessarily an indication that the angel is divine. Rather, as with the 'rainbow' it
signifies that close association between the angel and God. The angel

acts on behalf

of God just as the angel of God went before the Israelites (Ex 14.19, cf. 23.20) in exactly the
same way as God himself did (Ex 13.21, 14.24).27

The third feature which commands our attention is the resemblance of the mighty angel to
the glorious 'man' in On 10.5-6. In Ape 10.5-6 the angel raises his right hand and swears by
God that 'There will be no more delay'. This action closely reflects the action of 'the man
clothed in linen' in Dan 12.7:

~pev 'tftV xe"ipa. a.mou tl)v &~uxv d<; 'tOV oupa.vov 6. lCa.t WIJ.OOEV Ev 'tql

Cwvn d<; to\x; a.t&va.<;

'tWV

a.twvrov, o<; ElC'ttC1£V

'tOV

oupa.vov lCa.t

'tel

Ev

a.utc\), ott xp6vo<; ou1etn eata.t (Ape 1o.5b-6).

26Kraft, 147.
27Kraft, 147, understands the angel as an 'Engel des Herrn'. Cf. Ford, 163; Brighton, Angel, 7993.
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... "Em<; Katpou <JUV'tEAet~· lCClt U'lfCOO'E n)v &~uxv lCClt n)v aptcr'tepav ei~
'tOV oi>pavov KClt cilJ,J.ocre 'tOV ~OOV'tCl d~ 'tOV atrova 9eov (On 12.7 LXX).

lCClt U'lfCOO'EV 'tflV &~tav Cll>'tOU KClt n)v aptcr'tepav Cll>'tOU et~ 'tOV
oupavov lCClt OOJlOOEV £v 'tql ~rovn et~ 'tOV atrova on (Dn 12.7 Th.).

In both Ape 10.5b-6 and in Dn 12.7 the angel raises his right hand to heaven and swears by
the living, eternal God. Although other passages such as Deut 32.40 may be in the
background here, other observations suggest that Dn 12 is in view in Ape 10. Both
passages feature angels, and both are concerned with scrolls (Ape 10.2, 8-10; Dn 12.4,

ct.

10.21). Also, a few verse further on, in Ape 11.2-3, a period of time is mentioned
concerning the desecration of the temple and the holy city: 'forty-two months' or 'one
thousand two hundred and sixty days' which is drawn from Dn 12.7 ('time, times, and a half'
which equates to forty-two months) and 12.11 ('one thousand two hundred and ninety
days').

The 'man clothed in linen' in Dn 12.7 can only be the angel in Dn 10.5-6.28 This angel has
'a face like lightning' and 'legs like the gleam of burnished bronze' so that there is some
resemblance to the mighty angel in Ape 10. Moreover the mighty angel in Ape 10
commissions John for prophetic ministry just as the angel in Dn 10 commissions Daniel for
ministry as guardian of the truth. At the very least these observations suggest that the vision
of the mighty angel in Ape 10 draws on the vision of the 'man clothed in linen' alongside the
other sources which we have already mentioned.29 The significance of this observation
will be elucidated in the next chapter.

Fourthly, it is noticeable that John does not fall down in awe or to attempt to worship the
angel. Presumably at this point he was well aware that he was in the presence of a creaturely
angel notwithstanding the theophanic elements in his appearance.30
28Montgomery, Daniel, 475.
29cf. Charles, i, 259.
30Th is observation counts against Brighton's conclusion that the appearance of the angel in Ape 10
suggests 'an angel-theophany' [Angel, 79]. In view of John's reaction to the christophany in Ape
1.17 we would expect that if the angel in 10.1 conveyed the sense of being in the presence of God
then John would also fall down. In any case 'angel-theophany' is a confusing term.
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In sum: the mighty angel in 10.1 is glorious in a manner which suggests that he comes as
some kind of plenipotentiary of God. His appearance recalls a wide range of theophanies
and angelophanies, including the angelophany in Dn 10.5-6.31

With the preceding discussion in mind we now turn to consider the mighty angel in relation
to Jesus Christ. In both form and function the angel resembles the risen Jesus who, like the
angel, commissions John in Ape 1.13-16.32 In general terms, both have a glorious
appearance about which specific details concerning the clothing, head, face, legs and voice
of each figure are given; in particular, the faces of both are compared with the sun. But there
are distinctions which can be made between the two, since in no case is there an

exact

resemblance between the details in the descriptions of each: tor example, although both
faces are 'like the sun', different words are used tor the face of each figure (o'lflc;,
1tp6<J001tOV). 33

The resemblance between the two figures has led some interpreters to equate them. Thus
the Elkesaites, for example, are reported as holding the view that Christ is a power whose
length is '96 miles' and whose breadth is '24 miles' .34 Others certainly have understood
the angel to be Jesus Christ,35 even in the present century.36 But the description of the
angel in Ape 10.1-3 has no one component which exactly resembles the components of
31The outstanding form of the angel in Ape 10.1 undermines the claim that the Ape is 'anti-angel'
[e.g. Boring, "Voice", 338].
32Brighton, Angel, 161, argues that the first commissioning in Ape 1.9-20 is for the revelation to
the seven churches while the object of the second is 'all nations' (1 0.11 ).
33cf. Bergmeier, "Buchrolle", 236, 'Es ist wahrscheinlicher, daB ein Christ die Christophanie nach
angelologischem Vorbild gestaltet als umgekehrt die Angelophanie der Christusvision angleicht'.
34so Epiphanius, Pan.19.4.1; cf. Epiphanius, Pan. 30.17.6; 53.1.9; Hippolytus, Ref. omn. haer.
IX. 13. 2-3. Danielou, Theology, 121, argues that the colossal stature of the glorious angel is
characteristic of Jewish Christian teaching, cf. Shep. Herm. 9.6.1.
35E.g. Primasius, Bk 3, 'Dominum Christum descendentum de caelo'; Victorinus, 88-89; Augustine,
2430-2431. Ruperti T., 1006, accepts that the angel is Christ but denies that this is the nature of
Christ, rather this is his officium.
36E.g. Scott, 219; Brighton, Angel, 5 also cites Wellhausen, J., Analyse der Offenbarung
Johannis Berlin: Weidmannische Buchhandlung, 1907, 14; cf. Rowland, Heaven, 102, 'it is not easy

to differentiate between [the angel in Ape 10.1] and the risen Christ who appears to John on the island
of Patmos'.
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the christophany in Ape 1 .13-16. Nor is there any descriptive detail in the rest of ch. 10
which is suggestive of the angel being Jesus: for example, the angel does not speak alone
and on his own authority but is supplemented by a voice from heaven (10.4) and he swears
by God (1 0.6), unlike Jesus in 1.17-20, who speaks with the sovereign 'I am'. In fact since
the figure is clearly understood as an ayyeA.o~ (1 0.1 ,5,8, 10), a term never used of Jesus in
the Ape, it is unlikely that the mighty angel in Ape 10 is meant to be Jesus.37

Yet the points of similarity between the angelophany and the christophany raise the
question whether the angel comes as the representative of Jesus Christ. Giblin, for
example, suggests that although the angel is identified with neither God nor the risen
Jesus, with his sun-like face and fiery legs 'he seems to be a stand in for the Lord·.38

This suggestion faces the difficulty that, with the glorious angels of apocalyptic literature in
mind, there seems to be no reason to link the angel specifically to Jesus - with respect to
the sunlike face and fiery legs the angel is simply a typical glorious angel. Nevertheless the
angel can be thought of as the angel of God and of Jesus since, as we have seen in §6.3,
this angel is likely to be the revealing angel.

In sum: the mighty angel in Ape 10 stands in the tradition of the glorious angel we have
studied earlier in this dissertation. Despite a certain similarity between the two this angel is
not Jesus Christ. If this angel is the revealing angel then it is the angel of God and of Jesus
Christ. The mixture of theophanic and angelophanic imagery associated with the
appearance of this angel underlines this conclusion. His presence in the narrative indicates
that the conception of the heavenly world in the Ape is broad enough to include alongside
Jesus glorious angels with similar form and function. It also indicates familiarity with the
conclusion we reached in Part One that angelophanies and epiphanies of angelomorphic
figures incorporated theophanic imagery without the corollary that the figure concerned was
divine.

37cf. Arethas, 635-642; Andreas, 306; Swete, 124; Bousset, 307-308; Caird, 125-126; Charles, i,
258-259; Lohse, 50; Prigent, 151; Allo, 120; Leisy, 194, 'un ange est un ange'; Dunn, Christology,
156, who overstates the distinction between Christ and the angels in the Ape; and Brighton, Angel,
184-186, who notes the lack of godly fear in the response of the seer to the angelophany.
38Giblin, Revelation, 109. Cf. Brighton, Angel, 79; Kraft, 147; Caird, 125-126.
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§7.2.2 The Seven Bowl-Angels (Apocalypse 15.6-7)

The next detailed angelophany in the Ape involves not one but seven angels.

ev&Bw£vot

A.ivov39 KaOnp<)v A.aJ.utp<)v

~rov~ xpucr~ (Ape

lC(ll

m:pteCcooJ.Jivot 1tEpl ta crn\Oll

15.6).

Whether these angels are a reappearance of the trumpet angels (Ape 8.2-11.19) need not
detain us here.40 Our interest is in the resemblance between these angels and Jesus
Christ.

The clothing of the angels does not recall the clothing of any other angels in the Ape, but ~
does recall clothing worn by angels in other writings:

'and [the sons of the holy angels'] garments were white - and their overcoats - and the
light of their faces was like snow' (1 En 71.1;

ct.

Ezek 9.2, On 10.5 ).

'with a belt of gold from Uphaz around his waist' (Kat tl)v omj>uv m:pteCcooJ.Jivoc;
~ucrmv(!),

LXX; Kat Tt oo<j>Uc; nutou 1tEpteCcooJ.LEV'fl ev XPU<Jtffi il<J>nC. Th., On

10.5).

'and he was girded as if a golden girdle were upon his breast' (Ape. Zeph. 6.11).

Although the form of the bowl angels does not include as many details as the mighty angel
in Ape 10, the role of these angels as agents of the judgement of God, the fact that one of
the angels is the angel of the revelation,41 and that the group consists of seven angels
39so N-A26; also Swete, 195; Lohmeyer, 129; Bousset, 394. A C 2053 2062 have A.iOov (cf. Ezek
28.13). Some witnesses (e.g. ~47 0~) 046) have A.ivouv. Charles, ii, 38, suggests ~oomvov (cf.
19.14).
40one interesting question is whether there are two groups of angels or one group appearing twice.
If there are two groups it is conceivable that one group consists of deputies to the other group, on
analogy with the seven 'deputy princes' mentioned in 40400 3 ii 2, cf. 40405 13 7.
41 The equation bowl-angel

= revealing

angel

= mighty

angel (Ape 10.1) is possible providing we

accept that a heavenly being can appear in different form on separate occasions.
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suggest that these are angels of high rank.

In 15.6-7 the appearance of the seven bowl-angels calls to mind the appearance of Jesus
in the christophany in Ape 1. These angels are described as:

ev&ou~Ol

Crovru;

AtVOV KCl9apOV AaJl1tpOV KCll

nepu:Ccoo~Ol

nept ta

cr~ell

xpucr~ (15.6-7) ,

while the corresponding description of Jesus is:

ev&ou~ov

1t00TIPTI KCll nepu:CcooJ.Jivov 1tp0<; tot<; JlClcrtol<; CroVTIV XPU<Jiiv

(1.13).

At this point the differences between these angels and Jesus are slight: the robes of the
angels are described with more precision, and different words are used for 'chest'. Of
course, we are not told anything more than this about these angels, whereas Jesus is
described with much more detail in the christophany. The resemblance between Jesus and
the bowl-angels may account for John's attempt in 19.10 and 22.9 to worship the bowlangel who functions as the revealing angel.

§7.2.3 The Angel with Great Authority (Apocalypse 18.1)

The next angelophany involves a single angel again.

Meta tClUtCl eloov WJ..ov &:neA.ov KCltCl~CltVOVtCl EK tOU oupavou EXOVtCl
e~oumav

£v

lcrxup~

JlEYMTIV, Kat

'ri "fli

ecpmlcre11 eK ti\<; oo~Tl<; autou. 2 Kat tKpaxev

cpwvij Aiywv, (Ape 18.1-2a).

In view of the glorious appearance of the angel in 18.1 it is striking that he is simply
described as &AA.ov &.yyeA.ov.

The description of the angel appears to draw on Ezek 43.2 which describes the coming of
the 'glory of God' from the east. In particular the lighting up of the earth by the angel recalls
the following description,
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1"1~:>0 iii'~ii fi~ii1;

leal "" yfi E~EACXJ.1.1teV ~ cjltyyo~ am) til~ MI;TJ~ 1CUKA09£V,

(Ezek 43.2; cf. Is 6.3).

However the description of the angel's voice (tv iaxup~ cprov{j) is noticeably different from
that found in Ezek 43.2, O'~i O'o ?1p:>; ~ cp(J)Vft ~t1tM:xmaC6vtrov 1to!J..ci)v. The usual
description of an angel's voice in the Ape is

ev cprov{j Jl.E'YaA1l (5.2, 7.2,

10.3, 14.7,9, 15,

19.17; ct. 1 Sm 7.10 LXX).

The description of this angel as having 'great authority' begs the question, how did John
know this? It seems reasonable to surmise that one possibility was that he drew this
conclusion from features of the angel's appearance which symbolised authority in much the
same way as the purple robes and golden staff of Yahoel (Ape. Abr. 11.3) and the robe,
crown, and royal staff of the angel in Jos. Asen. 14.8 symbolised their authority. But it may
be that John recognised the authority of the angel simply because of his generally glorious
appearance - an appearance which he describes in terms which reflect most directly not the
traditions concerning glorious angels but the description of the appearance of the glory of
God himself (cf. Ezek 43.1-2).42 Swete suggests that 'so recently has he come from the
Presence that in passing he flings a broad belt of light across the dark Earth'.43

The appearance of this angel differs from the risen Jesus, the mighty angel in Ape 10.1, 44
and various other principal angels in having a glorious appearance without component
parts being described such as a shining face and fiery legs.45

There is only one specific point of comparison with the description of Jesus Christ in the
Ape. Of this angel it is said that he has 'great authority' (exov'ta e~oooi.av Jl.EYMTJV), and
in Ape 2.26-28 and 12.1 0 there is reference to the 'authority' (e!;oool.a) of Jesus Christ.

42so Charles, ii, 95. Ford, 296.
43swete, 223.
44srighton, Angel, 193, however, makes the point that the angel's glory might light up the whole
earth because he is of immense size.
45cf. the general descriptions of glorious figures such as Adam (Test. Abr. 11.1 0) and Sariel
(Ladd. Jac. 3.3).
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In another context, one which was not dominated by Jesus Christ and not also inhabited by
the mighty angel in Ape 10.1 and the bowl-angels in 15.6-7, this glorious angel would
surely be considered a quite extraordinary and unique angel. In particular it would be
tempting to identify this angel as the visible kabod of God (especially in the light of the links
between Ape 18.1 and Ezek 43.2). Yet in the Ape this angel is not unique. He is one of a
number of glorious angels. Just as the rainbow over the head of the angel in Ape 10.1 does
not mean that he is divine, the proper conclusion to draw is that the angel in 18.1 is not the

kabod but that he reflects the kabod (as Swete points out in the comment cited
above). 46

§7.2.4 Conclusion

If Jesus is greater than the glorious angels in the Ape then he is very great indeed, for the
form of these angels, in which angelophanic and theophanic elements are adopted,
adapted, and blended together, indicates that they are of the highest status before God.
Conversely, the resemblance between Jesus and these angels suggests that the form of
the risen Jesus in Ape 1.13-16 is typically angelic (a subject we will pursue further in Chapter
Eight). Also important for later discussion is the observation that theophanic imagery in the
angelophanies in Ape 10.1 and 18.1 does not lead to the conclusion that the respective
angels are anything other than angels.

46The same point could be made in respect of Moses whose glory had to be veiled (Ex 34.29-35) but
whose status as a human being and not a divine being was not thereby altered.
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§7.3 JESUS, THE LIVING CREATURES, AND THE ELDERS

We have looked at the glorious risen Jesus in the light of the glorious angels in the Ape.
Now we turn to consider two sets of beings who, if not actually angels, are like angels in
various respects, and who command our attention here because of their exalted status as
those privileged to exist in and around the divine throne.

§7.3.1 The Four Living Creatures

Whether or not the living creatures who surround the throne (e.g. Ape 4.6) are angels need
not detain us. The living creatures are the creatures who live closest to the throne and for
this reason are worth considering in relationship to Jesus Christ who is also closely
associated with the throne (e.g. Ape 7.17). In this section we will consider the description of
the living creatures in the Ape before reflecting on their relationship to Jesus Christ.

As the vision of heaven unfolds before John's eyes he sees

'Around the throne, and on each side of the throne (Kat tv ~0"4> 'tou ep<Svou Kat
K'UKA.q> 'tou ep<Svou), ..... four living creatures

(C<Pa.) full of eyes in front and behind'

(Ape 4.6).

Each creature has six wings (4.8), and they sing, day and night, an acclamation to God (4.9).
Each creature recalls an earthly creature: the first, a lion; the second, an ox; the third, a
human face; and the fourth, a flying eagle (4.7).

That the form of these creatures owes a considerable debt to the four living creatures of
Ezekiel's call-vision (ct. Ezek 1.4-25) and to the cherubim of Ezek 10.10-14 is affirmed by
most, if not all commentators on the Ape. 47 But there are notable differences between the
two conceptions of the living creatures. Since, for our present purpose these differences
are not of special significance, we will simply give the most obvious ones.
47 E.g. Beckwith, 500-502; Sweet, 120; Caird, 64; Swete; 69-70; Lohmeyer, 45-46; Kraft, 99. For an
extended treatment of the Four Living Creatures, which pays special attention to their background in
Ezekiel, see Michl, Engelvorstellungen, 5-111.
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First, the living creatures in Ezekiel each have four faces (human, ox, lion, eagle, 1.6, 1O;
cherub, human, lion, eagle, 10.14) whereas in the Ape each living creature only has one
face in a simplification of the scheme he has received from Ezekiel.48 Secondly, whereas
in Ezek 1.6 the appearance of the living creatures is described as 'of human form', in the
Ape the forms of the living creatures are taken from the types of faces in Ezek 1.6 so that in
three cases they appear to have the form of an animal (lion, ox, flying eagle). Only in one
case is the face of the creature 'like a human face' (Ape 4. 7) but we are left uncertain as to
whether this means the creature as a whole has human form. Thirdly, the living creatures,
according to Ezekiel, are associated with movement in terms of wheels (1.15-21) and lie

under the divine throne (1.22). The impression is given of a (so-called) throne-chariot, and
not simply a throne as in Ape 4 where the living creatures are stationary, and their main
function in the heavenly vision is to praise God (4.9, ct. 5.13-14,7.1-12, 19.4).49

The praise of the living creatures, involving the use of the Trisagion (Ape 4.8), recalls the
call-vision of Isaiah, in which six-winged seraphs are seen in attendance above the throne
and they are heard to praise God using the Trisagion (Is 6.2-3). Thus the living creatures in
the Ape seem to be a blending of the seraphim of Isaiah and the cherubim of Ezekiel. so A
conclusion which is confirmed by the observation that the living creatures in the Ape are
neither above nor below the divine throne, but 'around the throne and on each side of the
throne' (4.6). Halperin suggests that, since the living creatures in the Ape are 'full of eyes all
around' (4.8, ct. the 'ophannim in Ezek 1.18; 10.12) and since
attributed in Sim. En.to the 'cherubim, seraphim, ophannim',

a similar trisagion is

the living creatures are

'composite of all three orders·.51

In the Ape the living creatures not only praise God. They hold 'a harp and golden bowls full
of incense, which are the prayers of the saints' (5.8). They command the four apocalyptic
horsemen (6.1,3,5,7).52 One of the living creatures gives the seven bowl-angels 'seven
48cf. Charles, i, 121. Note that in Ape. Abr. 18.4-5 traces of the more complex scheme of Ezekiel
remain: 'each one had four faces. One face was like a lion's, another like a man's, another like an
ox's, and another like an eagle's - each one had four heads'.
49cf. Bietenhard, Welt, 62.
50ct. Swete, 71; Lohmeyer, 46; Bousset, 250. Note 1 En 72.8-13 in which four of the archangels are
closely associated with the Head of Days.
51 Halperin, Faces, 91.
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golden bowls full of the wrath of God' (15.7). In these ways the living creatures function like
the angels.

One important question which the living creatures raise is how they can be both Ev J.Jfcrq>
tou ep6vou and KUKA.q> tou ep6vou (4.6). Does this mean that (say) two living creatures
are 'in the middle of the throne' and two are on an imaginary circle running around the
throne?53 Or does it mean that all four living creatures are on an imaginary line running
around the throne in such a way that each is positioned opposite the middle of each side of
the throne? 54

Recently Hall has offered a way out of something of a scholarly impasse over this question
by proposing that, in addition to other sources, John draws on Ex 25.17-22 and 37.6-9 for
his model of the heavenly throne. In Ex 25.17-22 Moses commands the craftsmen to make
cherubim for each end of the mercy-seat, to be 'of one piece' with the mercy-seat. The
mercy-seat, as part of the ark of the covenant, was later interpreted as God's throne (Jer
3.16-17). Solomon sat on such a throne, although lions are featured instead of cherubim (1

Kgs 1 0.18-19). Thus the 'raw materials for interpreting the living creatures as part of God's
heavenly throne' were in place before the Common Era. In Jewish literature through the
next ten centuries there is evidence of the conception that the living creatures were not
distinct from the divine throne (as in Ezekiel) but constituent parts of it (e.g., Josephus,
Ant. 3.137, Pirq. R. El. 4).

Hall concludes that in this light Ev J.Jfcrq> tou ep6vou Ka't. KUKAq> tou ep6vou is 'a
perfectly natural way to describe the position of the living creatures'. Just as the legs, arms,
and back of a chair are within the space taken up by a chair, so the living creatures are Ev

J.Jfcrq> tou ep6vou, which he translates as 'within the space taken up by the throne'. So
also, the living creatures are KUKAq> tou ep6vou, just as a chair is surrounded by legs, arms
52Halperin, Faces, 92, argues that these actions represent the darker side of the living creatures.
53Note Kraft, 98, who suggests that 'throne' means both 'heaven' and 'the divine throne' (cf. Ps
33.14), so that Ape 4.6 means that the four living creatures are in the middle of heaven and around
the throne.
54cf. Swete, 70, suggests 'the figures are so placed that one of the ~~ is always seen before the
Throne, and the other on either side of it and behind, whether stationary or moving round in rapid
gyration' [cf. Ezek 1.12f]; Lohmeyer, 45, is against the idea that each creature is in the middle of
each side of the throne.
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and back. The living creatures are nevertheless living creatures so they are not described
as 'affixed' or 'sculpted' on the divine throne.ss

We cannot examine the merits of this explanation in detail, but its importance lies in the fact
that it makes the point that the living creatures may be integrally associated with the divine
throne.

If this explanation is correct then it sheds light on the interpretation of the position of the
Lamb in 5.6 where he appears

tv

~O"q>

'tOU ep<Svou Kat .'tWV 'tEO"O"OpffiV ~q)rov Kat

tv

~O"q>

'tWV

npecrpu'teprov.

Charles has plausibly pointed out that

... 1'~

tv ~O"q> ... EV ~O"q> is equivalent to the Hebrew

r~,

which would mean that the Lamb was between the throne and the living creatures on

the one hand and the elders on the other. 56 But a Greek reader without knowledge of
Hebrew would presumably have inferred, in the light of 3.21, 7.17, 22.1,3, that the Lamb
was on the throne in the midst of the living creatures. Hall's explanation implies the latter
interpretation is in fact likely to be correct. 57

Whether or not Hall's explanation is correct it is undoubtedly true that the description,

tv

~crq> 'toi3 ep6vou, gives an impression of the close, intimate proximity of the living creatures

to the presence of God on his throne. Such proximity in some Jewish circles led to
speculations about the ox-like creature as a second power in heaven.58

The living creatures then, are extraordinary creatures who exist in the closest proximity to
the divine throne short of being placed in the midst of it. Yet it is noticeable that the living
creatures are inferior to Jesus for they bow down before the Lamb (5.8) and worship him
(5.12). This suggests that the divinity of Jesus Christ is confirmed. For on the one hand
Jesus Christ exists at the very centre of the divine throne, in a Father-Son relationship
55Hall, "Living", 609-612.
56charles, i, 140.
57Hall, "Living", 612-613.
58Halperin, Faces, 157-193.
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(7.17, 3.21) and on the other hand Jesus the Lamb is worshipped by the most exalted of all

heavenly beings apart from God himself.

§7.3.2 The Twenty-Four Elders

In the vision of the open heaven in Ape 4, John sees a total of twenty-five thrones. Apart
from the divine throne itseH, there are twenty-four thrones which surround it, each occupied
by an elder 'dressed in white robes, with golden crowns on their heads' (4.4). The main
function of the elders appears to be worshipping God: whenever the living creatures
acclaim God the elders fall before God and worship him by casting their crowns and singing a
song of praise (4.1 0-11, cf. 5.14; 11.16-18; 19 .4). The elders also acclaim the Lamb in song
(5.12). Some functions are shared with the living creatures: like them the elders also hold

harps and bowls of incense (5.8), and they share with them the acclamation in the rejoicing
over the marriage of the Lamb (19.4). One of the elders functions as the angelus interpres
(7.14). Thus even if not angels the elders are attributed with angelic functions.59 The

identity of the elders is somewhat enigmatic, but the question of their identity need not
detain us here. 60

Consideration of the elders in relation to Jesus Christ in the Ape calls forth at least three
observations.

First, the elders share with God and Jesus the fact that they are entitled to sit on a throne in
heaven. Strictly speaking John never sees the throne of Jesus, although it is mentioned in
3.21. He does see the Lamb in the middle of the divine throne (7.17), he is told that Jesus

shares his Father's throne (3.21 ), and he refers to the divine throne as 'the throne of God
and of the Lamb' (22. 1,3). The other reference to thrones in the Ape which are not
specifically tied to either God or Jesus is in 20.4 where John sees 'thrones and those
seated on them were given authority to judge'. Most commonly these thrones are thought
to belong to the martyrs. 61
59Gruenwald, Apocalyptic, 66.
6°For a detailed discussion of the elders see Satake, Gemeindeordnung, 137-150; for discussion
of the elders and parallels in rabbinic and Hekhalot literature see Gruenwald, Apocalyptic, 64-67,
with conclusion that the elders function as elders but enjoy a privilege accorded to the just and not
the angels, viz. sitting in heaven.
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Secondly. the wearing of golden crowns by the elders is paralleled by 'one like a son of man'
in Ape 14.14.62

Thirdly, like the living creatures, the elders fall down before the Lamb (5.8) which suggests
the elders are distinct from Jesus.

§7 .3.3 Conclusion

The living creatures and the elders are similar to the angels in certain respects although in
strict ontological terms it would possibly be incorrect to classify them as angels. Both sets of
beings occupy extraordinary positions in heaven. The living creatures are close to the
divine throne, possibly even integral to it. The elders occupy thrones. Yet both sets of
beings are inferior to Jesus Christ who occupies an even more central position on the divine
throne. From this perspective the divinity of Jesus Christ in the Ape is confirmed.

§7 .4 THE CHRISTOPHANY AND THE THEOPHANY

The appearance of the risen Jesus in Ape 1.13-16 apparently mixes both angelophanic and
theophanic elements. Exploring these elements in the light of their background is our task
in the next chapter. If the appearance of the risen Jesus does incorporate theophanic
elements we might expect this to be underlined by reminiscences of the theophany in Ape
4. In this section we seek to determine whether or not this is so. Accordingly we compare
the christophany and theophany as follows.

First, we consider 'location'. The encounter with Jesus appears to take place on earth. By
contrast, at the beginning of the theophany John sees a door open in heaven, hears an
invitation to ascend (4.1 ), and finds himself, if not in heaven, then close by looking in (cf.
'there in heaven stood a throne .. .', 4.2).

The comparison of locations gives the impression that Jesus is able to move between
61So Beckwith, 739; Caird, 252; Sweet, 288.
62see citation and discussion in §9.2 .
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heaven and earth, whereas God remains in heaven. This impression is confirmed inasmuch
as we never find God in the Ape outside of heaven. Both Jesus and God, however, are
perceived by the human visionary

tv

7tVEu~a:n (1.10, 4.2).

God is the one seated on the throne (4.2, cf. 4.3,9,10). This is his particular location. The
throne is located in the centre of the thrones of the twenty-four elders (4.4).63 It was the
first thing which John noticed when he looked into heaven (4.2). But when John first
encountered the risen Jesus there was no connection with any throne (ct. 1.10-20).

Secondly, we compare the form of Jesus and of God.

The form of the risen Jesus includes the following features:

(i) anthropomorphism ('like a son of man', 1.13),

(ii) comprehensive detail (with references to hair, head, eyes, face, clothing, hands, legs,
mouth, and voice, 1.13-16),

(iii) theophanic influence in Ape 1.14 (cf. Dn 7.9),

(iv) description of the voice; and a report of Jesus' speech (1.15, 17-20).

By contrast the form of God has the following features:

(i) veiled anthropomorphism (see further comment below),

(ii) sparse detail: reference to the hand in 5.1, and to a likeness to precious stones in 4.3,

(iii) no influence from the theophany in Dn 7.9,64

63cf. Hurtado, "Revelation" (1985) on the significance of the elders for the throne vision.
64eeale, Daniel, 154-228, argues that Ape 4 is modelled on Dn 7. But the argument is
unsustainable in view of the dominance of Ezek 1-3 in the background to Ape 4-5. In any case there
is no influence from Dn 7.9 on Ape 4.3.
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(iv) no description of the voice of God, and no speech attributed to God.

We may assume that the form of God in Ape 4-5 is anthropomophic since God is described
as the one 'seated' on the throne, and John sees 'the right hand of the one seated on the
throne' (5.1 ). When John actually describes the form of God, however, he simply says 'the
one seated there looks like jasper and carnelian' (oiJ.ot~ opc:icret A.lect> i.c:icrmot Ka\.
cra.pOlQ>, 4.3). When so many details demonstrate the dependency of Ape 4 on the
throne-vision in Ezek 1,65 it is particularly striking that in Ape 4.3 John departs from the
script (so to speak) which provides an explicit anthropomorphic manifestation of God, 01~

il~i~~ m~1 (Ezek 1.26).66

John appears, therefore, to be uncomfortable with the

thought of God appearing anthropomorphically.67

Although Dn 10.6 uses mineral imagery (W'Win~ 1n•1J, MT;

'to crW(.La at'rmu fficre\. 9apmc;;,

LXX= Th.) John omits this from his vision of the risen Jesus.68 By contrast, John employs
mineral imagery to describe in a veiled manner the form of God (Ape 4.3). In

other words

John refrains from using the theophanic elements of the christophany in his theophany and
from using the angelophanic element of his theophany in his christophany. The impression
is given that the form of Jesus and the form of God are sharply distinguished. That is, the
manifestation of Jesus Christ is not a manifestation of God.69

A third point of comparison concerns the attendants for each figure. Apart from the
(possible) presence of the revealing angel (Ape 1 .1 0-12), the risen Jesus is alone during
his encounter with John. In the theophany, by contrast, God is surrounded by various
beings: the four living creatures (4.6b), the twenty-four elders (4.4), the seven spirits of God
65No commentator disputes this.
66Halperin, Faces, 89, 'John turns the human-like shape of Ezekiel's God into a blur of colour'.
Charles, i, 113, says 'no form is visible'; and, p.115, argues that the rainbow contributes to the veiling
of the one on the throne. Cf. Kraft, 96. Rowland, Heaven, 99, draws attention to Ezek 28.13 where
'the king of Tyre' is covered with precious stones including iacrmv and crc:ipOtov. But if Ezek 28.13
is part of the developing heavenly man tradition then it admits no direct parallels to Ape 4.3 (or to Dn
10.5-6, where mineral imagery is also found): common indebtedness is likely to explain the links
between Ezek 28.13 and Ape 4.3/Dn 10.5-6.
67 Cf. Black, "Throne-Theophany", 59 n6.
68some MSS of the LXX compare the 'body' to 9aA.c:icrO"Tl<;, notably Pap. 967.
69Against Farrar, 66, 'The Jesus of the Resurrection ... is not seen as the Man of Nazareth
transfigured but as the Divine Glory personified'.
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(4.5). In 5.11 we are told that John hears 'the voice of many angels surrounding the throne·.

Fourthly, we may note that there is no comparable throne vision for Jesus Christ in the Ape.
Although there is an explicit reference to a throne for Jesus,

'To the one who conquers I will give a place with me on my throne ('tel> ep6vq> JlOU}'
(3.21a),

this throne is never actually 'seen' in the heavenly visions in the Ape. 70

§7.4.1

Conclusion

Comparison between the christophany and theophany in the Ape reveals the lack of shared
imagery between the form of Jesus and the form of God.71 In particular it is noteworthy that
the theophany in Ape 4.3 does not appear to draw on Dn 7.9 in contrast to the christophany
in Ape 1.14. It would appear that even if Jesus Christ is otherwise identified with God, the
form of the risen Jesus is sharply distinguished from the form of God.

§7 .5 CONCLUSION

Comparing the risen Jesus to the glorious angels, the living creatures and the elders in the
Ape shows that in certain respects Jesus is similar to each, though also distinct. In the
particular case of the form of Jesus there is a degree of similarity with the form of the mighty
angel in Ape 10.1-3 and the bowl-angels in Ape 15.6-7. The form of Jesus would appear to
be the form of an angel. This conclusion is consistent with the observation that the form of
Jesus appears to be sharply distinguished from the form of God in Ape 4.3.

Yet we have no reason to question our supposition that Jesus Christ in the Ape is divine
which is confirmed through comparison between Jesus and the living creatures. Great
though the living creatures are they do not occupy the centre of the divine throne and they
themselves bow the knee to Jesus the Lamb.
70unless it is the 'great white throne' of Ape 20.11 or the 'cloud' on which 'one like a son of man' sits
in Ape 14.14 which may be a kind of mobile throne (see discussion in §9.2).
71 Cf. Buchsel, Christologie, 32.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

THE CHRISTOPHANY IN APOCALYPSE
1.13-16 (PART B)
§8.1

INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter we examined the christophany in Ape 1 in comparison with
epiphanies found elsewhere in the Ape. In this chapter we examine the christophany in the
light of epiphanies in the OT and apocalyptic and related writings. Our particular focus in this
examination will be the angelophanic and theophanic background to the christophany in
order to draw out the significance of the angelophanic and theophanic elements in the
christophany. In order to keep our focus on our goal we will not attempt to offer an
exhaustive examination of every aspect of the christophany which in any case would only
repeat what is already available in the best commentaries.

As we have made clear in Chapter One, the study of the christophany in terms of the
influence of angelology has been undertaken before. We intend our contribution to draw
out the weaknesses in previous work and to offer new insights into the significance of the
angelological influence.

§8.2 THE SETTING OF THE CHRISTOPHANY
Although our main interest is in the form of the risen Jesus in Ape 1.13-16, there are in fact
possible angelological influences on Ape 1.12-13a worth considering.

Ka\. emcr'tpE\jfU~
OJlOtOV

eloov bt'ta A.uxvt~ xpoo&; 13 Kat

ev

~cr<:p 'tWV AUXVtWV

uiov avepdmou (Ape 1.12-13a).

Why does John 'see' the risen Jesus amidst the seven lampstands (Ape 1.12-13a)? A good
deal of attention has been paid to the origin of the 'seven lampstands', 1 which almost
1McNamara, New Testament, 192-199, reviews the main lines of inquiry before offering his own
hypothesis concerning the influence of Tg Yer. I Ex 39.37.
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certainly draws on Zech 4.1-2. 2 The setting in general terms, that is, Jesus in the midst of
fire, may have a basis in Ezekiel1 where the living creatures in human form are seen in the
middle of fire (ev ~<H.!) tou nup(>c;, 1.4). Another possible influence could be Dn 3.25(92)
where Nebuchadnezzar sees

'four men unbound, walking in the middle of the fire, and they are not hurt and the
fourth has the appearance of a god'.3

'In the middle of the fire' is rendered in the LXX by

ev t<i) nupi and in Theodotion by ev ~crq>

'tOU nup6c;. The fourth figure in Aramaic is ]'i1'?~-.,:l'? i1D1 in the LXX is OJ..LOl<ilJ..LCl a:yye)..ou
I

eeou, and in Theodotion is OJ..Loia u\.4) eeou. It is certainly conceivable that picture of the
fourth man in the furnace suggested to John a setting for Jesus (cf. 6 u\.oc; tou eeou, Ape
2.18) in the midst of the seven (flaming) lampstands. If this is the case then this aspect of
the christophany has been influenced by angelology since the description of the figure in
the furnace suggests that he was an angel.4

We suggest that another angelological influence may be considered which draws on
Zechariah. This book, as we have just noted, is most likely a source for the seven
lampstands so that it is appropriate to look further into this book in connection with Ape
1.12-13a.

We have already discussed the angelology of the Book of Zechariah on the basis that this is
a text that John was familiar with. We saw that Zechariah has a vision of a figure variously
styled 'a man' (tV'~. &vitp, 1.8) or the 'angel of Yahweh' (i11i1' l~'?o, 1.11 ). We also saw that
alongside this angel is another angel which we designated 'the talking angel' (Zech 1.9).
Parallels were noted between the talking angel of Zechariah and the revealing angel of the
Apc.5 Since the talking angel works closely with the angel of Yahweh in Zech 1 and since
(arguably) the revealing angel works closely with 'one like a son of man· in Ape 1 it would
appear worth considering whether there is in fact any other correspondence between the
2E.g. Farrar, 65, who draws attention not only to the mention of the lampstand there but also to the
fact that John 'sees' the lampstand.
3seale, Daniel, 159.
4Montgomery, Daniel, 214-216.
5see §2.2
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angel of Yahweh and the risen Jesus.

Zechariah sees the angel of Yahweh riding on a red horse (Zech 1.8). This has no
connection with Ape 1,6 but in the same verse the figure is also described as follows:

'He was standing among the myrtle trees in the glen' (n'?~o:::l itD~ 0'01iiii l':::l 10.!1
~1m, MT;

1ea\. outoc; eicrn1Ket civa trov

ow

opeffiv trov Katamd.ffiv, LXX; 1.8).

In Zech 1.11, where the man is identified as the angel of Yahweh, the same observation is
repeated with slight variations in both the MT and the LXX:

0'01iiii l':::l 1Dllii

ii1ii1, MT;

t4} ecj>ecrtom ava

~crov

trov opeffiv, MT; (cf. 1.10).

Thus both the angel of Yahweh and the risen Jesus are seen 'in the midst' of something (cf.

tv

~crcp

trov A.uxvtrov, Ape

1.13). At first sight there does not seem to be much

connection between a grove of myrtle trees and seven lampstands. Closer inspection,
however, suggests that the difference between the trees seen by Zechariah and the lamps
seen by John should not be overemphasised.

Although we do not know much about the detail of 'the seven golden lampstands' which
John saw, it would appear that John sees seven individual lampstands rather than the
seven branched menorah of the Tabernacle in the desert,?
temple. 8 Nevertheless the

or of the post-exilic

number 'seven' in conjunction with 'golden lampstands'

resonates strongly with the menorah with its seven lamps. The interesting thing about the

menorah is that it was an object depicted in a tree-like manner: it had six branches and
cups shaped like almond blossoms (Ex 25.31-40). The comparison between the menorah
and the myrtle trees is weak and should not be pressed too far.9 But it does not seem
implausible to suppose that the scene with the angel of Yahweh in Zech 1.8 suggested to
John the scene in which Jesus appears 'in the midst' of the lampstands.
6Th is detail appears to lie behind other aspects of the Ape (e.g. 6.3, 19.11 ).
?McNamara, Targum, 192. Cf. Ex 25.37; 37.17-24; 39.37; 40.4; Lev 24.2-4; Nu 8.2.
8Cf. Ford, 382; Beckwith, 437; Swete, 15; Sweet, 71; Caird, 24, 'whereas Israel was represented
by a single candelabra with seven lamps , the churches are represented by seven separate standing
lamps ... each local congregation ... is the church universal in all its fullness'.
9cf. Mitchell, Haggai, 188, for a description of the myrtle tree.
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Other connections between the angel of Yahweh and Jesus can be made. In general terms
both figures may be compared as the vizier of God in the perception of Zechariah and John
respectively. In particular the angel of Yahweh has in common with Jesus the Lamb
responsibility for 'patroling' the earth. In Zech 1.8 the function of the horses which
accompany the angel of Yahweh are described in this way:

'They are those whom Yahweh has sent to patrol

(l?nm?; tou 1repw&oom) the

earth' (1.10; ct. 6.7).

This description is strikingly similar to the interpretation given in Zech 4.1 0 about the seven
lips on the seven lamps on the golden menorah seen in Zech 4.1-3:

'These seven are the eyes of Yahweh, which range through the whole earth'
(:ri~i1-?~:J !:l'ClCl1tDr.l, MT; ol empAbtovtE<;

btl. 1t<lcmv 't"ftv yf\v, LXX; 4.1 0).

In the Ape itself Zech 4.10 appears to have influenced the description of Jesus the Lamb:

ocj>eaA.J.toi><; E1t'tcl ot Elmv 'tel E1t'tcl 1tVE\lJ.l.CX'tCX 'tOU

ewu

U1t£CrtaAj.Jtvot El<;

1t<laav t-ftv yi\v (Ape 5.6).

Consequently it seems possible that John saw a correspondence between Jesus and the
angel of Yahweh as presented in Zechariah. The initial vision of the angel of Yahweh
portrays him in the midst of a grove of myrtle trees. We suggest that this picture may have
contributed to the initial setting of the risen Jesus 'in the midst of seven golden lampstands'
in Ape 1.12-13a.
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§8.3 THE CHRISTOPHANY AND ITS CONTEXT IN DANIEL,
EZEKIEL, AND OTHER OLD TESTAMENT TEXTS.

We begin considering the christophany in its context in Daniel, Ezekiel, and other OT texts
by comparing Ape 1.13-16 with On 10.5-6, the epiphanic account which most closely
corresponds to it. The variations between the two accounts will serve to introduce the other
OT texts which have influenced the christophany. In the citation of Ape 1.13-16 below all
words which appear to directly reflect the influence of On 10.5-6 in the Hebrew are in Bold
type; words which may have been influenced by On 10.5-6 but more probably draw on
other sources are underlined.

Kat Ev J.Jicr(!) 'tOOV AUXVlOOV OIJ.OlOV ulov avepomou ~&au~ov
Kat

upt~rocrJ,Jivov

xp<)c;

tote;

IJ.acrto'ic;

~oSYTtv

XPOOciv. 14

aU'tOU ffi<;
~y

xaA.lCOAtPavf\1

c.Oc;

cj>rovn

1tOAAWV,

u&i'trov

<j>AO/;

m>pO<;

Kaj.i{Yf\1

1t

&:

roc; xui>v Kat ol

Ke<J>aA.'it mhou Kat al tpixec; A.euKai We; f.pwv A.euKov

6<j>9nAJwt

1t08~P1l

15 Kat ol x6&c; aU'tOU 6IJ.Ol0l

uxupro~c;

16 Kat exrov Ev 'tfj

Kat

&~u~

n

<j>rovn aU'tOU cix;

xetpt aU'tOU acrtepac;

bt'tcl Kat f.K 'tOU crt6j.iatoc; amou Poll<J>ata Ol(j'tOIJ.oc; &;eta h:nopeooJ.JivTJ
Kat Tt <h,n.c; autou c.Oc; 0 T\A.wc; q,atvet f.v 'tfj ouv6.jlet aU'tOU (Ape 1.1316).

an::J'? imnv'~ mm ~i~1 'J'.Inl~ ~rv~1 5
:

m1~

c:m:;,::J CJ'im 1'Jno1 CJ'i::J

rv~ 'i'£l'?::l 1'J'.v1 pi::J i1~io::l 1'J£l1 rD'rDiro 1ll'1)1 6

: 110i1 '?1p:;, 1'i::Ji '?1p1 '?'?p nrvm 1'.tl::l 1'll':J)i01 1'll.tlin (On 10.5-6 MT)
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In the citations of Dn 10.5-6 below, words which are also found in Ape 1.13-16 are
underlined:

lW.l

~pa 'tOU~ o<j>9af...J..tou<; JlOU Kat doov Kat tOOU av9prort~ el~ EvOEOUuEVO<;

pooowa Kat 'tl)v 6cr<j>uv rtepte,rocru.Evoc; Poocrl.v41, Kat EK l.lEcrou au'tou <J>clx;,

6 Kat 'tO O"WJla aU'tOU c.OOet eapm~. Kat 'tO rtp<Scrrortov aU'tOU c.OOet opacrt~
acr'tpartl)~. Kat o\. 6cpeaA.got aU'tOU c.OOet AUJ.11ta&~ rtUpoc;. Kat o\. ppaxl.ove~

au'tou Kat ot rto&c; c.OOet :xaA.Ko<; £~acr'tpart'trov, Ka\. ~ A.aA.tfu; au'tou
rocret d>rovi) 9opupou (Dn 10.5-6 LXX).

Kat ~pa 'tOU~ o<j>9MJ.10U~ JlOU Kat eloov Kat tOOU avr)p el~ EvOEOUUEvo<;
paootv Kat ,; 6cr<j>u~ au'tou rteptetrocrutvn £v :xpool.w Q<j>a~. 6 Ka\. 'to crroJla
aU'tOU c.OOet eapcrt~. Kat 'tO 1tpOO"ffi1tOV aU'tOU c.OOet opacrt~ acr'tpartl)~. Kat

.ill....

6cpeaA.uo\. aU'tOU rocre\. AaJlrtU&~ rtupOc;. Kat o\. ppaxi.ove~ aU'tOU Kat 'tU
crKEATl ~ rocre\. opacrt~ XMKOU crnA.pov'to~. Kat

we;

n <Provn 'tWV Myrov aU'tOU

cprovi) oxA.ou (Dn 10.5-6 Theodotion).

The amount of material in bold type in the citation of Ape 1.13-16 demonstrates that the
dominant source in the background is the description of the glorious man in Dn 10.5-6.
Most of the imagery directly mirrors that found in Dn 10.5-6. Some imagery, however,
reflects a merging of imagery from Dn 10.5-6 and other sources. Thus

(i) both epiphanies make reference to the eyes of the figure but the comparison in Ape
1.14, ~ <j>A.O~ rtup~. most directly reflects Dn 7.9 (LXX/Th) rather than Dn 10.5-6 (c.OOet
A.aJlrta&~ rtupo~. LXX/Th.). Nevertheless <j>A.O~ is a possible translation of 1'5:!?.10

(ii) reference to the voice of Jesus corresponds to a reference in Dn 10.6 to the sound of
the words of the man, although the actual comparison of the voice of Jesus, ~ <j>rovr)

OOU't(l)V 1tOAAWV, 11 draws most directly on Ezek 1.24/43.2 (Cl':Ji Cl'~ ?1p:J; ro~ <j>rovl)v
·uoa'to~

rtolliu, 1.24; ~ <j>rovl) OtrtA.acrta~ov'trov rtoA.A.ou, 43.2).

10varbro Collins, "Tradition", 549.
11 Cf. variant rtA'fl9oU~ A.aA.ou in MS. 143, Ape 1.15 [cited in Beale, Daniel, 160 n.18].
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(iii) reference to the face of Jesus (1.16) corresponds to a reference to the face of the
glorious figure in Dn 10.5-6. But in the latter the face is compared with 'lightning' whereas
the face of the exalted Jesus is compared with 'the sun' (x:a\. T! O'!fl<; autou
<j>aivet tv

tii

cbc;

o TjA.to<;

ouvc4t£t autou).12 An immediate reminiscence is of the transfiguration of

Jesus as reported in Matthew's gospel (x:a\. EA.aJ,l'lfev to 1tpO<J(J)7t0V autou

ax; 0 TjA.to<;,

Mt 17.2). But the added detail that the shining is 'with full force' also recalls the ending of the
Song of Deborah in which the wish is expressed that the friends of Yahweh would be

'like the sun as it rises in its might' (mi::J)::J ~o~ii n~~~ 1'::Jii~1. MT; x:a\. o\.
&yami'>vte<; autov

cbc;

e~ooo<; T!A.iou tv ouvc4t£t autou, LXX (Vaticanus);

Jdgs

5.31).13

Whereas the citation of Ape 1.13-16 is full of Bold type reflecting the influence of Dn 10.5-6
(Hebrew), the citations of Dn 10.5-6 LXX and Th. show less signs that John has been
influenced by either of these Greek versions. For example, John follows neither in his
description of the robe of Jesus (1toO"'PTl. 1.13, rather than ~oomva/~aOBtv), although it is
possible that John is reflecting the influence of Ezek 9.2 LXX (ct. tv&oux:~ 1tOO"'PTl). In
his description of the chest band of Jesus John uses neptC<OOJ,Jfvov which is also found in
Dn 10.5 LXX/Th. But he uses CffiVllv (ct. Ezek 9.2 LXX) rather than ~oomvq> (On 10.5 Th.),
and Jl<l<rto<; rather than 6cr<j>l><; (On 10.5 LXX/Th.).

Similarly with the description of the feet of Jesus (Ape 1.15).14 Here an additional clause,

dx;

tv K<lJltVq> ne1tup(!)JliV'Tl<;. is found in Ape 1.15 which has no basis in Dn 10.5-6.

Beale suggests that this echoes a phrase found in Theodotion's rendering of the story of
the three men consigned to the furnace, x:aJJ.ivou tou nup<)<; til<; x:atOJ,Jfv'Tl<; (Dn
12Eisewhere in the NT O'!fl<; is only found at Jn 7.24, 11.44.
13when most of the background material to 1.13-16 is taken from Ezekiel and Daniel it is notable
that John draws on Jdgs 5.31 for his description of the face of Jesus. John knew about stars
functioning as divine agents (cf. Ape 8.10-11; 9.1) and his attention may have been drawn to Jdgs
5.31 via Jdgs 5.20, 'The stars fought from heaven, from their courses they fought against Sisera'. Cf.
Beale, Daniel, 163.
141ntriguing here is the use of xaA.x:oA.\.~avov rather than xaA.x:o<; (Dn 10.6 LXX/Th.) -the latter is
used by John elsewhere, cf. Ape 18.12. The derivation and exact meaning of xaA.x:oA.\.~avov are a
matter of conjecture, although it probably refers to 'a high-quality metal alloy of the copper, bronze, or
brass type' [Hamer, Letters, 111].
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3.26(93)). 15 This is a valuable suggestion, but it relies on John's familiarity with Theodotion
which we cannot be completely certain about. We must always keep in mind the possibility
that John may not have been familiar with either the LXX or Th.16 The additional clause
could be readily explained as an extension of the imagery in On 10.6 or as an image in
keeping with the emphasis on fiery imagery in Ezek 1 (especially vs. 4, 7, 13, and 27)

John follows the pattern of the description in On 10.5-6, but not exactly; and he omits and
adds to the pattern.17 Thus John, like Daniel, envisages a man-like figure, but describes
him as 'one like a son of man' rather than as 'a man'. John, like Daniel, describes the
clothing, girding, feet (= legs), eyes, voice(= sound of his words), and face of the glorious
figure appearing before him. But John omits mention of the arms and the body of the figure;
he adds a description of 'the hair and the head' of the figure; and he varies the order in
which the aspects of the form are mentioned (Ape: man, clothing, girding, eyes, feet, voice,
face; Dn: man, clothing, girding, face, eyes, legs, voice).18 John also describes the risen
Jesus as having a sword in his mouth and holding seven stars in his right hand, details which
are not found in Daniel's vision.

The variety in order of elements between the two accounts suggests that John is not
mechanically following Dn 10.5-6. This may be accounted for because the influence is upon
visionary experience and in the process some details were jumbled, or because John was
quoting from memory.

Another issue arising from comparison of Ape 1.13-16 and Dn 10.5-6 is the omission of 'the
body' of Jesus. The reason for the omission of any reference to the body of the risen Jesus
is not clear. Holtz has explained the absence as a solution to a problem in the Danielic
vision: in the earlier vision the body of the 'man' and the garment covering the body are
described. This confusing state of affairs is remedied by replacing the description of the
body with the description of the head and hair of Jesus.19 Rowland points out that
reference to the body of the 'man' is absent in the Peshitta of Dn 10 and suggests that both
15seale, Daniel, 161; ct. Farrar, 67.
16see Thompson, "Apocalypse", 102-108, esp. 107; ct. Mussies, Morphology, 352-353.
17Farrar, 67.
18For a fuller form-critical comparison between Ape 1 and Dn 10 see Karrer, Johannesoffenbarung,
139-147 esp. p. 144.
19Holtz, Christologie, 117.
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here and in apocalyptic texts such as Ape 1.13-16 the absence is due to reverential
reasons, analogous to the reluctance in texts such as 2 En. 22.1-32° to describe details
of a theophany. 21 Another possible explanation, however, could be that John wished to
avoid confusion between the appearance of God and the appearance of Jesus. In
describing the form of God in Ape 4.3 John uses the imagery of precious stones (OJlOto<;

opacret Ai9(J> lacrmot Kat crapBic.p, ct. Dn 10.6 LXX, Th.: cOOEt 9apmc;). Thus to compare
the body of Jesus with a precious stone would only blur the distinction between the
appearance of God and the appearance of the risen Jesus.

A further difference between the two visions worth noting is that the Danielic figure says
that he has been 'sent' to Daniel (n'?tD, MT; am:crtOAT\V, LXX=Th.; Dn 10.11), but the exalted
Jesus does not say this to John.22 Conceivably this fact has no significance -Jesus was
'sent' but simply omitted to mention it, or John omitted to record it if it was mentioned. But it
is a suggestive feature of the christophany when we consider other information given about
Jesus Christ in the Ape. If Jesus shares the throne of God (ct. Ape 3.21, 7.17) then it could
be that he comes as a being coordinate with, rather than subordinate to, God. In this case
we would not expect Jesus to say that he had been 'sent'.

There are similarities in the response of each seer to the respective epiphanies. John falls
down, as though dead, at the feet of the exalted figure who appears before him (1.17). The
figure reaches out his right hand, touches John and says to him 'do not be afraid' (JlTt cpo~ou,
1.17). A similar set of events follows the epiphany in Dn 10.5-6, but mixed in with other
events, as the following outline shows:

Daniel's strength leaves him (1 0.8) and as the figure talks he falls into a trance on his face
(10.9). Then a hand touches Daniel and rouses him to his hands and knees (10.10). The
figure speaks, but does not immediately offer words of comfort (1 0.11 ). Daniel continues
trembling during the initial speech, which is followed by the words 'do not be afraid, Daniel'

(llTt

<j>o~ou, ~avtT\A, 10.12 LXX= Th.). Further communication continues, but Daniel remains

shakey and is twice more comforted by touch (10.16,18), and once more is told not to fear

(JlTt <j>o~ou, 10.19 LXX= Th.)
20Andersen, OTP, i, 136.
21 Rowland, "Man", 105.
22see §2.4.3 for argument that there is only one figure experienced by Daniel in Dn 10.
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Thus common to the two responses of John and Daniel to their respective epiphanies are
the following events: falling down, touching by an exalted figure, comforting words. Clearly
John does not model his experience in detail on that of Daniel, and the common features
are by no means unique to these two accounts of epiphanies (ct. Dn 8.18, 4 Mace 4.10, Mt
28.4, Lk 24.5, Act 9.4-6, Test. Job 3.1-5.2, Jos. As. 14.3-15.10.). This suggests that

John sees his experience as part of a continuing epiphanic tradition, and not simply a
repetition of Daniel's experience. The similarity in the responses of the two seers and the
lack of explicit reference to John attempting to worship the risen Jesus suggests that his
response is commensurate with the christophany as an epiphany akin to an angelophany.

Finally, the sword coming out of the mouth of Jesus (Ape 1.16) is both entirely independent
of any epiphany in the OT and clearly dependent on 'messianic' texts such as Is 11.4 and
49.2.23 Whatever else we may say about the nature and position of the risen Jesus he is

clearly understood in the Ape as the Christ or Messiah (ct. 1.1 ,2; 11.15; 12.1 0; 20.4,6)
and the inclusion of this detail is entirely understandable as an illustration of this fact.

In short: the angelophany experienced by Daniel in Dn 10.5-9 plays a significant role in the
account of the christophany experienced by John in Ape 1.13-20. Yet the influence of this
angelophany is not such that John slavishly copies every detail provided by it. Some
differences such as comparing the face of Jesus with the sun rather than with lightning do
not appear to be significant. But others, such as the lack of reference to Jesus having been
'sent', may signify that the risen Jesus is a being in a different kind of relationship to God
than the glorious 'man' in Dn 10.5-6.

We now proceed to discuss in further detail the influence of Dn 7.9, 13, and Ezek
1.24/43.2, and 9.2.

23ct. Beale, Daniel, 162-163, on the use of these texts in passages elsewhere in the Ape featuring
allusion to both Zechariah and Daniel. Among apocalyptic texts featuring a heavenly son of man, cf.

1 En. 62.2, 4 Ezr 13.4, 10-11, for other references to the mouth as a weapon of judgement.
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§8.3.1 The Christophany and Daniel 7.9

The second greatest influence on the christophany is On 7.9 which is exclusively reflected
in Ape 1.14:

"' & Ke<j>al.:it autou Kat ai. tpixec; ALUKat <ix; eptov ALUKOV
oi. o<j>ElaAJ.!Ot autou

We;

<j>IJ>~

we;

xul>v Kat

1tup0c; (Ape 1.14).

Every word in Ape 1. 14, except for the phrase Kat oi. o<~>Sa4J.ot au·wu reflects the
influence of On 7.9 MT, although, as we shall demonstrate below, a number of differences
between the two verses can be observed.

n•1n mn
11oi~

:::ln' 1'r.l1' p'n.il1 1'r.li

'i i.il

~PJ ir.l.il~ nrv~i i.ilfV1 im )~n~ mtm~
:p~i i1J 'i11~)~) i1Pi 1':::l':::lfD i1'0i~ (On

7.9 MT)

In the following citations of the Greek versions of On 7.9 we have underlined those words
which appear in Ape 1.14:

Eeeropouv

ewe;

1tept~OA.'ftV

ote 9p6vot Ete9llaav Kat 1taAa.toc; ftJ!EpWV EK<i911to exwv

<i>aet

Xt6va Kat 'tO tpixwfla tf\c; Ke<bW.TI<;

autou <i>aet eptov

A£uKov Ka9ap6v 6 9p6voc; <i>aet <j>M>I; 1tup6<; (On 7.9 LXX).

Eeeropouv

ewe;

O'tOU 9p6vot hte..,aav Kat 1taAatoc; TtJ.LEPWV EK<i91lt0 Kat 'tO

EvOUIJ.a autou cixret xul>v ALUKOV Kat

n 9ptl; tf\c; Ke<j>W.i]<;

ainou <i>aet

eptov Ka9ap6v 6 9p6voc; amou <j>IJ>£ 1tUpO<; oi. tpoXOt autou 1tUp <j>l.£yov
(On 7.9 Th.).

Although the description of the head and hair in Ape 1.14 is undoubtedly influenced by On
7.9, it is by no means the case that the model provided by On 7.9 has been slavishly
followed. Most notably On 7.9 refers to an enthroned figure, but there is no hint in Ape 1
that the risen Jesus is enthroned. Whereas On 7.9 speaks of 'the hair of his head', and uses
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a singular noun for 'hair', Ape 1.14 refers to 'his head and the hairs'. In Ape 1.14 the head
and hairs of Jesus are likened both to 'white wool' (ct. 'pure wool', MT/Th.; 'pure white wool',
LXX) and to 'snow'- the latter comparison in On 7.9 is applied to the garment of the Ancient
of Days. There is no mention of the eyes of the Ancient of Days in On 7.9. Reference to this
aspect of the exalted Jesus draws instead on the example of the figure in Dn 10.5-6. But
the form of the comparison which is applied to the eyes appears to draw on the description
of the throne in Dn 7.9 and not on the description of the eyes in Dn 10.5-6.24

Charles has explained the change from 'the hair of the head' (Dn 7.9) to 'the hair and the
head' (Ape 1.14) as due to a merging of imagery from Dn 7.9 and 1 En. 46.1. The latter text
says of 'the Head of Days· (i.e. the equivalent of the Ancient of Days) that his 'head was
white like wool' (ct. Dn 7.9, 'the hair of his head like pure wool'; 1 En 106.2, 'the hair of his
head white as wool'). 25 But such an explanation faces the difficulty that, because of the
dating of the Similitudes of Enoch,26 John may not have known of Sim. En. in its written
form.

The descriptive detail ci>c; xu.ov in Ape 1 .14, which is drawn from the description of the robe
of the Ancient of Days, is somewhat awkwardly placed in the description of the head and
hair. Moreover, since we have already been told that the hair and head are

A.euKal. W<;

eptov A.euKov this description seems to be redundant. If a visionary experience lies behind

xu.Ov

Ape 1 .13-16 then the inclusion of ci>c;

is a sign that John is interpreting his

experience: the hair is not just described as white with an appropriate comparison to clarify
the degree of whiteness, its whiteness is described in such a way that it recalls the
whiteness found in Dn 7.9.27

On the face of it John has transferred the description of the throne of the Ancient of Days to
the description of the eyes of the exalted Jesus,

W<;

<j>A.O~

1rup0c; (Ape 1.14, ct. Dn 7.9

24Note that the fiery character of heavenly beings goes back much further than Dn 7.9/Dn 10.5-6.
In Ex 3.2, for example, the angel of Yahweh appears to Moses 'in a flame of fire out of a burning bush'

(MT: i1JOi1 11m w~-n:l?:l, LXX:
25 charles, i, 28.

£v <j>A.oy\. 7tUpOc; i:K 'tou ~chou).

26see discussion above, §2.6 n.118.
27 Charles, i, 28, says that

W<; xuov

is "manifestly a marginal gloss". It is awkward, but its

inclusion can be explained as we have just done.
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LXX!Th.). But we cannot be sure that John had either Greek version of Dn 7.9 in mind, so
that it is possible that his description of the eyes, which is a satisfactory translation of

'1'£l?:l

!D~

1'J'lJ1 (Dn 1 0.6), only coincidentally reflects the description of the divine throne.

Nevertheless, when so much else in Ape 1.14 is drawn from Dn 7.9 it is likely that this
comparison is also drawn from there.

What John does not do is extensively model the risen Christ on the Ancient of Days. Christ
is not enthroned, nor accompanied by a retinue of heavenly figures. His garment (already
described in 1.13) does not reflect that of the Ancient of Days. John describes the 'eyes' of
his figure with material drawn from Dn 7.9 even though the eyes of the Ancient of Days are
not mentioned there.

If John knew of a Greek version of Dn 7.9 then it is likely that it was the LXX. Thus, (with Ape
1.14 first, Dn 7.9 second for each equation):

(i)

ffi<; eptOV AEUKOV = rocn:l epwv AEUKOV (LXX, Theodotion omits AEUKOV),

(ii)

ffi<;

cj>IJ>~

1tUpO<; = ci>a£1.

cj>IJ>~

1tUpO<; (LXX, Theodotion omits cOOEt).

In short: John draws on Dn 7.9 to furnish imagery for his description of the risen Christ.
Some of this is additional to what was available in Dn 10.5-6 (where there is no mention of
either the head or the hair of the figure). The comparison 00<; q,IJ>~ 1tUpO<; appears to be
drawn from Dn 7.9 as an alternative to an available comparison in Dn 10.6.

§8.3.2 The Christophany and Daniel 7.13

The first phrase in the description of the exalted Jesus, OJ.lOtOv ui.ov c:ivepWm>u requires
thoughtful consideration. The figure in the Ape is not &vepomo<; or c:ivl)p (Dn 10.5, LXX,
Th. respectively) which we might expect given the influence of Dn 10.5-6 on the
christophany. Rather the figure is described as OIJ.OtOV ui.ov c:ivepc.On:ou (1.13). For many
interpreters of the Ape this expression has recalled in the first instance the description of
the Danielic son of man in Dn 7.13: !DJ~ i:::l:l, MT;

ffi<; ui.o<; &vepomou LXX, Th .. But was it

John's intention to allude to this figure or is there some other interpretation to be placed on
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the use of the expression?

In favour of the traditional understanding that OJlotOv u\.ov &veplfutou is an allusion to Dn

7.13 is the fact that prior to the christophany John indisputably draws on Dn 7.13 and links
Jesus Christ with this verse. In Ape 1.7 John prophesies about the 'pierced one', that is,
Jesus. The opening words of the prophecy, 'Ioou EPXEta.t J.LEta t&v ve<l>fA.Wv, recall
the manner of the coming of the Danielic son of man (LXX: toou be\. t&v ve<!>£A.Wv tou
~ u\.o~

oupa.vou

&vep(J)7t0U T\PXE'tO. Th.: loou JlE'ta 'tWV VE<I>fAWV 'tOU oupa.vou cbc;

u\.o~ 6.vep(J)7tou EPXOJ.LEVo~. Dn 7 .13). 28

It is true that the Danielic son of man is not specifically referred to in Ape 1.7. That is to say, it
is conceivable that John simply uses an expression derived from Dn 7.13 without any
implication that he is doing so because he thinks that the son of man figure there is linked in
some way to Jesus Christ. It is possible, for example, that the prophecy in Ape 1.7, which is
an amalgam of Dn 7.13 and Zech 12.1 0, had become a traditional form by the time of the
composition of the Apc.29

Nevertheless there is reason to think that John does see a connection between the risen
Jesus and the Danielic son of man, for in Ape 1 there are two motifs other than those found

in 1.7which resonate with motifs found in Dan 7. Firstly, Jesus Christ is entitled

t&v

~a.cn.Aiwv til~ yfj~ (Ape 1.5). This rank places him in a similar position to the Danielic

son of man who is given 'dominion and glory and kingship' (Th: ,; ciPXTI
~a.cn.A.Ela.),

Kat,; ttJlTt Kat Tt

so that 'all peoples, nations, and languages should serve him' (Dn 7.14).

Secondly, John's self-reference as a brother and companion to his readers

Ka.\.

o &pxwv

~a.cn.A.ei.q.

Ka.\. unoJ.Lovij

ev 't'ij eA.t'lji'Et

ev ·111crou (Ape 1.9) resonates with some of the concerns of

Dn 7. There we find the 'holy ones of the Most High' receiving the kingdom (tl)v
~a.cn.A.ei.a.v,

Dn 7.18 LXX= Th., cf. Dn 7.27) in the context of tribulation (cf. Dn 7.21, where

they have war made against them by 'the hom'). 30
28Lohse, "Menschensohn", 82-83; Scott, "Behold", 127-132.
29cf. Beale, Daniel, 155, 'Matthew 24.30 may have suggested the combination to John but it is
also possible that he made a free rendering since he adheres more closely to the OT text than does
Matthew';

Beale further suggests, p. 155-156, that the combination may reflect interest in the

equation 'stone' (cf. Dn 2.34-35) = 'son of man' (Dn 7.13) and the 'stone' in Zech 12.3-4. Other texts
which may be cited in connection with Ape 1.7 include Epist. Barn. 7.9-10; Did. 16.6. See further
Bousset, 189-190; Kraft, 35-36.
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Moreover, these observations pertain only to the links between Ape 1 and Dn 7. But there
are a number of other allusions elsewhere in the Ape to Dn 7,31 so that it would be most
remarkable if the influence of the Danielic son of man on the portrayal of the risen Jesus
were non-existent. We might also note in this connection a point made by Rowland
concerning Ape 14.14 where the expression OJlotov ui.ov &vepw7tou is also to be found:
the fact that in 14.14 the phrase is linked with

em

'tftV VE<j>EA'flV makes a connection

between 14.14 and Dn 7.13 almost certain. It would be strange therefore if there was no
such connection in the parallel case in 1.13.32

Against the traditional conclusion that the expression OJlOtOV ui.ov &vepul1tou is an allusion
to Dn 7.13 is an argument promoted in recent years by Casey. He has argued that the
difference between OJlOtOV ui.ov &vepffi7tOU (Ape) and~ ui.o<; avepro1tOU (Dn: LXX,
Th.) is not insignificant. He suggests that John does not have the Danielic son of man in
mind here. His reasoning is twofold. First, that OJlOtOV is standard usage in visionary material.
Secondly, that for a writer of semitic Greek such as John, terms equivalent to bar enash and

ben adam are normal language when referring to 'a man·. Hence OJlOtOV ui.ov avepul1tou
does not by itself point to any particular text. If anything, Casey suggests, this phrase refers
to Dn 10.16 Th., where we find

c.Ot; oJ.Loirom<; ui.ou &vepul1tou
(ct. LXX: <.0<; oJ.Loirocrt<; xetpe<; &vepw7tou; MT: o"TN 'J:::l m:n::>). 33

Casey's point that

OJ.Lotov uiov &vepro7tou does not point to any one text by itself is

indisputable. The expression coheres closely with a number of variant phrases used in
Ezekiel and Daniel, as we can observe:

30cf. Beale, Daniel, 173; Holtz, Christologie, 110. Beale, op. cit., 156,158, also notes a parallel
between Dn 7.11 LXX (Eeeropouv 't<he 'tftV <j>rovflv .... ~v .... eA.c:iA.et) and Ape 1.12 (pA£7tEtV

'tftV <j>roVftV TlTI<; EAUAel).
31 Beale, "Revelation", 318, 'Among allusions to Daniel, the greatest number come from Daniel 7'.
32Rowland, "Man", 104.
33 Casey, Son, 144.
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oJloi.ro1.ux &vepomou (Ezek 1.5 LXX)
OJloi.roJla cbc; eiooc; &vepomou (Ezek 1.26 LXX),
OJl.OlffiJl.Cl &vOp(>c; (Ezek 8.2 LXX),

cbc; u\.oc; &vepro1t0u (On 7.13 LXX= Th.),
cbc; opacrtc; &vepomou (On 10.18 LXX= Th.)
cbc; OJ.l.Oi.rocrtc; u\.ou avepomou (On 10.16 Th.).34

Casey's argument, however, is not convincing. There is no particular reason to deny that

OJlotov u\.ov avepro1t0u is a satisfactory translation of the underlying Aramaic of On
7 .13. 35 Even if John knew of a Greek version of this verse such as the LXX or Theodotion,
there seems to be no reason to deny that his rendering is a fair alternative to these versions,
coming as it does from the hand of one who almost never reproduces his sources
exactly.36 But the most important objection to Casey's argument is the fact it is impossible
in the light of the links between Ape 1. 7 and On 7.13 elucidated above to accept that there
is no allusion to the Danielic son of man in Ape 1.13. When Casey himself accepts that Ape
1.14 has been influenced by On 7.9,37 it is difficult to accept that Ape 1.13 has not been
influenced by On 7.13. Casey rightly draws attention to the possibility that OJ.l.Otov u\.ov

av9pro1t0u has been influenced by On 10.16 Th., but the question remains why John does
not strictly follow the example of On 10.5 Th. and simply describe Jesus as avnp. Finally,
the latter part of the first century saw an upsurge in meditation on Daniel, as evidenced in 4
Ezra and Syriac Baruch, and, as we have seen, in passages such as Ape 1.7 and 1.13-16. It
seems reasonable to presume, against Casey, that for John this process included reflection
on the mysterious and extraordinary figure in On 7.13.

A good point however can be made in the light of the above discussion. That is, given that
the glorious 'man' of On 10 and that the son of man figure in On 7.13 lie in the background
to the christophany, it is possible that oJlotov u\.ov &vepomou is best understood as a kind
of hybrid formula which combines
av9prooou/Cl1~

'J::J

i11~1;)

cbc; u\.oc;

avep(l)1tou/WJ~

i::J;) and cbc; OJloi.ro<nc; u\.ou

in an attempt to signify that both Danielic figures lie in the

3 4Cf. Karrer, Johannesoffenbarung, 142.
35Even if, as Casey, Son, 148, argues, the terms consists of 'two semitisms'.

OJl.OlOV synonymously in meaning
(except 14.14) OJl.OlOV is found with the

36charles, i, 36, for example, has pointed out that John uses
and construction with

cbc;,

since elsewhere in the Ape

dative. But see comment by Karrer, Johannesoffenbarung, 142 n.27.
37casey, Son, 146.
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background to the christophany.38

Finally, we concur with the increasing consensus

that the expression OJ.lotov uiov

av9pomou is not to be interpreted as equivalent to the title

ou\.o<; 'tOU civ9p<futou39 found in

the NT gospels.40

In conclusion: it is likely that the expression Of.lotov u\.ov civep<futou in Ape 1.13 is an
allusion to the mysterious 'one like a son of man' in Dn 7.13. This expression possibly has a
triple meaning. In addition to forging a link with Dn 7.13 it serves to indicate that the risen
Jesus is a heavenly being in the tradition of the heavenly beings who are described as
human-like in Daniel, Ezekiel, and apocalyptic literature. The use of Of.lotov rather than

ffi<;

may be due to a desire on the part of John to underline the influence of both the figures in
Dn 7.13 and 10.5-6, 16 on the christophany.

38seale, Daniel, 159, argues that Dn 3.25(92) Th. (ev f.lfcrQ> 'tOU nup6u .... OJ.loia u\.4)) is in
the background (cf. Ape 1.13: ev f.lfcrQ> 'tWV A.uxvtrov Of.lOtoV utov). His confidance in John's
familiarity with Theodotion is not sufficiently underpinned. Nevertheless, he recognises that Dn 10.16
and Dn 7.13 are also in mind.
39E.g. Muller, Messias, 157; Lohse, "Menschensohn", 86-87; Casey, Son of Man, 144f. Contrast
with Longenecker, Christology, 86 n.1 03; NRSV which has 'one like the Son of Man' in Ape 1.13; and
Charles, i, 27.
40This is not to deny that the inclusion of Of.lOtov u\.ov <ivep<futou in the description of the risen
Jesus may allude to the son of man sayings in the gospels but this is only in passing. The primary
allusion goes behind the gospels to the human-like angelic and divine beings who appear in Ezekiel
and Daniel; and of these beings the son of man in Dn 7.13 is particularly in view [contra Vos,
Synoptic, 146].
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§8.3.3 The Chrlstophany and Ezek 9.2

ev&auj.livov

1tOO~Pll

(Ape 1.13).

!:l'1:::l tD:::l'? (Ezek 9.2 MT),

ev&auK~ 1toO~Pll (Ezek 9.2, ct. 9.3, 11, LXX).

lCCll

1tEpt~cooJ,J£vov

1tpO<; tole; JlClcrtolc;

~cOvllV

XPOOW (Ape 1.13).

1'Jnr.:l:::l i£lOi1 nop1 (Ezek 9.2 MT),

Kat

~rov11

cra1t<jldpou

em

tiic; 6crcjl'ooc; autou (Ezek 9.2, cf. 9.3, 11, LXX).

The description of the clothing of Jesus, ev&ouJ,Jtvov 1too~p11, recalls the description of
the clothing of the glorious 'man' in Dn 10.5 as well as the clothing of the heavenly scribe in
Ezek 9.2.41 The link with the latter is highlighted by the LXX, which uses a virtually identical
Greek phrase to Ape 1.13 (in contrast to Dn 10.5 LXX, Th.). But since we have reason to
question whether John was familiar with the LXX we cannot be certain from a linguistic point
of view that he particularly had the heavenly scribe in mind.42 We must keep in mind that
the description of the clothing in Dn 10.5 is the same in Hebrew in Ezek 9.2:

!:l'1:::l !D1:::l'? (Dn 10.5)

= !:l'1:::l tD:::l'? (Ezek 9.2).

Thus it is quite possible that John's own rendering of this phrase in Greek happens to be
the same as that found in Ezek 9.2 LXX. Nevertheless it is noticeable that Ape 1.13 also
describes a chestband around Jesus, tole; JlClcrtolc; ~ffiv11v. which incorporates the word
~ffiVTlv. This word reflects the vocabulary of Ezek 9.2 LXX rather than Dn 10.5 LXX/Th.,

though this need not signify the influence of either the Greek or Hebrew versions of Ezek
41 Cf. Rowland, "Man", 107.
42sometimes this description of Jesus' clothing is thought to also refer to his priestly character (so
Lohmeyer, 15; Holtz, Christo/ogie, 118; cf. Ex 28.4; 29.5; Jos. Ant. 3.7.4). But Charles, i, 27,
correctly notes that this is not necessarily the case: 'the long robe used here is simply as an Oriental
mark of dignity; cf. Buchsel, Christologie, 32; Kraft, 45, sees a link here with Wis 18.24, but he
attributes the robe mentioned there to 'der endzeitliche Fuhrer, der gottliche Logos' - but 18.24 surely
refers to Aaron (cf. Num 17.11-26).
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9.2 since ~rov11v is a common worcJ43 which could be accounted for in a number of ways.

The fact that the man clothed in linen marks the foreheads of the human inhabitants of
Jerusalem with a
Hebrew letter

tau

tau on their foreheads (mn::t:r.r-'?ll 1n n•mm,

9.4) may be significant. The

resembles a cross and thus the placing of this mark on the foreheads of

those who are to be saved could have been construed by a Christian reader of Ezekiel as an
anticipation of the work of the cross.44

Even if John made no such connection it is possible that passages from Ezekiel are in the
background to the christophany simply because this book is influential throughout most of
the Ape. In particular in Chapter Seven we remarked on the influence of Ezekiel on the
theophany in Ape 4, and the angelophanies in 10.1-3 and 18.1-2. In other words, although
nothing about the language of Ape 1.13 requires the conclusion that Ezek 9.2 is in the
background, it would not be surprising if it was.

§8.3.4 The Christophany and Ezek 1.24/43.2

Ka.t Tt <~>rov1t a.U'tOU cbc;

O':Ji 0'0

<!>rovlt oo6.trov noi...A&v'

'?1p~ (Ezek 1.24 MT),

cbc; cj>royftv ooa.to<; noU.Ou

tl'::Ji tl'O

(Ape 1.15).

(Ezek 1.24 LXX).

'?ip) i'?ipi (Ezek 43.2 MT),

Ka.t cj>rov1t til<; na.pEIJ.~OAii<; cbc; cj>rov1t otnAa.cna.~OV't(l)V 1tOAAroV (Ezek 43.2
LXX).

The description of Jesus' voice resembles the description of the sound of the wings of the
living creatures who surround the divine throne in Ezek 1.24. That a descriptive detail
associated with the living creatures should be incorporated here is not surprising in view of
our earlier observations about the close links between Jesus Christ and the living creatures
43E.g., in the NT it is found in Mt 3.4, 10.9, Mk 1.6, 6.8, Acts 21.11.
44eooke, Ezekiel, 106-1 07, cites Jerome as an ancient Christian who proposed this interpretation.
Some rabbinic interpreters identified the man clothed in linen as Gabriel (e.g. b. Yoma 77a, b.
Shabbath 55a).
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in the Ape. But Jesus' voice also resembles the sound of the kabod coming from the east
in Ezek 43.2.

The fact that John had an alternative image available in his dominant source, i.e. l1f:li1 '?1p:>,
(on 10.6), raises the question whether some special significance is to be attached to this
description of the voice of Jesus. In particular, is John linking Jesus to the kabod? This is
possible but we should note three points. First, this detail could simply reflect the fact that
John's mind was steeped in the language of the theophanies and angelophanies of Daniel
and Ezekiel so that

<ix; <jlrovft oo6.tmv 1toA.A.&v was a comparison which readily sprang to

mind rather than a carefully chosen image full of theological intent. Secondly, to the extent
that the comparison draws on the description of the living creatures in Ezek 1.24, the
process in On 10.5-6 is continued, in which the description of the scribe in Ezek 9.2 is
supplemented with details from the description of the living creatures and the environs of
the divine throne. Thirdly, we have already seen in §7.2.3 that Ezek 43.2 has influenced
the description of the angel in Ape 18.1-2 without the corollary that the angel has been
identified with the kabod.

In sum: the description of the voice of the risen Jesus takes us to the theophanies in Ezek 1
and 43, but this does not mean that the christophany is essentially different in character to
the angelophanies in On 10.5-6 or Ape 18.1-2.

§8.3.5 Conclusion

Thus, the christophany read against its OT context reveals a diverse background. For our
purposes the key points are the dominant influence of the angelophany in On 10.5-6, the
strong influence of the theophany in On 7.9, and the influences of angelophanies in On
7.13 and (possibly) Ezek 9.2, and theophanies in Ezek 1.24 and 43.2. This combination of
texts suggests a continuation of the process which we have discerned behind On 10.5-6
where the vision of an angel has its roots in an earlier angelophany (Ezek 9.2)
supplemented by other epiphanic details.

Thus the christophany appears to all intents and purposes to be an angelophany or the
epiphany of an angelomorphic being. Such a conclusion coheres with our suggestion in
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§8.2 that John saw a correspondence between Jesus Christ and the angel of Yahweh in
Zech 1.8.

§8.4 THE CHRISTOPHANY AND ITS CONTEXT IN EPIPHANIC
TRADITION OUTSIDE THE OLD TESTAMENT

We have considered the christophany in terms of its OT epiphanic background, now we
turn to consider it in comparison with epiphanies from outside the OT. First we recite Ape

1.13-16 again, but rather than recite the epiphanies we considered in Chapters Three and
Four again, we cite those parts which offer at least a reasonably close comparison with the
christophany. 45

The Risen Jesus:

Kat £v

~CJ(!)

m:pt~COO~VOV

trov A.uxvtrov OJlOlOV ulov &vepomou ev&ouJ.lEvov 1toO"'PTl Kat
1tpO<; tOt<; Jlacrto'i.<;

~roVflV

at tplxe<; AeUKat <i><; Eptov AEUKOV
(j>A.Ol; 1tUpO<;

XPOO<'iv. 14 Tt OE KE(jlaAft autou Kat

<i><; xubv Ka't ol 6<j>eaA.j.J.ot autou <i><;

15 Kat ol mS&<; amou OJlOtOt XaAKOAtP<iv<!l <i><; £v KCXJllV(!)

7tE1tUp(I)Jl£Vf1<; Kat Tt (jlrovl) autou <i><; <l>rovTt OO(lt(J)V 1t0AAWV

£v 't'fj

&l;t~

I

16 Kat exrov

XEtpt autou crotepa<; E1t'tcl Kat EK tOU CJ'tOJlato<; autou

Poll<!>ata OlCJ'tOJlO<; 6l;da EK1tOpEOOJlEvfl Kat Tt O'lfl<; autou cO<; 6 i\A.to<; (jlatVEl
f.v 't'fj ouv<iJ.1Et autou (Ape 1.13-16).

Glorious Angels:

' ... and the aspect of his face like chrysolite, and the hair of his head like snow ... and
the clothing of his garments (was) purple; and a golden staff (was) in his right hand'

(Ape. Abr.11.1-3).

'Then I arose and stood, and I saw a great angel standing before me with his face
shining like the rays of the sun in its glory since his face is like that which is perfected
in its glory. And he was girded as if a golden girdle were upon his breast. His feet
were like bronze which is melted in a fire.' (Ape. Zeph. 6.11-13).
45An alternative table of comparison may be found in Rowland, "Man", 102-103.
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loou

&vllp

pd.~Oq> tij

oJ.Loto~

Kllta 1tCivtll t4> Ioxrit<P tij atoA.u Kill t4> ate<Pcivcp Kill tij

~ll<rtA.tKfj

nA.l'tv to npO<r(l)1tov llutou ~v ~ &.<rtpllnTt Kill oi.
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(Jos. Asen.14.8-9).

Exalted Humans:

' ... the hair of his head as white as wool ... as for his eyes, when he opened them the
whole house glowed like the sun ... He is not like an (ordinary) human being, ... His
eyes are like the rays of the sun, and his face glorious.' (1 En. 106.2-5).

'[Jacob] ... , and his head was all white as snow

(Tt Kt<PIIAl't llutou nii<rll A.tux:Tt

c.OOtl xu:i>v), ... his eyes (were) flashing and darting (flashes of) lightning (oi.
o<jlea.A.J.Lol llUtOU Xllpo1t0tol Kill

E~llO"tpd.ntOVt£~)

.. .' (Jos. Asen. 22.7).

In §3.2.4 and §4.2 we noted other examples of glorious angels and exalted humans whose
form at least in a general sense compares with the form of the risen Jesus. For example, 'the
sun like angel' (6 &yyew~ 6 1tA.t6J.LopciK>~. Test. Abr. Rec. A 12.9, 13.1 0), 'the fiery angel'
(6 &yyew~ 6 7t"6ptvo~. Test. Abr. Rec. A12.10, 13.11), 'Death' as a glorious angel (o'!'lv

ftALOJlopcl>ov ...

ta~ 1taptt~

llUtou nupl &.<rtpd.ntrov, Test. Abr. Rec. A16.8-9, ct.

17 .15), and Abel, avl'tp 9m)JlllO"t~ ftAtopllto~ OJlOto~ ui.Q> 9EOu (Test. Abr. Rec. A
12.4-5), angels who tread upon 'the flame of fire; their garments were white - and their
overcoats - and the light of their faces was like snow' (1 En. 71 .1), and two glorious 'men'
with faces 'like the shining sun', eyes 'like burning lamps', mouths from which fire comes
out, and arms 'like wings of gold' (2 En. 1.4-5, Shorter Rec.).

We do not include for comparison here the theophany in 1 En. 14. Although it features
imagery such as 'snow' it is not done in connection with the hair or head of the form of God
(14.20), and, in contrast to the christophany, the face of God cannot be seen (14.21). We
also exclude 1 En. 46.1 ('his head was white like wool') from consideration since it is
essentially a repetition of Dn 7.9 and does not describe the form of the Head of Days in
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further detail.

Two points are particularly important. First, the inclusion in the christophany of details found
in the theophany in Dn 7.9 is not unique to the christophany. It is a feature of four other
epiphanies of angels and exalted humans. Secondly, with the exception of the 'sword in
the mouth' the elements of the christophany correspond to elements found in
angelophanies and epiphanies of angelomorphic figures: humanlike form, wearing a robe
and a girdle, white head and hair, fiery eyes, burnished feet, voice, holding something in
the hand, and a sunlike face. Of these elements only description of the voice, which is
found in Dn 10.6 though with a different comparison applied, is not found in the epiphanies
we examined in Chapters Three and Four.

In other words, in the context of epiphanies in apocalyptic and related writings outside the
OT the christophany compares favourably with angelophanies and with epiphanies of
angelomorphic figures. This conclusion, of course, coheres with our conclusion in the
previous chapter that within the Ape the christophany is more closely aligned with the
angelophanies than with the theophany in Ape 4.

According to our argument the christophany is essentially an angelophany. When
examined in the context of the Ape itself, the epiphanic tradition of the OT, and the
epiphanic tradition of apocalyptic and related writings outside the OT, the form of the risen
Jesus in Ape 1.13-16 is effectively the form of an angel. Thus, whereas Caird, for example,
says that 'John has seen the risen Christ, clothed in all the attributes of deity•,46 we would
say that John has seen Christ clothed in all the attributes of a glorious angel.

46caird, 26.
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§8.5 THE ANGELOMORPHIC JESUS IN APOCALYPSE 1.13-16

We have argued that the form of the risen Jesus in Ape 1.13-16 is the form of an angel. In
this section we discuss this conclusion further, and examine its implications. We do so for
two reasons. First, it appears to contradict the fact that we are conducting this investigation
on the supposition that in the Ape Jesus Christ is divine. Secondly, the assumption that
Ape 1.14 illustrates the divinity of Jesus Christ is widely held. In spite of our argument so far,
could the christophany effectively be a theophany?

Mostly the contents of Ape 1.14 are understood in terms of a connection with the Ancient
of Days: the usual implication being that Jesus Christ shares in the divinity of the Ancient of
Days.47 Many readers have come to the Ape with a prior belief in the divinity of Christ and
consequently have assumed that the resemblance to the Ancient of Days is a reflection of
this fact.48 Thus our conclusion is at variance with this approach to the christophany.

Bauckham, however, has listed four reasons for the description of the white head and hair
of Christ:49

(i) 'an attempt to share John's visual impression of the resplendent Son of Man',

(ii) 'a conventional item in literary descriptions of heavenly beings',

(iii) a reflection of 'John's high christology' because this feature belongs to the Ancient of

Days,

(iv) 'a symbol of Christ's [eternal] pre-existence·.50

47srutsch, i, 86; Scott, W., 441; Lohse, 18; Roloff, 43.
48varbro Collins, "Tradition", 553.
49sauckham, "Figurae" 109-11 o.
50ct. Allo, 13; Prigent, 28; Swete, 16, who notes that this was the view of ancient commentators
such as Andreas, but argues that the idea should not be pressed since white hair 'suggests decay
whereas Jesus Christ is unchangeable'.
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In response to these possibilities we would suggest that the first two have a high degree of
probability:

(i) Recalling our discussion in §1.3 about visionary experiences and their origin and
interpretation, it seems quite plausible to suppose that Ape 1.14 reflects the influence of
Dn 7.9 as part of the seer's stockpile of images but without the requirement that images
from Dn 7.9 could only be applied to manifestations of the deity.

(ii) the number of other epiphanies which, like Ape 1.14, reflect the language of Dn 7.9,
suggest that there may well have been an element of conventionality about the inclusion of
such imagery.

The apparent independence of the Ape from contemporary texts in which accounts of
epiphanies featuring Dn 7.9 occur raises the question whether the Ape might constitute a
special case. In particular it raises the question whether John may have intended to draw
attention to the divinity of Jesus Christ by the inclusion of details from Dn 7.9, despite the
fact that in other more or less similar epiphanies no such intention was present. But our
argument in §7.4 that the theophany in Ape 4 and the christophany in Ape 1 share no
common details suggests that this was not John's intention.51

Another objection to our proposal that the form of the risen Jesus is 'typically angelic' is that
Ape 1.13-16 reflects the influence of Dn 7.13 LXX which appears to identify the son of man
figure with the Ancient of Days. But we have already discussed a number of questions
concerning the influence of On 7.13 LXX on the christophany. We came to the conclusion
that the evidence for such influence is by no means overwhelming. We also argued that if
such an influence was present in Ape 1.13-16 it is likely that it was an expression of the
belief that 'one like a son of man' and the Ancient of Days were similar in appearance, rather
than that they were identified together as two manifestations of the one being.

51 Thus when Beale, "Revelation", 321, in the context of discussion about intentional use of the OT
says that 'the Son of Man is clearly portrayed as a divine figure in Revelation 1' our point is that this is
by no means clear: Jesus could have been portrayed as an angelic figure.
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Consequently, if Dn 7.13 LXX has influenced the christophany in Ape 1 then it is not
necessarily an indication that the portrayal of the glorious figure is illustrative of his divinity.
Such influence is consistent with the supposition that this figure is an angel or an
angelomorphic figure.

If Dn 7.13 LXX has not influenced Ape 1.13-16, and if Ape 1.13-16 is independent of texts
such as Ape. Abr. 11.1-3 and Jos. Asen. 14.7 can we bring forward an alternative
explanation as to how material from Dn 7.9 may have been combined with material from Dn
7.13 and 10.S-6?

Rowland, for example, notes an alternative to his own preferred hypothesis concerning Dn
7.13 LXX. Having argued that there are close connections between Dn 10 .Sf and Ezek
1,52 Rowland suggests that

'From a very early stage the connections between Dan 1O.Sf and descriptions of
theophanies were recognized, and as a result items from these theophanies
contributed to the later use of Dan 1o.Sf'. 53

Rowland does not elaborate but this explanation is plausible and it coheres with our
suggestion that Dn 1O.S-6 developed through conflating details from Ezek 9.2 with details
from other epiphanies including the theophany in Ezek 1.

Yarbro Collins argues that while the Danielic son of man is Michael from the point of view of
the composition of the Book of Daniel it does not follow that John made this identification.
She suggests that the designation of the revealing angel as a 'man' in 8.1S (ct. &vepomou,
LXX) may have suggested that this angel, identified as Gabriel, was the same angel as in
7.13. The similarity in revealing functions between this angel and the angel in Dn 10 may
have suggested that the angel in Dn 10 was also Gabriel. In turn this means that the angels
in Dn 7.13 and 10.S-6 were identified and this would explain 'why elements from Dan 7:13
and Dan 10:S-6 are conflated to describe the heavenly being of Rev 1:12-16'.54 Further,
52E.g., Rowland, "Vision", 3.
53 Rowland, "Man", 106.
54varbro Collins, "Tradition", 551.
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the Ancient of Days was 'a distinguishable manifestation of God as a high angel', and
probably identified with Gabriel by John. 55

We have already discussed (and denied) the possibility that the Ancient of Days was
interpreted as an angeJ.56 But we also dispute the first part of Yarbro Collins' proposal as
we have outlined it. For this approach overlooks the fact that John is just as likely to have
read On 7.16 and made a connection with 8.16.57 In the former Daniel seeks out 'one of
the attendants' to explain the vision to him, in the latter Gabriel is commanded to go to
Daniel to interpret the vision. It seems as reasonable to presume that John identified these
two figures as that he identified 'one like a son of man' with Gabriel. But if the figure in Dn
7.16 is Gabriel then he cannot be 'one like a son of man' who is certainly not 'one of the
attendants'. 58

Another explanation is possible. We have examined above the epiphany of the
angelomorphic Noah in 1 En. 106.2-6. This epiphany occurs in a text which is undoubtedly
older than the Ape, dating from no later than 0 BCE, and possibly as early as 161 BCE. 59 It
is, of course, possible that this text has been influenced by Dn 7.9. But it might share with
On 7.9 a common indebtedness to 1 En. 14.60 In any case there is no reason to presume
the influence of Dn 7.13 LXX since Noah is not linked in any way to the Danielic son of man.
Our explanation begins then, with the existence of the epiphany of Noah as a glorious
being who has a body white as snow, hair as white as wool, and eyes like the sun.

Three points about 1 En. 106.2-6 are significant in the present context.

First, it provides a model of a glorious figure who stands more or less alongside the glorious
'man' in On 10.5-6. In particular, because he has white hair, Noah is a model of a glorious
figure whose description extends the scope of the description found in Dn 10.5-6.

Secondly, 1 En. 106 is indisputably older than the Ape, unlike On 7.13 LXX.
55varbro Collins, "Tradition", 557-558.
56see §2.4.1.
57oay, Conflict, 171-172.
58zevit, "Implications", 490, is confusing on this point.
59see above, §4.2.4.
60see above §4.2.4.
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Thirdly, the influence of 1 En. 106.2-6 directly or indirectly on epiphanies such as Ape
1.13-16 is by no means inconceivable given that it includes a comparison to the sun, a
feature absent in Ezekiel and Daniel. Thus Ape 1.16, where the face of Jesus is like the sun
shining in full force, and Ape 10.1, where the face of the angel is like the sun, could be
evidence for at least an indirect reflection of the influence of 1 En. 106.5 ('His eyes are like
the rays of the sun').

Consequently the existence of the epiphany of Noah in 1 En. 106 from long before the
time of the Ape could explain why the christophany is broader in its range of images than Dn
10.5-6. Such an explanation does not presuppose that John actually knew 1 En. 106, only
that John was familiar with apocalyptic tradition influenced by 1 En. 106. This explanation
does not necessarily contradict Rowland's explanation (i.e. Dn 10.5-6 attracted theophanic
imagery) but it has the significant advantage of providing a specific example of a description
of an epiphany which includes white hair, comparison with snow, and comparison with the
sun.

It is true that the actual language used to describe the risen Jesus is mainly drawn from
Daniel and Ezekiel. Our explanation does not undermine this observation but complements
it by providing a reason why the disparate portrayals in Dn 7.9 and 10.5-6 should have been
brought together.

A consensus appears to be forming around the view that Dn 7.13 LXX is the key to the
conflation of Dn 7.9,13 and 10.5-6 in Ape 1.13-16.61 But this consensus appears to be
forming without the exercise of due caution over the question of whether Dn 7.13 .LXX was
early enough to be an influence or over the question of the meaning of Dn 7.13 LXX. We
argue that this need for caution is sufficient to warrant consideration of other possibilities
such as 1 En. 106. The

importance of 1 En. 106 has been overlooked by scholars such

as Hurtado, Rowland, and Yarbro Collins in their discussion of the christophany.

In short: the traditional interpretation of Ape 1.14, that the divinity of Jesus Christ in the
Ape is being illustrated, is only one of several interpretations. In the light of our examination
611n addition to Rowland and Yarbro Collins note also Aune, "Prophecy", 421.
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of the christophany in comparison with epiphanies both within and outside the Ape we have
argued that this traditional interpretation is not supportable for the form of the risen Jesus in
Ape 1.13-16 is typically angelic.

We have questioned the influence of Dn 7.13 LXX on the christophany along with two other
explanations for the conflation of imagery from On 7 and 10 which is found in Ape 1.13-16.
Positively we have argued for the possibility that 1 En. 106.2-5 lies in the background to
Ape 1.13-16 and could explain this combination of images. Of particular importance is the
fact that 'sun' imagery is used in 1 En. 106.2-5 but is not found in epiphanic accounts in
either Ezekiel or Daniel. This explanation is consistent with the observation that Jesus is
presented in the form of an angel.

§8.5.1 Jesus as an Angelomorphic Human?

If the form of the risen Jesus is 'typically angelic' does it mean that Jesus is being presented
as though he were an angel or as an exalted human figure like Noah (1 En. 106) and Jacob

(Jos. Asen. 22)?

Three observations suggest that Jesus is being presented as an angelic rather than as a
human figure. First, Jesus is described as

OIJOlOV ui.ov avepomou (Ape 1.13), which is

similar to descriptions of angels in Daniel and Ezekiel (as we saw above in §8.3.2).
Secondly, whereas the description of Abel,

OJ.!Oto<; ui.<\) eeou (Test. Abr. Rec. A 12.4)

signals that the human Abel is like an angel, the description

OIJ.Otov ui.ov &vepomou (Ape

1 .13) appears to signal that Jesus is like a human, in other words, that the risen Jesus is no
longer human, although he has human form. Thirdly, the functional equivalence of Jesus to
the revealing angel suggests that he is presented as an angel in correspondence to this
functional equivalence.

§8.5.2 Jesus as an Angel?

If Jesus is not being presented as a divine being or as a human being then he is almost
certainly being presented as an angel. But if Jesus looks like an angel and functions like an
angel, is he in fact an angel in the perception of the Ape?
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One crucial observation we can make, however, is that the 'man' in Dn 10.5-6 also
reappears in Dn 12.7-8 and that the latter account is taken up in Ape 10 (as we have argued
above in §7.2.1 ). Since we have distinguished between Jesus Christ and the mighty angel
in Ape 10 it would appear that the story of one angel has influenced the descriptions of two
beings in the Ape. This suggests that neither Jesus nor the mighty angel has been
identified with the 'man' in Dn 10.5-6. Rather the information supplied in Daniel has simply
contributed to the descriptions of two different figures. In other words it would appear that in
this case the 'man' in Dn 10 and 12 is not the object of interpretation, but the means of
interpretation for John. 62 Dn 10.5-6, for example, has not been reinterpreted in Ape 1.1316 so that the risen Jesus is a reappearance of the 'man', rather it has contributed to the
vision of the risen Jesus.63 This point is reinforced by the observation that while details
from Dn 10.5-6 dominate Ape 1.13-16 there is very little in the latter which is an exact
reproduction of the former. In short: it is unlikely that Ape 1.13-16 implies that Jesus is
identified with the angel in Dn 10.5-6.64

The situation with the Danielic son of man is slightly different. First, whereas the 'man' in Dn
10.5-6 appears directly to Daniel in his present situation, the vision of 'one like a son of man'
in Dn 7.13 has a futuristic aspect. The author of Daniel 'sees' the future vindication of Israel
and the judgement of her enemies (ct. Dn 11.2-12.1 which looks forward to 'the time of the
end'). Whether the author thought in terms of the immediate future or the distant future is
immaterial here. The point is that John, who writes a book which still looks ahead to the
future vindication of God's people (cf. Ape 6.1 0). must have either believed that 'one like a
son of man' had yet to come or had come in the form of Jesus of Nazareth and would yet
come again. Ape 1. 7 suggests that in fact he identified 'one like a son of man' with Jesus
'the pierced one' and looked for his second coming as the final vindication of God's people.
In other words the description of the risen Jesus as OIJ.Otov

uiov avepro1tou may not simply

be a phrase influenced by Dn 7.13 but an implicit declaration that 'one like a son of man'
envisaged by Daniel was in fact Jesus Christ. 65

62ct. Yarbro Collins, "Review", 735, commenting on the failure of Beale, Daniel, 319, to properly
make this distinction.
63ct. Kretschmar, Studien, 222.
64eontrast Hippolytus, Eis ton Daniel, iv.36.4-6.
65ct. Beale, "Revelation", 329.
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Since we have already noted that 'one like a son of man' in Dn 7.13 was probably
understood to be an angel, does this mean that John identified Jesus with this angel?

Even if John recognised Dn 7.13 as portraying 'one like a son of man' as an angel,66 this
does not necessarily mean that he thought that Jesus was an angel. The very fact that John
presents his revelation in terms of Danielic language and concepts suggests that he was
offering to the church an updating of what the Book of Daniel contained.67 Thus it is
conceivable that John may have thought that whereas Daniel 'saw' an angel in Dn 7.13, the
reality was that 'one like a son of man' was not an angel, only similar to an angel.

Thus if John understood 'one like a son of man' in Dn 7.13 to be the angel Michael it would
not follow that he understood Michael and Jesus Christ were to be identified. We shall have
more to say about this in a later chapter. We have already suggested that the Ape
represents a kind of successor to previous revelations such as the Book of Daniel. In
keeping with this it is plausible to suppose that John believes he understands the secret
things of God better than those before him. 'One like a son of man' appeared to have been
Michael, but now he is known to be Jesus Christ. In particular, from John's Christian
perspective, Dn 12.1 with its talk of Michael delivering Israel, must have been read as a
mistake (it was not Michael who arose to save Israel but Jesus Christ) or a statement needing
greater clarification (what was actually meant was that a figure like Michael would arise to
save Israel).

If we then reject the identification of Jesus with the angels in Dn 7.13 and 10.5-6 we are
nevetheless left with the thought that Jesus appears to be construed as a kind of successor
to both- to Michael as saviour and to Gabriel as mediator of revelation. This notion should
not seem surprising in view of our discussion in Chapter Five about connections between
Jesus and MichaeVGabriel in various Christian texts in the first centuries of the Christian era.

66et. Yarbro Collins, "Trad~ion", 550.
67see 1QpHab 7 for an example of the belief that previous prophets and visionaries received only a
limited revelation; ct. discussion in Halperin, Faces, 69; Gruenwald, Apocalyptic, 21-22, suggests
that apocalypticists believed that 'The prophetic utterances had to await an apocalyptic revelation for
their inner truth to be made explicit'; contrast

w~h

Stone, "Apocalyptic", 423.
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It would appear then that although presented as an angel in Ape 1.13-16 the risen Jesus is
not actually thought to be an angel in his essential nature. This conclusion is consistent with
the fact that nowhere in Ape 1 (or in the rest of the Ape) is Jesus ever designated or entitled
ayytA.oc;. Our observations about the similarity between Jesus and the angels in the Ape in
terms of form and function have always been accompanied by observations that Jesus is
distinct from the angels. We have no reason to believe that Jesus was perceived to be an
angel. At the most he was an angelomorphic being according to his presentation in Ape
1.13-16.

§8.5.3 Resolving a Paradox

We have argued in Chapter Six that Jesus in the Ape is a divine being to the extent that he
belongs with God as the object of heavenly praise (5.13, 22.1-4), shares the divine throne
(3.21, 7.17, 22.1-3), and is identified with God in a series of 'I am· statements (22.13). Jesus
Christ in the Ape lies 'on the divine side of the line which monotheism must draw between
God and creatures·.68 Inter alia we have noticed above that the divinity of Jesus in respect
of Ape 1.13-20 is supported (though not required) by the fact that there is no reference to
Jesus having been 'sent' - in contrast to the glorious 'man' in Dn 10.11 (and to Yahoel in

Ape. Abr. 10.7). What 'one like a son of man' has to say in Ape 1.17-18 is crucial. When
Jesus speaks in 1.17-18 John hears the following words:

lltl <J>o~oi3· f:yw tiJJt 6 1rpwroc; 'Kat 6 laxaroc; 18 'Kat 6 'wv, 'Kat f:ytv6JJnv
V£1Cpoc; 'Kat i5oo 'wv EiJJt de; roue; aiwvac; rwv

aiwvwv 'Kat EXW rae;

'KA.t'ic; roi3 Savarou 'Kat roi3 (;{5ou.

At first sight these statements are commensurate with Jesus' status as some kind of
exalted, angel-like, human being. To die and to be alive simply refers to Jesus resurrection.
To have the key to Death and Hades is to have an authority attributable elsewhere in the
Ape to an angel (e.g. 9.1, 20.1, ct. Ape. Zeph. 6.13). The statement f:yw dJ.lt 6 1rpwro<; 'Kat

6 laxaroc; could be interpreted in terms of Jesus' relationship to the church as, for example,
the 'first-born from the dead' (cf. Ape 1.5, Col1.18).69
6Bsauckham, "Worship", 335.
69Note that Uncial A offers 1rpwr6ro'Koc; as an alternative to 1rpwroc;.
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But our discussion in §6.2.2 suggested that

tyro d!J.t 6 1tp&toc; Ka\. 6 lo-xntoc; must be

intepreted in the light of 22.13. It is not simply a statement about Jesus in relationship to the
church but about Jesus in relationship to the whole of creation and history. It is a statement
which identifies Jesus Christ with God. In this light we may then read the power over Death
and Hades as a divine prerogative.70 Likewise the statement that Jesus is

6 Cffiv may be

seen as a further alignment of Jesus Christ with God. 71 The conjunction of

6 Cffiv with de;

toUc; nlffivnc; tffiv nlrovrov recalls, for example,

'He who lives forever (' 0

Cffiv de; tov nlffivn) created the universe' (Sir 18.1), 72

and the description of God in the Ape itself,

tc\> Cffivtt de; toUc; nlffivnc; tffiv nlrovrov (Ape 4. 9, 1 0, 10. 6, 15. 7).

It would appear therefore that John 'sees' an angelomorphic figure but 'hears' one who is
identified with God. John does not 'see' a theornorphic figure but he 'hears' one who shares
in the eternal being of God. Thus we have something of a paradox- a 'divine-angelic' being.
But the paradox can be resolved when we recall some observations made in the course of
our survey of the context of christology of the Ape. In Asc. Is. 9.30 (Eth.) we saw that the
implication of this reading was that Jesus was transformed into an angel so as not to
overwhelm Isaiah. Justin (Apol. i.63) and Origen (Comm. Joh. i. 217-219) both talk about
Jesus taking up angelic form temporarily for specific purposes. In Test. Abr. 16.8-9 Death
manifests itself in the form of an archangel. In other words, we suggest that in the
perception of the Ape, Jesus appears as an angelomorphic figure as a temporary measure,
analogously to these examples. Jesus is not an angel but he takes up the form of an angel
temporarily.

70E.g. Tg. Yer. I Deut 28.12; Tg. Yer. I Gn 30.22; cf. Aune, "Magic", 484-489, argues for the
influence of the goddess Hekate.
71cf. Swete, 19. Note God as •n ?~(eeoc;

Cffiv), mn• •n (CU Kupwc;), 'J~ •n (Cc\> tyro) in
the OT: Deut 32.40; Josh 3.1 0; Ps 41 (42).3, 83(84).3; Is 49.18; Jer 5.2; Hos 1.10 (2.1 ); and as eeoc;
Cffiv or 6 eeoc; 6 Cffiv in Mt 16.16, 26.63; Acts 14.1 &, Rom 9.26; 2 Cor 3.:S, 6.1 &, 1 Thess 1.9~ 1
Tim 3.15, 4.10; Heb 3.12; 9.14,

10.31~

1 Pet 1.23.

72cf. Dn 4.34; 12.7; 1 En 5.1.
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At least two reasons to support this interpretation can be brought forward. First, if Jesus
were appearing as a divine being then it might have given the impression that there are two
Gods. But John takes some trouble to underline the fact that there is only one God. In Ape
19.10 and 22.9 the angel says 'worship God' not 'worship God and Jesus'. In Ape 22.3-4
singular pronouns are used, even though both God and the Lamb are in view (cf. ol
(ll>'tOU Aatp£U(JOU01.V

(lU't<j) lC(ll O'lfOV'tat 'tO 7tpO<J0)1t0V

oouA.o1.

(lU'tOU, lC(ll 'tO OVO).l.(l

autou). 73

Secondly, according to our analysis of Ape 4.3, the true form of God is veiled from human
sight. If we take seriously the identity between God and Jesus Christ then the true form of
Jesus Christ is likely to be integrally bound up with that of God. Consequently, the true form
of Jesus Christ must also be veiled from human sight. It is noticeable that when Jesus is
'seen' in the midst of the throne it is in the form of the Lamb (7.17) - a symbolic image rather
than a portrayal of the essential form of Jesus Christ. Also important in this connection is the
secret name of Jesus in Ape 19.12 which hints that the true nature of Jesus Christ is bound
with God.74 Thus when Christ appears to humans he assumes a form which can be taken
in by the human eye. He takes up the form of a mighty and glorious angel.

We can put this another way. When Jesus was on earth interacting with humanity he was
incarnate in human form. Now that he has ascended to heaven he adopts the form of the
main class of heavenly being who interact with humanity, namely, angels. Analogous to his
human incarnation Jesus becomes 'incarnate' as an angel. In presenting Jesus in this way
John preserves the unity of God and Jesus Christ. There are obvious resonances here with
the 'dispensational' angel christology of Origen (ct. §5.2.2). But in Comm. Joh. i.217-219
Jesus becomes an angel for the sake of the angels, whereas in the Ape Jesus is presented
as angel for the sake of his church.

73cf. Bauckham, "Worship", 331, 'John is evidently reluctant to speak of God and Christ together as
a plurality. Their 'functional unity' [Holtz, Christologie, 202] is such that Christ cannot be an
alternative object of worship, but shares in the glory due to God'. Cf. Beasley-Murray, 332; Holtz,
Christo/ogie, 202.

74so Schillebeeckx, Christ, 443.
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This explanation has two important implications. First, that the glorious appearance of Jesus
is not the appearance of Jesus the exalted human but the appearance of Jesus the divine
being (but now temporary angel). Secondly, that the figure which is seen in Ape 1.13-16 is
not 'the angel of Christ's presence·,75 at least not in the sense of an angel who stands in
for Christ. Jesus Christ the living one is really present to John in the form of an angel.

§8.6 CONCLUSION
We have set ourselves the task of investigating the influence of angelology on the
christology of the Ape. Our study of Ape 1.13-16 has determined that angelology has
influenced the vision of Jesus Christ. In appearance Jesus is like an angel. Each element of
his form recalls the appearance of other glorious angels and angelomorphic beings. The
form of the Ancient of Days is also recalled, but when Ape 1.14 is read against the
background of a number of epiphanies which feature similar imagery it is questionable that
the divinity of Jesus Christ is being illustrated. Rather Jesus is being presented as a glorious
angel- most likely, in fact, as the successor to Michael and Gabriel.

The process by which elements from Dn 7.9, 13 and 10.5-6 became conflated is often
explained in terms of the influence of Dn 7.13 LXX. We consider this to be far from an
assured result and have put forward an alternative explanation based on 1 En. 106. 2-6.

Paradoxically, although Jesus appears in an angelomorphic form, he is identified with the
being of God. We have explained this in terms of another set of observations drawn from
study of angelology and angel christology: that the form of an angel can be taken up
temporarily by a non-angelic being.

We now proceed to study 'one like a son of man' in Ape 14.14 with a view to determining
whether what is said there corroborates our findings so far.

75 Farrar, 67.
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CHAPTER NINE

'ONE LIKE A SON OF MAN' IN
APOCAL VPSE 14.14
§9.1

INTRODUCTION

We have examined 'one like a son of man· in Ape 1.13, a figure identified as the risen Jesus.
To continue our investigation of the influence of angelology on the christology of the Ape
we now examine 'one like a son of man· in Ape 14.14. Although many commentators
identify this figure as Jesus Christ not all do so. The controversy largely arises from the fact
that in 14.15 the next figure in the sequence is described as &AA.o<; &yyeA.o<; suggesting
that the figure in 14.14 is himself an angel. Consequently our major task is to reconsider the
identity of the son of man figure. Out of this discussion we develop our reflection on the
influence of angelology on the christology of the Ape.

We begin by citing Ape 14.14-16 and then discussing various issues which arise from it:

Kat. eloov, Kat ioou vecpeA.'fl A.eu~. Kat em 1)v veq,£A.11v Ka~J..LEVov oiJ.otOv
u\.ov &vepomou, exrov Em tii<; Kecj><XA1l<; nutou O"tEcj>cxvov xpooouv K<Xl Ev tij
xetp\. <XUtOU Opbtnvov
Kpa~OOV

<X;u.

15 K<Xl &AA.o<; &yyeA.o<; £~11A.9ev EK tOU vnou

Ev cj>rovij J.l.E'Y6:A.1J tQl Ka9'fl!lEvq> Em 'tfi<; VEcpeA'fl<;" xEIJ.'IfOV tO

opE7tCXV6v crou K<Xl eeptcrov, Ott ~A.eev Tt Wp<X eepicrm, Ott E~'flpcXv9'fl 6
eeptcr!l<><; tii<; YJi<;.

16 K<Xl E~<XAev

6 Ka9'111J.EVO<; em tll<; ve<P£A.1l<; tO

opE7tCXVOV nutou em tftV yilv K<Xl Eeep(cr9'fl

ft "'f1i. 1

The phrase &AA.o<; &yyeA.o<; in 14.15 is intriguing. It is one of six occurrences in 14.6-20. In
14.8,9, 17, and 18 this expression occasions no difficulty per se, since the angels referred

to clearly follow the appearance of a previous angel, and thus are appropriately described as
&A.A.o<; &yyeA.o<;, that is, as 'another angel'. Our previous discussion of the phrase oiJ.otOv
u\.ov &vepomou has shown that it is a kind of expression used with reference to angelic
figures. It would be quite reasonable to construe &AA.o<; &yyeA.o<; in 14.15 as meaning
1There is no major text critical issue affecting this passage.
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'another angel, following the appearance of an angel described in human terms'. But the
fact that (a) OJlotov uiov avepomou is taken by many commentators to refer to Jesus
Christ, and that (b) Jesus is commonly supposed to be distinct from the angels raises the
question whether W..A.oc; &yyeA.oc; in 14.15 necessarily implies that the figure in 14.14 is
an angel.

Consideration of 14.6 suggests that the answer to this question is negative for in this verse
d.A.A.oc; d.yyeA.oc; occurs with no immediate reference point in view. The nearest previous
reference to angel(s) is in 12. 7, where Michael and the dragon and their armies of d.yyeA.ot
fight each other.

A number of explanations for

&A.A.oc; in 14.6 have been brought forward. We need not

concern ourselves with those which are consistent with the conclusion that

&A.A.oc;

in

14.15 does not necessarily refer to 'one like a son of man' in 14.14. For example,
explanations that W..A.oc; in 14.6 is a stylistic device,2 or that

&A.A.oc; &yyeA.oc; means

'again, an angel',3 or 'another, an angel',4 or that it is referring to 'die aktualisierende
Stimme Gottes·.5 We may note that, in principle, there is no reason why a previous angel
some way back in the narrative should not be in view since in the case of W..A.ov &yye'MJv
tcrxupc)v in 10.1 the previous angel appears to be &yyeA.ov tcrxupc)v in 5.2.6

At least one explanation, however, is consistent with the understanding that W..A.oc; in
14.15 does mean that the figure in 14.14 is an angel. For example, it is possible that

&A.A.oc;

in 14.6 is not actually original. If d.AA.oc; was absent from the original text of 14.6,7 then it
is arguable that an original d.AA.oc; in 14.15 should not be understood to refer any further
back than to the immediately preceding figure in 14.14 since 14.6 does not provide a
precedent for an W..A.oc; with no immediate referent in view. Nevertheless, the originality of
d.A.A.oc; in 14.6 is well supported, a and the point is established that W..A.oc; does not have
2Holtz, Christologie, 130 n.2; Lohmeyer, 123.
3Lohmeyer, 121.
4charles, ii, 12; cf. Beckwith, 655; with refutation by Holtz, Christologie, 129 n.3.
5van Schaik, "Apok", 221-225, citation from p.222. The principal objection to this explanation and
to the previous one is that elsewhere in the Ape

&A.A.oc; d.yyeA.oc; means 'another angel'.

6ct. discussion in Bousset, 383, and Holtz, Christologie, 130 n.2 re (possible) previous angels.
7E.g. sp 4 7~ 9J1 sa.
8- AA.A.oc; d.vyeA.oc; in 14.6 is supported by , e.g., ~2 A C P 051, 1006. Cf. Beckwith, 655. Holtz,
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to refer to the immediately preceding figure.

Positively, it has been argued that a plausible reference for ~ in 14.15 exists in the
angel in 14.9.9 This possibility has been denied by, e.g., Charles 'since [14.6-11] and

[14.14-20] are quite distinct visions' .10 But even if the visions are distinct this is scarcely a
reason to deny that &AA.o~ could refer back to 14.9. The bounds of possibility are not
stretched by supposing that when the two visions were conjoined &.A.A.o~ was added to

14.15. This could have been done, for example, to lend a semblance of continuity to 14.620 as a whole, or to match each angel in the second vision with each angel in the first.

Bousset also denied the '14.9' solution. He argued that in 14.14-20 the author has
reworked an apocalyptic source which was concerned with a 'Weltgericht' into one
concerned with a 'Vorgericht', in the process downgraded the 'Weltrichter' to the rank of the
angels, 11 and consequently

added &.A.A.o~

to

&.yyeA.o~ in 14.15 in the original

material. 12 This approach, however, is questionable on the grounds that it is difficult to
understand why John or a redactor would have wished to downgrade the son of man figure
to the level of the angels. 13

Van Schaik describes the '14.9' solution as the simplest but most improbable solution. 14
But this comment is an unelaborated and unwarranted judgement. For at least two reasons
we may in fact argue that 14.9 supplies the antecedent angel to the &AA.o~ &.yyeA.o~ in

14.15.

Christo/ogie, 130 n.2; Metzger, Textual, 751. The suggestion by Weiss [cited in Beckwith, 666, and
Van Schaik, "Apok", 218] that 14.6 was originally &AA.ov d.e'tov (cf. similarities between 14.6 and
8.13 where an ano~ also flies in mid-heaven announcing a message) has no textual support that we
are aware of.
9E.g. Swete, 185; Beckwith, 662.
1°Charles, ii, 21. With Vos, Synoptic, 144, and Holtz, Christologie, 128 we reject Charles, ii, 18-19,
when he proposes that v.15-17 is an interpolation made by someone who regarded the figure in 14.14
merely as an angel.
11 Bousset, 391.
12 Bousset, 389.
13van Schaik, "Apok", 218; cf. Beckwith, 667-668; Kraft, 192.
14van Schaik, "Apok", 218.
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First, all the angels mentioned in 14.6-20 are involved in one way or another with the
judgement of God.15 The three angels in 14.6-9 announce the judgement. (Even the
holy angels in 14.10, who are not part of the series of angels in 14.6-20, watch the

punishment of the condemned). The three angels in 14.15-20 act to carry out the
judgement- two give commands and one wields the sickle. In this sequence of angels the
angel in 14.15 is 'another angel', the next after the angel in 14.9.

Secondly, that each of the six angels should be described as

&AA.o<; &yye'Nx, could result

from conforming to a traditional pattern. The &.U.ot &yyeA.ot in 14.6-20 plus the son of man
figure make a group of seven heavenly figures.16 On the one hand a group of seven
conforms to the concept of a leading group of seven heavenly beings. Describing the six
angels in the same way underlines the mostly homogeneous nature of the group.

17

On

the other hand a group of six leading angels is not unknown (cf. 1 En. 20 [Eth.]) and
describing each angel as &A.A.o<; &yyeA.o<; would be consistent with the possibility that
John envisages six archangels accompanying 'one like a son of man'. In other words, the
angel in 14.15 is &AA.o<; &yyeA.o<; in order to conform the participants of the vision( s) in
14.6-20 to a traditional Jewish pattern. Accordingly the angel in 14.15 is the next angel
after the one in 14.9.

In sum: it is not necessary to suppose that &AA.o<; &yyeA.o<; in 14.15 implies that the figure
in 14.14 is an angel. It is plausible to suppose that the expression &.U.o<; &yyeA.o<; in 14.15
arises because the angel is understood as the angel who follows the angel in 14.9.

Another subject in Ape 14.14-20 which we may refer to in the 'Introduction' is the theme of
judgement symbolised by the harvest and the vintage. 'One like a son of man' and one of
the angels each have a sickle in order to gather the crop. In 14.15 the son of man figure is
told to 'reap, for the hour to reap has come, because the harvest of the earth is fully ripe'.
The son of man figure swings his sickle 'and the earth was reaped' (14.16). An angel
1Sseckwith, 662-663.
16Muller, Messias, 197.
17The difference between the first group of three &A.A.ot &yyeA.ot and the second group, whereby
the second and third angels of the first group are &AA.o<;

&yyeA.o<;

onhepo<; and &Uo<;

&yyeA.o<; tpi:ro<; respectively, but the angels of the second group are not described with ordinal
numbers, suggests that two groups of angels are in view. But this does not mean that an overall
group with two parts is not in view.
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appears with a sickle and is told to reap, but this time it is in terms of gathering 'the clusters of
the vine' (14.18). The angel gathers 'the vintage of the earth' and throws it into 'the great
winepress of the wrath of God' (14.19). The winepress is then trodden and an extraordinary
amount of blood flows for 'two hundred miles' (14.20).

The material here has been the subject of an ongoing debate. Issues raised include the
following:

(a) the meaning of the symbolism: e.g., both harvest and vintage symbolise the ingathering
of the elect, 18 the harvest symbolises the ingathering of the elect but the vintage
symbolises the judgement of the unreprentant nations, 19 the harvest symbolises the one
judgement on good and bad alike while the vintage represents the vengeance of God on
the wicked. 20

(b) the history of the tradition: e.g., 14.15-17 is an interpolation,21 14.14-20 is a reworked
apocalyptic source which downgrades a 'Weltrichter' to an angel, 22 14.14-19 is the
reworking of synoptic gospel traditions,23 14.14-20 represents the development of early
christological tradition independently of the synoptic gospels.24

As far as we can see the issue (a) has little bearing on the identity of 'one like a son of man' in
14.14. Whatever interpretation is placed on the harvest and vintage nothing requires that
the son of man figure be identified either as Christ or as an angel.

Issue (b) has some bearing on the question of the identity of the figure. If, for example,
John has incorporated a Jewish source involving angels then it is possible that 'one like a
son of man' in 14.14 is an angel. Nevertheless we must always ask with this kind of issue
whether the source material is determinative for the interpretation of the resultant
18caird, 191-194.
19Lohmeyer, 129; Holtz, Christologie, 134-135; Vos, Synoptic, 151; Bauckham, Theology, 9498.
20seckwith, 661-665.
21 Charles, ii, 18-19.
22sousset, 389.
23vos, Synoptic, 144-152; with refutation in Yarbro Collins, "Tradition•, 562-566.
24varbro Collins, "Tradition", 566-568.
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composition. 25 We have already seen in the previous chapter that although 'one like a son
of man' in Dn 7.13 was probably identified as an angelic figure it did not follow that in Ape
1 .13 John thought that 'one like a son of man' was an angel. A similar situation would apply
with respect to 14.14. That is, we must determine the nature of the son of man figure
according to the text as presented by John rather than according to the (presumed) history
of tradition behind the text.

Finally, we note that the text in the background to the angel's command in 14.15 is
undoubtedly Joel3.13 (= 4.13 MT):

'Put in the sickle, for the harvest (i'~P) is ripe. Go in, tread, for the winepress is full. The vats
overflow, for their wickedness is great. ·26

In 14.15 only the words 'for the hour to reap has come' (on -.iA.eev

'ri ropa eeptom)

in the

angel's message have no analogy with Joel 3.13. 27 In 14.18 the angel is told to gather in
the grapes which are ripe. This expands on Joel3.13 where no mention is made of 'grapes'
or 'clusters of the vine' or the grapes being ripe. Joel 3.13 in fact appears to combine two
harvests- grain and grape- in one illustration of judgement. 28

Who says the words in Joel 3.13 to whom is a little uncertain. Joel 3.11 ends with a request
to God, 'Bring down your warriors, Yahweh' (Ti1:J.J i1Ui' nmi1, Joel4.11 MT); but 3.12 ends,
so it would seem, with God speaking, 'for there I will sit to judge all the neighbouring
nations'. Consequently when 3.13 begins with the words 'Put in the sickle' it is not
immediately obvious whether this is a request to God to begin his judgement or an

instruction given by God for his people on earth to enact the judgement for God.

In short: various issues arise concerning the vision of 'one like a son of man· in the context
of Ape 14.6-20, but none of these either rule out or rule in any particular identity for the son
of man figure.
25cf. Gaechter, "Original", 485, 'you can never trust John to endorse (parallel ideas in the OT] even
if he should borrow from their imagery".
26Aimost certainly the Hebrew rather than the LXX version is used by John, cf. Lohmeyer, 128.
27 Holtz, Christologie, 131.
28 cf. Holtz, Christologie, 133 n.2. Bauckham, Theology, 95.
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§9.2 APOCALYPSE 14.14 WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE
FORM OF THE FIGURE

We now turn to examine the vision of 'one like a son of man'. Our underlying purpose is to
determine the identity of this figure.

The introduction to the appearance of the figure in 14.14, Ka.'t. eloov, x:a.'t. i.oou veljiA.'fl
A.EuK'Il, is similar to the introduction to the appearance of the Lamb on Mount Zion in 14.1:

Ka.'t. eloov, x:a.t. i.oou

'to

&pvtov ...

.29

By contrast we may observe that the

corresponding beginning to the appearance of the first &Uo<; &yyeA.o<; is the briefer
formula, Ka.t. eloov &Uov &yyeA.ov (14.6). Elsewhere in the Ape Eloov alone is
frequently found in connection with visions of all kinds of beings,30 but eloov with i.oou is
found only at the beginning of the following visions:

(a) the vision of the open heaven (4.1),

(b) the visions of the first, third, and fourth apocalyptic horsemen (6.2, 5, 8),

(c) the vision of the great international crowd before the throne and before the Lamb (7.9),

(d) the vision of the Lamb on Mt. Zion (14.1),

(e) the vision of 'one like a son of man' (14.14),

(f) the vision of the apocalyptic Rider (19.11 ).

Thus the introductory formula to Ape 14.14 is found on most other occasions to introduce a
vision which features (i) either explicitly or implicitly the divine throne (4.1, 7.9), or (ii) Jesus
as the Lamb (7.9, 14.1) or as the Rider (19.11 ). The exceptions are the three visions
featuring apocalyptic horsemen.31 Consequently we cannot state a rule such that Ka.'t.
29van Schaik, "Apk 14", 225 n21.
30E.g. Ape 1.12; 5.1,6; 6.1;7.1; 8.2; 10.1; 13.1,11; 15.1; 17.3; 18.1; 20.1,11; 21.1.
31With, e.g., Rissi, "Rider", 416, we hold that the first horseman in Ape 6.2 is an anti-Christ figure.
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eloov,

Kat

ioou

is normally used in visions concerning either God or Jesus Christ or both

together. But the use of this phrase in 14.14 is consistent with the identification of 'one like
a son of man' in 14.14 with the risen Jesus.32

We now turn to consider the description of the content of the vision phrase by phrase. We
cite the phrase in question first and then list under it related phrases in the Ape and in the
background literature. For convenience in setting out we cite each new phrase at the
beginning of a new page.

32ct. Holtz, Christo/ogie, 131 n.3.
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Related Material in the Ape

Jesus:

'Ioou

EPXEta.t Jl.Eta twv ve<j>eAci>v (1.7).

another mighty angel: m:pt~e~A.Tl~vov ve<liA.Tlv (1 0.1 ).

two witnesses: clVE~TlCmV el~ tov oupa.vov f.v 't'ij ve(jiA.1] (11.12).

Background Material

'coming on the clouds of heaven' (em twv ve<j>eAci>v tou oupa.vou ...... T\PXeto,
LXX; Jl.Eta trov ve<j>eA.wv tou oupa.vou ... EPXOJ.LEVO~, Th.) Do 7.13.

'you make the clouds your chariots' (6 nee\.~ vto/Jl 'tl)v bcl.~a.cnv, Ps 103(1 04).3).

'Cloud (ve<jl€A.Tl) and darkness are all around him' (Ps 96(97).2).33

'Then the Lord said to Moses, "I am going to come to you in a dense cloud

(ve<!iA.Tl~)"

'(Ex 19.9; ct. 20.21).

'And I saw that this man flew with the clouds of heaven' (4 Ezra 13.3).

'And behold a cloud was coming up from the great sea' (Syr. Bar. 53.1).

33swete, 185, suggests that the 'white cloud' in 14.14 is 'not the dark storm-cloud which to the
Hebrew mind suggested the inscrutable mystery of unrevealed Deity ...... but the symbol of light and
blessing'.
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Piscussjon

John sees a 'white cloud'. This recalls at least three sets of figures:

(i) God in terms of OT references to his appearance in, and movement on cloud(s),

(ii) 'one like a son of man' in Do 7.13, and related figures in 2 Esd. 13.3 and Syr. Bar. 53.1,

(iii) figures in the Ape such as Jesus (1.7), the mighty angel (10.1) and the two witnesses

( 11.12).

Whereas the figure in 14.14 sits 'on' (bn) the cloud, the reference in 1. 7 speaks of Jesus
coming 'with' (f..l£ta) the clouds. If Do 7.13 is in view in 14.14 (as it certainly is in 1.7) then it
recalls the LXX rather than Theodotion (as in 1.7).34 Of course, in neither 1.7 nor 14.14 is
there sufficient evidence to be sure that John was drawing on either version of Do 7.13.

If Jesus is the figure on the cloud then it is noticeable that there are three specific
differences between 1. 7 and 14.14: the former has trov vecj>eA..rov, the figure comes

(EPXEtat), and comes f..1£ta trov vecj>eA..rov, whereas the latter has vecpeA..Tt A..Eu!dJ, the
figure simply is (that is, there is no reference to 'coming' ) , and the figure is

bd. tfiv

vecj>eA..Ttv. None of these differences precludes the identification of the figure as Jesus, but
they do allow for the possibility that the figure is different to the one envisaged in 1.7, that
is, different to Jesus.

In sum: a white cloud seen at the beginning of the vision sets up a number of expectations
as to who might become present in the vision - God, Jesus, a heavenly being. By itself it
does not point unerringly to any one figure.

34ct. Scott, "Behold", 127.
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(II) Ka\.

!Jd

[Cf. tq'>

'tftV

VE~A.'flV

Ka8'flj.l£vq>

Ka9'11J.L£VOV

em

'ti)<;

vecpeA.'fl<;

( 14. 1 5) , 6

Ka8J1J.LEVo<;

em

'ti)<;

V£cpEATt<; ( 14.16)].

Belated Material in the Ape

God: em 'tOV ep6vov Ka8t1J.LEVO<; (4.2).

third rider: t1t1t0<; J.LEJ..a<;, Kat 6 Ka8t1J.LEVO<; e1t' autov

(6.5).

Jesus: t1t1to<; AEUKO<; Kat 6 Ka8Jlj.J£VO<; e1t' autov ( 19.11).

unknown: ep6voU<; Kat bc6.8tcrav e1t' au'toi><; (20.4).

Background Material

'I [Sophia] dwelt in the highest heavens, and my throne was in a pillar of cloud' (6
ep6vo<; J.I.Ou ev crtuA.q> vecpeA.Tt<;. Sir 24.3).35

O'!f£CJ8£ tov ulov
ePXOJ.LEVOV

Jl£'tU

tou &vepomou eK &~trov Ka~J.LEVov 'til<; Buv6.J.J£ro<; Kat
'tOOV

vecpeA.rov

'tOU

oupavou (Mk 14.62, cf .... em 'tOOV

vecpeA.rov, Mt 26.64).

tov ulov tou &vepomou ePX6J.LEVov tv vecpeA.TJ 11£ta Buvcij.l£ro<; Kat M~ll<;
1tOAATl<; (Lk 21.27).

' ... Apollo ... urbemque uidebat nube sedens atque his uictorem ad fatur lulum'
(Vergil, Aen. 9.638-640).36

35cf. Holtz, Christologie, 130 n.1, 'Der Menschensohn kommt als Ka8t1J.L£Vo<; auf der Wolke.
Wader Dan 7.13; IV Esra 13.1ff; Me 13.26 par. noch Ape 1.7 (13) bietet eine Analogie dazu'. But
Yarbro Collins, "Tradition", 564, points out that the Son of Man sits on his throne of glory in 1 En.
69.27 (d. 55.4, 61.8, 62.3).
36Noted by Casey, Son, 148.
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pjscussjon

Although we have referred to the figure in 14.14 as 'one like a son of man' the most
frequent description of the figure in 14.14-16 is 'The one seated on the cloud', (three
times).

Why should the figure be seated on a cloud? It is noticeable that describing the figure as
'the one seated on the cloud' parallels the descriptions in the Ape of God as 'the one seated
on the throne', and of the occupants of thrones in 20.4. This raises the question whether
the cloud is a kind of throne. Sophia has her throne in a 'pillar of cloud' because this
enables her to move around (cf. the 'pillar of cloud' leading Israel in the desert, Ex 14.19).
Therefore it is reasonable

to

suppose that when the crowned figure in 14.14 sits on a

'cloud' we are to understand that a mobile throne is in view. This point could explain why a
single cloud is seen rather than the plural clouds of Ape 1.7.37

If a mobile throne is in view then ultimately in the background lies the chariot throne of Ezek
1.26 which lies in the midst of 'a great cloud (LXX: vecpeA.TJ IJEYMTJ) with brightness around
it' (Ezek 1.4).

The fact, however, that in Ape 11.2 a cloud is the means of transport for the two witnesses,
and that in Ape 10.1 an angel is 'wrapped in a cloud' means that the location of the figure in
Ape 14.14 is consistent with the figure being an angel. The possible allusion to Ezek 1 .26
nevertheless keeps in view the possibility that the figure is somewhat greater than an angel.

Finally, one argument against the figure being an angel is that there was a rabbinic tradition
that angels could not fold their legs and hence could not sit.38 Nevertheless there appears
to have been at least one exception to this 'rule' in a contemporary apocalypse, since Asc.

Is. 7.21 gives the impression that an angel sat on a throne in each of the six heavens below
the seventh and highest heaven.39

37vos, Synoptic, 146-147 draws attention to Lk 21.27 where the Son of Man comes

3Bct. Gruenwald, Apocalyptic, 60, 66-67, who cites Bereshit Rabbah as a source.
39As Gruenwald, op. cit., 60, recognises.
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( 111) <5twtov

ulov

civapomou .

Belated Material jn the Ape

Jesus: OJlOtOV u\.ov &vapcfutou (1.13).

Background Material

'one like a son of man(~ ut~ &vapcfutou)' (On 7.13 LXX; Th.).

'in appearance like a man' (Ape. Abr. 10.5).

'one in the form of a son of man(~ OJloic.om~ utou &vepcfutou Th. cf. LXX:~

oJlotc.om~ xetp{>~ &vepcfutou; MT: 01N 'J:J mo1;::,)' On 10.16.

[Further references may be found in §8.3.2).

Piscussjon

By contrast with the previous phrase, the words OJlOtOv utov &vepcfutou have a clear and
specific reminiscence within the Ape to just one other figure, the risen Jesus in 1.13. The
fact that the same phrase is used in the descriptions of the one seated on the cloud and of
the exalted Jesus inevitably raises the question, Are the two figures identical?40 A final
answer to this question must be held over until we have completed our examination of the
various aspects of the figure in 14.14. But at this stage it is worth noting three points.

First, that oJlotOv u\.ov &vepcfutou recalls other phrases applied to various heavenly figures
in the OT. As we saw in the previous chapter this fact has led some scholars to conclude
that oJlotOv u\.ov &vepffi1tou is a typical apocalyptic tum of phrase which signifies a man-like
being and could be simply intended to designate an angelic being. Consequently it is
40small variations of OJlOtOV and u\.ov in some witnesses do not affect this point.
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possible that while OIJ.OtOV ui.ov &vepomou recalls the description of Jesus in Ape 1.13, it
does so only in the sense that Jesus and'the figure in 14.14 are similar kinds of human-like

beings.

Secondly, the fact that the next detail in the description of the figure's form also directly
mirrors a detail in the description of the form of the twenty-four elders (ct. (iv) below)
suggests that no one detail was intended as an indicator of the figure's identity. Rather,
John may have 'borrowed' details from here and there within his 'stock of imagery·,41 so
that it is merely coincidence that one detail mirrors a detail in the description of the risen
Jesus. In our discussion in chapter seven concerning the form of the bowl-angels we noted
a similarity between the description of their form and the description of the form of the
exalted Jesus (ev&ouJ,lfvot A.tvov Kaea.pOv ~pc:)v Ka\. m:pte~OXJJ.Ifvot 1rep\. ta
crtit9TI ~wvncr xpucr~, Ape 15.6; ct. ev&ouJ.Ifvov 7tOOTtPTI Kat m:pte~OXJJ,lfyov 7tpO<;
tol<; Jlncrtol<; ~WVTIV xpucrav, Ape 1.13). No scholars, however, as far as we are aware,

have suggested that this means that Jesus is one of the bowl-angels.

Thirdly, it is possible that if John did wish to emphasise a link between the figure in 14.14
and the exalted Jesus by his use of the phrase OJlotov ui.ov &vepomou then it was merely
a link between, and not an identity between the two figures which was signified. If the figure
in question is meant to be identified as Jesus through the provision of a detail also found in
Ape 1.13-16 it is surprising that there are no other details which link this appearance to the
christophany in Ape 1.13-16 (and to other aspects of the portrayal of Jesus in the Ape). In
this respect we may contrast the figure in 14.14 with the apocalyptic Rider in 19.11-16
where (a) two details (eyes like flames of fire, sword in mouth, 19.11,15) link the figure with
the exalted Jesus in Ape 1.13-16, and (b) other details connect the figure with the portrayal
of Jesus elsewhere in the Ape (e.g., rule with a rod of iron, 19.15 cf. 2.26-28, 12.5; the
name 'King of kings and Lord of lords', 19.16 ct. 17.14).

In short, the use of the phrase OJlotov ui.ov &vepomou in the description of the figure in
14.14 does not necessarily mean that the figure is Jesus Christ and could mean that the

figure is an angel.

41 Dunn, Christology, xxiv.
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There is no doubt that the description of the figure here draws on the figure in Dn 7.13.
Even though there are obvious differences with Dn 7.13 (e.g. singular 'cloud' here versus
'clouds' in Dn 7.13) the conjunction of 'cloud' and 'one like a son of man· mean that it is
impossible that Dn 7.13 is not alluded to here.42 Vos has argued that the allusion is distant
with the immediate source for Ape 14.14 lying in the 'gospel tradition· (i.e. Mk 14.62/Mt
26.64). 43 But this argument is difficult to sustain when

OJ..LOLOV

ui.ov

&vepomou is

preferred to 6 ui.oc; tou &vepiDn:ou.44 The use of the former expression suggests that,
whatever knowledge of the synoptic gospel tradition John may have had, Dn 7.13 was firmly
in mind as well.

42 Contra, Casey, Son, 148, who does not allow for a cumulative case for dependency on On 7.13.

43vos, Synoptic, 146-147.
44Yarbro Collins, "Tradition", 563-566 offers an extensive refutation of Vos' proposal.
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(IV)

exmv

bd tile; KEcpaJ..ilc; aUtOU O'tecpavov XPOOOUV.

Related Material in the Ape

the twenty-four elders:

the locusts:

em t!lc; Ktcpa.A!lc; aut&v c.O~ O'tEcj>avot OJ.I.OlOt xpooci) (9. 7).

the heavenly woman:

Jesus:

Em tnc; KEcpa.A!lc; am&v O'ttcpc:ivouc; xpoooUc; (4.4).

em tile; KEcj>aA:f\c; autil~ O'tEcj>avoc; &.atepoov Oc00£Ka (12.1)

em tljv Ktcj>a.Al)v autou OtaOTUlata 7tOAMX (19.12).

conquering figures: &OOoo aot tov atecj>avov tile; Cooilc; (2.1 0},

xpcitet 8 f.xetc;, 'ivaJ.I.T\Ottc; A.ci~lJ tov atecpav6v aou (3.11 },

Background Material

'a

golden crown upon her head' (xpooou O'tEcj>avov 1tEptEeT\KEV

em

tljv

Ktcj>a.Al)v autl)c;, Jos. Asen. 18.5; cf. 5.5, 21.5; 2 Sm 12.30}.45

Discussion

Whereas the previous detail in 14.14, OJ.I.OtOV ulov O.vepc.07t0u, is exactly the same as that
found in the description of the risen Jesus in 1.13, this detail is exactly the same (except in
respect of number) as one of the details in the description of the twenty-four elders

(4.4).46 Undoubtedly the son of man figure (and the elders} wear a golden crown as a sign
4S•crowns' are a feature of a number of other apocalypses and testaments (e.g. Test. Abr. Bee. A.

7.5; T. Levi 8.2, T. Ben 4.1, Ps. Sol. 2.2, Gk Ape. Bar. 6.2, Gk. Ape. Esdr. 6.17; T. Job. 6.21 ),
but references to 'golden crowns' appear to be restricted to the references cited in Jos. Asen.
[according to Denis, Concordance (1987).
46This correlation seems to undermine Muller, Messias, 193-197, who argues that Ape 14.14-20 is a
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of their heavenly rank.47 But there is no reason to think that 'one like a son of man' is one
of the elders. For the fact that the locusts in 9. 7 have on their heads cbc; crte<Pavot OJ.I.OtOt
xpoo<\) suggests that the wearing of golden crowns is considered by John to be a general
mark of majesty (in this case aped by the locusts) rather than a particular insignia of the
elders.48

Crowns (though not described as 'golden') are also linked with the theme of conquering in

2.1 0, 3.11, and 6.2 so that it is possible that the son of man figure wears a crown because
he has 'conquered'. In this case the son of man figure would most probably be Jesus Christ,
who has conquered (cf. 3.21 where 'conquering' is linked with possession of a 'throne'),
unlike the angels who are never directly associated with this theme. 49

Jewish source untouched by John. In turn this has implications for Muller's understanding of the
christology of the Ape,

ct.

Holtz, Christologie, 244-245, Lohse, "Menschensohn", 85 n.S, DeJonge,

"Use", 280.
47satake, Gemeindeordnung, 144.
48Trebilco, Jewish, 110.
49charles, ii, 20.
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(v)

ltrov

£v

......

't'Q

XEtPl au-toil Spbtavov ~u.

Related Material jo the Ape

Jesus: exrov

Ev

't'ij &~u~ XEtpt cx.mou fro'tEp~ bt'ta (1.16;

third rider: exrov ~uyov EV 't1j XEtpt CX.U'tOU (6.5

'another mighty angel': exrov

Ev

ct.

ct.

1.17,20; 2.1 ).

6.2,4, 7).

't'ij XElPt cx.u'tO'u ~t~A.cx.ptowv ftveqyyJ.l.tvov (10.2

ct.

1 0.5,8, 1 0).

'another angel': exrov KCX.t CX.U'tO<; OpE1tCX.VOV 6~u (14.17).

'another angel': 'tql exovn 'tO op£1tcx.vov 'tO 6~u (14.18).

'Babylon':

exoucrcx.

1tO~ptOV xpuaouv

Ev

'tij XEtpt cx.utij<; (17.4).

an angel: &Aucrtv J.l.EYcXA:rw btl. 'tTJV xe'ipcx. cx.u'tou (20.1).

Background Material

'Put in the sickle, for the harvest is ripe' (Joel3.13).

Discussion

In all instances of xetp alone in the Ape it is never used of God or Jesus, although it is used
in conjunction with &~t6<; in the case of Jesus in 1.17. It is difficult to know whether this
observation has any significance, but if it does then it is indicative of the figure being an
angel.

Although there is no mention of the xetp of the angel who has a sharp sickle (14.17-18)
there are a number of parallels between this angel and 'one like a son of man' in 14.14.
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First, both figures are spoken to in a similar way:

(to the son of man figure) n4i'l'ov to Optmxv6v crou Kat 9eptcrov, ... (14.15).

(to the angel) nt~\jfOV O"OU tO OpE7tCXVOV tO

O!;u KCXt tp'\)yr)crov ... (14.18).

Secondly, both figures act similarly in response to their instructions:

('one like a son of man') e~akv

Em

o Kcx911J..L£Vo~ Em

tfi~ vecpeA.11~

to ope1tavov cxutou

tT!v yi\v Ka\. Eeeptcr911 1't yi\ (14. 1 6) .

(the angel) e~aA.Ev
a~7tEAoV ti\~ yi\~

o &.yye~

to Ope7tavov cxutou

et~

tT!v yi\v Kcx\. hp'\)yr)crev tT!v

... (14.19).

In other words, 'one like a son of man' has a sickle in his hand, he is commanded to use it,
and he uses it. All of which is replicated in the case of one of the angels who also feature in
the vision. Clearly a functional similarity between 'one like a son of man' and an angel is
consistent with the conclusion that the former is himself an angel. But, as we have seen in
previous chapters, elsewhere in the Ape we find Jesus Christ functioning like an angel. In
the next section we endeavour to resolve the ambiguity inherent in the description of the
figure in 14.14.

§9.2.1

Conclusion

We have investigated each part of the vision of the son of man figure in 14.14. No one
aspect requires that the figure be identified in a particular way.

One important conclusion we can draw is that the form of the figure seems to be due to
John's own conception whatever sources may have influenced him. 'One like a son of man'
in On 7.13 does not sit on a cloud holding a sickle nor does he wear a golden crown. No
principal angel that we are aware of sits on a cloud holding a sickle. Conversely, we have
been able with each aspect of 14.14 to find a fairly close parallel within the Ape itself. This
suggests that 14.14 is a passage whose form and content has been shaped by John
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himself whatever sources may lie behind it.

§9.3 THE IDENTITY OF THE FIGURE IN APOCALYPSE 14.14

Many, indeed most commentators identify the figure as Jesus,50 but a number do not,
preferring to understand the figure as an ange1. 51 Nothing we have discussed so far
suggests that we look outside these two possibilities for the identity of the figure.52 In
what follows we examine the arguments for the figure as an angel and for the figure as
Jesus Christ.

§9.3.1 The Figure Is an Angel?

It is true that there is little in 14.14 which points clearly to the figure being an angel, since no
angel in the Ape is described as seated on a cloud, as wearing a golden crown, or as o~otov
ui.ov &vepomou. However an angel does have a sickle (14.17), and 'cloud' is associated
with an angel ( 10.1). The wearing of golden crowns by the elders (who are often
understood as angelic creatures) suggests that there is no intrinsic problem with an angel
wearing a golden crown. There are a number of examples outside the Ape of angels being
described in similar terms to o~otov ui.ov &vepchn:ou (e.g. Dn 10.16,

ct.

discussion in

§8.3.2).

Nevertheless the argument in favour of angelic identification faces this difficult question,
What kind of angel would be depicted in such impressive terms as the son of man figure in
Ape 14.14?

The obvious answer to this question is 'an angel of similar status to the mighty angel in Ape

1 0.1 '.53 This mighty angel, we may recall, was marked by theophanic imagery such as
soE.g., Charles, ii, 19; Lohse, 78; Prigent, 233; Scott, W., 305; Brutsch, ii, 180; Allo, 222; Farrar,
166-167; Holtz, Christo/ogie, 129-130, Lohse, "Menschensohn", 85.
51 E.g., Kraft, 197; Ritt, 77; Loisy, 273; Kiddie, 285; Coppens, "Mention", 229; Casey, Son, 148149.
52we do not envisage God as a possible identity for the son of man figure on the grounds that in Ape
4.3 John takes the trouble to obscure the anthropomorphism of the being on the divine throne as
portrayed in the original merkabah vision of Ezekiel (cf. Ezek 1.26-27). In Ape 14.14 the figure is
unmistakably anthropomorphic and therefore unlikely to be a manifestation of God.
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cloud and rainbow and christophanic imagery such as a sunlike face and fiery legs. The
figure in 14.14 is also marked by theophanic (cf. 'seated on a white cloud', 14.14) and
christophanic imagery (ct. 'like a son of man', 14.14). In particular, we could think of o)lowv

utov avepomou as simply an element in the description of the risen Jesus in Ape 1.13-16
which has been selected to link the angel to Jesus in a similar manner to the sunlike face of
the mighty angel in 10.1 (cf. 1.16). In other words o)lowv

utov &vepomou can be

understood as a direct link to Jesus (and not just a general indicator that an angel is being
described, pace Casey) but without the implication that the figure is thereby to be
identified as Jesus.

But the mighty angel in 10.1 is noticeable for having christophanic characteristics which are

similar but not the same as those of the risen Jesus. Both figures have a sunlike face, but
different language is used in each case, as we have observed above. John links this angel
to Jesus yet distinguishes him from Jesus. In 14.14

O)lOlOV ui.ov av9pc07tOU is exactly the

same phrase used in 1.13 and thus the son of man figure is not clearly distinguished from
Jesus.

Since John carefully designates majestic heavenly figures such as the one in 10.1 as an
'angel' it is curious that in 14.14 he fails to do this but offers the phrase o)lowv

ui.ov

O.veproxou. In the context of the Ape, where the only other occurrence of this phrase refers
to Jesus, the use of this phrase is misleading if the figure in 14.14 is an angel. Why not say
that he saw an 'angel' seated on the cloud?

In sum: the son of man figure, despite similarity to an angel in function, and despite the fact
that his description is consistent with his being an angel, is unlikely to be an angel (unless
Jesus Christ is himself an angel).

53ct.

Bratsch, ii, 182; Loisy, 273.
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§9.3.2 The Figure Is Jesus?

While recognising that OJJ.otov utov &vepcmrou does not necessitate the conclusion that
the figure is Jesus Christ, the fact remains that (a) the only other occurrence of this
expression in the Ape is in the description of the risen Jesus (1.13) and (b) no other
heavenly figure is described as 'like a son of man·, 'like a man' or similar (with the exception
of the face of the third living creature, 4.6). The argument for the figure in 14.14 being
Jesus begins from the fact that OJJ.otov ulov &vepclmou is also found in the description of
the risen Christ in 1.13. It gathers strength from the observation made above that the
introduction to the vision in 14.14 recalls the introductions to other visions of Jesus,
particularly at the beginning of ch. 14. A key observation is that not only is the figure
described as OJJ.otov ulov &vepclmou but it is also seen sitting on a cloud. This association
recalls Dn 7.13- a text which, as we have seen, is applied by John to Jesus in Ape 1.7 and
1.13. In the light of this application it seems entirely reasonable to presume that when John
saw the son of man figure seated on the white cloud he understood that he was seeing a
vision of Jesus. 54

Finally, the description of the figure as one seated on the cloud suggests that the cloud is a
kind of throne. No angel in the Ape is described as seated on a throne. It is true that elders
are seated on thrones (and have golden crowns) but there is no other reason to think that
the figure is one of the elders. Jesus, however, has his own throne (3.21) so it seems
reasonable to presume that he is the figure seen seated on the white cloud.

We must nevertheless consider at least three problems with the identification of the son of
man figure in 14.14 with Jesus.

First, if the figure is Jesus, why is there not a further characteristic to make the conclusion
sure? We noted above that in 19.11-16 there is more than one characteristic to link the
Rider to earlier appearances of Jesus. Why then, if the figure in 14.14 is Jesus, do we not
find one further characteristic to confirm this? A possible answer,however, is that although
the figure is Jesus and not an angel, nevertheless John was not averse to portraying Jesus

as though he were an angel. In other words, there is deliberate ambiguity in the
54Contrast with Casey, Son, 148-149.
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description. We shall consider this possibility below.

The second and third problems have been clearly expressed by Morris in his commentary
on the Ape. 55

The second problem is that the command which is issued by the angel in 'rather peremptory
terms' is difficult to reconcile with the identification of the son of man figure as Jesus. Morris
recognises that the command could be understood as one which comes from God with the
angel as 'no more than a messenger'. In the Gospels and in Acts Jesus does not know the
time of the end which is the prerogative of the Father (e.g. Mk 8.32, Acts 1.7),56 yet when
due allowance is made for this it remains curious, according to Morris, that the exalted Christ
is commanded in such a fashion as occurs in 14.15. In short: it is strange that Jesus should
be commanded by an angel.

The third problem is that it is 'more than curious' that one who shares his Father's throne
requires an angel to inform him of his Father's will. Ignorance on the part of the incarnate
Jesus about the time of the end is explicable but ignorance on the part of the Lamb who is
seen in the midst of the throne (7 .17) is not. 57

In sum: there are two connected problems: (a) the fact that if the figure is Jesus then he is
ordered by an angel, (b) the content of the order suggests a certain ignorance on the part of
Jesus. We will devote the next section to a solution to these two problems.

§9.3.3 Towards A Solution

Morris' analysis, however, of the angel commanding the son of man figure contains within it
the seeds of a reply to the point he makes.

In particular, the role of the angel as an intermediary is worth considering further. We noted
above that a certain ambiguity hangs over the question of the speaker in Joel 3.13 (which
55Morris, 184. Lohse, "Menschensohn", 87, makes much of the "gottliche Vollmacht" of the figure in

14.14 , but offers no discussion of these problems.
56cf. Beckwith, 663; Sweet, 186; Vos, Synoptic, 150.
57Morris, 184.
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lies behind Ape 14.15). Is the speaker God or is it the prophet? Does 'Swing the sickle'
amount to a command from God to Judah to act in judgement on his behalf or to a request
from Judah through the prophet to God to carry out his judgement? If Joel 3.13 was
interpreted in the latter way then the angel in Ape 14.15 could be understood not as a
messenger from God but as a messenger from the believers. That is, the angel, who 'comes
from the temple', brings a request from struggling Christians for the judgement to begin. In
this regard it is interesting that the first two angels in 14.15-20 come from the 'temple' and
the third from the 'altar'. For it is at the altar that the 'prayers of the saints' are offered up by an
angel to God (8.3-4).58 It is true that this interpretation still leaves us with an angel
commanding Jesus but the difficulty is lessened because that angel is no longer an
intermediary between God and Jesus with the impression given that Jesus is subordinate to
both.

Since Joel 3.13 is ambiguous we must consider the alternative interpretation, that the angel
is a messenger of God and delivers a command to an apparently ignorant Jesus
Christ?59 The explanation that the situation here is akin to those occasions in the gospels
and in Acts when Jesus states that not even he knows the time of the end has been rightly
questioned by Morris. The command is given in a manner which begs the question, would
the exalted Jesus be spoken to in that way? The apparent ignorance of Jesus begs the
question, would the heavenly Jesus - the intimate of the divine throne - not be privy to his
Father's will?

An explanation for the angel issuing a divine command to Jesus, however, is readily
available. By giving an angel this role rather than (say) simply having God command Jesus
(cf. 16.1, 17), John provides a role for an angel so that the number of angels in 14.6-20
reaches six, and the number of heavenly beings becomes a group of seven. In this role the
angel could be understood as an alternative to the hypostatic voice of God. 60

The problem of the preremptory character of the command is perhaps best explained as a
matter of style. The angel's words are what they are because they follow the model provided
in Joel 3.13. From a literary critical perspective the sharpness of the command could be also
sact. Allo, 222-223.
S9ct. Prigent, 233-234.
60Holtz, Christologie, 132-133; but disputed by Muller, Messias, 190; cf. Ford, 246.
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understood as a device to attract the reader's attention. The point of the command is not to
galvanise 'one like a son of man' into action but to alert the reader to the imminence of the
harvest. 51

The major problem, however, is the apparent ignorance of Jesus as to the time of harvest.
The important observation to make is that although the apparent ignorance concerns the
time of the harvest (ct. ~A.eev "'

wpa. eepl.cra.t, v .15) the time is itself linked to the

readiness of the crop to be harvested (cf. on ~flpav9f1

o 9ept<TJ.u)~ 'til~ yf\~. v. 15). The

use of e~f1pav9rt is interesting because it conveys the idea of fruit or grain on the verge
withering, that is, it signifies 'that the precise moment has come for reaping·. 62 We suggest
that the time of the harvest is not envisaged as a fixed point in history which God has known
ahead of time, but a time which depends on various factors. 53 That is, factors which affect
the ripening process of the harvest. We do not propose to develop this point in detail but
we offer as a supporting observation the response to the cry of the souls under the altar in
Ape 6.9-11. When the souls cry out 'how long will it be before you judge and avenge our
blood on the inhabitants of the earth?' (v.9) the answer is reported as follows:

'They were each given a white robe and told to rest a little longer, until the number
would be complete both of their fellow servants and of their brothers and sisters who
were soon to be killed as they themselves had been killed' (v.11 ).

Here the time of the judgement on the inhabitants of the earth depends on a certain
number of martyrs being attained. That is, the judgement is dependent on human factors
such as the level of the intensity with which the persecution of Christians is pursued. We
suggest, therefore, that in 14.15 a similar situation prevails. The ripening of the harvest is
contingent on the action of human agents of the beast. This raises the possibility that
Jesus' ignorance could be explained in terms of his absence from heaven when it becomes
known that the number is complete, that is, that the harvest is ripe. It follows that Jesus'
ignorance of the time for harvest need not pose a problem along the lines of 'how can one
so close to God not know the mind of God'. Rather, Jesus' ignorance can be understood as
due to his being separated from God at the point at which God concludes that the harvest
61The author is indebted to Dr. A.J.M. Wedderburn, Durham, for this point.
62swete, 186.
63cf. Swete, 186.
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should be cut.

Ape 14.14-16 appears to be just such an occasion. Jesus as the son of man figure is clearly
in closer proximity to earth than to heaven. On the one hand the angel comes from the
'temple', that is, heaven, 64 which implies that Jesus is no longer there, and on the other
hand Jesus is close enough to earth to reap it with his sickle.65

To sum up: the solution to the problem of Jesus' apparent ignorance lies in understanding
Jesus to be actually separate from the divine throne at this point. So long as this separation
is understood as temporary there is no contradiction between the general assumption in
the Ape that Jesus Christ is associated with God 'in the midst of' the divine throne and the
particular event in which an ignorant Jesus is commanded by an angel. Since the
knowledge of the time for harvest is contingent on human factors (relating to the suffering
inflicted upon the church) the ignorance of Jesus is understandable. In 14.14 the situation
of Jesus is analogous to that of a commando dropped behind enemy lines awaiting the final
order to proceed with his mission - a final order which depends on the assessment of data
received back in HQ. Accordingly 14.15 is the account of the passing on of this order.

§9.3.4 Conclusion

The difficulties with identifying 'one like a son of man· in Ape 14.14 with Jesus Christ are not
insuperable and this identification is to be preferred to that in which 'one like a son of man' is
an angel. Nevertheless 'one like a son of man· has a number of angelic characteristics.

64 Beckwith, 663.
65Minear, "Cosmology" (1962) does not deal with the relation between heaven and earth which is
presupposed here; we do not see that his important study on the cosmology of the Ape rules out our
explanation.
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§9.4 THE ANGELOMORPHIC JESUS IN APOCALYPSE 14.14
In the previous chapter we argued that Jesus temporarily assumes the form of an angel
when he is seen by John at the beginning of the narrative. With respect to Ape 14.14 we
have observed that there are a number of features which suggest that although distinct
from the angels, 'one like a son of man' is presented as though he were an angel.

First, 'one like a son of man' appears in the middle of a series of six angels, making in all a
series of seven heavenly beings. Secondly, he is succeeded by an angel described as
&A.J.m; ayyeA.oc; (14.15) which gives the impression that Jesus is an angel.66 Thirdly, he
performs a similar function to one of the angels. Fourthly, his appearance as 'one like a son
of man' is similar to angels and angelomorphic figures in other apocalyptic literature. Fifthly,
the wearing of a crown recalls the appearance of the elders who, if not angels, are
angelomorphic creatures.

One response to this presentation of Jesus has been to recognise that there are 'traces of
an angel-christology' here.67 Bauckham suggests that Ape 14.14f 'seems to imply that
Christ can be called an angel'. But he argues that this has been 'reduced to relative
insignificance by the sharp theological distinction between Christ and angels·.68 It is true
that there is a distinction between Jesus Christ and the angels in the Ape inasmuch as
angels offer praise to the Lamb in heavenly worship (5.9-12) whereas worship offered to
angels in heaven is absent and human attempts to worship an angel are vigorously rejected
(19.10, 22.9).

Nevertheless Bauckham's point assumes that the distinction between Christ and the angels
is continuous throughout the narrative. We have argued above that 14.14 represents a
change in the situation of Jesus. He is separate from the divine throne. He seems to require
direction through an angel. It is possible, therefore that the distinction between Christ and
the angels is less than 'sharp' at this point. That is, the angelic Jesus in 14.14-20 is more
closely aligned with the angels than with God. We suggest that in 14.14-20 we see Jesus
66sauckham, "Worship", 338 n.42. Giblin, Revelation, 143.
67sauckham, "Worship", 338 n.42.
68sauckham, "Worship", 338 n.42.
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taking up angelic form and serving alongside angels because this is how John envisages
Jesus Christ manifesting himseH. It is not that Jesus is an angel in his nature (and thus we
might speak of a 'fullblown' angel christology) but that Jesus temporarily adopts angelic
form for the purposes of action towards humanity and takes his place alongside angels
rather than over and above them. In other words we suggest that if 14.14-15 bears 'traces·
of an angel christology then we have to do with traces of a dispensational angel
christology.

Karrer develops the remark of Bauckham cited above. He sees Jesus Christ portrayed 'in
angelophaner Tradition' but more pithily than in Ape 1.13-16. He sees a further difference
between 1.13-16 and 14.14: in the latter the appearance of Jesus is integrated into a series
of angels. Both 1.13-16 and 14.14 have been formulated 'unter dem EinfluB einer
entstehenden Engelchristologie'. This emerging angel christology at a later point is
witnessed to, e.g., by Justin, Apol. i.63, Dial. 127.4. There is some evidence that it
remained an influence in Asia Minor for some time.69 Karrer further points out that John
does not shun 'Archontenterminologie' (cf. Ape 1.5a), which was later rejected by the
church because of its angelological tradition. Also, in Ape 1.1 there is 'eine
subordinatianische Komponente' in the christology because God gives the revelation to
Jesus Christ. Yet the 'Tendenz' of the christology of the Ape is not towards subordination
but to 'Gieichordnung und mehr noch die ldentifizierung Jesu Christi als Gottes Sohn mit
Gott selbst'. In the Ape, according to Karrer, we run into an early stage in christological
development when the tension between the status of Jesus and the maintenance of
monotheism is not yet resolved. 70

With much of this analysis we are in agreement. But we question whether it is most accurate
to speak of the influence of an emerging angel christology behind 1.13-16 and 14.14. Our
study of 1.13-16 has suggested that John takes up a 'typical' description of an exalted
angel and applies it to the risen Jesus. Our study of 14.14 has suggested that John may
have drawn on both Danielic material and imagery already woven into the fabric of his visions
to create a picture of Jesus which is characteristically John's own. In other words the
influence on these two passages may well be the developing angelology of Jewish
apocalyptic traditions rather than an emerging angel christology in Christian circles. That is,
69so Karrer, Johannesoffenbarung, 148 n.45.

70Karrer, Johannesoffenbarung, 147-149.
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the Ape may represent the beginning of angel christology, at least in Asia Minor, rather than
representing a stage in the development of an already existing angel christology. If this is so
then John has anticipated the later dispensational angel christology of Origen.

Another response to 14.14 worth noting has been made by Giblin who suggests that
although the son of man figure is Jesus Christ, he appears 'as an "angel".' One reason for
regarding Jesus as an angel is that 'he is God's special emissary in judging mankind'. But
Giblin then suggests that a more likely explanation lies in the idea of "distancing". That is,
apocalyptic language distinguishes between the reality of a person and the representation
of a person. John 'sees' Jesus Christ, a real person, yet does not, in 14.14, see him as he
really is: what he sees is Jesus present in a vision, a representation of Jesus. Giblin does
not say much more than this but we presume he means that Jesus appearing to be an angel
in a vision is not to be taken as evidence that Jesus is an angel in his real nature.71

This explanation accords with ours inasmuch as it is compatible with the idea that Jesus

temporarily appears like an angel.

§9.5 CONCLUSION
We have argued that 'one like a son of man' in Ape 14.14 is an appearance of Jesus Christ.
The identification is not without difficulties, but the difficulties can be resolved if we
understand that this appearance of Jesus involves a temporary separation from the divine
throne and the temporary assumption of angelic form and function. In other words, the
portrayal of Jesus Christ in 14.14 is considerably influenced by angelology. In form and
function Jesus is like the angels. He appears as a seventh angelic figure in a series of seven
such figures.

We suggest that it is preferable to understand Ape 14.14 as a portrayal of Jesus Christ
influenced by angelology which anticipates later developments in angel christology rather
than as a portrayal which reflects existing developments in angel christology.

71Giblin, Revelation, 143.
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CHAPTER TEN

THE RIDER IN APOCALYPSE 19.11-16
§1 0.1

INTRODUCTION

In Ape 19.11-16 we have a vision of a heavenly rider whose appearance suggests that he is
identical to the figure in the christophany in Ape 1.13-16. Many details in this vision are
quite different from that of the christophany. Consequently we have some reason for
thinking that reflection on this vision might extend our discussion of the influence of
angelology on the christology of the Ape. We first of all cite Ape 19.11-16 and then discuss
a number of preliminary issues before examining four features which show definite signs of
angelological influence.

Kat

Eloov

'tOV

oupavov

1'\vE(JJYJ.livov'

Kat

toou

't1t1t0~

ALUKO~

Kat

6

Ka9'11J.LEV~ f.1t' au'tov [KaA.m)JlEVOQ mcr'to~ Kat aATI9tv6~. Kat f.v otKatocruv1J

KpivEt Kat 1tOALJ.l.Et. 12 ol. oe 6q,eaAJ,tot au'tou [W<;) q,A.O~ nup6~. Kat btl. 'tftv
KE4laA.l)v au'tou otao'llJla'ta 1toA.M, EXffiV ovoJla yqp<XJ..4,livov

El Jltl

au'tO~,

o oU&t~

ol&v

13 Kat 1tEpl~E~ATIJ,.l£VO~ lJlclUOV ~E~<XJ..4,livov cXtJlan, Kat

KEKATI'tat 'to ovoJla au'tou

6

Myo~ 'tou ewu. 14 Kat 'ta cr'tpa'tEUJla'ta [ 'ta]

f.v 'tci) oupavci) 1'\KoA.ouSEl au'tci) f.q, ' l1t1t0l~ ALUKO"i.~. f.v&ouJ,.lfvot ~oomvov
M:uKov Ka9ap6v.

15 Kat EK 'tOU cr'tOJla't~ au'tou EK1tOpEUE'tat poJ.14laia

o~da, iva f.v au't'lj 1ta't~1J 'ta E9vll, Kat au'to~ 1t0lJ.1avd au'tO~ f.v pa~O(j)

crtOTIPQ. KalA au'to~ 1ta'td 'tftv ATIVOV 'tOU oi.ou 'tOU 9UJ.10U Tf\~ opyil~ 'tOU
ewu 'tOU 1tav'toKpci'topo~. 16 Kat EXEl btl. 'tO tJlcinov Kat btl. 'tOv JlllpOV
au'tou ovoJla yEypaJlJ,.lfvov·

BamA£~ ~acrtA.Effiv

Kat Kupto~ Kupiffiv (Ape

19.11-16).

§10.1.1 The Identity of the Rider

The Rider of the white horse is certainly Jesus Christ. First, we find the Rider 'called Faithful
and True' (KaAoUJlEVO~ mcr't~ Kat aA.TI9tv6~. 19.11), which recalls the description of
Jesus Christ as 'the faithful witness' (6 Jlclp't~, 6 mcr't6~. 1.5), and 'the faithful and true
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witness' (6 J.u:ip'm; 6 mer-to~ Kal. &A.TI8tv6~. 3.14).

Secondly, his eyes resemble those of the exalted Jesus who appears to John in the earlier
christophany (oi.

oe 6cj>9aAJ,lol. autou

cj>A.O~ 1tUpO~. 1.14,

cf. 2.18).

ci>~ cj>A.O~ 1ru~, 19.12;

oi. ocj>SaAJ,lot autou

~

Thirdly, the sword in the mouth of the Rider also draws on the earlier appearance of the
risen Jesus (Kat EK <rtOJ.!ato~ autou h::1topt::u£tat poJJ.ct>aia 6~da, 19.15; Kal.
<HOJ.!Cl'tO~

autou poJ.!cj>aia

eK

tou

ot<J'tOJ.!~ 6~da EK1top~::ooJ.J£v'TI, 1.16, cf.2.12).

Fourthly, the allusion to Ps 2.9 in Ape 19.15 (1tOtJJ.avd

auto~

ev

pa~Oq> mOTIP~)

corresponds to a similar allusion made (a) by Jesus about himself (1tOtJ.!avd auto~
pc:i~oq> <JtOTIP~ ~

tel <JK£UTI tel Kt::paJ.!tKel

ev

cruvtpi~tm, 2.26-28) and (b) in the vision

of the woman who bears a son (8~ J,lkA.A.tt 1tOtJJ.atv~::tv mivta t~

eev11 ev

pa~Oq>

crtOTIP~. 12.5).

Finally, the Rider bears the name, 'King of kings and Lord of lords' (btl. tov J.!'TipOV autou

ovoJ.!a 'Y£YPClJ.!JJ.tvov·

BamA.t~~amAtrovKat Kupw~

Kupirov, 19.16), which mirrors the

description of (Jesus) the Lamb (to &pvtov VlK~<J£l auto~, on KUplO~ Kuptrov E<J'ttV

Kat ~amA.tu~ ~amAtrov, 17.14).1

§1 0.1.2 Text Critical Issues

A number of text critical issues are raised by this passage. But for our purposes only one is
significant, namely the question of whether or not ~~aJ.!JJ.tvov is the correct reading in
19.13:

Both N-A26 and UBS3 read ~c~ClJ.!J,Ikvov in the main body of the text. 2 That is, the Rider
wears a robe 'dipped' or 'washed' or even 'dyed'3 in or with blood. In the apparati to these
1So Lohse, 93; Alia, 279; Prigent, 291.
2N-A26 cites as witnesses A 051 gn.
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editions variants to f3eP~ov stemming from the verbs pal.vw and pavn~w (both meaning
'I sprinkle') are listed.

Thus, N-A26JUBS3 list:

pepavncr~vov, P (1006.1841 ).2329 a/;

m:ptpep~~vov, ~(2);
f:pp~~VOV,

(1611).2053.2062;

in addition UBS3 cites:

pepaJ.!~vov, 1611, Origen;

neptpepavncr~vov, ~c syrPh? Cyprian;
eppavncr~vov, 172.256.792.911.

Some scholars have argued that f3epa~ov is not a convincing choice. 4 On the one
hand pepa~vov could be a copyist's error from pep~ov which itself might be original (all
other variants could plausibly stem from this)5 or a variant of one of the forms of pal.vw and
pavn~w. On the other hand the undoubted influence of Is 63.3 on Ape 19.13 suggests

that f3ep~vov is unlikely to be original since the underlying verb mJ is rendered in the
LXX by pal.vw or pav'tt~w. but never by pan'tw.

Curiously Is 63.3 LXX itself does not use either pal.vw or pav'ti.~w and in fact is a rather free
translation of

•n'?~;~ •w::b~-',:)1

'1J:J-'?ll

on~J

r-1 (their juice spattered on my garment and stained

all my clothes), thus:

3 BAG, 132-133.
4 E.g. Kraft, 249; Swete, 248.

Sswete, 248; cf. Westcott and Hort, New Testament, ii, 139 (= Appendix), who argue that 'all
variations are easily accounted for if the form used was pep~vov'.
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In some

MSS associated with the (so-called) Lucianic recension, however, we find

£ppavrl.cre11 is used. But even if John was familiar with the idea that

~cimro was an

inappropriate verb with which to translate iiTJ, it does not follow that he felt constrained not
to use ~a1t'tro. John in a number of places exercises freedom in his use of sources. He does
not merely adopt his sources; he also adapts them. 6 Be~Q.J.J.~Jfvov is a word which carries
definite Christian connotations. It is conjugated from ~ci1t'tro which is a cognate of ~Mn~ro.
The noun associated with the latter verb, ~ci1tncrJla, is employed in the gospels as an
allusion to the Cross (Mk 10.38, Lk 12.50). Thus it is possible, as some scholars have
observed, that John, by virtue of his choice of vocabulary,? deliberately alludes to the
death of Jesus on the Cross. 8

Alternatively, Prigent has pointed out that ~e~Q.J.J.~Jfvov may reflect the influence of the PTg
of Gn 49.11,9 a passage which in turn has been influenced by Is 63.3.10 In Tg. Yer. II
and Tg. Neof. a warrior figure is described whose clothes are 'soaked in the blood'
(iil:li~:J l'.li))l)l:l '1tD1:J~) .11

We need not go into the complex question of whether the PTg witnesses to a reading of
the text which dates from the first century CE or earlier. 12 The relevant point here is that
the PTg reminds us that someone like John, who was undoubtedly familiar with synagogue
6Charles, ii, 133-134. Rissi, Future, 24, argues for a minimal influence of Is 63.1-3 in 19.13-15.
7Cf. Ford, 321.
8 Hanson,

Wrath, 176; Sweet, 232, 282. Rissi, Future, 24. Cf. Boring, 196: 'This view that the

eschatological Divine Warrior is red with his own blood rather than that of his enemies ...... is
analogous to the idea that Christians wash their garments and make them white in the blood of the
Lamb (7.14)'. Swete, 249, '[John] could hardly have failed to think also of the blood of the Lamb'.
9 Note that Gn 49.9 is in the background to Ape 5.5, and Gn 49.11 is behind Ape 7.14, so that
John's familiarity with Gn 49 is not in doubt even if his familiarity with the Targum(s) to Gn 49 may be
questioned.
10Prigent, 294-295. Cf. McNamara, New Testament, 232; Grelot, "L'exegese", 374-381.
11 According to Jastrow, Dictionary, 1042: " rolled in blood"; and according to Sokoloff, Dictionary,
395: "soiled with blood". The author is grateful to Dr. Robert Hayward, Durham, for his clarification of
various matters concerning this phrase.
12 McNamara argues for the PTg reflecting, for the most part, traditions which date from the early
Christian and pre-Christian eras. One reason adduced for this is the apparent witness of the NT to the
antiquity of these traditions and within the NT a major witness is the Ape (e.g. New Testament, 189237.) More recently, Syren, Blessings, 105 n.116 has questioned McNamara's thesis, and
specifically commented on the latter's work on Ape 19: 'whether the relationship is actually one of
dependence on the PTs on the part of Rev. 19, as McNamara rather unreflectedly maintains, is a
question not so easily answered'.
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practice (cf. Ape 2.9, 3.9), could well have been influenced not only by the Hebrew text of
the OT, but also by the kinds of interpretations which eventually became encapsulated in
the Targums. Thus we need not suppose that the only Vorlage for Ape 19.13 was
provided by Is 63.3. It is quite possible that an interpretative reading of Gn 49.11 was also in
the background and that as a consequence the (unexpected) use of ~e~~ov is to be
explained by this.13

As far as the suggestion that ~~aJ.JPfyov is an error for P£p~ov is concerned we can
only note that the latter is scarcely supported by as strong support from the textual
witnesses as the former enjoys. Moreover, from an original verb stemming from

pavrlCro there are no texts which suggest reasons for changing it to

paivro or

~~allPfvov.

Conversely, it is quite plausible to explain the variants cited in the apparati as natural
attempts to correct ~~allPfvov in the light of Is 63.3. 14

In sum: there is no reason to overturn the judgement of the editors of N-A26 and UBS3 that
~e~allPfvov was found in the original text of Ape 19 .13. Later in this chapter we shall

explore the possible significance of the use of this word.

§1 0.1.3 The Interpretation of the Blood Imagery

A related issue is the question of the meaning of the phrase ~~allPfvov

atJ.Lan. It has

been argued that the blood stems from the enemies of God and the Rider, 15 from the
martyr deaths of the Rider's followers, 16 from the Rider himself, 17 from the enemies and
1

3-rhat is, as a translation of ww, to roll.

14 Charles, ii, 133-134; cf. Metzger, Textual, 761-762; Bousset, 431 n2, who argues that
~e~aJ.JPfvov became

pep<X.J.l.l.lfvov by a scribal error, and the other variants are then corrections of

PeP~OV.
15
E.g. Charles, ii, 133; Beckwith, 733; Kraft, 249; Bousset, 431; Holtz, Christologie, 172; Prigent,

295. Note that "Edam" (Is 63.1) was a code word for Rome in some first century CE circles: see, e.g.,
4 Ezra 6.8-10; cf. Hunzinger, "Babylon", 69-71, and Grelot, "L'exegese", 373. Charles', ii, 133,
explanation that the blood belongs to the Parthian kings and their armies (cf. Ape 17.14) is not
sustainable. There is no necessary connection between 17.14 and the Parthians; further, if 17.14 is
fulfilled anywhere in the Ape then it is in Ape 19.11-21 (so Caird, 243; cf. Hanson, Wrath, 175,"This
is a desparate expedient!").
16

E.g. Caird, 242-244.

17E.g. Sweet, 283; BrOtsch, ii, 302; Farrar, 197; Rissi, "Erscheinung", 89; cf. Swete, 248-249.
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from the Rider,18 and from both the followers and the Rider. 19 Finally, there is the view of
Lohmeyer that the blood simply acts as a sign of victory, so that it is not necessary to ask
whence it came. 20

We cannot here enter into a detailed attempt to resolve this issue which is relevant but not
vital to our subsequent discussion in this chapter. We would suggest, however, that in view
of the wide range of solutions offered, and in view of the fact that no consensus seems
about to be reached, that consideration be given to the possibility that ~e~aJ.ij.livov cii~an
is a multivalent image that incorporates all the above suggestions. That is, ~e~~ov

a'i~a'tt alludes to the blood of the slain Lamb, 21 to the blood of the enemies of the Rider
(either looking backwards to Ape 14.2022 or forwards to the slaughter envisaged in 19.1720 or both),23 to the blood of the martyrs, 24 and symbolises the victory of the Rider.

These suggestions are by no means the limit of what the bloodied robe alludes to. It is
conceivable, for example, that the robe, which must have been reminiscent of the purple
robes of imperial office,25 also symbolised the Rider's kingly status, along with the diadems
18E.g. Allo, 280.
19 Boring, 196, emphasises the blood as the Rider's own, but also says, "In contrast to the divine
warrior of Isaiah 63.1-3, the source for this imagery, this blood is not the blood of his enemies but his
own martyr blood in union with the martyr blood of his followers who, like him, have suffered/tes@ed
at the hands of Rome."
20 Lohmeyer, 155.
21 Charles, ii, 133, argues that the Rider is the Slayer not the Slain, but overlooks the explicit link
between the Rider and the Lamb (19.16, cf. 17.14), and the fact that the Lamb is a wrathful figure
(6.16-17, cf. 19.15).
22space does not permit discussion of the identity of the treader of the vintage in 14.20. That it is
Jesus is argued by, e.g., Bauckham, Theology, 97. Caird, 242-244, interprets 14.18-20 as "a
profound disclosure about the great martyrdom", and hence suggests that the blood stains are "the
indelible traces of the death of [the horseman's] followers." But Ape 14.18-20 is most naturally read
as an account of the slaying of God's enemies (cf. Yarbro Collins, Combat, 37). The enigmatic
phrase "outside the city" (14.20) recalls the crucifixion of Jesus (cf. Heb 13.12-13) and hence is
suggestive of martyrdom, but it does not require the interpretation Caird proposes since it could, for
example, be meant ironically: God's enemies are killed in the same location as God's son.
23 cf. Rissi, Future, 24, who draws attention to the difficulty that the bloodied garment is seen

before the Rider slaughters the enemies; but Beckwith, 733, had already solved this problem.
24 ct. Boring, 196-197. Note also the references to the blood of the martyrs in passages preceding
Ac 19.11-16: Ape 16.6, 17.6, 18.24, 19.2. It is reasonable to suppose that the Rider who come in
judgement (19.11) comes to avenge this blood (cf. 19.2).
25caird, 213.
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(19.12) and the name 'King of kings and Lord of lords' (19.16).

§10.1.4 Possible Interpolations In Apocalypse 19.12 and 19.13

Later in this chapter we will reflect on the angelological associations of the 'secret name'
(19.12) and the 'Logos-name' (19.13). Here we consider briefly the suggestions that (a)

the Logos-name is an addition to the text by an unknown hand in an attempt to solve the
mystery of the secret name, 26 and that (b) on stylistic and exegetical grounds the secret
name is an interpolation. 27 We will address these two matters in tum.

The Loaos-Name: An Interpolation?

There is, in fact, good cause to presume that the clause, Knl. KEKA:rrcnt 'to ovo1J.n nu'tou
6 A.Oyo~ tou eeou (Ape 19.13), is germane to the whole passage. First, there is no textcritical reason to presume that the clause containing the Logos-name has been
interpolated. Secondly, it is possible to think of reasons other than explanation of the
unknown name to account for the employment of the Logos-name.

We will elaborate on

this below, but it suffices for now to simply draw attention to the appropriateness of the
Logos-name for Jesus Christ as the one who reveals the truth of God.

The secret name: an jnterpolatjon?

Charles has made three observations to support the notion that the clause which contains
this name, exwv

OVOIJ.Il

yeyp~vov

8

ou&l.~ oloev

Ei

llfl

llU'tO~ (Ape 19.12), is an

interpolation:

(i) the clause represents an unnatural intrusion in the description of the Rider,

(ii) the parallelism of the verse is restored when the clause is omitted,

(iii) it contradicts the statement in 19.13 about a known name (i.e. the Logos-name).
26E.g. Bousset, 431; cf. Charles, ii, 134.
27 E.g. Charles, ii, 132-133.
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(i) and (ii) are fair observations. First, the reference to the secret name interrupts a
descriptive series which, without this name, runs through the items eyes, head,

clothing, name (i.e. the Logos-name). Secondly, the clause in which this name occurs
begins with

£xwv and not Kat, unlike each of the other clauses; and when this clause is

omitted the remaining clauses exhibit a certain parallelism as Charles demonstrates.

Yet neither of these observations prove that the clause in which the secret name occurs is
an interpolation. They simply highlight the awkwardness of the composition of the Rider's
description.

Furthermore, there is no text-critical reason to suppose that this clause did not belong to
the original text of the Ape. Although there is a textual variant involved within the clause
itself this does not imply that the clause as a whole is an interpolation. In fact this variant
offers supporting evidence for the originality of the clause. Thus instead of the majority
reading,

£xwv OVOIJ.a yeyp(lJ.li.Jfvov 0 ooow; ot&v d llTt

a\:rc6~ Kat,

some witnesses have

The latter reading then links the name motif to the description of the head so that the
Rider's head 'has many crowns having names written (on them)'. The intrusive element
introduced by the secret name is removed by submerging reference to 'names· into the
description of the head, and its mystery is dissolved by omission of
auto~.

o oMet~ ol&v d

llTt

The textual variant, then, has every appearance of being precisely the kind of

correction which later scribes, uncomfortable with the awkwardness of the original clause,
would make in order to make the text both more intelligible and stylistically coherent.

Charles' third objection, that the secret name is contradicted by the disclosure in the next
verse of the Logos-name is most unsatisfactory. This objection implies that the Rider can
28 Witnesses to this variant reading include 1006.1841.1854.2030 mK syh.
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have only one name. Yet even without the unknown name or the Logos-name the Rider
has more than one name (cf. 19.11,16). There is no good reason why the Rider should not
have one secret name in addition to having three disclosed names. 29

On the positive side of the argument for the clause's originality is the fact that the idea of a
secret name for Jesus Christ is not unknown in contemporary apocalypses.30

In sum: there seems to be no reason to overturn the judgement of modern editions of the
Greek NT which retain the clauses in which the secret name and the Logos-name feature in
Ape 19.12-13.

§1 0.1.5 The Non-Angelic Characteristics of the Rider

In our investigations into the appearance of Jesus Christ in Ape 1.13-16 and 14.14 we
found that most of the descriptions given corresponded to descriptions of angels or
angelomorphic figures either in the Ape itself or in other apocalyptic literature and related
writings. In Ape 19.11-16 this situation does not prevail. A number of elements in the
description of Jesus the Rider admit of no particular angelological influence. These
elements include: being called Faithful and True and coming to judge and make war in
righteousness (19.11), the blood-stained robe (19.13), trampling the winepress of the fury
of the wrath of God, striking down the nations, having a sharp sword in the mouth, and,
ruling the nations with an iron rod (19.15). Most if not all of these details reflect the influence
of texts, often characterized as 'messianic', which look forward to the coming of a human
agent of the divine purposes (e.g., Ps 2.9, ls11.4, 49.2, 63.1-3).

§1 0.1.6 Angelologlcal Influence on the Description of the Rider

Our present concern, however, has to do with angelological influence on the portrayal of
Jesus Christ in Ape 19.11-16. We have already observed that a number of features of the
portrayal serve to identify the Rider with portrayals of Jesus Christ elsewhere in the Ape. In
29 Cf. Philo, De Conf., 146, "[The Word] has many names, "The Beginning,• and the Name of God,

and the Word and the Man according to his image, and "the one who sees,· that is, Israel."
3°E.g. Asc. Is. 9.5: "... the Lord Christ, who will in the world be called Jesus; but his name you
cannot hear until you have left your body".
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particular, two aspects of the description link the Rider to 'one like a son of man' in Ape
1.13-16. Thus,

(i) oi. oe 6cj>9aA.,lot autou [~] cj>AOS 1tU~, 19.12;

(ii) Kat f.K 'tOU O''tOIJ.<l't~ autou EK1tOpe&tat Pollct>ata 6sda, 19.15;

The first detail stands firmly, as we have seen, in the tradition of the glorious principal angel,
while the second detail underlines the messianic character of Jesus. Unlike the vision of
the exaned Jesus in Ape 1.13-16 we are told little about the physical form of the Rider. It is
possible of course that the two details provided which recall the earlier vision are meant to
imply that all the other features described there are also present here. There is nothing in
19.11-16 which rules this possibility out. There is simply nothing said, for example, about
the wearing of a belt, the colour of the hair, and the appearance of the face.

Admittedly, there is a difference with respect to the wearing of a robe. Ape 1.13 has

evoeouj.livov 1tOOllPll. while 19.12 has 1ttpt~e~A-llJ.Jivo<; t(.lanov. But these two descriptions
are not necessarily contradictory. They could in fact be complementary descriptions with

evoeouJ,Jivov 1tOOllPll referring to an inner garment and 1tept~~"-llJ.Jivo<; t(.lanov referring to
an outer cloak.

Although there is little resemblance in appearance between Jesus as 'one like a son of man'
(14.14-16) and Jesus as the Rider (19.11-16) it is interesting to compare the opening to
each vision:
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Kat eloov, Kat ioou VEcpEATI AEU~, Kat

em

tTJV VEcpeATIV Ka9"'J..LEVOV O)lOtOV

u\.ov av9pomou ... (Ape 14.14).

Kat etoov 'tOV oupavov ftVE~OV, Kat ioou l1t7t~ AEUKO~ Kat Ka9"').1EVO~

E7t' autov [KaAm)J..LEVOQ ... (Ape 19. 11 ) .

Essentially the introduction to each vision is the same (Kat eloov ... Kat ioou) and the
initial object seen has the same colour (A.euKo~). In each case the figure seated on the white
object is Jesus Christ.

Thus the Rider is essentially the same angelomorphic figure who appears in Ape 1.13-16
and 14.14. What is then of interest are at least four features of the Rider which are not found
in either of the previous visions but which, as we shall demonstrate, suggest that yet more
angelological material has influenced the portrayal of Jesus Christ in the Ape.

The four features which we will consider are:

(i) Jesus as a rider on a horse,

(ii) leadership of the heavenly armies,

(iii) the secret name,

(iv) the Logos -name.
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§1 0.2 JESUS CHRIST AS A RIDER ON A HORSE

Kat

e'toov

'tOY

oupavov

l)veqry~vov, 1m\.

ioou

'bt1t0~ A.euKo~ KCll

6

Kaellll£VO~ e:d ClU'tOV ... (Ape 19.11 ).

It is noticeable that none of the 'messianic' texts influential on this vision such as Gn 49.11,
Ps 2.9, Is 11.4, 49.2, 63.1-3 depict a figure riding a horse into battle. Indeed Is 63.1-3
specifically envisages a figure 'marching in his great might'. Gn 49.11 mentions the foal and
the donkey's colt of Judah, but there is no reference to their employment in battle. In the
Gospels Jesus is shown entering Jerusalem on horseback (Mt 21.1-11, par.). But in this
story Jesus is not depicted as a warrior, indeed the fact that he was described as riding a
donkey suggests that, in the view of the evangelists, he came as an envoy of peace rather
than as an instigator of war.31

In the first instance the appearance of the Rider on a white horse directly recalls the
appearance of the rider on a white horse in Ape 6.2.

•tuvU
~::~, .,t1t1t0~ JU:.UKO<;,
'I~
I

• • ClU'tOV
· ' EXWV
w
Kat, 0• K(le.(
'IJlfVO<; E1t
... , 19 . 11 .

1

'~::~' "t1t1t0<; JU:.UKO<;
'I~
'
• • (lU'tOV
' ' [KwwUJlfVO<;
~'I~ I
tuvU
Kat' 0• K(le.(•1Jl£VQ<; E1t
... , 6 .2.

Whether we recognise the first rider as an appearance of Jesus Christ, or as an appearance
of the anti-Christ, matters little for the present purpose.32 The resemblance between the
two riders suggests that the background to Ape 6.2 is also the background to Ape 19.11,
even if the background material has been applied in different ways.

In particular the

coloured horses of Zech 1.8 and 6.1-8 appear to have contributed to the vision in Ape 6.18, and there is no reason to suppose that they are not also in the background to 19.1116.33 It is striking, however, to note that with one exception no riders are mentioned in
Zech 1.8 and 6.1-8, so that the horses are not explicitly viewed as the conveyances of
angels.34 The exception is, of course, the reference in Zech 1.8 to 'a man riding on a red
31Michel, "'i.1t1to<;", 337.
32contrast (e.g.) Rissi, "Rider", 416 [anti-Christ], with Sweet, 137-138 [Christ].
33ct. Charles, ii, 131.
34 Swete, 84, says that John has borrowed 'only the symbol of the horses and their colours'.
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horse'. We have already raised the possibility that the 'man', also described as the 'angel of
Yahweh' lies in the background to the beginning of the vision of 'one like a son of man' in
Ape 1.12-13. The description of this angel could, at best, have only been slightly influential
in the vision recorded in Ape 19.11-16. For, (a) the colour of the horse is changed, 'red' to
'white', and (b) in Zechariah the angel does not lead an army into battle. Given that Zechariah
was a book which made an important contribution to the development of the visions of the
Ape it seems reasonable to presume that Jesus as a rider on a white horse reflects at least
the partial influence of the visions of coloured horses in Zech 1.18 and 6.1-8.

There are in fact other passages which refer to heavenly figures mounted on horseback
who come to earth with militaristic intentions. In 2 Mace. 3.1-40, the story of the attempt by
Heliodorus, the agent of King Seleucus of Asia, to plunder the treasury of the temple in
Jerusalem, we find that heavenly intervention saves the day. First appears 'a magnificently
caparisoned horse, with a rider of frightening mien' (3.25). After the horse has struck
Heliodorus with its hooves, two young men who appeared with the rider flog him severely
(3.26). The two young men are described in 3.26 in such a way that their appearance must
have been akin to that of the various exalted figures we have looked at in the course of the
previous chapters: they are 'remarkably strong, gloriously beautiful and splendidly dressed'

('tij PWJl1J J.Lfov botpE7tetc;, KUAAt<:r'tOt

oe 'tftV oo~av. 8ta7tpE7tetc; oe 'tftv 1tEptPoA.1lv).

The 'rider of frightening mien' has little specifically in common with the Rider in the Ape. The
former has no names. He has 'armour and weapons of gold' rather than 'a sword coming out
of his mouth'. He does not lead heavenly armies. Nevertheless the Maccabean rider is an
example of a figure on horseback who comes from God (cf. 3.24) in order to carry out the
judgement of God. While there is no explicit reference to this figure as an angel it is difficult
to think of the figure as being anything other than an angel.

In another Maccabean passage, 2 Mace 10.29-31, five angelic horsemen also feature in
saving the Jews from a difficult situation.

There is no specific recall of either of these passages in Ape 19.11-16 but they illustrate the
fact that angels on horseback intervening from heaven in human affairs were a feature of
Jewish angelology. It is, of course, quite unnecessary to suppose that any sort of
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angelological influence lies behind the portrayal of Jesus as the Rider on horseback. Military
commanders riding on horseback were a familiar feature of the world in which John lived.
Nevertheless it is striking that within writings such as the Book of Zechariah and 2 and 3
Maccabees angelic horsemen were to be found and this raises the possibility that this
aspect of angelology was influential on the vision in 19.11-16.35

§10.3 LEADER OF THE HEAVENLY ARMIES

Kat 'tU cnpa'tEUIJ.CX'tCX ['ta]

ev

't4) oupa.v4'> TJKOAoU9Et CXU't4) ecj>' 'immlc;,

EVOEOU~Ol ~ucrcnvov AeUKOV KCX9apOV (Ape 19.14).

The Rider is accompanied by the heavenly armies (note: singular cr'tpCX'tEUIJ.CX'toc; in 19.19).
The composition of the armies has been the subject of some debate. Noting the
reminiscence in 19.14 to 17.14 where the Lamb is accompanied by 'called and chosen and
faithful', and in particular, noting the parallel between TJKOA.ou9Et au't4) (19.14) and ou'tot oi
aKoA.oueouv'tec; 't4) <ipviq> futou &.v

U1t<XYIJ (14.4), some scholars have argued that the

armies are composed of the martyrs.36 Others have argued that the martyrs are beyond
such battles and consequently the armies consist of angels.37 In favour of this
identification is the fact that heavenly armies of angels have already made an appearance in
Ape 12.7,38 and the fact that an army consisting of angels on horseback is not unknown in
the background literature: e.g., 'angels on horseback' (ecj>t1t1tot ..... ayyeA.ot, 4 Mace. 4.1011).39

It is difficult, in fact, to find good reason to rule one or other alternative out. Although the
phrase TJKOA.ou9et

au't4) is reminiscent of the description of the martyrs in 14.4, o\.

aKoA.oueouv'tec; 't4) <ipviq>, this phrase can be explained simply as a natural

35cf. Prigent, 291; Michel, "i1t1toc;", 337.
36E.g. Beckwith, 731; Sweet, 283; Caird, 244; Farrar, 199; cf. Prigent, 296; Charles, ii, 135.
37E.g. Kraft, 250. Cf. Bousset, 432; Lohse, 94; Rissi, Future, 25; Satake, Gemeindeordnung, 142.
3Sswete, 250; cf. Aile, 281. Cf. Bauckham, "Note", 137, who notes (as examples of the interpretation
of o\. a:ywt in Zech 14.5 as the angelic army of the 'divine Warrior') Mt 16.27, 25.31, Mk 8.38, Lk
9.26, 2 Thess 1. 7, (Ethiopic) Ape. Peter 1, Sib. Or. 2.242, and (probably) 1 Thess 3.13.
391n Hab 3.8 'horses' form part of God's army, but there is no mention of angelic riders. In 1 QM 12.712 the angelic army is not specifically described as riding on horseback; but there is reference to 'the
host of His spirits is with our foot-soldiers and horsemen' (1]J'tDIE:l1 1J'1li~ !:lli Win, 12.9).
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description of a group who follow a leader and thus does not exclude the possibility that the
heavenly armies are composed of angels. The phrase eqi 'imtot<; A£uKo'i<; (19.14) recalls the
appearance Of the rider in 6.2 (Kat

lOOU t1t1t0<; A£uK6<;, Kat 0 Ka9llll£V~ Ett at>'tOV EXWV

't&;ov) but although the earlier rider is certainly not a martyr there is no reason why we
should then conclude that the riders are exclusively angels. Nor does the fact that the riders
wear 'white' clothing point to any one class of being. The martyrs and followers of Jesus
(Ape 3.4b-5a; 3.18; 6.11; 7.9,14; 19.8), Jesus Christ (1.13), the twenty-four elders (4.4),
the seven bowl-angels (15.6), 'the great city' (18.16) all have clothing reminiscent of the
armies in heaven. The two

descriptions closest to that found in Ape 19.14 belong

respectively to the 'the bride of the Lamb' (i.e., the martyrs) and to the angels. Thus (with
words in common with 19.14 underlined),

The bride of the Lamb:

Kat e069Tj at'm] 'iva 7tEpt~MTj'tat ~U<JCHVOV ACXJ..L7tpov Ka9ap6v· 'tO

yap

~U<JCHVOV 'tel OtKatWJ.la'ta 'tWV ayiwv ecrnv (19.8).

The seven bowl-angels:

EVOEOUuEVOt AtVOV Ka9apov AaJ.l7tpOV (15.6).

The heavenly armies:

ev&ouJ.LEvot ~U<JCHVOV I.£UKOV Ka9ap6v(19.14).

If we cannot decisively rule out one of the alternatives, is it possible that the armies in fact
consist of both angels and martyrs? This possibility is in fact not unsupported by
commentators.40 Nor is it without parallel in contemporary apocalyptic literature. Asc. Is.
4.14, for example, envisages the coming of 'the Lord with his angels and with the hosts of
the holy ones' (where the 'holy ones' are the saints).41 We conclude, then, that most likely
40E.g. Lohmeyer, 155.
41 Noted by Bauckham, "Note", 138, who argues that 1 En. 1.9 in Codex Panopolitanus is to be
similarly understood. Space does not permit an account of other parallels between Asc. Is. 4.14-18
and Ape 19.11-20.3. Cf. 1 OM 12.4: 'with Thy holy Ones [and with all] Thine Angels'.
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the Rider leads heavenly armies consisting of both angels and martyrs.42

But if the Rider leads heavenly armies consisting of martyrs and angels then we may ask
what this signifies about the Rider.

On the one hand it is possible that the Rider has taken up an angelic role. The idea that an
angel leads the heavenly army has ancient roots. The earliest indication lies
entitlement of an angel as

'the commander of the army of Yahweh'

in the

(i11i1'-~:J~--,w;

apxt<rtpa:tllYOc; OUVaJJ£roc; lCUpiou, Josh. 5.13). The title Upxt<r'tpatTlYOc; subsequently
came to be applied in a wide range of apocalyptic writings to the angel who commanded the
angelic hosts of God. In some texts this angel is Michael (e.g. 2 En 2.28, 33.10, Test. Abr.

Rec. A, 7 and 19, Ape. Esd. 4.24). In other texts the apxtcr'tpa'tllYOc; is unnamed (e.g.,
Jos. Asen. 14.7). 43

On the other hand there are occasions when the leadership of the heavenly forces is in the
hands of Yahweh himself. Yahweh is a warrior (e.g. Ex 15.3), who leads Israel into battle
(e.g. Deut 7 and 10). Ps 68, for example, seems to have Yahweh in view as leader of the
heavenly army. Yahweh 'rides upon the clouds' (v.4), 'scatters kings' (v.14). and is
accompanied by 'mighty chariotry, twice ten thousand' (v.17). Thus Longman argues that in
Ape 19.11-16 we find 'a description of Christ the Divine Warrior which ... connects him with
Yahweh the Divine Warrior in the OT'.44

Our recognition of the identification between Jesus Christ and God on the basis of texts
such as Ape 22.13 means that we cannot rule out the possibility that in Ape 19.11-16 Jesus
is being depicted as the 'Divine Warrior'. Further, our supposition that the Book of Zechariah
was well-known to the seer means that we must reckon with the possibility that John had in
mind a text such as Zech 14.5 ('then Yahweh my God will come, and all the holy ones with
him') and thus saw Jesus the Rider as one who acted in the place of God. But we suggest
42sauckham, "Note", 138, overlooks this possibility in Ape 19.14 and understands the armies to
consist of the martyrs.
43 Greek text from Philonenko, Joseph, 178. Philonenko, idem, argues that the angel is in fact
Michael. Dan 8.11 LXX also mentions the archistrategos, but it is not clear whether this is a
reference to an angelic figure (so, Bampfylde, "Prince", 130) , or to God (so, Driver, Daniel, 116;
Charles, Daniel207; Montgomery, Daniel, 335).
44Longman, "Divine", 298; cf. Schmitt, "Christologische", 287.
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that it is more likely that Jesus the Rider was being depicted as one who had taken up an
angelic role when he led out the armies of heaven. For we know from Ape 12.7 that John
was familiar with the idea that Michael was the leader of the heavenly army. In that verse
Michael and the angels fight the dragon and his angels and drive them out of heaven. In
19.19 the Rider and his army fight against the beast and the kings of the earth and their
armies. The location of the second battle is undoubtedly the earth, and the opponents are
different to those in the first battle, although not unrelated since the beast is the chief agent
of the dragon (Ape 13.2). Nevertheless a similar battle is being waged, between the forces
of God and the forces of the anti-God power and it does not seem unreasonable to
suppose that Jesus the Rider is presumed to have taken over from Michael as the
commander of the heavenly army.

The possibility that John may have thought of Jesus as one who superseded Michael is
already raised in the Ape in 12.7-10. In Ape 12.7-9 we are informed that Michael and his
angels have been responsible for the defeat of the dragon and his angels. The heavenly
response to this is notable for its reference to Christ, even though there has been no
mention of any role for him in the war against the dragon. Thus John hears a voice
proclaiming,

'Now have come the salvation and the power and the kingdom of our God and the
authority of his Christ' (Ape 12.1 0). 45

Collins argues that this is an example of 'angelic christology'. The role allotted to Michael is
transferred to Jesus Christ. 46 Certainly the thought that Jesus is leader of the heavenly
armies in 19.14 instead of Michael is consistent with this understanding of 12.7-10. We
have seen in our survey of angel christology that close links between Jesus and Michael
were a relatively common feature of ancient Christian writings and inscriptions. In the
Shep. Herm. Sim. 8.3.3, Michael and Jesus even appear to be identified.47 Yet careful

consideration of this passage led to the conclusion that Jesus is not necessarily being
understood as an angel or being identified with Michael. Similarly our discussion in §8.5.3
45Further on Christ in Ape 12, see Satake, "Sieg" (1975).
46 collins, J.J., Vision, 146.
4 7 Shep. Herm. Vis. 3; Sim. 8.3.3, 9.12. 7-8;

ct.

Christology, 26 n.5.
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raised the possibility that the risen Jesus in Ape 1.13-16 may have been understood as one
who has supreseded Michael. In Ape 19.14 there seems to be no particular reason to think
that Jesus leading the heavenly armies means that he is either an angel per se, or that he is
identified with Michael. Rather, the role of Michael seems to have been transferred to him.
That Jesus and Michael are not to be identified is supported by the consideration that the
heavenly armies which the Rider leads is not the army in 12.7 but one which has expanded
to include the martyrs: the larger army is led by one who is greater than Michael.

Why might John have depicted Christ as one who superseded Michael? We have already
suggested that reflection on Dn 12.1-2 may have led to the conclusion that the son of man
figure as given in Dn 7.13 was the angel Michael. John must have been struck by the
relevance of the prophecy in Dn 12.1-2 to Jesus Christ. The nexus of themes in Dn 12.1-2,
resurrection, judgement, deliverance, book, is mirrored in the Ape, but with the crucial
difference that it is not Michael who has arisen to effect salvation for the people of God, and
to be the key figure in connection with judgement, resurrection, and the book of life, but
Jesus the Lamb. In the Ape it is those written in the Lamb's book of life who will be saved
(13.8, 17.8). The painful struggle of the church would cease when Jesus came in glory (ct.
1.7, 22.20). Salvation was through Jesus Christ and his death on a cross (cf. 1.5-6, 5.9)
and not through Michael. Consequently it is reasonable to presume that John believed that
Daniel understood God's intentions in a limited way. Michael had a role to play in the
salvation of God's people - hence John includes the reference to Michael and his angels
defeating the dragon and his angels (12. 7) - but the most important role belonged to Jesus
Christ. Thus in 12.10 it is not Michael who is glorified but Christ. In 19.14 it is not Michael
who leads the army of angels and martyrs it is Jesus the Rider.

In other words, the role prophesied for Michael in Dn 12.1-2 may have led to the conclusion
that some attributes and actions associated with Michael should be transferred to Jesus
Christ.

In sum: when John portrays Jesus the Rider as the leader of the heavenly armies he
appears to be transferring a role associated with Michael to Jesus. Once again the portrayal
of Jesus shows the influence of angelology.
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§10.4 THE SECRET NAME
In the vision of the Rider, Jesus has several names, mato~ Kat MTl9tV6~ (Ape 19.11),48
OVOila yeypai!J.Jkvov 0 OUOEt~ ol&v d llTt aut6c; (Ape 19.12), 6 '),jyy~ tOU

eeou (Ape

19.13), and ~am.A.eu~ ~aatAtwv Kat Kupw~ Kuptwv (Ape 19.16).49

This feature is different from the visions in Ape 1.13-16 and 14.14 where 'one like a son of
man' is neither named nor 'called' anything. In view of the influence of 'messianic' texts on
Ape 19.11-16 it is interesting that none of these names is drawn from Is 9.6 which gives
several names for God's chosen one:

'For a child has been given for us, a son given to us; authority rests upon his
shoulders; and he is named Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father,
Prince of Peace'.

We have already noted in our review of Origen that the expression MEYMTl~ ~uJ.:r)~
ayyEA.o~ which is found in the LXX version of this verse has had no influence on the

Ape.

It is not our intention to either examine each of the four names in 19.11-16 or to explore the
ones we have chosen exhaustively. Rather we will simply draw attention to the fact that two
of the names have particular angelic connections and explore the significance of this for the
portrayal of Jesus Christ in Ape 19.11-16. In this section we consider the 'secret name':

exwv OVOila yeypai!J.Jkvov 0 oood~ oloev d llTt auto~ (Ape 19.12).

This name may be linked to Jesus' own words about 'names' in the letters to the seven
churches. To the conquering Christians at Pergamum Jesus promises hidden manna and a
white stone. On the stone will be written a name:

4BNote 3 Mace 2.11 as the only occasion in the LXX when mato~ and Mll9tV6~ are found together
(where they refer to God).
49on 'king of kings and lord of lords' see Beale "Origin" (1985) who argues that in 17.14 this title
draws on Dn 4.37 LXX, with approval from Slater, "Revisited" (1993) using Ape 19.11-21 as a parallel.
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x:a.t.

em

t1tv 'lf'llq>ov ovoJJ.a. x:a.tvov ytypCXj.ijlivov 8 oU&l.~ ol&v El

ACXJ.l~clv(J)V

Jllt

o

(2 .17).

To the conquering Christians at Philadelphia Jesus promises that he will write on them

'the name of my God, and the name of the city of my God ... and my own new name

(Ka.t to OVOJ.16. J.l.OU to Ka.tv6v )' (3. 12) :

The close parallel between 19.12 and 2.17 suggests something of a conundrum. On the
one hand Jesus' secret name is described in 19.12 in the same way as the 'new name' of
the conquering Christians. Since Jesus also receives a 'new name' (3.12) it would be
reasonable to conclude that the name in 19.12 is Jesus' 'new name'. On the other hand the
name in 19.12 is one which noone knows except Jesus whereas the 'new name' of Jesus is
one which will be written on the foreheads (presumably, cf. 14.1) of the conquering
Christians. That is, Jesus' 'new name' appears to be a public name in contrast to his 'secret
name'. We conclude, therefore, that although the form of words used to introduce the
secret name of Jesus suggests that the 'new name' of Jesus is in view, in fact another name
is meant.

Presumably the common factor between 2.17 and 19.12, then, is not anything to do with
newness but something to do with the private character of the names. In this case it is
noticeable that the names in 2.17 are inscribed on 'white stones'. A number of explanations
for these stones have been advanced,so and an explanation which accounts for the
combination of stone, inscribed name, and secrecy as a kind of amulet in which the name
has power to secure protection against evil powers cannot be ruled out.51 This
explanation would then imply that the point of Jesus having a secret name in 19.12 is that it
is a sign of his power to conquer evil.

Few commentators have drawn attention to the angelic roots of the concept of a heavenly
being with a mysterious or secret name. One exception is Swete who points out that the
SOsee, e.g., Beckwith, 462-463; Swete, 39-40; Herner, Letters, 96-105.
51 Beckwith, 463 favours this explanation. Herner, Letters, 103, however, concludes that 'the

popular amulet theory is more problematical'.
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question of an unknown angelic name arises in the story of Jacob's struggle at Jabbok (Gn
32.22-32) and in the story of the appearance of the angel of Yahweh to Manoah (Jdgs 13.225).52

In the first story Jacob wrestles with 'a man' through the night prior to his meeting with Esau
(Gn 32.22-32). At daybreak their struggle ends with the man blessing Jacob and telling him
that he will henceforth be called 'Israel'. Jacob then asks the man to tell him his name. The
man responds with the question

'Why is it that you ask my name?' (•orv? ?~rvn m im'?; "Iva

n touto

£prot~ to

ovoJ.ui JlOU, Gn 32.30 MT/LXX respectively).

He then blesses Jacob. Recognition dawns for Jacob who names the place Peniel, saying

'For I have seen God face to face and yet my life has been preserved' (Gn 32.30).

In the second story the angel of Yahweh replies to Manoah's enquiry as to his name in
similar vein:

'Why do you ask my name? It is too wonderful' (·~?D-~iii1 •orv? ?~rvn m no?; "Iva

n

tOUtO f:pm~c; to OVOJla JlOU; Kat aut6 E<JttV eauJlacrt6v, Jdgs 13.18

MT/LXX respectively).

There is no direct link between these stories and the secret name in Ape 19 .12. We are not
told, for instance, in the OT stories that the name is only known to the angel, just that the
humans concerned may not know. Conversely, in Ape 19.12 we are not told that the secret
name is 'wonderful'. The three passages are only related in the sense that when we are
told that the Rider has a name which 'no one may know' there is engendered a sense of
mystery which resonates with the refusal of the angels who appear to Jacob and to Manoah
to divulge their names. 53 Thus, the secret name of the Rider may reflect indirectly at least
the influence of two ancient angelophanies.

52swete, 248.
53Contrast with Jos. Asen. 15.12 where the influence of Jdgs 13.17-18 is clear.
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The secret name of the Rider has led to various explanations concerning its significance.
Some scholars have stressed the connection between 'name' and the 'being' of a person.
Holtz, for example, suggests that just as a name expresses the being of a person so the
secret name expresses the innermost being of Christ.54 Other scholars have suggested
that the secret name is the Tetragrammaton, the name of God itse1f.55 Some scholars,
however, in line with what we have just mentioned concerning the connection between
'name' and 'white stone', have pointed to the ancient belief that there is a connection
between the name and the power of a being.

Bousset, for example, suggests that the name is kept secret from the Rider's adversaries
according to the ancient view that power resides in a person's name. 56 Beckwith argues
that mention of the name 'is based on the current belief in the marvellous power of a secret
name' .57 He cites 1 En 69.14 as evidence for this:

'His name was (then) Beqa; and he spoke to Michael to disclose to him his secret
name58 so that he would memorize this secret name of his, so that he would call it up
in an oath in order that they shall tremble before it. and the oath'. 59

If the secret name of the Rider is indicative of the Rider's power to conquer then it is
interesting to see that the text quoted by Beckwith in support of his interpretation of the
secret name also mentions Michael! In 1 En 69.14 Michael has a secret name which is
sought in connection with a powerful 'oath'. Although the connection between the name
and the oath is not clearly explained the impression given is that the oath involves swearing
by a name so that the greater the name the more powerful the oath which invokes it. The
oath is described in a manner which invites comparison with 'wisdom' in respect of its role as
God's agent in the inauguration and maintenance of creation (cf. Prov 8.22-30, Wis 7.228.1 ). Thus the writer of Sim. En. speaks, for example, of how
54Holtz, Christologie, 174; see also Caird, 242; Swete, 248; Schillebeeckx, Christ, 442-443; ct.
Kraft, 248-249.
55 AIIo, 280, following Cullmann, Christology, 314; ct. Prigent, 293-294; Farrar, 198. Note Odes Sol.
4.8 where the angels are clothed with the Divine Name.
56 Bousset, 431; ct. Lohmeyer, 155
57 Beckwith, 732.
58 some MSS 'the secret name'.
59 1saac, OTP, i, 48. Note also Asc. Is. 9.5; Ecclus. 47.18; Pr. Man. 3. Ps. Clem. Homilies 16.18.
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'By that oath, the sea was created' (69.18), and

'By the same oath the sun and moon complete their courses of travel, and do not
deviate from the laws (made) for them, from the beginning (of creation)' (69.20).60

Michael's role in this work of creation is significant for the oath is placed in his hand (1 En.
69.15).61 Moreover, 1 En 69.27 describes rejoicing in heaven because 'the name of that
(Son of) Man was revealed to them·.62 Obviously there is much more that can be said
about this enigmatic episode in Sim. En. but our concern is simply to demonstrate that in

Sim. En., a document likely to be contemporaneous with the Ape, the motif of a secret
name is associated with an angel.

That the secret name according to 1 En. 69 has a certain kind of power and is able to
enhance the oath which appears to be analogous to Sophia in its function in creation
suggests that the name may be some form of the Name of God itself. 63 Such a name in
association with an angel is not unknown in Jewish angelology when we recall the name
'Yahoel', a name applied to the chief angel (and to God) in the Ape. Abr.. Whether the
secret name of the Rider might be something similar we can only speculate. What we can be
fairly confident in concluding, however, is this: that the possession of a secret name by the
Rider is a sign of angelological influence on this portrayal of Jesus Christ.

There is one final aspect of the secret name to which we can draw attention in the present
context. We have already noted in § 1.1.1 the argument of Schillebeeckx that the secret
name implies that the 'nature of Christ is intrinsically bound up with that of God himself'. 54
In other words the secret name appears to be a sign of a kind of dual identity for Jesus
Christ. Outwardly visible as an angelomorphic figure, as a lamb, and publicly known by
601saac, OTP, i, 48.
6 1Just who gives this oath to Michael is unclear. Cf. 'The Evil One (Aka1 placed this oath in
Michael's hand' (Isaac, OTP, i, 48); '[Kesbeel, the chief of the oath] placed this oath Akae in the
charge of the holy Michael' (Knibb, AOT, 253). Both translations recognise the difficulty engendered
by the word 'Aka'. Knibb, AOT, 253 n.19, suggests it may be a corruption of the word 'other'.
621saac, OTP, i, 49.
63Biack, Enoch, 248, suggests 'the text copied must have contained a version of the consonants
!.ltv~ the Gematria for 'J1~ i11i1' .' Cf. Segal, Powers, 196-197.
64see p.4 above for fuller citation and reference.
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various names and titles, there is in fact another identity for him, with a secret name and with
his true nature hidden in God.65

§10.5 THE LOGOS-NAME

The fact that the Rider is named

o Myoc;

Too Swo (Ape 19.13) is noteworthy in the first

instance because it is a name which 'stands alone' within the Ape. Whereas the other three
names for the Rider may be linked to other entitlements and references to names for Jesus
Christ the Logos-name is independent of any other such occurrences. 66 Of course the
expression 6 Myoc; Too ewo in itself is not unique within the Ape since it is used on several
occasions, but never as a name. Our first reflection on the significance of the Logos-name
therefore is to investigate the meaning of the expression b Myoc; Too Swo where it occurs
elsewhere in the Ape.

§10.5.1 The Logos of God in the Apocalypse

Apart from Ape 19.13, 6 Aoyoc; Too ewo is found in the Ape four times:

(i) John describes himself as one who has

'testified to the word of God and to the testimony of Jesus Christ, even to all that he
saw' (1.2).

(ii) John enlarges on how he came to receive the revelation:

'I, John ... was on the island called Patmos because of the word of God and the
testimony of Jesus' (1.9).

65ct. Smith, "Prayer", 31 n.13, who argues that the heavenly revealer possessing a (secret)
celestial name while having another (known) earthly name is a standard feature of hellenistic
revelatory literature (e.g. Iliad 20.74: further references, Smith, ibid.). See also discussion in
Gruenwald, Apocalyptic, 175 with reference to Merkavah Rabbah.
66 •Faithful and True' evokes the titles 'the faithful witness' (1.5) and 'the faithful and true witness'

(3.14); the secret name recalls 'a new name that no one knows except the one who receives it' (2.17,
cf. 3.12); and 'King of kings and Lord of lords' recalls a similar description of the Lamb (17.14).
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(iii) the souls of those under the altar are those

'who had been slaughtered for the word of God and for the testimony they had given'
(6.9).

(iv) John sees the souls of those

'who had been beheaded for their testimony to Jesus and for the word of God' (20.4).

The fact that the logos of God is linked in parallel to the testimony of Jesus probably
means that the testimony of Jesus is not additional truth but a reformulation of God's truth
by Jesus.67

If we assume that John was on Patmos because of a negative response to the logos of
God then on three out of four occasions the phrase 'the logos of God' is directly associated
with suffering (i.e. 1.9, 6.9, 20.4). Why should exile or death be the experience of the
Christian on account of the logos of God and the testimony of Jesus? A strong hint is given
in 12.17 and 14.12. In the former we are told that the anger of the dragon against the
woman who has given birth to the child-messiah leads to his making war on her children. Her
children are described as 'those who keep the commandments of God and hold the
testimony of Jesus'. In the latter 'the saints' are described as 'those who keep the
commandments of God and hold fast the faith of Jesus'. In other words, the logos of God
as the reason for suffering seems to mean that the keeping of God's commandments has

led to an oppressive reaction by the secular authorities. (Presumably it is not those
commandments which prohibit stealing and murder but those concerned with allegiance to
the one God ahead of all other earthly and heavenly powers which have sparked this
reaction). Thus the expression 'the logos of God' in three out of four instances seems to
focus on that truth which demands a commitment which conflicts with the requirements of
good citizenship in Asia Minor.

In the remaining instance we have a slightly different emphasis. In 1.2 'the logos of God
and the testimony of Jesus' are interpreted as 'all that [John] saw·:
67charles, i, 7.
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'tOV Myov 'tOu 9eou Kat TI)v J..l.a.p'tUpiav ' Ifi<JOU Xptcr'tou ocra el&v.

In other words, the

logos of God and the testimony of Jesus are understood as the

particular revelation which John receives on Patmos. Yet to describe the particular
revelation given on Patrnos as 'the logos of God and the testimony of Jesus' presumably
means that it is continuous with that to which martyrs such as Antipas and saints who
remain alive have already borne faithful witness (cf. 2.13). At the heart of the revelation
granted to the churches through John is not some completely new truth but a restatement
of what has already been revealed in the history of Israel, the coming of Jesus Christ, and
the life of the primitive church. In some respects, however, the revelation contains some
new elements since what was formerly a mystery is now explained (cf. 10.7).

What then can we say from the perspective of the Ape itself about the significance of the
Logos-name?

(i) Important here is our investigation above into the significance of ~pa~ov

al.J..I.an

(Ape 19.13). We saw that this image could be understood multivalently and includes an
allusion to the blood of the martyrs. In this case the mission of the Rider can be understood
as a mission of vengeance and the name 'the Logos of God' can be understood ironically.
Jesus has the Logos-name because he comes to avenge those who have died on
account of 'the logos of God'. The rejected testimony of the martyrs has (so to speak)
become the legal testimony which secures the condemnation of their persecutors. 58 The
faithful witnesses such as Antipas (2.13) have not died in vain. Their opponents may have
thought that they had made a mockery of the logos of God and the testimony of Jesus by
moving against the church. But by bearing the name, 'The Logos of God', it is the Rider
who 'has the last laugh' and taunts the opponents of the church. The Logos-name
conveys the justification for the Rider's crusade against them.

(ii) If the logos of God is that which has come to particular expression through the witness of
Jesus, and if it is the revelation of Jesus Christ (1.1 ), then it is entirely appropriate that the
Logos-name should be applied to Jesus. The Logos-name encapsulates the function of
68 Bauckham, "War", 33.
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Jesus as the revealer.

But to say that, in the light of what we understand about 'the logos of God' elsewhere in the
Ape, the Logos-name is an appropriate name for Jesus the Rider is scarcely to exhaust
the significance of this name for the Rider and for our study of the christology of the Ape.
One crucial observation may be noted at this point. When the Rider is called 'Faithful and
True' (19.11) and is described as having the regal name, 'King of kings and Lord of lords'
(19.11 ), we are told something about the Rider which is true concerning his character and
function. These names are not given like so many names as ones which are incidental to the
actual nature of the named person. Jesus is called 'Faithful and True' because he is faithful
and he is true. He has the regal name because he is indeed king over all kings and lord over
all lords. Consequently it is likely that Jesus has the Logos-name because he is in his
person the logos of God. To the extent that we can speak of a personal being called the
Logos who comes from God (and we shall discuss this point in detail shortly), from the
perspective of the Ape Jesus is that being. 69

It follows from this conclusion that it is worth exploring beyond the confines of the Ape to
material which may lie in its background in order to better understand the implications of the
Logos-name for the Rider.

§10.5.2 The Biblical Background To The Logos-Name

There is no particular link between the Rider with the Logos-name and 'the Logos' of the
Fourth Gospel. There is a general connection inasmuch as both figures have a function in
revealing the truth of God. But apart from this 'community of interest' there is no reason to
think of mutual influence between Jn 1 and Ape 19.13. Other texts speak of the logos (or
rhema) in terms of similes involving (sharp, two-edged) swords (e.g. Heb 4.12, Eph 6.17).
In 19.15 the Rider is shown to have 'a sharp sword with which to strike down the nations'
which comes from his mouth. Immediately in the background here are Is 11.4 and 49.2. But
there are other texts which focus on the 'mouth' of the Messiah but make explicit the
thought that it is the 'word' or 'words' which come out of it which effect the judgement. Thus:

69Against Schillebeeckx, Christ, 442-443, who does not sufficiently undergird his claim that

Aoyo<; Too Swo is a 'designation' rather than a 'name'; cf. Prigent, 295; Lohse, 94.
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'May he destroy the lawless nations by the word (A.Oyo~) of his mouth' (Pss.
Sol.17.24,

ct. 17.35).

'The word of his mouth slays all the sinners' (1 En 62.2).

'I have killed them by the words of my mouth and my judgement goes forth as the
light' (:~~· i1~ TODWr.l1 •£)-'ir.l~:::l c:l'nJiil; rureKtElVCX autoix;
oto1J.at6~

1J.ou, Kat to KpiiJ.a IJ.OU 00<;

Ev

P~IJ.CXO'lV

~~ ~eA.eooetm, Hos 6.5 MT/LXX

respectively).

However, in none of these texts is the Messiah called or named 'the Logos (of God)'.

There is one text, however, which appears to lie behind the portrayal of Jesus as a heavenly
figure who comes to judge and make war wielding a sword and is called 'the Logos of
God'. This is Wis 18.15-16which we have already reflected on in §4.3.1

above?0

'your all-powerful word leaped from heaven (o 1tavtoouva1J.~ oou A.Oy~ &n:'

oupavrov), from the royal throne, into the midst of the land that was doomed, a stern
warrior carrying the sharp sword of your authentic command, 16 and stood and filled
all things with death, and touched heaven while standing on the earth' (Wis 18.1516).

In two particular ways this passage differs from Ape 19.11-16. First, Wisdom's concern

at this

point is with the Exodus story rather than the last judgement. Secondly, there is no mention
of the logos riding on a horse. Differences such as these make it difficult to determine
whether John had this passage specifically in mind when describing the Rider as having the

Logos-name. Nevertheless Wis 18.15-16 is the closest passage in the OTto the portrayal
in 19.11-16 of a heavenly figure with the Logos-name. It has motifs which resonate
strongly with Ape 19.11-16: descent from heaven, warrior figure called logos, sword, and
70 Prigent, 295; Lohse, 94; Ford, 313, 321. It is interesting to speculate on the possible influence of

another text, Hab 3.5, where 'pestilence' goes before God and behind him follows 'plague' (3.5,
'Death' and 'Hades' in Ape 6.8). As a result the nations and mountains are shaken (3.6-12,

ct.

ct.

Ape

6.12-17). The Hebrew consonants for 'plague' are the same as for 'word' (i:::l1), and in fact the LXX
offers A.Oyo~ instead of a Greek equivalent for 'plague'. Does John understand Jesus the Rider as
'the plague/logos of God'?
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royal connotations. If John was not familiar with Wis 18.15 itself then he was familiar with the
kind of understanding represented there.

When we considered Wis 18.15-16 before we saw that it was an example, alongside the
writings of Philo, of a tendency to interpret angelo logical material in the OT. For the writer of
Wisdom the 'destroyer' or 'destroying angel' is an expression of the logos of God. For Philo
'the angel of Yahweh' is the form in which the Logos of God manifests itself. It is interesting
therefore to note that in Ape 19.11-16, where so much material illustrates the 'messianic'
character of the Rider, that John uses the Logos-name. It is true that the Logos-name in
19.13 may be simply explained in terms of the Ape itself, as we outlined above: the Logosname ironically illustrates the nature of the Rider's mission to avenge those who have
suffered for the sake of the word of God. But when the portrayal of Jesus as the Rider
shows signs of the influence of angelology it is conceivable that John uses the Logosname because an angelic figure coming out of heaven on a mission of judgement recalls
the kind of thinking represented in Wisdom 18.15-16. John does not just see Jesus
Messiah in his vision wielding the sword-like logos, he sees the Logos of God in person.

In other words, the application of the Logos-name to the Rider appears to reflect traditions
in which the Logos manifests itself in angelic form.

The presence of the Logos-name in the portrayal of the Rider raises an important question,
namely, what relationship between God and Jesus Christ is in view in 19.11-16? When we
examined Philo's writings on the Logos we saw that the Logos was the self-revelation of
God. Talk about the Logos was talk about God. Yet we also saw that the way Philo
described the Logos on occasions could reasonably be interpreted as reference to a
being distinct from God.

The fact that John does not simply name the Rider 6 A6yo~ but 6 A6yo~ tou eeou raises
the question whether an element of subordination is involved: that the Rider as the Logos

of God is the Logos who belongs to God, his appearance is at the behest of God, and he
is in fact a being distinct from God. Nevertheless, as we have seen, the Logos-name may
well reflect the use of the phrase 6 A6yo~ tou eeou elsewhere in the Ape. John may (like
the writer of the Fourth Gospel) have known of Jesus as 6 A6yo~ but chose to use the fuller
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phrase as more appropriate to the context in the Ape.

There is, of course, so little said about the Rider as the Logos that it is impossible to decide
conclusively what John's understanding of the Logos was. What we can draw attention to
are the following observations. First, our analysis of Wisdom and Philo's writings showed
that on the one hand the Logos was understood to be God in his self-revelation and on the
other hand the Logos could manifest himself in the form of an angel. Secondly, such an
understanding is consistent with what we find in the Ape. The Logos of God is Jesus
Christ, who we know from elsewhere in the Ape is identified with God, and the Logos of
God appears in angelomorphic form.

In sum: the Logos-name is an appropriate name for Jesus as the revealer but it is
particularly apt in the vision of the Rider because here Jesus appears in angelomorphic form
and in a role reminiscent of the Logos in Wis 18.15. Also, the Logos-name is entirely
suitable for one who is characterized both in terms of his identity with God and his likeness
to the angels.

§1 0.6

CONCLUSION

In the vision of Jesus as the heavenly, equine warrior we have found a number of signs of
angelological influence. In this picture of eschatological war the 'Messiah' sits on a horse, an
image more readily associated with OT visions of angels than of prophecies about the
Messiah. As leader of the heavenly armies the Rider appears to have taken up the role of
Michael as commander of the army of God. Two of the four names have particular angelic
associations. Further, the actual form of the Rider suggests that John may have seen a
reappearance of the risen angelomorphic Jesus as described in 1.13-16.

As the Rider, then, Jesus Christ is a messianic and angelic figure. Yet this is not the whole of
the matter. Having the name, 'the Logos of God' suggests that this is no angel per se but a
being who is to be identified with God, who is located at the heart of the divine throne. This
is confirmed by the application of the name, 'King of kings, and Lord of lords' which is used
of God by Nebuchadnezzar (Dn 4.37 LXX). It is also possible that the secret name in 19.12
points to this (so to speak) dual identity in which Jesus is 'seen' as an angel and yet in reality
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his essential nature is bound up with that of God.

Once again therefore we see Jesus in angelic form carrying out angelic function yet bearing
signs of his true nature as one who is coordinate with God rather than subordinate, and as
one who comes from the throne of God itself.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

CONCLUSION
§11.1 SUMMARY AND RESULTS

We began this dissertation by reviewing previous study of the christology of the
Apocalypse and of the significance of angelology for the development of early christology.
Out of this review we determined that there was room both to extend the investigation of
the influence of angelology on the christology of the Ape and to criticise the most significant
proposal in recent times concerning the influence of angelology on the christophany in Ape
1.13-16.

In Part One of the dissertation we examined the context of the christology of the Ape. We
investigated the portrayal of angels and angelomorphic figures in OT books and in writings
outside the OT and we reviewed various facets of angel christology in the first Christian
centuries.

In Part Two we examined aspects of the christology itself. We began with the relationships
between God and Jesus Christ and between Jesus Christ and the revealing angel and then
examined the three visions of Christ in Ape 1.13-16, 14.14, and 19.11-16.

We have already set out our conclusions to Part One in §5.4. Three results stand out,
however, and are worth restating again. First, the influence of Dn 7.13 LXX on the
christophany in Ape 1 .13-16 is open to doubt, along with other aspects of Rowland's
proposal concerning the developments behind the christophany. Thus the way is open for
seeking an alternative proposal. Secondly,

an angelophany or an epiphany of an

angelomorphic figure could include theophanic imagery without any implication that the
figure concerned was divine. Thirdly, transformation resulting in a being becoming an angel
or an angelomorphic figure was widely attested for the first century CE.

Each of these results has been significant for Part Two of our investigation.
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In the first chapter in Part Two (i.e., Chapter Six) we argued that the Ape presents Jesus
Christ on the one hand as one who is identified with God and on the other hand as one who
is functionally equivalent to the revealing angel. We posed the question, Why does John
envisage two intermediaries, Jesus Christ and the revealing angel? The answer, we
suggested, lay in the twofold intention to present Jesus as one who even in his risen state
was not completely removed from the reality of the church's situation in Asia Minor and to
make the angel a point of comparison to ensure that Jesus was not identified as an angel. In
this chapter we opened up a paradox in the christology of the Ape: Jesus Christ is identified
with God yet functions like an angel.

In Chapter Seven we examined Ape 1.13-16 in comparison to angelophanies and to the
theophany in the Ape. Angelophanies in the Ape incorporate theophanic elements, but this
does not lead to thinking that the angels are other than angels. We saw that the
christophany had more in common with the angelophanies than with

the theophany

despite its also having theophanic elements. Indeed the christophany and the theophany
of Ape 4 appear to be sharply distinguished. Yet comparing Jesus to the living creatures
and to the elders confirmed that Jesus was perceived as divine in the Ape. In this chapter
we saw the paradox expressed in a different way: Jesus Christ is identified with God yet
looks like an angel.

In Chapter Eight we confirmed what is well-known, namely that the language of Ape 1.13-16
reflects the influence of texts from Daniel, Ezekiel, and other OT writings. We also drew
attention to the possible influence of Zech 1.8 on the setting of the christophany. Drawing
on our study of glorious angels and angelomorphic figures with similar appearances in
writings outside the OT we argued that the form of the risen Jesus was the form of an angel.
In the light of the traditional view that Ape 1.14, which reflects the influence of On 7.9, is
illustrative of the divinity of Jesus Christ we sought to strengthen our case. We noted that
the influence of On 7.9 was a feature of other epiphanies which did not involve divine
figures. We confirmed our doubts about the influence of On 7.13 LXX and offered an
alternative proposal. We suggested that 1 En. 106.2-5 provides a model for the
christophany and that this model is consistent with our argument that the christophany is
similar to an angelophany.
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We also argued that although presented as an angelomorphic figure the risen Jesus was
probably perceived to be neither an angel nor an angelomorphic exalted human. Rather,
the divine Jesus Christ was perceived to have taken up angelic form temporarily in line with
some of the angelic transformations we had observed in Part One. In this way the paradox of
Jesus Christ's identity with God while being equivalent to an angel in form and function can
be resolved.

When we examined Ape 14.14 in Chapter Nine we argued that the son of man figure
portrayed there is in fact Jesus Christ and not an angel. Yet our study recognised the
ambiguity in the portrayal of Jesus, namely that although not an angel he is portrayed as
though he were an angel. We argued in particular that the feature whereby an angel
commands an ignorant Jesus to wield his sickle reflects the temporary separation of Jesus
from the divine throne. Once again we found that the appearance of Jesus Christ as an
angelic figure reflects the perception that temporarily Jesus assumes an angelic mode of
being.

We therefore argued that Ape 14.14 is more likely to reflect the influence of angelology
than angel christology but that the resulting portrayal of Jesus to a certain extent anticipates
the dispensational angel christology of Origen.

Our investigation in Chapter Ten drew out four features of the portrayal of Jesus in Ape
19.11-16 which suggested the influence of angelology: a rider on a horse, leadership of
the heavenly armies, the secret name, and the Logos-name. We observed that bearing the
secret name and the Logos-name is consistent with our insight into the temporary
assumption of angelomorphic form, for both names suggest that the true nature of Jesus
Christ is bound up with God, hidden from human sight.

The major influence of angelology on the christology of the Ape may be explained therefore
in the following way. In the perception of the Ape Jesus Christ is divine yet he is presented
as equivalent to an angel both in function and form. Our study in Part One led us on the one
hand to emphasise that the form of the risen Jesus is the form of an angel and not of a
divine being and on the other hand to suggest that the explanation for the appearance of
Jesus as an angel lay in the idea that various figures were believed to have been able to be
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transformed temporarily into an angel.

The minor influences of angelo logy on the christology of the Ape are expressed in a variety
of ways including the setting of the christophany in Ape 1.12-13, and the angelic
characteristics of the son of man figure in Ape 14.14 and of the Rider in Ape 19.11-16.

§11.2 BROADER CONSIDERATIONS
§11.2.1 The Chrlstology of the Apocalypse

We indicated in Chapter One that our consideration of the christology of the Ape would be
restricted. It is appropriate, however, to make a few points about the relationship between
our investigation and those aspects of the christology which we have not considered.

First, the fact that Jesus Christ in the Ape is also presented as a lamb confirms that our
approach is along the right lines. Since he is not consistently presented in angelomorphic
form he is unlikely to be an angel in his essential nature. The twofold presentation of Jesus
Christ in both angelomorphic and animal form suggests that his true nature is neither as an
angel nor as an animal but lies somewhere else.

Secondly, the title 6 uio<; roil Swil (Ape 2.18) encapsulates at least two aspects of the
christology:

(i) the appointment of Jesus as Christ or Messiah (e.g. Ape 2.26-28) which draws on Ps 2.9
where the king is declared by God to be his son (Ps 2.7),

(ii) the identity of Jesus Christ with God.

We would suggest that this title also encapsulates a third aspect:

(iii) the adoption by Jesus Christ of the form and function of an angel, that is, of 'a son of
God'.
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Thirdly, our conclusions cohere with the possibility that Jesus Christ has existed eternally
with God so that one may talk of his 'pre-existence' which is hinted at in Ape 3.14 and 13.8.

§11.2.2 An Early Chrlstology?

There has been something of a tendency in recent scholarship to see in the christology of
the Apocalypse the expression of a christology whose comparative age belies the lateness
of the book itself. Thus Hurtado has argued that the christophany in Ape 1.13-16 is
'probably representative· of visionary experiences in the first decades of the church's
life.1 In a recent article Yarbro Collins argues that consideration of the 'Son of Man·
tradition in the Ape leads to the conclusion that,

'In the book of Revelation ... we seem to have an independent development of a very
early christological tradition·.2

It would be inappropriate in the 'Conclusion' to begin a detailed discussion of such
propositions. But it is appropriate to point out that our study points away from such
conclusions towards a date for the christology in the likely period of the composition itseH.

On the one hand, although the christophany of the Ape may reflect an ancient epiphanic
account such as 1 En. 106.2-5, it compares favourably with angelophanies found in
(probably) late first century CE (or later) apocalypses and related writings such as Ape. Abr..
Ape. Zeph., and Jos. Asen.

On the other hand, John's use of the expression uio<; avOpwnou could be satisfactorily
explained in terms of John's own meditations on the significance of Daniel in the light of the
sacking of Jerusalem and the (threat of) persecutions against the church in Asia Minor in line
with the apparently similar meditative activity of the authors of (probably) late first century CE
works such as Sim. En., 4 Ezra, and Syr. Baruch. Further, presenting Jesus Christ as an
angelomorphic figure is not well attested by the earliest Christian writings but is at least
1Hurtado, God, 120.
2varbro Collins, "Tradition", 568.
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hinted at in later works such as Asc. Is. and becomes increasingly explicit in literature
stemming from the second century and later.

The christology of the Ape would appear, therefore, to be one in keeping with the period of
its composition, that is, the latter part of the first century CE.

§11.3 FINALLY ...

It is a commonplace that the Ape is a deep mystery comparable to the sea which is never
mastered and continues to yield its treasures through the centuries. The christology of the
Ape is not different to the Ape itself in this regard. It has been our privilege to explore deep
waters and as a consequence to offer some insights which we trust are profitable to fellow
explorers. It is our hope that what has been proposed herein might lead to further
exploration by those capable of diving to yet deeper depths than we have been able to do.
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